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Abstract
Chapter 1: reviews the literature regarding ―traditional‖ cardiovascular risk factors, as
well as central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics, and their cardiovascular
health implications and assessment methods. The pathology of arterial stiffness and
hypertension and the utility of exercise as a therapy for reducing arterial stiffness and
central haemodynamics in adults is critically reviewed.
Chapter 2: reports a systematic review and meta-analysis of literature examining the
effect of high intensity interval training (HIIT) and moderate intensity continuous
training (MICT) on arterial stiffness and 24 h blood pressure responses in adults. HIIT
was found to be superior to MICT for improving 24 h blood pressure outcomes. No
significant difference was observed for arterial stiffness.
Chapter 3: presents the findings of an acute study on the effect of HIIT versus MICT
versus control on central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics in adults with diabetes. A
significant group x time interaction was observed for central systolic blood pressure and
near-significant group x interaction was found for arterial stiffness. HIIT led to greater
acute reductions in both outcomes compared to MICT.
Chapter 4: reports a systematic review and meta-analysis of literature examining the
effect of regular exercise versus non-exercise control on arterial stiffness and vascular
function in adults with T2D. Aerobic exercise training significantly improved
endothelium-independent dilation and led to a near-significant reduction in pulse wave
velocity.
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Chapter 5: presents the findings of an 12-week randomised, placebo-controlled trial on
the efficacy of MICT and HIIT compared to a sham-exercise placebo control on central
arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics, as well as other cardiovascular risk factors
in previously inactive, obese adults with type 2 diabetes. No significant changes were
observed with central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics following the intervention.
Some cardiovascular risk factors improved with aerobic exercise.
Chapter 6: summarises the key findings from the systematic review and meta-analyses,
as well as, the intervention studies in Chapter 3 and 5. This chapter also addresses
limitations of the thesis, proposes implications of these results for clinical practice, as
well as future directions for research.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Chapter One: Introduction
1. The Burden of Cardiovascular Disease in Diabetes
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is one of the major causes of death and the most prevalent
comorbidity in people with diabetes1-4. Individuals with diabetes have a two-fold greater
risk of developing CVD, and have a greater risk of experiencing macrovascular
complications such as coronary heart disease (hazard ratio: 2.00, 95% CI: 1.83 to 2.65),
ischaemic stroke (hazard ratio: 2.27, CI: 1.95 to 2.65) and haemorrhagic stroke (hazard
ratio: 1.56, 95% CI: 1.19 to 2.05)5. This accelerated progression of CVD in people with
diabetes is also associated with other vascular complications such as peripheral arterial
disease6, microvascular complications (retinopathy, neuropathy, nephropathy)7, and
vascular dementia8. Diabetes has been identified as a global epidemic with 425 million
individuals worldwide living with the condition, and this number expected to rise to 693
million by 20459. In high income countries like Australia, 87 to 91% of adults diagnosed
with diabetes have type 2 diabetes (T2D) while 7 to 12% are diagnosed with type 1
diabetes (T1D)9. However, the largest growing prevalence of diabetes is in low to middle
income countries, particularly in Asian countries, with the prevalence rising with
increasing age.
1.1 The Global Economic Burden of Diabetes and Cardiovascular Disease
There is a large global economic burden associated with the management of diabetes.
Data from 2015 showed the estimated total global expenditure for direct and indirect
costs for diabetes was US$1.31 trillion10. A recent systematic review investigated the
global cost of treating people with T2D, and found substantial increases in direct
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treatment costs for individuals who presented with CVD, compared to those without
CVD11. The greatest costs related to CVD were hospitalizations, medications and
outpatient care. This raised the average annual cost for the treatment of T2D per patient
from $8,310 (in the absence of CVD) to $15,105 in people with coexisting T2D and
CVD11.
1.2 The Burden of Diabetes in Australia
In Australia, there are currently 1.2 million adults (18-75+ y) living with diabetes12. The
prevalence of T2D is estimated at 5% of the Australian adult population, and increases
with age. Diabetes is more prevalent in males than females (males: 5.7%, 95% CI: 5.2 to
6.5%; females: 4.6%, 95% CI: 4.0 to 5.1%), and individuals of low socioeconomic status
(low socioeconomic status: 8%; high socioeconomic status: 3%)12. Whilst there are no
data regarding the overall prevalence of T1D within Australia, it is estimated there are 12
cases of T1D per 100,000 population12. Data from the National Diabetes Register showed
63% of new cases for T1D was in children and younger people (< 25 y)13. Similar to
T2D, there is a higher incidence of new cases of T1D in males (13 per 100, 000
population) when compared to females (10 per 100, 000 population), however there is no
discrepancy across socioeconomic groups.

There is a high incidence of coexisting CVD and diabetes, with 2% of the Australian
adult population presenting with both conditions14. In alignment with global data, the
Australian Diabetes, Obesity and Lifestyle Study (AusDiab) found that Australians with
diabetes had a significantly greater risk of CVD mortality (hazard ratio: 2.3, 95% 95%
CI: 1.6-3.2) and over a 4.7 years follow-up period, 33.8% of deaths were due to CVD in
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people with diabetes or pre-diabetes15. Baseline data showed that 29% of the individuals
with diabetes had previously reported CVD, compared to only 6% of people with normal
glucose tolerance15. The total national annual cost for people with T2D and T1D in
Australia has been estimated at $6 billion AUD and $570 million AUD, respectively16, 17.
Similar to global reports, additional expenses are associated with coexisting diabetes and
CVD. The average annual cost to manage T1D or T2D without associated complications
was estimated at $3, 468 per person and $4, 025 per person, respectively16, 17. This
substantially increases to $16, 698 per person and $9, 645 per person in people with T1D
and T2D with macrovascular complications, respectively16, 17.
1.3 The Pathophysiology of Cardiovascular Disease and Diabetes
CVD refers to a group of conditions that affect the heart, as well as, the arteries and blood
vessels around the heart and periphery. Atherosclerosis is generally the underlying
condition that leads to other cardiac events or conditions that are associated with CVD18.
Damage to the endothelial lining causes an inflammatory response, which can lead to the
infiltration of lipids into the intima (in the presence of obesity and/or hyperlipdaemia)19.
This leads to the oxidization of the lipid, and the creation of a lesion. Other contributing
factors that escalate the progression of atherosclerosis will be outlined in further detail
within this chapter. Chronic atherosclerosis can lead to stenotic or non-stenotic lesions
(plaques) which can occlude the vessel or artery, leading to ischaemia 19. When the
development of atherosclerosis occurs in the coronary arteries, this is referred to as
coronary artery disease (CAD) or coronary heart disease (CHD)18. Plaque disruption can
cause thrombosis and result in a cardiac event such as an acute myocardial infarction or
ischaemia to other organs, for example the brain (stroke). The atherosclerotic process can
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also cause other macrovascular complications including peripheral arterial disease and
cerebrovascular events. Furthermore, this process can be initiated and accelerated in the
presence of diabetes and other metabolic risk factors and these will be addressed in more
detail in this chapter.

Diabetes is a group of metabolic diseases which are characterised by hyperglycaemia, as
a result of a reduced ability to regulate glucose uptake and output effectively20. This is
due to defects in insulin secretion, insulin action or both. There are two main broad
classifications of diabetes, and these will be investigated throughout this thesis. T1D is
classified as an auto-immune disorder associated with destruction of pancreatic β-cells20.
This in turn, results in absolute insulin deficiency and the inability to control glucose via
target organs, particularly skeletal muscle and the liver and necessitates the use of
exogenous insulin to control blood glucose levels. Whilst T1D can occur at any age, it is
most commonly diagnosed during childhood or adolescence20. In contrast, T2D generally
occurs as a result of chronic negative lifestyle factors such as physical inactivity and poor
diet, and the presence of obesity. These factors alter carbohydrate and fat metabolism,
which leads to chronic hyperglycaemia and insulin resistance. People with T2D tend to
present with elevated free fatty acids, hyperinsulaemia, insulin resistance, and increased
hepatic glucose output and other abnormalities of carbohydrate, fat and protein
metabolism20. In comparison to T1D, T2D results in a relative rather than absolute insulin
deficiency20.
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The rapid growth of the incidence of diabetes, particularly T2D, highlights a clear global
and national demand for effective management strategies to reduce the associated
cardiovascular complications in diabetes. The underlying aetiology of both diabetes and
CVD have some common adverse health outcomes such as insulin resistance, increased
low-grade inflammation and dyslipidaemia18, 21. Lifestyle intervention, including diet and
physical activity, is promoted as the first line of treatment for people with T2D and it has
been proven to be an effective management strategy for hyperglycaemia and insulin
resistance22, 23. It is now well established that regular physical activity has a protective
effect against the development of CVD. This was first observed by Morris and colleagues
in the London Transport Study, where the relatively physically active bus conductors had
a significantly reduced incidence of coronary events (0.8 per 1, 000 versus 1.5 per 1, 000
average annual rates), immediate cardiovascular mortality (within first 3 days; 0.4 per
1000 versus 0.9 per 1, 000 average annual rates) and early cardiovascular mortality
(within the first 3 months; 0.6 per 1, 000 versus 1.3 per 1, 000 average annual rates),
compared to the inactive bus drivers24. After this initial observation, other large
prospective studies have corroborated these findings, and this led to intervention-based
studies to investigate the required physical activity ―dosage‖ for cardioprotective effects.

Despite the benefits observed with regular physical activity, physical inactivity has been
recognised as a growing health problem since the 1950‘s and strong evidence has shown
that it is linked to the development of several chronic diseases25, 26. It appears that many
people with diabetes do not participate in regular physical activity. A large global
epidemiological study found that 35.2% of people with T2D did not meet the physical
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activity guidelines (150 mins of moderate intensity aerobic physical activity)27. While
there is limited epidemiological data on the physical activity behaviours of adults with
T1D, a Canadian study found that 63.7% of males and 71.9% of females with T1D did
not meet the recommended physical activity guidelines28. This large incidence of
inactivity and sedentary behaviour has led to the investigation of other physical activity
strategies such as increased standing time, reducing sitting time, progressive resistance
training and high intensity interval training (HIIT).

Central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic responses are valid markers of poor
cardiovascular health, and are strongly associated with cardiovascular and all-cause
mortality29, 30. When compared with healthy individuals, people with diabetes present
with greater arterial stiffness31-34 and central blood pressure31, 35, which contributes to the
accelerated cardiovascular pathology experienced in this cohort. As arterial stiffness and
central haemodynamic indices are now emerging risk factors of CVD, further
investigations are warranted to understand how to manage these outcomes in people with
diabetes.

This thesis will examine the utility of physical activity, in the form of aerobic exercise, as
a strategy for reducing central arterial stiffness, central haemodynamics and
cardiovascular risk factors in people with diabetes. The Introduction will firstly cover the
evidence on CVD risk factors, which will be based on the risk factors identified by The
Framingham Study. The Introduction will then focus on the emerging blood pressure
outcomes and arterial stiffness as risk factors in diabetes, and the assessment of these.
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Finally, this chapter will examine the current evidence for the efficacy of exercise on
arterial stiffness, central blood pressure responses and traditional cardiovascular risk
factors, particularly in diabetes. To enable this, the variables of exercise prescription
(namely the mode and dose of exercise) will be defined and the role of these variables in
managing arterial stiffness, central blood pressure and cardiovascular risk factors, based
on the current evidence will be detailed.
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2. Risk Factors for Cardiovascular Disease and Diabetes
The major established cardiovascular risk factors, which were identified from original
data from the Framingham Study, will be discussed in this section. The Framingham
Study was one of the first, and well recognised large prospective trials (n = 5, 209) to
identify clear associations between CHD incidence and risk with certain health outcomes,
with data predominately reported after an eight-year follow-up period. This involved
individuals who did not initially present with CVD upon enrolment into the trial. Since
the commencement of The Framingham Study, there have been large advances in the
understanding of the underlying pathology of CVD, and this has led to additional
emerging risk factors list including inflammation, central arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamics,
2.1 Non-modifiable risk factors
2.1.1 Family History
It is well recognised that a family history of CVD increases the risk of developing CVD
and cardiovascular mortality. The Framingham Study first established that a positive
parental history of CAD was an independent risk factor for CVD36, 37. In addition, an
early onset of parental CAD death (<65 y) was a slightly stronger predictor than a late
onset of death (>65 y), and this was significantly predictive of risk for women, but not
men36. However, when the sex of the parent was considered, a positive history of
maternal death was a stronger predictor in men, but not women36.
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A recent meta-analysis corroborates the findings from The Framingham Study and
highlights that parental history of CVD still remains as a strong risk factor for
cardiovascular risk and outcomes38. From pooled data (23 studies, 106 to 248, 490
participants (median: 4, 933)), both maternal and paternal history of CVD was shown to
associate with a higher risk of cardiovascular events (maternal: odds ratio: 2.16, 95%
95% CI: 1.71 to 2.74, paternal odds ratio: 1.91, 95% CI: 1.56 to 2.34) regardless of parent
age38. Similarly, this meta-analyses did find a significantly higher risk associated with a
younger age of incidence for both maternal history (<50 y; odds ratio: 3.15, 95% CI: 2.18
to 4.55) and paternal history (<50 y; odds ratio: 2.82, 95% CI: 2.25 to 3.54)38.
A positive sibling history of CVD is also strongly associated with risk of developing
CVD and cardiovascular events. The Framingham Study found that a cardiovascular
event in the eldest brother was predictive of a future event in the youngest brother (CHD
other than angina, myocardial infarction and CHD mortality)39. In cases of sister-sister
pairs, a significant positive association was found for developing CHD (other than
angina). No significant associations were demonstrated for brother-sister pairs39. Data
from The Framingham Offspring Study (3, 498 participants), found a significantly greater
incidence of CVD with a positive sibling history40. Interestingly, the researchers also
observed that a positive history of premature CVD in a sibling (brother: <55 y, sister: <65
y) was significantly associated with a greater risk of CVD (odds ratio: 1.58, 95% CI: 1.18
to 2.12) but no significant finding was found with non-premature sibling CVD.
Additionally, sibling history was a statistically stronger risk for developing CVD, when
compared to parental history (sibling: odds ratio: 1.99, 95% CI: 1.32 to 3.00; parental:
odds ratio: 1.53, 95% CI: 0.93 to 2.51)40.
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2.1.2 Age and Sex
There is progressive deterioration of the structure and function of the cardiovascular
system with age and this leads to changes such as increased arterial stiffness and
endothelial dysfunction41, 42, which in turn, can lead to the development of CVD.
Evidence from The Framingham Study showed a greater incidence of CHD with
increasing age in both men and women43. Younger individuals (30 to 44 y) had a
considerably lower incidence of CHD (women: 1.9 per 1, 000, men: 24.9 per 1, 000),
when compared to the middle-aged to older age group (45-62 y; women: 44.6 per 1000,
men: 90.6 per 1000). A recent prospective study found a positive relationship with age
and developing CVD and risk of cardiovascular events including cerebral infarction,
cerebral haemorrhage, subarachnoid haemorrhage and CHD 44.

One of the major initial findings from The Framingham Study was the identification of
sex differences in the incidence of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. The initial
findings indicated that men had a significantly greater incidence of CHD morbidity and
mortality, compared to women43, 45. A later study highlighted that older women (75 to 84
y) had a similar incidence in CHD morbidity and mortality as men, and that morbidity
rates in older women tended to accelerate at a greater rate than men45. Lerner et al. had
proposed that the onset of menopause might explain the greater rise in CHD morbidity
and mortality in the older age-group in women, which was supported by their findings of
a four-fold greater incidence of CHD after menopause45. In addition, Lerner‘s study
highlighted differences in the clinical presentation of CHD between sexes. Men had a
higher frequency of myocardial infarctions (43% of all coronary events), and in contrast,
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women predominately presented with uncomplicated angina (85% of all coronary
events). However, on further analysis, women were more likely to have a fatal CHD case
than men (men: 0.27%, women: 0.32%)45. This study also looked at possible differences
in traditional cardiovascular risk factors between sexes, and interestingly found that
diabetes significantly increased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in women, and
not men45. Furthermore, a more recent review showed that diabetes and smoking were
more hazardous for CVD risk in women (diabetes: relative risk 2.82 (95% CI: 2.35 to
3.38), smoking: relative risk: 2.17 (95% CI: 1.94 to 2.44), than in men (diabetes: relative
risk: 2.16, 95% CI: 1.82 to 2.56; smoking: relative risk: 1.76, 95% CI: 1.59 to 1.94)46.
Whilst CVD has historically been viewed as a ―male condition‖, current evidence shows
that women have a higher total incidence of CVD than men47. This may be attributed to
female-specific risk factors such as gestational diabetes, polycystic ovarian syndrome
(PCOS) and menopause46. Studies conducted in women with gestational diabetes, PCOS
and post-menopause, have demonstrated a significantly greater intima-media carotid
thickness or aortic calcification, when compared to controls48-50. The accelerated
progression of atherosclerosis in these groups should be considered when assessing CVD
risk and explain additional sex differences in CVD incidence and risk.
2.2 Modifiable Risk Factors
2.2.1 Lipids and Lipoproteins
It is now understood that dyslipidaemia is one of the factors that can accelerate
endothelial damage, and initiate the atherosclerotic process18. In addition, cholesterol and
lipoproteins can be oxidized within the arterial walls and form atherosclerotic lesions18.
Since Goldstein and Brown‘s discovery, which found lipoprotein cell receptors on tissue
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linings, attention has been placed on the role of cholesterol and lipoproteins in the
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. This has led to a large focus on the management of
cholesterol and lipoproteins to treat and prevent CVD. The first report from The
Framingham Study found a linear increased risk of CHD with each quartile of total serum
cholesterol level, and this remained when adjusted for other cardiovascular risk factors51.
Namely, when adjusted for age and sex, an exponential association was found in younger
men (30 to 39 years) with greater CHD risk and increasing total serum cholesterol 51.
Furthermore, total serum cholesterol had a stronger positive association with CHD risk,
compared to pre-beta very low density lipoprotein (Sf 20-400) in men51. In contrast, pre-β
Sf 20-400 was a greater predictor for CHD risk in older women than total serum
cholesterol51. Another report from The Framingham Study observed a significant positive
association with low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and CHD mortality in men,
but not women52. However, a significant positive correlation was observed with
triglyceride concentration and CHD risk in women, but not men, and this remained when
adjusted for other lipoproteins and cholesterol concentration52.

In the past, the cardioprotective effect of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C)
was thought to be as an increased rate of reverse transport, where excess cholesterol from
the periphery would be taken to the liver to be metabolised. The current literature
suggests that HDL-C stimulates nitric oxide (NO), increases the expression of endothelial
nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and has antithrombotic effects53. A major finding from The
Framingham Study was the inverse relationship associated with elevated HDL-C
concentrations and the increased incidence and mortality of CHD, and other
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cardiovascular outcomes such as coronary attacks, and angina52, 54. Women had a
significantly higher correlation in the majority of cardiovascular outcomes (coronary
heart disease (men: -0.506, women: -0.682), coronary attacks (men: -0.410, women: 0.742), angina (men: -0.711, women: -0.561) and CHD mortality (men: -0.244, women: 0.825)), compared to men. Additionally, women had higher mean HDL-C concentrations
which may explain the stronger correlations observed in The Framingham Studies52, 54.
The current evidence suggests there are other lipoprotein markers that may be stronger
predictors of cardiovascular risk than total serum cholesterol and LDL-C55, 56. For
instance, the INTERHEART study involved 12, 461 in people who had an acute
myocardial infarction and 14 637 age and sex-matched controls in 52 countries. This
study showed apolipoprotein B100 (ApoB) had a significantly greater association with
acute myocardial infarction, compared to total serum cholesterol and non-HDL-C55.
Furthermore, apolipoprotein A1 (ApoA1), was significantly associated with a 33%
reduction of risk for an acute myocardial infarction, compared to a 15% reduction in
HDL-C for every increase in one standard deviation (SD)55. In corroboration of the
INTERHEART results, a recent meta-analysis highlighted that ApoB had a higher
relative risk ratio (relative risk ratio: 1.43, 95% CI: 1.35 to 1.51) than LDL-C (relative
risk ratio:1.25, 95% CI: 1.18 to 1.33) and non-HDL-C (relative risk ratio:1.34, 95% CI:
1.24 to 1.44) for fatal and non-fatal vascular events56. Furthermore, the analysis found
ApoB to be the superior predictor of cardiovascular risk, compared to LDL-C and nonHDL-C56.
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Despite the emerging evidence on apolipoproteins and the association with CVD, total
cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL-C and HDL-C remain well-established risk factors for
CVD and the use of lipid and lipoprotein targets remains the foundation of both
international and Australian assessment and management for CVD risk. There is still
strong evidence that warrants the use of traditional lipoprotein and cholesterol targets in
individuals with diabetes. Data from the The United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes
Study (UKPDS), displayed high associations with traditional lipid markers (elevated
LDL-C, total serum cholesterol and triglycerides and lower HDL-C) and increased risk of
CAD and myocardial infarction (fatal or non-fatal)57 in people with T2D. Further analysis
found LDL-C (hazard ratio: 2.26, 95% CI: 1.70 to 3.00) and HDL-C (hazard ratio: 0.55,
95% CI: 0.41 to 0.73) to be significant lipid markers for CAD57. Similarly, in T1D, The
Pittsburgh Epidemiology of Diabetes Complications study, a 10 year follow-up
prospective trial with 608 people with T1D, found a significant positive association with
elevated LDL-C, triglycerides and non-HDL-C and increased CAD severity58. A
significant inverse relationship was also found with these outcomes and low HDL-C
concentrations58. Moreover, the researchers showed that HDL-C and non-HDL-C were
both significant predictors of total CAD incidence (HDL-C: hazard ratio: 0.72, 95% CI:
0.58 to 0.91; non HDL-C: hazard ratio: 1.33, 95% CI: 1.08 to 1.59) and ―hard CAD‖
(HDL-C: hazard ratio: 0.72, 95% CI: 0.58 to 0.91; non HDL-C: hazard ratio: 1.33, 95%
CI: 1.08 to 1.59)58. ―Hard CAD‖ included a history of myocardial infarction, fatal CAD,
coronary revascularizations, or coronary artery occlusions ≥ 50%58. Therefore, traditional
lipid markers for CVD risk stratification are still strong predictors of CVD risk in people
with diabetes.
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The American Diabetes Association (ADA) recommend the following targets for the
management of lipids through lifestyle interventions in people with diabetes (fasting
levels): triglycerides: <1.7 mmol/L (<150 mg/dL); LDL-C: <2.6 mmol/L (≤100 mg/dL);
HDL-C: men: >1.0 mmol/L (>40 mg/dL); women >1.3 mmol/L (>50 mg/dL)59. The
current management targets promoted by Diabetes Australia for lipid management are:
triglycerides: <2.0 mmol/L (≤77 mg/dL); LDL-C: <2.0 mmol/L (≤77 mg/dL); HDL-C:
>1.0 mmol/L (>40 mg/dL); non HDL-C <2.5 mmol/L (<97 mg/dL).
2.2.2 Smoking
Smoking has been well established to increase the risk of developing CVD, and has been
found to accelerate the deterioration of the central arteries and the progression of
atherosclerosis60, 61. One of the earliest reports from Gordon and colleagues, using data
from The Framingham Study, highlighted an increased incidence and mortality of CHD
in smokers compared to non-smokers62. This association was stronger in young men (29
to 34 years, 13.1 per 100 CHD deaths; and 35 to 44 years, 12.1 per 100), compared to
middle-aged and older men (45 to 62 years)62. This appeared to dissipate in middle-age
and older men, with smokers and non-smokers having similar 18-year incidence rates for
mortality (non-smokers: 38.2 per 100 for CHD death and 25.6 per 100 for incidence of
CHD; smokers: 47.2 per 100 for CHD death and 26.3 per 100 for incidence of CHD)62.
Whilst there was no distinct dose-response relationship with the amount of cigarettes
smoked and an increased risk of CHD in Gordon‘s study62, a later report showed that
there was a positive dose-response relationship with relative risk of a stroke, and the
number of cigarettes smoked per day63. This was observed in both men and women, with
a linear increase in relative risk observed with each 10 cigarette increment: 10 cigarettes:
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men: relative risk 1.17, women: relative risk: 1.19; 20 cigarettes: men: relative risk 1.38,
women: relative risk: 1.40; 30 cigarettes: men: relative risk 1.62, women: relative risk:
1.67; and 40 cigarettes: men: relative risk 1.90, women: relative risk: 1.97, respectively63.
Other large prospective studies corroborate the findings from The Framingham Study.
For instance, a study conducted in 34 439 male British doctors over a 50 year period
found significantly higher mortality rates for ischaemic heart disease (10.01 per 1, 000
men/year), cerebrovascular disease (4.32 per 1, 000 men/year) and other vascular
diseases (4.15 per 1, 000 men/year) in smokers than non-smokers64. A positive
relationship was found for the amount of cigarettes smoked per day, and increased
incidence in all cardiovascular mortality outcomes including ischaemic heart disease (1 to
14 cigarettes per day: 9.10 per 1, 000 men/year, 15 to 24 cigarettes per day: 10.07 per
1000 men/year, ≥ 25 cigarettes per day: 11.11 per 1, 000 men/year), cerebrovascular
disease (1 to 14 cigarettes per day: 3.76 per 1, 000 men/year, 15 to 24 cigarettes per day:
4.35 per 1000 men/year, ≥ 25 cigarettes per day: 5.23 per 1, 000 men/year) and other
vascular diseases (1 to 14 cigarettes per day: 3.37 per 1, 000 men/year, 15 to 24 cigarettes
per day: 4.40 per 1, 000 men/year, ≥ 25 cigarettes per day: 5.33 per 1, 000 men/year)64.
Jousilahti and associates showed that smoking increased the risk of CHD mortality in a
Finnish cohort of 13,542 men, and this was still apparent when adjusted for age, serum
cholesterol and systolic blood pressure65. Furthermore, this study found smoking to be a
more potent risk factor for CHD, than total serum cholesterol or systolic blood pressure,
for every two-year follow-up65. These results highlighted the detrimental effect smoking
has on cardiovascular mortality, and the influence of modifiable behaviour on
cardiovascular health.
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Moreover, smoking has been shown to alter thrombotic factors, as well as lipid and
lipoprotein concentrations, which promote the pathogenesis of CVD. For instance, The
Framingham Study had found a positive association with cigarette smoking and higher
fibrinogen concentrations, indicating that smoking had a pro-thrombotic effect on these
individuals66. Higher fibrinogen concentrations (126 to 264 mg/dL, 265 to 310 mg/dL,
311 to 696 mg/dL) were associated with greater risk of CVD and number of
cardiovascular events in both men and women. A comprehensive meta-analysis involving
54 studies, examined the association between serum lipid, lipoprotein concentrations and
smoking status. The meta-analysis found smokers to have a significantly higher total
serum cholesterol concentration (3.0%), triglycerides (9.1%), very low density
lipoprotein cholesterol (VLDL-C) (10.4%) and LDL-C (1.7%), and lower HDL-C (5.7%) and ApoA1 (-4.2%) compared to those who do not smoke67. In addition, Craig and
colleagues found a dose-response relationship between smoking exposure (light,
moderate, heavy) and lipid and lipoprotein concentrations. A significant positive linear
trend was shown for total serum cholesterol, triglycerides, VLDL-C and LDL-C, and
increasing smoking exposure67. In contrast, a significant negative linear effect was
demonstrated between HDL-C and ApoA1 and greater smoking exposure67. These studies
provide strong evidence of the pathological effect smoking has on CVD risk.
Another major finding from The Framingham Studies was the reduction in CHD
incidence and mortality in people who quit smoking62, 63. It was the first prospective
study to show in men under the age of 65, that quitting smoking decreased their risk of
CHD by half, compared to those who did smoke62. This inverse association was stronger
in middle-aged to older men (45 to 54 years and 55 to 64 years), with no protective effect
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seen in men over the age of 65 years62. A later report showed when men and women quit
smoking, there was a significantly lower risk of strokes, compared those who did
smoke63. Wolf and colleagues found that the risk of stroke was substantially decreased
after two years of quitting smoking, and reverted to lower levels , similar to non-smokers
after 5 years of not smoking63. Similarly, Doll‘s prospective study in British doctors
found a significant reduction in overall mortality in ex-smokers, compared to those who
continued smoking64. However, this was only significant for men aged 35 to 44 years (exsmokers: 5.4 per 1000 men/year, smokers: 8.5 per 1000 men/year) and 55 to 64 years (exsmokers: 16.4 per 1000 men/year, smokers: 21.4 per 1000 men/year)64. Additionally,
smoking cessation has been associated with a significant increase in HDL-C (0.100, 95%
CI: 0.07 to 0.127 mmol/L), however, there are no further significant benefits to other
lipid markers following smoking cessation68. This meta-analysis did find that women
have a significantly greater change in HDL-C with smoking cessation, compared to men
(women: 0.175, 95% CI: 0.109 to 0.241; men: 0.079, 95% CI: 0.024 to 0.135) and those
with a high baseline HDL-C (> 1.2 mmol/L) prior to smoking cessation, have a greater
change in improving HDL-C once they quit smoking (high: 0.148, 95% CI: 0.093 to
0.156; low: 0.075, 95% CI: 0.048 to 0.102)68.
2.2.3 Diet
The deleterious effect of poor diet on CVD risk factor profiles and increased risk of
developing CVD and cardiovascular mortality is well established in the literature. It is
beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a thorough review on this topic. Current
reviews on the effect of diet on CVD outcomes and mortality are available in the
provided references69-73.
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2.2.4 Depression and Isolation
It has become increasingly recognised that depression is an independent risk factor for
CVD. Prospective studies have shown that individuals with depression have an increased
risk of cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality in people with and without CVD.
Frasure-Smith and colleagues examined the effect of depression and depressive
symptoms on cardiovascular mortality following a myocardial infarction74. The results
showed elevated depressive symptom severity (≥ 10 points), as measured by the Beck
Depression Inventory score, were associated with a significantly greater risk of
cardiovascular mortality 18 months post-myocardial infarction (adjusted odds ratio: 6.64,
95% CI: 1.76 to 25.09)74. Whilst patients who experienced a major depressive episode
had a significantly higher risk of cardiovascular mortality (odds ratio: 3.64, 95% CI: 1.32
to 10.05), this did not remain significant when adjusted for other predictors of mortality
(previous myocardial infarction, premature ventricular contractions and Killip class)74.
Similarly, a Danish observational study found higher levels of depressive symptoms were
significantly associated with a higher risk for all-cause and ischaemic heart disease
mortality, as well as, acute myocardial infarctions. Furthermore, The John Hopkins
Precursors Study, which prospectively followed 1, 190 healthy men over 37 years,
showed that having depression was independently associated with an increased risk of
developing CHD (RR: 2.12, 95% CI: 1.24 to 3.63), myocardial infarction (RR: 2.12, 95%
CI: 1.11 to 4.06) and total mortality (RR: 2.45, 95% CI: 1.44 to 4.15)75. In further support
of this evidence, a number of systematic reviews and meta-analyses that provide strong
evidence on the association between depression or severe depressive symptoms and the
higher the risk of developing CVD, cardiovascular events and mortality76-79.
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The underlying biological mechanisms associated with depression and increased risks of
CVD are poorly understood. It has been observed that individuals who are depressed
present with elevated inflammatory markers (C-reactive protein, interlukin-6, interlukin1β and tumour necrosis factor-α), endothelial dysfunction, and dysregulation of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis80. These factors have been thought to contribute to
the underlying pathology of atherosclerosis, which may explain the enhanced risk of
CVD in people with depression80.

Social isolation and loneliness are becoming recognised as important psychosocial factors
that increase the risk of developing CVD and cardiovascular events. A large crosssectional study conducted in Swedish workers (n = 13, 779) found an inverse relationship
with low levels workplace of social support and higher prevalence of CVD81.
Furthermore, greater work-related social support attenuated the impact of job stress on
CVD prevalence in this cohort. More recently, a secondary analysis of prospective
follow-up data from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing assessed the effect of
feelings of loneliness and social isolation exposure on the incidence of CVD in elderly
men and women (n=5, 397)82. The results showed that individuals who reported feelings
of loneliness was independently associated with increased the risk of CVD (OR: 1.27,
95% CI: 1.01 to 1.59). However, social isolation was not an independent predictor of
CVD in this cohort82. In contrast, a systematic review and meta-analysis of longitudinal
studies found that high social isolation (absence of relationships, ties or contact with
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others) significantly increased the risk of developing CHD and stroke by 32% and 29%,
respectively83.

The cardiovascular pathology associated with social isolation and loneliness is not well
understood. A study in monkeys found that when animals were exposed to an unstable
social condition (taken away from social groups) developed endothelial dysfunction and
higher resting heart rates, compared to monkeys in a stable social condition84. Evidence
from human studies show that people with low social support have higher sympathetic
activation, which may accelerate the underlying pathology associated cardiovascular
disease in people who experience social isolation. In addition, findings from a systematic
showed that individuals with low social support could present with elevated resting
diastolic blood pressure, increased urinary norepinephrine, larger blood pressure
variability and increased heart rate, when compared to individuals with high social
support85. Therefore, low social support may lead to heightened cardiovascular stress, and
potentially advance the development of CVD.

There is emerging evidence that shows depression and social isolation are independent
risk factors for the development of CVD and mortality. However, the underlying
mechanisms associated with depression and social isolation leading to the development
cardiovascular pathologies is not well understood.
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2.2.5 Glucose and Insulin Metabolism
It is well established that people with an impaired glucose metabolism (diabetes, impaired
glucose tolerance and impaired fasting glucose) have an elevated risk of CVD and
cardiovascular mortality. Before meeting clinical type 2 diabetes criteria, most
individuals have insulin resistance, which impairs the insulin-signalling pathway in
multiple cells including endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells and
macrophages21. Insulin resistance also leads to the dysregulation of lipolysis and VLDLC production, causing an elevation in circulating free fatty acids21. These factors lead to
the initial promotion of the atherosclerosis, and this is further escalated with
hyperglycaemia. Acute hyperglycaemia has been shown to attenuate endothelial function
and NO bioavailability and increase leukocyte adhesion21. Furthermore, chronic
hyperglycaemia leads to an increased production of advanced glycation end-products
(AGEs). AGEs have been thought to create cross-links with collagen fibres in arterial
walls, and this leads to a more fibrous structure (arterial stiffness). Hyperglycaemia also
has an adverse effect on vascular smooth muscle cells, switching the cells to a migratory
and proliferative state21. In combination with insulin resistance, these pathological
changes accelerate the progression of CVD (Figure 1.)21.

The Framingham Study was one of the first large prospective studies to investigate the
association between CVD events and mortality and diabetes or impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT)86-88. The first Framingham report found that the incidence of CVD in
men and women with diabetes was doubled and tripled when compared to their non-
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diabetic counterparts, respectively87, 88. The overall incidence of diabetes increased with
age (men: 45 to 54 years: 5.4%, women: 3.5%; men: 55 to 64 years: 9.5%, women: 7.4%;
men: 65 to 74 years: 12.7%, women: 11.8%), and this was further supported by a greater
prevalence of higher fasting blood glucose concentration with increasing age 87. This
suggests there is glucose tolerance deterioration with age, which may partly explain the
increased incidence and mortality of CVD in older age groups. In addition, they also
found that people with diabetes tended to have worse CVD risk factor profiles, compared
to individuals without diabetes. Moreover, The Framingham Study found sex differences
for CVD risk factors in people with diabetes. Specifically, men with diabetes had
significantly greater relative weight (diabetes: 125.7 ± 1.59%, no diabetes: 121.5 ±
0.56%) and systolic blood pressure (diabetes: 148.4 ± 2.26 mmHg, no diabetes: 139.1 ±
0.71 mmHg) compared to men without diabetes, whereas women with diabetes had
significantly elevated triglyceride concentrations (diabetes: 141.3 ± 6.73 mg/dL, no
diabetes: 113.1 ± 1.67 mg/dL), systolic blood pressure (diabetes: 150.1 ± 2.08 mmHg, no
diabetes: 138.8 ± 0.62 mmHg) and relative weight (diabetes: 129.0 ± 1.97%, no diabetes:
120.6 ± 0.56%) compared to their non-diabetic counterparts88. Women with diabetes, but
not men with diabetes, had a significantly reduced HDL-C concentration compared to
those without diabetes (diabetes: 53.5 ± 1.44 mg/dL, no diabetes: 57.8 ± 0.44 mg/dL)87.
This suggests that women with diabetes may have a reduced cardioprotective effect,
which may contribute to the significantly greater CVD mortality observed in women with
diabetes. Furthermore, poor chronic glucose control, as measured by glycosylated
haemoglobin (HbA1c), was found to have a significant positive association with greater
prevalence of CVD89. Interestingly, this Framingham Study found no relationship
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between ―casual‖ blood glucose concentration (plasma glucose) and CVD prevalence89,
regardless of diabetes status. Upon further analysis, HbA1c was found to be a significant
predictor of CVD prevalence in women, but not men89. The relative odds ratio of CVD
was 1.39 (95% CI: 1.06 to 1.83) for every 1% increase in HbA1c89.

A more recent, comprehensive meta-analysis of 102 prospective studies with data from
698,782 people, found people with diabetes had a significantly greater risk of developing
CHD (hazard ratio: 2.00, 95% CI: 1.83 to 2.19), having a non-fatal myocardial infarction
(hazard ratio: 1.82, 95% CI: 1.64 to 2.03) and coronary death (hazard ratio: 2.13, 95% CI:
2.05 to 2.60), than those without diabetes2. Diabetes was also associated with a higher
hazard ratio for different stroke subtypes including, ischaemic (hazard ratio: 2.27, 95%
CI: 1.95 to 2.65), haemorrhagic (hazard ratio: 2.27, 95% CI: 1.95 to 2.65), and
unclassified strokes (hazard ratio: 1.84, 95% CI: 1.59 to 2.13). Additionally, The
Emerging Risk Factors Collaboration pooled data regarding diabetes status and fasting
blood glucose levels, and the risk of developing CHD. The sub-analysis showed that
individuals with a high fasting blood glucose level ( ≥7 mmol/L) had a substantially
greater risk of CHD, versus low levels (≥7 mmol/L: hazard ratio: 2.36, 95% CI: 2.02 to
2.76; <7 mmol/L: hazard ratio: 1.61, 95% CI: 1.42 to 1.82). Furthermore, in people
without diabetes, a graded increase for the risk of CHD was seen with greater fasting
blood glucose levels (3.9 to <5.6 mmol/L: hazard ratio: 1.00, 95% CI: 0.95 to 1.06; 5.6 to
<6.1 mmol/L: hazard ratio: 1.11, 95% CI: 1.04 to 1.18; 6.1 to <7.0 mmol/L: hazard ratio:
1.17, 95% CI: 1.08 to 1.26; ≥7.0 mmol/L: hazard ratio: 1.78, 95% CI: 1.56 to 2.03) 2. A
more recent prospective study corroborated the findings of The Framingham Study and
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the relationship between poorer chronic glucose control (HbA1c) and higher risk of
CVD90. Selvin and colleagues found that for glycosylated haemoglobin levels >5.5%,
there was a significantly greater risk of CHD (5.5 to <6.0%: hazard ratio: 1.23 (95% CI:
1.07 to 1.41); 6.0 to <6.5%: hazard ratio: 1.78 (95% CI: 1.48 to 2.15); >6.5%: hazard
ratio: 1.95 (95% CI: 1.53 to 2.48))90. A significant trend was also found for greater
HbA1c and the risk of ischaemic stroke (5.5 to <6.0%: hazard ratio: 1.17 (95% CI: 0.89
to 1.53); 6.0 to <6.5%: hazard ratio: 2.22 (95% CI: 1.60 to 3.08); >6.5%: hazard ratio:
3.16 (95% CI: 2.15 to 4.64))90. This highlights the potency of elevated blood glucose
levels and increased risk of CVD, regardless of diabetes status, as well as, the deleterious
effect of hyperglycaemia on cardiovascular health.

A greater risk of CVD mortality has been demonstrated in an Australian cohort in people
with an abnormal glucose tolerance15. The AusDiab study used data from 10,428
individuals, over a mean follow-up period of 5.2 years and found that people with known
diabetes and impaired fasting glucose had two and a half fold higher risk of CVD
mortality15. For people who were newly diagnosed with diabetes, the risk for CVD
mortality was doubled15. Whilst there was an elevated hazard ratio for CVD mortality in
people who had IGT, this was not significant. Furthermore, this study highlighted that
people with abnormal glucose tolerance had poorer CVD risk factors such as
hypertension, elevated body mass index (BMI), waist circumference, elevated
lipoproteins and total serum cholesterol compared to individuals with normal glucose
tolerance15. In corroboration with other findings, a greater prevalence of previously
reported CVD was seen across all abnormal glucose metabolism classifications, and this
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increased with deteriorating glucose status (normal glucose tolerance: 8.1%, impaired
fasting glucose, 11.0%, IGT: 11.0%, newly diagnosed diabetes: 16.2%, known diabetes:
28.7%).

Large epidemiological studies have found insulin resistance to be strongly associated
with risk of CVD, cardiovascular events and mortality in healthy individuals and in
people with diabetes58, 91-94. A Finnish cross-sectional trial in 2, 270 people found a
significant increase in CHD prevalence with each quintile rise in fasting plasma insulin
levels in both people with and without diabetes94. In addition, there was a significant
positive association with high insulin levels (>14.2 mmol/L) and prevalence of CHD, in
people with diabetes with a BMI >27kg/m2. However, this was not found in people
without diabetes, or in those with a BMI <27kg/m2. Furthermore, there is evidence to
suggest that people who are insulin resistant present with poorer cardiovascular risk
factor outcomes. For instance, the Insulin Resistance Atherosclerosis Study (IRAS) found
insulin resistance was significantly associated elevated triglyceride, VLDL-C, VLDLtriglyceride, fasting glucose levels and fibrinogen concentrations95. However, it should be
noted that for each cardiovascular risk factor, a small, weak correlation was observed
(triglyceride: -0.154, VLDL-C: -0.107, VLDL-triglyceride: -0.153, fasting glucose levels:
-0.118, fibrinogen: -0.134)95.

The American Diabetes Association recommends the following glycaemic targets for
people with diabetes: HbA1C: <7.0%; preprandial plasma glucose: 4.4 to 7.2 mmol/L
(80-130 mg/dL); peak postprandial plasma glucose: 10.0 mmol/L (<180 mg/dL)96. In
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Australia, individuals with T1D and T2D have separate glycaemic target
recommendations. For adults with T1D: HbA1C: <7.0%; preprandial plasma glucose: 3.9
to 6.7 mmol/L; postprandial plasma glucose: 5.0 to 10.0 mmol/L; at 3am: above 3.6
mmol/L97. For people with T2D, the current Australian glycaemic targets are: HbA1C:
<7.0% (6.5 to 7.5%); preprandial plasma glucose: 6.0 to 8.0 mmol/L; postprandial plasma
glucose: 8.0 to 10.0 mmol/L98.

2.2.6 Physical Inactivity
As mentioned previously, The London Transport Study was the first prospective study to
show a strong association with physical inactivity and an increased incidence of CHD.
Since then, a plethora of epidemiological studies have confirmed the deleterious effect of
physical inactivity on cardiovascular health and mortality. After The London Transport
Study, Morris and his colleagues investigated leisure time physical activity in 16, 882
Civil servant office workers and found leisure time vigorous exercise was associated with
a significantly reduced incidence of angina, and first clinical presentations of CHD.
Individuals who did not take part in vigorous exercise had a linear increase in the
incidence of fatal and all cases of CHD with increasing age in both fatal and all cases of
CHD99. However, this linear rise was blunted in men who participated in vigorous
physical activity, which suggested that vigorous intensity physical activity had a
cardioprotective effect. Furthermore, there was no relationship between the total amount
of physical activity performed and the incidence of CHD leading Morris to conclude that
―moderately heavy‖ activities provided no additional cardioprotective benefit, and that a
minimum of 30 mins of vigorous activity a day (7.5 kcal/min) reduces CHD risk100.
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Similarly, the The Harvard Alumni study showed greater leisure time energy expenditure
(>2000 kcals/week) was significantly associated with reduced incidence of CHD across
all ages101. In addition, using The Harvard Alumni data Paffenbarger and colleagues
found that for the same energy expenditure, the addition of vigorous intensity activity led
to a reduction in the risk of first the CHD attack, compared to those who did not take part
in vigorous activity101. These were the first studies to highlight not only the deleterious
effects of sedentary behaviour on cardiovascular health but also the possible
cardioprotective benefits associated with vigorous intensity physical activity.
Shortly after Morris‘ investigation in leisure physical activity, The Framingham Study
produced reports investigating the effect of physical activity on cardiovascular health
outcomes. One of the first reports indicated that physical inactivity was significantly
correlated with an increased incidence of CVD mortality and ischaemic heart disease
(IHD) mortality in men and women102. However, when adjusted for CVD risk factors, the
association between physical inactivity and IHD mortality was only significant in men
but not women102. This report also highlighted that the prevalence of physical inactivity
increased with age in both sexes102. Another original report produced by Kannel and
colleagues found that individuals who were more physically active had lower
cardiovascular mortality and CHD mortality, and this was demonstrated across all age
groups103. Furthermore, the most inactive individuals had 50-60% greater cardiovascular
mortality compared to the most active people103. In addition, greater physical activity
showed a significant, inverse correlation with reduced cardiovascular morbidity and
events, and this appeared to have a long-term benefit for CHD, with no diminishment in
the benefit over the 24 y follow-up period103. Whilst there was a moderate inverse
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relationship with increasing physical demand at work, this was not significant for
reducing cardiovascular mortality103.
With data suggesting that sedentary behaviour may have a deleterious effect on
cardiovascular health, there have also been studies investigating the possible protective
effect of greater physical fitness on cardiovascular risk and mortality. Original data from
The Framingham Study used indices of ―poor physical fitness‖ (obesity: ≥20%
overweight, heart rate: ≥85 bpm and vital capacity: <3.0 L in men, <2.0 L in women),
and found a greater risk of CHD mortality with one or more of the poor physical fitness
indicators104. Moreover, there was a five times greater risk in the people who had two or
more poor ―fitness‖ indicators, compared to those having none104. One of the first studies
that was suggestive of a cardioprotective effect with greater cardiorespiratory/aerobic
fitness was conducted in 2, 779 fire and law enforcement employees in Los Angeles over
4.8 y period, and found a strong association with lower physical work capacity (PWC)
and greater risk of myocardial infarction105. For men with low PWC, the relative risk of
having a myocardial infarction was 2.2 (95% CI: 1.1 to 4.7)105. In addition, in
combination with low PWC, this study showed a greater risk of myocardial infarction
with other CVD risk factors including elevated total serum cholesterol (relative risk: 4.4,
95% CI: 1.7 to 14.9), smoking (relative risk: 3.4, CI 95%: 1.4-10.1), and high SBP
(relative risk: 5.1, 95% CI: 1.7 to 21.7)105. The protective effect of higher physical fitness
was also evident in Blair and colleagues‘ prospective study, which involved 13, 344
healthy individuals106. Low physical fitness, as measured by the time completed on a
maximal treadmill test, was associated with a significantly greater risk of all-cause
mortality in both men (relative risk: 3.44, 95% CI: 2.05 to 5.77) and women (relative risk:
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4.65, 95% CI: 2.22 to 9.75), compared to individuals with high physical fitness106.
Similar to the Los Angeles study, there was a significantly elevated risk of all-cause
mortality with poorer cardiovascular risk profiles such as high total serum cholesterol,
high SBP, current smoker, and elevated fasting glucose levels across both sexes106. Both
of these studies provided strong evidence that poor physical fitness could lead to
premature all-cause mortality (including cardiovascular) and this could be significantly
increased in the presence of other cardiovascular risk factors.

More recent epidemiological evidence supports the observation that low physical activity
levels and poor cardiorespiratory fitness are associated with poor cardiovascular health
outcomes and increased cardiovascular mortality. For instance a large global study found
a strong association with physical inactivity and higher prevalence of CHD, T2D, colon
cancer, breast cancer and all-cause mortality27. The data suggested that within Australia,
physical inactivity itself was associated with 6.3%, 7.8% and 10.1% of the population
attributable fraction for CHD, T2D and all-cause mortality, respectively27. Furthermore,
reported sedentary behaviour in 7, 744 men found that there was a significant positive
linear trend with greater sedentary time and higher hazard ratio for CVD mortality107.
Furthermore, men who reported >23 h of sedentary behaviour/week had a 37% greater
risk of CVD mortality, compared to those who reported <11 h/week107. An extensive
review conducted by Kohl showed that the majority of prospective studies investigating
physical activity and cardiovascular outcomes showed a dose-response relationship with
lower levels of physical activity and greater cardiovascular events and mortality108.
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After Blair‘s initial study, extended data from the Aerobics Centre Longitudinal Study
observed that in both men and women, low cardiorespiratory fitness was an independent
risk factor of all-cause (men: relative risk: 1.52, 95% CI: 1.28 to 1.82, women: relative
risk: 2.10, 95% CI: 1.36 to 3.26) and cardiovascular mortality (men: relative risk: 1.70,
CI 95%: 1.28-2.25, women: relative risk: 2.42, 95% CI: 0.99 to 5.92)109. Further crosstabulation analyses showed that high cardiorespiratory fitness had a protective effect
against the increased risk of all-cause and CVD mortality associated with poor CVD risk
factor profiles. For instance, men with high cardiorespiratory fitness who had elevated
total serum cholesterol levels (>6.2 mmol/L) or high SBP (>140 mmHg) had a significant
reduction in all-cause mortality of 32% and 50%, when compared to those of low
cardiorespiratory fitness, respectively109. Women with high cardiorespiratory fitness had
an 81% and 23% reduction in all-cause mortality with high SBP and elevated total serum
cholesterol, versus women with low fitness, respectively109. Similarly, the Cooper Centre
Longitudinal Study found in 11, 049 men that low cardiorespiratory fitness was strongly
associated with a greater lifetime risk of CVD mortality, compared to those with high
cardiorespiratory fitness and the risk increased with age (45 y, 55 y, 65 y)110. Moreover,
this study also found that individuals with high fitness and high CVD risk burden had a
comparable risk of CVD mortality to men who had high fitness, but low CVD risk
burden110.

Overall, the evidence shows a striking association between physical inactivity and/or low
cardiorespiratory fitness and increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.
Moreover, higher levels of physical activity and cardiorespiratory fitness appear to have a
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cardioprotective effect and reduce the risk of cardiovascular mortality. This protective
effect appears to remain in individuals with poor CVD risk profiles

2.2.7 Overweight and Obesity
Obesity is one of the world‘s largest growing health problems and has a significant
impact on the cardiovascular system. In addition to being an independent CVD risk factor
(discussed hereafter), it has been well-established that obesity is associated with other
CVD risk factors such as dyslipidaemia, hypertension and impaired glucose control. An
obese-state also leads to systemic inflammation and the release of cytokines, which may
contribute to the increased cardiovascular pathology seen in this population group 111. In
addition, obesity increases the level of endothelial cell products, such as intercellular
adhesion molecule-1, which can promote endothelial dysfunction111. Insulin resistance is
part of the pathogenesis that accelerates cardiovascular disease in obesity, and has been
previously addressed in this thesis. Other obesity-related factors that lead to the
development of cardiovascular disease include visceral fat (stored in both the
intrathoracic and abdominopelvic region) and other ectopic fats (storage of lipids in nonadipose tissue which usually do not store high quantities e.g. hepatic fat)112, the release of
certain adipokines and oxidative stress111. Increased abdominal visceral adiposity is
associated with the suppression of lipolysis and elevated free fatty acids, which promotes
dyslipidaemia in obesity111. Furthermore, macrophages are more frequently found
visceral adipose tissue, leading to low-grade inflammation, and in combination with other
risk factors, promote of the atherosclerotic process111. In addition, increased visceral
adiposity had been found to inhibit the secretion of the adiponectin, and levels of
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adiponectin are suppressed in obese people111. Adiponectin is an adipokine that has antiatherogenic and anti-inflammatory properties, which provide a cardioprotective effect111.
Another adipokine, leptin, can be elevated in an obese-state and enhances platelet
aggregation and arterial thrombosis, reduces arterial distensibility, and promotes the
migration and profileration of vascular smooth muscle cells111. In addition, obesity can
cause increased cardiac ectopic fat, which can alter cardiac structure and function causing
left-ventricular remodelling, increased left ventricular pressure and reduce systolic
function111.

The first Framingham report that investigated the possible interaction between obesity
and CVD showed that increasing Metropolitan relative weight (obesity index, percentage
of desirable weight) was a strong, significant predictor of CHD incidence, including
angina, other CHD presentations and myocardial infarction, CHD mortality and
congestive heart failure113. Furthermore, a more pronounced incidence rate of CVD,
myocardial infarction and congestive heart failure with greater Metropolitian relative
weight categories (greater fatness) was observed in younger adults (<50 y), compared to
older adults (>50 y)113. This was also one of the first reports to establish that obesity was
an independent risk factor for the risk of CVD. An increase in the incidence of CVD was
observed with greater relative weight, in individuals who did not present with other
cardiovascular risk factors such as hypertension, dyslipidaemia, smoker, or glucose
intolerance113. A later report by Kannel and colleagues from The Framingham Study,
found that regional and general measures of obesity were associated with increased CVD
risk114. There are may ways to identify/infer excess adiposity and obesity (e.g.
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waist/height ratio, subscapular skinfold/BMI ratio, subscapular skinfold/triceps skinfold
ratio, subscapular skinfold and BMI) and the majority of these were found to significantly
associate with the risk of CVD, CAD and stroke in both men and women114. When
adjusted for other CVD risk factors, waist to height ratio, a measure of abdominal
obesity, was found to be independently associated with a greater risk of CVD and allcause mortality, as well as risk of stroke and heart failure in men, but not women114.
However, only the subscapular to triceps skinfold ratio appeared to have an independent
association with the risk of CHD and CHD mortality in women114. Furthermore, the
researchers examined the influence of weight change on risk factors and observed that a
10 lb (approximately 5 kgs) change in weight resulted in a 7.6 mg/dl and 5.4 mg/dl
change in total serum cholesterol, 4.6 mmHg and 4.2 mmHg change in systolic blood
pressure and 0.6 mg/dl and 1.2 mg/dl change in blood glucose concentrations in men and
women, respectively114.

Another early prospective study had showed similar findings to The Framingham Study.
Larson and associates found that waist to hip ratio had a significant association with
ischaemic heart disease and the incidence of stroke115. They observed a linear and
curvilinear increase in risk for ischaemic heart disease and stroke with increasing
quintiles of wait to hip ratio, respectively115. When they compared the lowest to the
highest quintiles of waist to hip ratio, the odds ratios were 2.5 and 5.9 for ischaemic heart
disease and stroke, respectively115. However, in contrast to the findings of The
Framingham Study, waist to hip ratio was not found to be an independent predictor of
either cardiovascular events115.
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Recent epidemiological data has confirmed that abdominal obesity to be an independent
predictor of myocardial infarction. The INTERHEART case-control study observed that
waist to hip ratio and waist circumference were independent predictors of myocardial
infarction116. Whilst there was no evidence for thresholds for waist to hip ratio, when
comparing the lowest (men: <80.5 cm, women: <75.8 cm) and highest quintiles (men:
>99.0 cm, women: >97.4 cm) of waist circumference, there was a 1.3 fold increased risk
for myocardial infarction116. Interestingly, waist to hip ratio was significantly greater
across all individuals who had a myocardial infarction, versus control in all regions of the
world116. There was a significant association with increasing BMI and the risk of
myocardial infarction, however, this was diminished when adjusted for other risk
factors116. This highlights the potency of abdominal obesity compared to general obesity,
as a marker of cardiovascular risk in individuals. A meta-analysis of 22 prospective
studies, involving 584,799 participants found that individuals who were metabolically
healthy, but obese, had a significantly greater hazard ratio (hazard ratio: 1.60, 95% CI:
1.38 to 1.84) for cardiovascular events, compared to people who were metabolically
healthy, with a normal weight117. This evidence further emphasises the independent effect
of obesity on adverse cardiovascular health outcomes. A more recent study conducted by
The Framingham group found strong positive associations with regional fat depots and
arterial calcification118. Pericardial fat was found to be an independent risk factor for and
coronary aortic calcification (odds ratio: 1.21, 95% CI: 1.005 to 1.46), and intrathoracic
fat was an independent risk factor for abdominal aortic calcification (odds ratio: 1.32,
95% CI: 1.03 to 1.67). Furthermore, when analysing the correlations between
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intrathoracic fat and cardiovascular risk factors, the majority of cardiovascular risk
factors (systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, fasting plasma glucose,
triglycerides, HDL-C, impaired fasting glucose, and metabolic syndrome) were strongly
associated with intrathoracic fat, in the presence of visceral fat118. This study provides
insightful understanding on the possible local toxic effects of fat depots and accelerating
CVD, and the potency of visceral fat on cardiovascular risk factors.
People with diabetes have been found to have higher levels of obesity and adiposity,
compared to non-diabetes individuals for decades119. The Framingham data demonstrated
that people with diabetes had a higher relative mean weight, compared to their nondiabetic counterparts87, 88. In addition, The Framingham group also found a positive
relationship with increasing blood glucose concentration and greater waist to hip ratio in
both men and women114. More recently, there has been emerging research focusing on
ectopic fat and the impact on cardiovascular health outcomes. A recent study found that
obese individuals with T2D had a significantly greater deposition of epicardial fat, when
compared to lean individuals with T2D120. In conjunction, the researchers found that
obese people with T2D had significantly compromised cardiac function (reduced peak
systolic and diastolic circumferential strain), but this was not the case in in lean people
with type 2 diabetes120. This greater accumulation of epicardial adipose tissue may cause
reduced cardiac function and lead to adverse lipotoxic and proinflammatory state121,
which may increase the risk of future cardiovascular events. Furthermore, emerging
evidence has suggested that a high visceral to subcutaneous fat ratio is strongly associated
with an increased risk of cardiovascular events in T2D (hazard ratio: 1.82, 95% CI: 1.09
to 3.04)122.
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Despite the evidence suggesting that visceral and ectopic fat measures may be superior
for detecting CVD risk, these measures are expensive and not easily accessible. The
international and national guidelines for managing diabetes recommend the use of BMI to
monitor changes in overall obesity, and reduce cardiovascular risk97, 98, 123. There is
conflicting epidemiological evidence for the use of BMI as a surrogate marker of obesity,
and its association with CVD and cardiovascular mortality. The Women‘s Health study
found a significant increasing trend with greater BMI and CHD risk124. Multivariate risk
ratios for increasing BMI categories of 25.0 to 26.9 kg/m2, 27.0 to 29.9 kg/m2, 30.0 to
34.9 kg/m2, ≥35 kg/m2 were 1.85, 1.95, 2.80 and 3.21, respectively124. In contrast, the
ADVANCE trial found BMI was not significantly related to cardiovascular events125. A
significant, positive relationship was found for markers of abdominal obesity (waist to
hip ratio and waist circumference), and greater risk of cardiovascular events125. Both
waist to hip ratio and waist circumference are simple, accessible measures for abdominal
obesity that can be easily administered, and should be considered when assessing CVD
risk in people with diabetes126.

2.2.7.1 Fitness Versus Fatness Phenomenon
Weight loss is the cornerstone treatment strategy that tends to be promoted to manage
obesity and reduce the cardiovascular burden observed in these individuals. However,
there is strong evidence that shows the cardioprotective benefits of higher
cardiorespiratory fitness in mitigating the significant cardiovascular risk associated with
increased fatness status. This has been described as the fitness versus fatness
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phenomenon, and indicates that improving cardiorespiratory fitness may need to be at the
forefront of managing CVD in overweight and obese individuals. The Aerobics Centre
Longitudinal Study was the first study to show this phenomenom and found that
overweight and obese men who had a moderate to high cardiorespiratory fitness, had no
significant increased risk in cardiovascular and all-cause mortality. Furthermore,
overweight and obese men with moderate to high cardiorespiratory fitness and did not
have a significantly different risk in cardiovascular and all-cause mortality risk as men
with a normal BMI/fatness status127. Furthermore, poor cardiorespiratory fitness was an
independent predictor of cardiovascular and all-cause mortality, despite BMI or fatness
status128. While higher fatness is associated with poorer cardiovascular outcomes, poor
cardiorespiratory fitness is a potent and independent predictor of cardiovascular mortality
in adults, despite fatness status. The fitness versus fatness paradox shows clear evidence
for the need to promote improving cardiorespiratory fitness as a therapeutic target for
overweight and obese individuals to negate the increased risk associated with increasing
fatness.

Exercise interventions have successfully improved cardiorespiratory fitness, as well as,
improve cardiovascular health outcomes (endothelial function, blood pressure and LDLC), despite no or minimal weight loss in overweight and obese adults129, 130 (Schejerve et
al; Keating et al.). This has been observed in studies performing regular aerobic exercise
training (8 to 12 weeks), either as high intensity interval training or moderate intensity
continuous training for 8 to 12 weeks, 3 times per week. These studies show that by
promoting aerobic training to improve cardiorespiratory fitness, additional improvements
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to other cardiovascular risk factors may also lead to further reductions in risk of
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in this cohort.

2.2.8 Blood Pressure
Since the invention of cuff-sphymomanometer for blood pressure assessment in the late
1800‘s, this technique has been used for well over 100 years. During the early 1900‘s, the
understanding of hypertension began to flourish, and the introduction of essential
hypertension and ―malignant hypertension‖ or severely high blood pressure became
increasingly acknowledged in the medical world. The Framingham Study the was the first
prospective study to evaluate brachial blood pressure and haemodynamic outcomes and
their associations with CHD risk131. For blood pressure status (as defined in the
Framingham Study: normal: <140/90 mmHg; borderline: 141-159/91-94 mmHg,
hypertensive: >160/95 mmHg), a positive linear association was found with worsening
blood pressure and greater risk of developing CHD, and this was more pronounced in
women, than men131. Furthermore, brachial blood pressure status was found to be an
independent predictor of CHD risk in both men and women131. When comparing systolic
(SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP), The Framingham Study found SBP to be a
significantly superior predictor of CHD risk in both men and women131. DBP only
appeared to be a more potent predictor in young men (<45 y)131. Moreover, there was a
positive association with increasing SBP and higher incidence of fatal CHD events131.
The results implied that SBP was heavily linked to the underlying pathology associated
with CHD, which may have explained the greater risk and incidence of fatal events with
CHD in this cohort. In addition, this study was the first prospective study to analyse
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whether mean arterial pressure (MAP) and pulse pressure (PP) could be used to
discriminate subjects with and without CHD131. Whilst MAP and PP were better
predictors than DBP, SBP was still the superior for detecting CHD in men. However, PP
and SBP were equally effective for discriminating CHD in women, and were superior to
MAP and DBP131.

A report released by The Framingham Study a year later showed that blood pressure had
a significant role in the development of congestive heart failure132. Hypertension was
significantly associated with a higher incidence of congestive heart failure, with men
having a relative risk of 7.9 and women of 4.2, respectively132. In addition, hypertension
was the most common feature in the medical history of those individuals who developed
congestive heart failure, and was one of then most potent contributors in the development
of the condition132. Furthermore SBP was more strongly associated with increased
incidence of congestive heart failure than DBP in both men and women132. In addition,
The Framingham Study found that left ventricular hypertrophy (based on x-ray or
electrocardiogram) was strongly related to increases in blood pressure, suggesting that
hypertension may be related to the pathological changes experienced in the heart with
congestive heart failure132. The results from the original studies from The Framingham
group highlight that hypertension, particularly SBP, is strongly related to CVD risk and
pathologies.

One of the most well-known findings to come from The Framingham Studies was the
significantly increased risk of CHD that was associated with a widening PP133. For any
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level of SBP, a lower DBP (and thus larger PP) significantly increased the risk of
developing CHD133. Additionally, for any level of DBP, higher risk of CHD was
observed with increasing133. Furthermore, for any level of SBP ≥130 mmHg, a
participants with high PP had greater CHD risk133. This observation from Franklin and
colleagues from The Framingham Study indicated that not all individuals with an
increase in SBP had the same CHD risk. From this, they hypothesized that pulsatile stress
during systole caused by large artery stiffening, may be related to higher CHD risk 133.
Additionally, another report from The Framingham Study showed the significance ―highnormal‖ blood pressure and the strong association with cardiovascular events. When
comparing ―optimal‖ blood pressure (<120/<80 mmHg) versus normal (120-129/80-84
mmHg) versus high-normal blood pressure (130-139/85-89 mmHg), a greater
cardiovascular event incidence (death due to CVD, myocardial infarction, stroke or
congestive heart failure) was observed with worsening blood pressure category134. This
was observed in both men (optimal: 5.8% (95% CI: 4.2 to 7.4%), normal: 7.6% (95% CI:
6.0 to 9.1%), high-normal: 10.1% (95% CI: 8.1 to 12.1%), and women (optimal: 1.9%
(95% CI: 1.1 to 2.7%), normal: 2.8% (95% CI: 1.9 to 3.8%), high-normal: 4.4% (95% CI:
3.2 to 5.5%), but was greater in men134. Furthermore, when adjusted for CVD riskfactors, the hazard ratio for CVD was higher in women (hazard ratio: 2.5, 95% CI: 1.6 to
4.1), than in men (hazard ratio: 1.6, 95% CI: 1.1 to 2.2)134. Moreover, further analysis of
data from The Framingham Study highlighted that hypertension status was associated
with a higher prevalence of poorer cardiovascular risk factor outcomes including high
total serum cholesterol, low HDL-C, diabetes and obesity135. Therefore, people with
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brachial hypertension may have an array of CVD risk factors that can contribute to the
increased risk of CVD, and accelerate the atherosclerotic process.
Other large epidemiological studies corroborate the findings from The Framingham
Study, confirming an increased risk of cardiovascular events and CVD and brachial
hypertension. For instance, the INTERHEART study found individuals with hypertension
had a substantial greater risk of an acute myocardial infarction, and this was found across
all subgroups of ethnic origin (European, Chinese, South Asian, other Asian, Arab, Latin
American, Black African and Coloured African)136. Additionally, The Dublin Outcome
Study showed clinic (resting) measures of blood pressure to be significantly associated
with cardiovascular and stroke mortality137 and that for each 10 mmHg increase in SBP
the hazard ratio was 1.06 and 1.07 for cardiovascular and stroke mortality, respectively.
A 10 mmHg increase in DBP was significantly associated with cardiovascular mortality
only (hazard ratio: 1.03)137. The Physician‘s Health Study followed 11,150 men with no
history of CVD or anti-hypertensive treatment over 10.8 y and found highly significant
associations with CVD risk and increasing SBP, DBP and MAP in men <60 y, and
increasing SBP and PP in men ≥60 y138. When comparing the lowest to the highest
quartiles, the relative risk for CVD was 2.16, 2.23, 2.43 for SBP, DBP and MAP in men
<60 y, respectively. For men ≥60 y, the relative risk was 1.69 and 1.67 for SBP and PP,
respectively138.
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In addition, 24 h blood pressure outcomes have been significantly associated CVD risk
and mortality. The first prospective study to assess 24 h blood pressure outcomes and the
risk of cardiovascular mortality was conducted in a Japanese cohort of 1, 542 people139.
This trial found the highest quintiles of mean 24 h SBP, mean 24 h DBP, daytime SBP,
daytime DBP and night-time SBP and DBP were significantly predictive of
cardiovascular mortality139. In addition, when the researchers compared resting measures
of blood pressure and ambulatory (24 h monitoring) blood pressure recordings,
ambulatory 24 h SBP was the only outcome with a significant association with
cardiovascular mortality139. Similarly, the Dublin Outcome Study also found 24 h blood
pressure to be superior to clinic measures of blood pressure in predicting the risk of
cardiovascular, stroke and all-cause mortality in 5, 292 people with untreated
hypertension137. In this study ambulatory measures of blood pressure were found to be
independent predictors of cardiovascular mortality (daytime SBP: hazard ratio: 1.12, 95%
CI: 1.06-1.18 per 10 mmHg increase; night-time SBP: hazard ratio: 1.21, 95% CI: 1.151.27 per 10 mmHg increase; night-time DBP: hazard ratio: 1.09, 95% CI: 1.04-1.13 per 5
mmHg increase), and when adjusted for daytime blood pressure, night-time blood
pressure remained a significant predictor of cardiovascular mortality137. This suggests
that night-time blood pressure was the most potent predictor for cardiovascular mortality
in this cohort. Furthermore, a Danish study found that a blunted decrease in night-time
blood pressure (<10%), or ―non-dipping‖, was associated with greater relative risk for
cardiovascular endpoints (cardiovascular mortality, stroke and IHD) in those with
daytime hypertension (≥135/85 mmHg)140. These findings highlight the prognostic value
of integrating 24 h blood pressure monitoring when assessing hypertension and
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evaluating cardiovascular risk. It should be noted that, while this study did find that
increases in all ambulatory blood pressure outcomes (mean 24 h, daytime and night-time)
to be significantly predictive of combined cardiovascular endpoints, worsening clinic
blood pressure was also significantly associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular
endpoints140. Age may be a consideration when evaluating ambulatory hypertension and
cardiovascular risk. Li and colleagues showed that isolated 24 h diastolic hypertension
was more predictive of cardiovascular endpoints (cardiovascular mortality, fatal and all
non-fatal cardiovascular events) in individuals <50 y, whereas isolated 24 h systolic
hypertension was a more potent predictor of all cardiovascular endpoints (cardiovascular
mortality, fatal and all non-fatal cardiovascular events, coronary events, stroke) for
people aged ≥ 50 y141. It is clear from this evidence that worsening blood pressure status
and increasing peripheral haemodynamics has a crucial role in predicting CVD,
cardiovascular events and mortality.

2.2.8.1 Emerging Blood Pressure and Haemodynamic Outcomes as Risk Factors for
Cardiovascular Disease
It is now becoming increasingly recognised that central (aortic) haemodynamics are
superior to peripheral (brachial) haemodynamic outcomes for predicting CVD and
cardiovascular mortality. One of the most recent studies to further the understanding of
central versus peripheral haemodynamics was the Conduit Artery Function Evaluation
(CAFE) study. The CAFE study involved two intervention arms of anti-hypertensive
regimes (atenolol and thiazide versus amlodipine and perindopril) in 2, 199
participants142. Whilst both interventions resulted in similar reductions in brachial SBP,
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the amlodipine and perindopril regime led to significantly greater reductions in central
aortic PP and SBP142. Secondary analysis identified central PP as a significant
determinant for composite end-points for all cardiovascular events (cardiovascular
mortality, non-fatal myocardial infarction (symptomatic and silent), chronic stable
angina, unstable angina, life threatening arrhythmias, non-fatal heart failure, non-fatal
stroke, peripheral vascular disease, revascularization procedures, retinal vascular
thrombosis) and renal impairments, compared to peripheral PP142. This demonstrated that
peripheral and central haemodynamics may not respond similarly to intervention, and that
central blood pressure may have significant implications for clinical outcomes beyond
brachial blood pressure142.

Following The CAFE study, there have been conflicting results evaluating the predictive
value of central haemodynamics and the risk of cardiovascular events and outcomes. The
Australian National Blood Pressure Study 2 found brachial PP to be significantly
predictive of cardiovascular-disease free survival (hazard ratio: 1.90 (95% CI: 1.05-3.44),
but not central haemodynamic outcomes in 484 elderly, hypertensive women 143.
Similarly, using Framingham data Mitchell and colleagues showed that central
haemodynamics were not significantly predictive of major cardiovascular events (fatal
and non-fatal myocardial infarctions, unstable angina, heart failure and ischaemic and
haemorrhagic strokes) in 2, 232 participants144. In contrast, the Strong Heart Study
involving 3, 520 American-Indians found both central PP and SBP had stronger
associations with intima-medial thickness, vascular mass and atherosclerosis (plaque
score) when compared to peripheral measures145. Furthermore, for each 10 mmHg
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increase in pressure, central PP was a better predictor of cardiovascular events (hazard
ratio: 1.15 (95% CI: 1.07-1.24) compared to peripheral PP (hazard ratio: 1.10 (95% CI:
1.03-1.18)145. Similarly, an earlier study conducted in people with end stage renal disease,
observed that greater central (carotid) PP was significantly associated with an increased
risk of all-cause mortality (including cardiovascular), but this was not found for brachial
PP146. More recently, a meta-analysis of longitudinal studies concluded that both central
SBP and PP are significantly associated with the relative risk of cardiovascular events30.
It should be noted that only three and five studies were pooled for central SBP and PP,
respectively and across a range of population group (CAD, hypertension, healthy, end
stage renal disease). Moreover, this meta-analysis suggested that central PP was slightly
more predictive of cardiovascular events versus brachial pulse pressure, but this was not
statistically significant30.

Therefore, based on the available literature, it appears that central PP and SBP have a
strong association with CVD and cardiovascular mortality, and may be superior to
brachial haemodynamics for predicting CVD. Furthermore, central haemodynamics
appear to be strongly linked to pathological cardiovascular outcomes that are associated
with atherosclerosis.

2.2.8.2 Hypertension in Diabetes
It is now well known that people with diabetes are two to four times more likely to
develop hypertension, and this contributes to the increased cardiovascular morbidity and
mortality in these individuals147. In T1D, hypertension tends to develop after the
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diagnosis of diabetes, whereas most people with T2D usually present with hypertension
upon diagnosis of diabetes. Data from the first cohort of The Framingham Study showed
that people with diabetes had a significantly higher SBP compared to non-diabetics (men:
diabetes: 148.4 mmHg, non-diabetic: 139.1mmHg; women: diabetes: 150.1 mmHg, nondiabetic: 138.8 mmHg)87, 88. Furthermore, systolic blood pressure was higher in people
with diabetes who had CVD, versus those without CVD88. This highlighted that
hypertension may be highly prevalent in people with diabetes, and may be a contributing
factor to the increased CVD risk seen in this population.
Stamler and colleagues were the first to report that hypertension was linked to
cardiovascular mortality in people with diabetes. Their results from the Multiple Risk
Factor Intervention Trial (MRFIT), a prospective study involving 347, 978 men, also
showed that men with diabetes had a significantly greater blood pressure, when compared
to their non-diabetic counterparts148. Upon further analysis, the authors found that for
every 10 mmHg increase in SBP, men with diabetes had a substantially greater
cardiovascular mortality for CVD, CHD and strokes, than non-diabetic men148. Stamler‘s
data showed a significantly steeper rise in mortality rates when comparing lowest SBP
(<120 mmHg) versus highest SBP (>200 mmHg) categories. In men with diabetes, there
were 53.6 deaths/10,000 persons versus 242.6 deaths/10,000 in the lowest and highest
SBP categories, respectively, whereas men without diabetes had 12.2 deaths/10,000
persons versus 128.7 in the lowest and highest SBP categories, respectively. The
researchers concluded that the lower rates of cardiovascular mortality observed in the
lowest blood pressure categories, provided striking evidence for the need of interventions
to reduce SBP in diabetes148. In addition, data from the United Kingdom Prospective
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Diabetes Study (UKPDS) showed that systolic blood pressure was significantly
associated with macrovascular and microvascular complications in people with T2D 149.
The research observed a 10 mmHg increase in systolic blood pressure was associated
with a 19%, 16%, 12% and 12% greater risk of fatal and non-fatal strokes, amputation or
death from peripheral vascular disease, fatal and non-fatal myocardial infarctions, and
heart failure, respectively149. Moreover, the researchers observed a significant positive
association between increases in SBP and all-cause mortality and death due to diabetes149.
Additionally, the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) prospective study of 15,
792 adults showed that people with T2D were approximately 2.5 times more likely to
develop hypertension, compared to those without diabetes150. This trial also observed that
individuals with hypertension (>140/>90 mmHg) had a higher incidence of developing
T2D, compared to normotensive adults150. Interestingly, the ARIC study found that
hypertensive people who were taking β-blockers were at a greater risk of developing T2D
(28%), but this was not observed in those taking thiazide diuretics, ACE inhibitors or
calcium-channel antagonists150. However, other studies have not confirm that β-blockers
are associated with an increased risk of developing diabetes151. Moreover, there has been
conflicting evidence regarding other anti-hypertensive medications and a possible
association with developing diabetes, therefore, this remains unclear151. There is evidence
that to suggest that hypertensive individuals with T2D have significantly greater intimamedia thickness (IMT), arterial stiffness and endothelial dysfunction, compared to T2D
people without hypertension. For instance, a cross-sectional study in Iraq, found that
people with T2D and hypertension had significantly greater carotid IMT versus
normotensive people with T2D (hypertensive: mean IMT: 0.920 mm, 95% CI: 0.912 to
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0.927 mm; normotensive: mean IMT: 0.823 mm, 95% CI: 0.822 to 0.824 mm)152. In
contrast, another study showed that there was no significant difference in carotid IMT
between hypertensive and normotensive Nigerian-Africans with T2D153. However, in this
study individuals with T2D had a significantly greater carotid IMT compared to healthy
controls153. A larger study of 341 individuals, found that hypertensive people with T2D
had significantly reduced endothelial function (hypertensive: flow mediated dilatation:
3.51±2.07%; normotensive: flow mediated dilatation: 5.61±2.96%) and greater arterial
stiffness (hypertensive: aortic pulse wave velocity: 10.1±2.3 m/s; normotensive: aortic
pulse wave velocity: 8.6±1.4 m/s), versus individuals with T2D without hypertension 154.
Further analysis found that endothelial dysfunction was significantly associated with
greater arterial stiffness in hypertensive individuals with T2D, but not in healthy
individuals154. Therefore this evidence suggests that hypertensive individuals with T2D
may have accelerated CVD, compared to normotensive people with T2D. This may
explain the elevated cardiovascular morbidity and mortality experienced in those with
hypertension, which appears to contribute to the cardiovascular sequelae in this group.
Similarly, adults with T1D have a significantly greater prevalence of hypertension, when
compared to those without T1D. The Coronary Artery Calcification in Type 1 Diabetes
(CACTI) study found the incidence of hypertension in individuals with T1D was 48%
versus 15% for those without diabetes155. In addition, a Danish study of 939 people with
T1D, who were followed over a 10 y period, found diastolic hypertension to be
independently associated with a greater relative risk of cardiovascular mortality (relative
risk: 2.35 (95% CI: 1.41 to 3.93) and all-cause mortality (relative risk: 2.35 (95% CI:
1.41 to 3.93) in this cohort156. Furthermore, results from the Pittsburgh Epidemiology of
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Diabetes Complications study demonstrated that hypertension was an independent
predictor of CHD mortality, CHD morbidity and total CHD in people with T1D 157.
Whilst there has not been as many studies performed in adults with T1D, there is
evidence to suggest that hypertension in T1D does promote atherosclerosis158. Data from
the Pittsburgh Epidemiology of Diabetes Complications study found hypertension in T1D
to be significantly, and positively associated with higher coronary artery calcium scores,
and coronary calcification prevalence was higher in hypertensive individuals, versus
normotensive people with T1D158. Additionally, hypertension was found to be an
independent predictor of developing CAD (risk ratio: 2.6 (95% CI: 1.42-4.94) in this
cohort159. Therefore, in hypertensive people with T1D, atherosclerosis appears to be
enhanced in these individuals, and this may also be promoted by the presence other
pathological factors.

Given the high prevalence of hypertension in diabetes and its role in elevating risk of
CVD and cardiovascular mortality, blood pressure reduction is considered a cornerstone
of the management of diabetes. The current blood pressure target recommended by the
American Diabetes Association for people with diabetes (both T1D and T2D) is
<140/<90 mmHg. However, in individuals with a high risk of CVD, more intensive blood
pressure targets, such as <130/<80 mmHg is recommended59. In Australia, the blood
pressure targets recommended by Diabetes Australia and The Royal Australian College
of General Practice is ≤140/≤90 mmHg for most people with diabetes98. For individuals
with proteinuria/albuminuria, a lower blood pressure target of <130/<80 mmHg is
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recommended98. In addition, younger people and those at a high risk of stroke may
benefit from lower blood pressure targets98.

2.3 Other Known Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors
This section will explore other risk factors that contribute to the underlying
pathophysiology of CVD.

2.3.1 Inflammation
After Goldstein and Brown‘s theory on pathological role of cholesterol in atherosclerosis
and the supporting evidence from large prospective studies, a large focus was placed on
the management of lipoproteins and cholesterol to reduce CVD incidence and mortality.
Despite the implementation of lifestyle and pharmacological interventions to manage
these risk factors, CVD continued to be a growing health concern globally. It is now
known that atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease, which initiates the formation of an
atherosclerotic lesion. When the endothelium in the cardiovascular system is exposed to
bacterial agents or risk factors such as dyslipidaemia, hypertension, hyperglycaemia or
pro-inflammatory cytokines, this can lead to an augmented expression of adhesion
molecules18. With injury to the endothelium, an inflammatory response leads to the
transmitigation of leukocytes (mainly phagocytes and T lymphocytes) into the intima,
and this promotes smooth muscle cell proliferation and the secretion of
metalloproteinases (MMP)18. MMPs modulate the function of vascular cells and the
extracellular matrix, and this promotes the binding of lipoproteins in the intima18. Once in
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the intima, phospholipid oxidation can occur, leading to the formation of a lesion and
propagating the inflammatory response55. This understanding of the role of inflammation
in CVD, has lead to emerging research to identify inflammatory markers that may be
associated with an increased risk of developing CVD.

Highly sensitive C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) was recognised as one of the first possible
markers to identify individuals with increased cardiovascular risk. The MRFIT study,
conducted in 12 866 men who were classified as high risk for developing CVD, was the
first study case-control trial to show that hs-CRP had a strong positive association with
CHD mortality160. For each quartile increase in hs-CRP, a significant positive association
was found with CHD mortality (quartile one (0.2 to 1.2 mg/L hs-CRP): odds ratio: 1.0;
quartile two (1.3 to 1.9 mg/L hs-CRP): odds ratio: 1.6, 95% CI: 0.8 to 3.1; quartile three
(2.0 to 3.2 mg/L hs-CRP): odds ratio: 2.7, 95% CI: 1.4 to 5.2; quartile four (3.3 to 79.0
mg/L hs-CRP): odds ratio: 2.8, 95% CI: 1.4 to 5.4)160. However, no association was
found with hs-CRP and non-fatal myocardial events. Furthermore, there was no
relationship found between other proteins (glycoprotein and albumin) and CHD
mortality160. The MONICA study observed a significant positive relationship with hsCRP and the incidence of the first major CHD event in 936 healthy men161. For each 1
SD increase in hs-CRP (1.142 mg/L) in this study, there was a hazard risk ratio of 1.50
(95% CI: 1.14 to 1.97), when adjusted for age and smoking161. In their prospective study
in post-menopausal women, Ridker and colleagues found that hs-CRP was an
independent predictor of future CVD events (relative risk: 1.5, 95% CI: 1.1 to 2.1)162.
Whilst a significant positive association was found with other markers of systemic
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inflammation (sICAM-1, IL-6, and serum amyloid A) and relative risk of CVD events,
this was diminished when adjusted for all plasma markers and risk factors162.
Furthermore, Ridker et al. highlighted that prediction models for CVD events were
significantly more potent when incorporating markers of inflammation, when compared
to only using lipid concentrations alone (p <0.001)162.

Wang and colleagues also highlighted the importance hs-CRP as a marker of increased
CVD prevalence and severity using Framingham Study data. The researchers found a
positive relationship between hs-CRP concentration and the risk of carotid stenosis in 3,
173 individuals (men: n=1508, women: n=1665)163. Individuals in the highest quartile of
hs-CRP had a significantly higher prevalence of carotid stenosis, compared to the people
in the lowest quartile (quartile one: odds ratio: 1.00; quartile four: odds ratio: 1.54, 95%
CI: 1.12 to 2.13). When adjusted for other CVD risk factors, a significant association was
only found in women. In addition, individuals in the highest quartile of hs-CRP had a
significantly greater carotid intima-media thickness, compared to those in the first
quartile (quartile one: 1.02 ± 0.018 mm, quartile four: 1.09 ± 0.018 mm). However, after
a multivariate analysis, this was only significant in women. Wang et al. found that men
and women with higher mean hs-CRP, had a significantly greater prevalence of CVD,
when compared to those with lower levels of hs-CRP (men: low hs-CRP: 3.6 mg/L, 7.9%
incidence of CVD, high hs-CRP: 4.8 mg/L, 19.6% incidence of CVD; women: low hsCRP: 4.6 mg/L, 4.0% incidence of CVD, high hs-CRP: 7.3 mg/L, 17.6% incidence of
CVD)163. These data from The Framingham Study suggest that hs-CRP can be a valuable
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marker for the progression and severity of atherosclerosis, and not just an indicator of the
prevalence of CVD.

In people with diabetes, it is less clear if hs-CRP increases the risk and mortality from
CVD. A large study involving four different UK prospective cohorts found a similar
cardiovascular mortality risk with increasing levels of hs-CRP in people with and without
diabetes164. Similarly, the Hoorn Study found no significant difference in the relative risk
of cardiovascular mortality in those in the highest tertile of hs-CRP (>2.84 mg/L)
between people with diabetes and those without diabetes165. However, there is some
evidence from clinical trials to suggest that elevated hs-CRP levels in adults with either
T1D or T2D is correlated with greater carotid intima media thickness, suggesting that
there may be an accelerated progression of atherosclerosis in people with diabetes with
high levels of hs-CRP166, 167. Further investigation is required to evaluate the utility of hsCRP as a predictor of the severity of CVD in people with diabetes.

2.3.2 Arterial Stiffness
It is now increasingly recognised that increased arterial stiffness is strongly associated
with cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Arterial stiffness, as measured by changes to
arterial pulse waves, has been investigated since the 1950‘s when initial observations
were conducted in 122 hospitalised patients with various diseases associated with
arteriosclerosis (stiffening of the artery wall). In this first study, Lax and colleagues
observed a high prevalence of abnormal arterial pulse waves in people with diabetes,
hypertension, coronary arteriosclerosis and generalised arteriosclerosis 168. Further
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investigation in an additional 68 patients without a history of arteriosclerosis also found
the incidence of abnormal arterial pulse wave readings (high arterial stiffness) had
increased with age168.

Nichols and colleagues conducted one of the first invasive studies to show how arterial
stiffness may influence cardiac function169. Their results showed that younger, healthy
subjects had less augmentation to the aortic systolic pressure peak wave, whereas older
individuals had a heightened systolic pressure peak wave, which generally occurred
during late systole169. This was thought to be as a result of greater arterial stiffness, which
leads to reflective waves (from arterial terminations) returning earlier in the cardiac cycle,
and thus leading to an increased central systolic blood pressure. Furthermore, significant
correlations were observed with poorer left-ventricular characteristic impedance
(viscoelastic properties) and increased total peripheral resistance with increasing age 169.
These findings highlighted that increased arterial stiffness could lead to adverse changes
to cardiac function and may increase the risk of cardiac complications with age. Since
this study, a large epidemiological study conducted in 4001 healthy individuals supported
the findings of Nichols et al. and showed that central arterial stiffness, as measured via
augmentation index (AIx) and pulse wave velocity (PWV), significantly increased with
age170. This study found that both AIx and PWV had curvilinear increases with age, with
AIx showing a steeper rise in younger individuals (<50 y). In contrast, this rise in PWV
was more pronounced in older adults (>50 y). This suggested that greater arterial stiffness
may be more influenced by systemic arterial stiffness and the impact of reflected waves
in younger adults, whereas, reductions in arterial compliance and degradation of elastic
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components with age have a greater influence in older adults. The authors concluded that
AIx was a more sensitive marker of arterial stiffness in younger individuals, whereas
PWV was a better measure of arterial stiffness in older individuals170.

One of the first large prospective studies to demonstrate that increased arterial stiffness
was associated with cardiovascular mortality was conducted in a French, hypertensive
cohort of 1980 people171. The researchers found that greater aortic arterial stiffness, as
measured via pulse wave velocity (PWV) was a significant, independent predictor of
cardiovascular mortality171. For every 5 m/s rise in PWV, the odds ratio for
cardiovascular mortality was 1.60 (95% CI: 1.12-2.13)171. Furthermore, greater PWV was
an independent predictor of all-cause mortality in this cohort171. Subsequently the
Rotterdam Study involving a cohort of 2, 835 healthy individuals, found that higher
tertiles of carotid-femoral PWV (second and third tertiles) were strongly associated with
increased incidences of CHD, strokes and CVD events172. Higher PWV was associated
with a higher hazard ratios of 1.93 and 2.07 for CVD events and risk of CHD,
respectively172. Moreover, there is now evidence to suggest that higher AIx is positively
associated with CVD risk. For instance, a cross-sectional study in a German cohort of
238 people found greater AIx to be significantly correlated with a higher European
Society of Cardiology risk score (absolute risk of developing CHD) and Second
Manifestations of ARTerial risk score (experiencing first cardiovascular event) 173.
However, a study conducted by Dart and colleagues found no significant association with
AIx and cardiovascular mortality in elderly hypertensive women143. However, in
corroboration of the broader findings, a study conducted in people with end stage renal
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failure demonstrated that both increased AIx and PWV were significantly associated with
cardiovascular mortality and all-cause mortality174. In addition, this study showed that
cardiovascular survival was substantially reduced for every increase in AIx quartile 174.
Interestingly, the data from The Framingham Studies has suggested conflicting results.
One of the original reports did not find a significant association with abnormal arterial
pulse wave formations and risk of developing a stroke175. However, a more recent report
indicated that greater central arterial stiffness was associated with major cardiovascular
events. In this study Mitchell and associates found that high carotid-femoral PWV was a
significant predictor of major cardiovascular events (fatal or non-fatal myocardial
infarction, unstable angina, heart failure, ischaemic and haemorrhagic strokes) (hazard
ratio: 1.48, 95% CI: 1.16-1.91), in middle-aged and older adults144, although, this was not
the case for AIx. This supports previous studies that have indicated that PWV may be a
better predictor of CVD risk in this cohort.
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Two recent meta-analyses of the available evidence have now concluded that both central
(aortic) PWV and AIx are strongly associated with cardiovascular events and mortality29,
30

. Based on the five longitudinal studies included for meta-analysis, a 10% increase in

AIx was found to have a significant increased relative risk of 1.318 (95% CI: 1.093
to1.588) for total cardiovascular events30. Furthermore, data analysed from 14
longitudinal studies showed greater PWV was a significant predictor of cardiovascular
events and mortality (11 studies)29. For every 1 m/s increase in PWV, the relative risk for
cardiovascular events and mortality was 2.26 (95% CI: 1.89-2.70) and 2.02 (95% CI:
1.68-2.42), respectively29. Therefore, it appears that both central PWV and AIx are
markers of increased cardiovascular risk and mortality and are possibly linked to the
underlying pathophysiology of CVD.

2.3.2.1 Arterial Stiffness in Diabetes
It is now well known that people with diabetes have elevated arterial stiffness. This was
first shown in early studies in the 1950‘s using vasculograms where patients with diabetes
had a greater incidence of abnormal arterial pulse wave forms, indicating these
individuals had evidence of arteriosclerosis168. Since these early findings, there have been
large epidemiological studies confirming this observation in individuals with diabetes.
For instance, The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study involving 4, 701
people demonstrated that with increasing fasting blood glucose levels, there was greater
arterial stiffness in all measured indices (arterial compliance, stiffness index, pressure
strain elastic modulus and Young‘s elastic modulus)176. Furthermore, univariate analyses
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found that higher fasting glucose and fasting insulin levels were significantly associated
with all arterial stiffness indices in individuals with diabetes and non-diabetes. When
adjusted for all risk factors, fasting glucose status was significantly predictive of all
arterial stiffness indices in white women, and most indices in black women (arterial
compliance, pressure strain elastic modulus and Young‘s elastic modulus)176. However,
only Young‘s elastic modulus was strongly associated with worsening glucose status in
white men, and no association was found in any arterial stiffness indices in black men176.
This study highlighted that poorer glycaemic control may contribute to increasing arterial
stiffness in women, but is unclear in men. This was further supported by the findings
from the Hoorn Study where individuals with impaired glucose metabolism and those
with T2D, had significantly reduced systemic arterial compliance compared to people
with normal glucose metabolism177. Moreover, AIx was significantly higher in T2D
versus controls, but not in those with impaired glucose metabolism177. Additional analysis
emphasised the impact of hyperglycaemia on arterial stiffness, with ~15-50% of the
reduction to systemic arterial compliance and ~10-40% of the increase to AIx when
adjusted for glycosylated haemoglobin177. There was no significant association found
between hyperinsulaemia and worsening arterial stiffness177. In their Australian crosssectional studies Brooks and colleagues found that people with T1D and T2D had greater
arterial stiffness, as measured by AIx, compared to their non-diabetic counterparts31, 35
but this was not statistically significant in those with T1D. However, T1D was a
significant determinant for greater AIx in men, but not women31. Similarly, T2D had a
significantly greater correlation with higher AIx in men, but not women 35. In contrast to
the findings of The ARIC Study, there was no significant association between AIx and
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glycaemic control, or diabetes duration31, 35. Interestingly, there was no significant
difference between individuals with T1D or T2D and changes to AIx with age35. A study
conducted by Cruickshank and associates found greater arterial stiffness (via PWV) was
significantly associated with cardiovascular mortality in people with T2D (hazard ratio:
1.08, 95% CI: 1.03 to 1.14 per 1m/s increase in PWV)178. Furthermore, in a crosssectional trial of 635 adults with T1D, arterial stiffness (via PWV) was significantly
higher in people with a history of CVD, compared to those without CVD. In contrast to
the findings of Brooks, significant positive correlations were found with increases in
PWV and age, diabetes duration, 24 h PP and 24 h SBP179.

A recent systematic review concluded that there is strong evidence indicating that people
with T2D and impaired glucose metabolism (deteriorating glucose status) have elevated
arterial stiffness, and in the majority of studies, this was found compared to healthy
controls (33 out of 37 trials)180. Only four studies were conducted in people with T1D,
and these also suggested that arterial stiffness is increased in these individuals180.
Furthermore, in their review Prenner and colleagues also found that there were strong
associations between greater arterial stiffness and microvascular complications such as
nephropathy, neuropathy and retinopathy in people with T2D180. Microvascular
complications have been found to be independent predictors of cardiovascular mortality
in T2D, indicating the deleterious effect of arterial stiffening on cardiovascular health 181,
182

. Only one study had shown that there was an association with elevated arterial

stiffness and albuminuria, retinopathy and autonomic neuropathy in T1D180. Based on
Prenner‘s findings, it is clear there is strong evidence that higher arterial stiffness is found
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in people with T2D, and is strongly associated with adverse microvascular complications
although there is a need for more epidemiological research to be conducted in T1D and
the possible associations that arterial stiffness may have with cardiovascular health in this
group.

Based on the current evidence, people with diabetes have increased arterial stiffness and
this has been found to be associated with cardiovascular mortality and poorer
cardiovascular health. It appears that arterial stiffness may have a greater impact in
diabetic men, than women. Furthermore, it is remains unclear if diabetes duration is a
significant contributor to increasing stiffness, but poor glucose management does appear
to play a role in the progression of arterial stiffness.

2.4 The Assessment and the Pathophysiology of Hypertension.
This section will describe the current and emerging assessments used for determining
blood pressure and hypertensive status. Furthermore, an overview of the underlying
pathophysiology of hypertension will be explored in this section.

2.4.1 The Assessment of Blood Pressure
The peripheral assessment of blood pressure has been performed for over a hundred
years, and continues to be used widely in modern medicine for the assessment of CVD
risk. Brachial blood pressure collected via the auscultatory method, is the most common
and is usually referred to as ―office assessment‖ of blood pressure. This involves placing
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a brachial pressure cuff to the upper arm, which is inflated through the use of a
sphygmomanometer183. The cuff is then inflated to a pressure above the arterial systolic
pressure to occlude the brachial artery. Following this, the cuff is gradually deflated
leading to the re-establishment of pulsatile blood flow and audible sounds that can be
heard via a stethoscope over the artery183. The audible sounds, known as the sounds of
Korotkoff, determine the pressure readings for systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood
pressure. Systolic blood pressure corresponds to phase I of the Korotkoff sounds which is
the first audible tapping sound upon deflation of the brachial cuff. Diastolic blood
pressure corresponds to phase V of the sounds of Korotkoff, and is noted as the pressure
upon the disappearance of these sounds183. Automated oscillometry devices have now
become widely used for office assessments of blood pressure. These devices detect
oscillations in the pulsatile blood volume during cuff inflation and deflation, and blood
pressure is then indirectly calculated through algorithms184. While manual recordings of
blood pressure are easy, errors are common and estimations of blood pressure could be
misleading184. There is now increasing evidence that validates the use of automated
oscillatory devices for office measurements of blood pressure. Both methods are
considered valid and reliable techniques for the assessment of brachial blood pressure 184.

Ambulatory assessment of blood pressure is often used to supplement office measures.
This allows for the assessment of blood pressure over a 24 h period, which enables a
better understanding of the day-to-day fluctuations in an individual‘s blood pressure.
Although ambulatory monitoring of blood pressure is superior to office assessments of
blood pressure in identifying cardiovascular risk, this method, in-conjuction with office
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blood pressure, is currently the preferred strategy for the identification of hypertension 184.
Ambulatory collection of blood pressure involves an individual wearing a small,
automated device around the waist that records blood pressure readings every 15 to 30
mins during the day, and every 15 to 60 mins at night, for a 24 h period184. Recordings
are taken via the oscillatory method, through a brachial pressure cuff. The mean values
for 24 h, daytime and night-time blood pressure are calculated from the recordings stored
on the device. While ambulatory blood pressure has been recognised as a more valid
technique than office measures, validation studies need to be performed across a variety
of population groups including children, obese, renal diseases, and cardiac
arrhythmias185.

Emerging evidence now suggests that central (aortic) assessment of blood pressure is
superior to brachial, or peripheral measurements for identifying cardiovascular risk and
mortality145, 186, 187. Central blood pressure can be directly assessed through cardiac
catherization and is the gold standard for central blood pressure assessment. This involves
directing a catheter with a pressure sensor to the ascending aortic arch and blood pressure
if recorded at this site188. However, this is highly invasive and unsuitable for screening
large population groups. More recently, non-invasive techniques have been developed to
indirectly measure central pressure, and these will be explored in this section of the
thesis. These techniques generally record pressure waveforms from arteries that are distal
to the aorta, and inlcude: i) carotid tononmetry; ii) radial tononmetry; and; iii) brachial or
suprasystolic brachial cuff plethysmography188. Carotid pressure assessment is often used
a surrogate for central blood pressure due to the close proximity to the central arteries.
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The carotid pressure waveforms are recorded via carotid tonometry, which are scaled to
the brachial MAP and DBP to derive central blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure is
not used since it varies throughout the arterial tree, whilst MAP and DBP tend to remain
consistent188-190. However, this technique is highly operator-dependent, and reliable wave
formations can be difficult to record in some populations, such as obese individuals188.

Alternatively, pulse wave analysis (PWA) involves the collection of peripheral
waveforms (brachial or radial) through applanation tonometry or pulse volume
plethysmography to indirectly estimate central measures through either generalized
transfer function, identification of the late systolic shoulder of the peripheral waveform,
or algorithm188. A limitation of PWA is that peripheral waveforms are calibrated to
brachial systolic and diastolic pressures, which has been found to underestimate aortic
pressure readings188, 189. Furthermore, amplification of the peripheral waveform,
particularly when using the brachial-to-radial method (via radial tonometry) can lead to
greater underestimations of the central pressure188. Devices that use pulse volume
plethysmography, negate the potential for any peripheral waveform amplification, since
the pulse wave is captured at the brachial artery. Furthermore, this technique is less
operator-dependent than tonometry methods. Most available devices use peripheral blood
pressure for calibration of waveforms; therefore, caution must be taken when interpreting
central blood pressure data188, 189. However, devices that estimate central blood pressures
via generalized transfer function substantially reduce the error with brachial cuff
calibration, and have been shown to correlate highly with invasive measures190. Some
devices do not use generalized transfer functions to derive central systolic pressure, and
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may estimate it directly from the peripheral waveform. Invasive studies have shown that
estimates using late systolic peak (shoulder) are similar to aortic systolic pressure
although this may not be accurate for young individuals or those with optimal blood
pressure, since there is not large augmentation to the systolic pressures188. Furthermore,
algorithm estimates are highly accurate, and can be applied to brachial or radial wave
formations. This estimate method has been found to have comparable results to invasive
measures of central blood pressure191. Despite the limitations and possible error, noninvasive measures appear to be accurate (when estimated via generalised transfer function
or algorithm). Limited studies have been conducted on the validity of different estimate
methods for non-invasive techniques; however, generalised transfer function estimations
have been found to be valid in a number of studies192. Based on the available validation
literature, the research described in the following chapters of the thesis uses brachial-cuff
plethysmography (pulse volume plethysmography) with central blood pressure estimated
via generalised transfer function using the SphgymoCor XCEL device.

2.4.2 The Pathophysiology of Hypertension
Hypertension is a highly complex disorder, with a small number of individuals (2-5%)
presenting with an underlying disease (secondary hypertension) which causes the
development of the condition193. In the majority of people, there is not a clear identifiable
factor that leads to the development of hypertension and this is commonly referred to as
primary, or essential hypertension193. Many researchers have investigated the possible
underlying factors that may contribute to the underlying pathology. These will be
explored in this section of the thesis.
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2.4.2.1 Total Peripheral Resistance
In the normal regulation of blood pressure, there is a balance between cardiac output and
peripheral resistance to ensure adequate perfusion of target organs. Total peripheral
resistance is predominately determined by small arterioles in the periphery that have
smooth muscle cells to control the rate of blood flow through constriction or
relaxation193. In the normal regulation of blood flow, the smooth muscle cells of the
arterioles contract to increase peripheral resistance, and control the blood flow rate into
tissues193. It has been found that most individuals with hypertension have a raised total
peripheral resistance, contributing to an increased blood pressure193, 194. One of the
earliest studies investigating possible maladaptations to the vascular walls in hypertensive
subjects showed that when forearm vessels were at maximal dilatation, people with
hypertension had a substantially higher total peripheral resistance compared to
normotensive individuals195. This lead to further investigation and the observation that
people with hypertension had greater vascular wall thickness (hypertrophy) and a reduced
lumen size (increased wall to lumen ratio)193, 194. These findings have suggested that in
essential hypertension, chronic constriction of the smooth muscle cells can lead to
adverse vascular remodelling, as well as closure of small vessels, leading to a permanent
rise in peripheral resistance193, 194. Moreover, greater arterial stiffness can lead to
augmentations in blood pressure, and a hypertensive response. This will be discussed in
more detail in Section 2.4.1
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2.4.2.2 Renin-Angiotensin System
The renin-angiotensin system is thought to be one of the most important endocrine
systems in the regulation of blood pressure. In the normal control of blood pressure, renin
is secreted from the juxataglomerular apparatus of the kidneys in response to increased
renal blood pressure193, 196. Renin then cleaves angiotensinogen, which is synthesized in
the liver and released into the circulatory system196, 197. This reaction forms angiotensin I,
which is further cleaved by angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) and leads to the
production of angiotensin II196, 197. It is well recognised that angiotensin II is a powerful
vasoconstrictor when it binds to AT-1 receptors, and these are predominately found on
cardiovascular tissues, particularly arterioles193, 196. Furthermore, the formation of
circulating angiotensin II stimulates the release of aldosterone from the adrenal gland that
results in sodium and water retention. The combination of these actions leads to a rise in
blood pressure. The over-activation of the renin-angiotensin system and overproduction
of circulating angiotension II were thought to be key aspects of the pathogenesis in
hypertension. Interestingly, most evidence has found that people with hypertension do not
have high levels of circulating renin or angiotensin II193. More recently, it has been
postulated that local renin-angiotensin systems have a more significant role in the
underlying pathology of hypertension. For instance, renin mRNA has been found in the
heart, as well as, the necessary components for the biosynthesis of angiotension II196.
Moreover, the majority of angiotensin II in cardiac tissues are derived from the
myocardial synthesis of angiotensin I, and not from cardiac uptake of circulating
angiotensin II196. Additionally, vascular smooth muscle has been found to generate both
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angiotensin I and II, which could lead to local vasoconstriction196. However, the
formation of vascular angiotensin II is dependent on endothelial (circulatory) uptake of
renin196. Therefore, hypertension may be as a result of overproduction of angiotensin II in
the cardiac or vascular local systems, but this remains inconclusive.

2.4.2.3 Autonomic Nervous System
It is well known that the autonomic nervous system has an important role in the
regulation of blood pressure, particularly in response to acute stress. The sympathetic
nervous system (SNS) largely regulates blood pressure through systemic control of
vasodilation and vasoconstriction of target organs193. In individuals with hypertension,
chronic overactivity of the SNS has been thought to be part of the underlying pathology
of the condition198. In young adults, adrenergic overdrive as measured by increased
resting heart rate (tachycardia) and atrial epinephrine, have been strongly associated with
the development of hypertension199. Vascular maladaptations associated with
hypertension are thought to be partly mediated by sympathetic neural influences and this
argument has been supported through experimental studies. For example, infusion of
noreadrenaline has been shown to induce vascular remodelling and aortic medial
thickening, albeit, without significant changes to blood pressure198. Moreover, the
interaction between the SNS and the renin-angiotensin system has been well established
for decades. Elevated renal sympathetic activation leads to a greater release of renin, and
increases the level of circulating angiotensin198. It has been proposed that both of these
systems increase the production of angiotensin II, leading to increased vascular
resistance, and thus blood pressure.
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The activation of local sympathetic systems of different organs, such as the brain, heart,
kidneys and skeletal muscle, have been found to be significantly greater in hypertensive
individuals198, 199. Studies have found SNS overactivity of the skeletal muscle has been
associated with greater central arterial stiffness, indicating other vascular pathological
changes that may lead to hypertension198. Furthermore, a reduction of cardiac
parasympathetic drive has been observed in hypertensive individuals198. This decreases
the capacity to modulate the cardiac sympathetic drive, which leads to the chronic
overactivity of the SNS found in these individuals. In addition, acute overactivity of the
SNS can result in endothelial dysfunction and reduction in nitric oxide bioavailability in
the presence of oxidative stress198 which can augment the sympathetic vasoconstrictive
response associated with sympathetic activity, and thus increase blood pressure.

2.4.2.4 Vasoactive Substances and Genetic Factors
There are numerous vasoactive systems that play a role in the regulation of blood
pressure, and recent attention has focused on the role of endothelin and nitric oxide in
hypertension. Endothelin, particularly endothelin-1 (ET-1), is produced in the
endothelium and smooth muscles cells of blood vessels200. ET-1 can bind to ETA
(vasoconstriction) or ETB (vasodilation and vasoconstriction), which can modulate vessel
resistance200. Furthermore, when ET-1 is bound to ETB, it is a potent stimulator of nitric
oxide and prostacyclin, and these promote vasorelaxation 200. It has been proposed that if
overproduced in the vasculature ET-1 may lead to vascular hypertrophy in people with
hypertension, although this has generally been found in-conjunction with other
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conditions200. For instance, elevated levels of ET-1 have been reported in preeclampsia,
and this has been associated with endothelial damage200. Endothelin has been found to
enhance venoconstriction and reduce the in the vasorelaxant response in hypertensive
individuals200. However, there has been conflicting evidence in both animal and human
studies, thus the effect of endothelin remains unclear.

Nitric oxide is a potent vasodilator that is produced by the endothelium, and has antiadhesive, anti-platelet and anti-atherogenic properties201. Hypertension has been strongly
associated with endothelial dysfunction, and this has been thought to impair the synthesis
of NO and the responsiveness to NO in these individuals201. Although an inconsistent
finding, studies have found that hypertensive individuals may have reductions in
endothelium-dependent vasodilatation201. In contrast, there is evidence to suggest that
endothelial dysfunction and reduced NO responsiveness may be a precursor to the
development of hypertension. A study conducted in normotensive offspring of
hypertensive patients demonstrated impaired vasoreactive response202, suggesting this
may be a part of a pathogenetic role in hypertension. However, transient increases in
blood pressure have lead to reduced endothelium-dependent vasodilatation201. This
suggests a blunted NO response and endothelial dysfunction may be as a result of raised
blood pressure, instead of an underlying cause to hypertension.
Family studies have shown that there may be a genetic link with the development of
hypertension. For instance, a cross-sectional study of 1, 660 males and 1, 635 females
found a parental history of hypertension <60 y, doubled the risk of having
hypertension203. In addition, children with hypertensive parents have greater plasma
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levels of angiotensinogen, versus those with normotensive parents. Furthermore,
biological children had a higher risk of developing hypertension when compared to
adopted children. However, some familial genetic factors have been thought to influence
behavioural/lifestyle patterns. Due to the influence of the renin-angiotensin system on the
regulation of blood pressure, genetic variations of angiotensinogen and ACE have been of
particular interest for researchers. Polymorphism T235, a gene variation of
angiotensinogen, has been found to be significantly associated with essential
hypertension in white and Asian population groups204. In contrast, a study conducted in
African Carribeans showed no relationship between T235, and the frequency of
individuals with hypertension205. However, other angiotensinogen genes were linked to
the development of hypertension in this cohort205. Additionally, ACE genes have been
associated with endothelial dysfunction in the early stages of hypertension, and linked to
the incidence of hypertension. However, evidence from meta-analysis show that ACE
genes are not independently associated with hypertension206. Furthermore, there are
conflicting results for genes associated with the adrenergic system, as well as, NO
synthase and the role they may play in the development of hypertension207. Therefore, the
influence of specific genes and the their involvement in the underlying pathophysiology
of hypertension remains unclear.

2.5 The Assessment and Pathophysiology of Arterial Stiffness
An overview of the assessment of central, or aortic, arterial stiffness will be provided in
this section. In addition, this section will provide a summary of the current literature
concerning the mechanisms and pathophysiology of arterial stiffness.
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2.5.1 The Assessment of Arterial Stiffness
By measuring components of the forward pulse pressure formation (via pulse wave
analysis) and PWV, indices of arterial stiffness can be derived. As has been previously
discussed in this section, both the PWV and AIx indices of arterial stiffness have been
found to be strongly associated with cardiovascular mortality and morbidity. Measuring
arterial stiffness via PWV can be performed non-invasively, through direct or indirect
measurements and is collected: i) regionally; ii) locally; or iii) systemically208. However,
for the purpose of this thesis, regional central measurements of arterial stiffness will be
discussed as this is most commonly used to determine central arterial stiffness in
epidemiological and interventional studies. Moreover, regional arterial stiffness will be
used to assess arterial stiffness in subsequent Chapters of this thesis. Central measures of
arterial stiffness have been used extensively in the literature and have been associated
with cardiovascular risk and mortality in a range of population groups. A high level of
interest is placed on regional measures of arterial stiffness, which is generally performed
to calculate central (aortic) peripheral measures of arterial stiffness. PWV is considered a
direct measure of arterial stiffness and is generally accepted as a simple, valid, noninvasive measurement for the assessment of arterial stiffness208. Two reference points are
used to represent the arterial segment of interest, for example, the carotid-femoral PWV
is measured along the aortic-iliac pathway and is the most common method used to assess
central (aortic) arterial stiffness208. Pulse wave velocity is derived by calculating the
distance the pulse wave travels between two reference points and dividing by the change
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the transit time of the pulse wave moving from one point to the other208. The carotidfemoral PWV is considered the gold standard to determine central (aortic) stiffness 208.
Pulse waves can be collected through pressure sensors via applanation tonometry,
mechanotransducers, Doppler ultrasound and echotracking devices208. There are two
main methods to quantify transit time: i) capture of pressure waves from the two arterial
pulse sites sequentially with a simultaneous ECG recording208 and then calculation in
relation to the R wave recording from the ECG; ii) simultaneous capture of pulse wave
recordings at two arterial sites (generally through the application of mechanotransducers
directly to the skin) and calculation through a correlation algorithm208. Most devices
(using applanation tonometry and echotracking) collect transit time through sequentially
recording pulse waves at an arterial site, with a simultaneous ECG recording208. The most
recent SphgmoCor XCEL device collects PWV with simultaneous pulse wave recordings
with the use of mechanotransducers on the femoral arterial site and carotid applanation
tonometry performed concurrently. Doppler pulse wave recordings have been found to be
more accurate than carotid-femoral PWV since pulse waves are taken from the root of the
subclavian artery and near the birfurcation of the abdominal aorta208. However, this
method is time consuming, requires specialised training and highly operator-dependent.
Precise distance measurement is an important consideration for arterial stiffness
reliability and validity, since small inaccuracies can influence the absolute value of the
PWV. Methods that are used to calculate the distance are either via direct measurement
(carotid site to the femoral site) or subtraction method208. The subtraction method can be
conducted in two main ways: i) subtracting between carotid location to the sternal notch
from the total distance or; ii) subtracting the distance from the carotid location to the
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sternal notch from the distance between the sternal notch to the femoral site208. In more
recent years, to reduce the intrusive nature of tonometry at the site of the femoral artery
and the time burden to collect PWV, devices (such as the SphygoCor XCEL) have
incorporated the use of a pressure cuff to capture femoral pulse waves209. This increases
the distance of the femoral arterial segment length, which can lower PWV readings and
underestimate arterial stiffness, when compared to direct tonometry at the inguinal site.
To adjust for this factor, an additional distance measurement is taken from the inguinal
site to the top of the femoral pressure cuff, and is subtracted from the femoral segment
length209. A validation study showed a significant improvement in the accuracy of PWV
readings by subtracting the additional length from the inguinal site to the femoral cuff
from the total distance210. This study found when accounting for the additional distance,
PWV readings were comparable to those of direct tonometry at the inguinal site210.

There are a number of additional factors that should be considered when capturing PWV.
Short distances increase error when calculating PWV. All methods are approximations,
with the absolute differences between methods have been considered unimportant 208.
Furthermore, body height can influence PWV, and a study has shown that when height
was factored into the distance measurements, it provided a more valid representation of
PWV211. Japanese researchers have introduced the use of brachial-femoral PWV to
determine central arterial stiffness and this method has been found to be strongly
associated with cardiovascular mortality and events in elderly individuals and CHD208. In
a study conducted in 2287 individuals, when brachial-femoral PWV was compared with
carotid-femoral PWV, there was a significant positive correlation between the two
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methods212. However, this study did find brachial-femoral PWV was 20% higher than
readings derived from carotid-femoral PWV212. Despite this, both measurement
techniques were significantly associated with age, SBP and Framingham risk score, and
both techniques led to comparable predictions for the risk of a stroke and CAD.
Therefore, the authors concluded that both measures have similar prognostic value for
cardiovascular risk and incidence of CVD212. Given the heightened score obtained with
brachial-femoral PWV, caution should be taken when interpreting these values, as they
appear to overestimate aortic stiffness and may not reflect a true representation of central
arterial stiffness against reference scores.

Central pulse wave analysis allows for the calculation of aortic augmentation index (AIx)
and the methodologies used to obtain central pulse wave analysis had been discussed
previously in Section 2.3.3. The augmented pressure is defined as the inflection pressure
wave after the initial late systolic peak pressure wave, or the second systolic peak
pressure wave. This second systolic peak pressure represents the accumulation of
reflected waves from the cardiovascular system, arriving early during systole 213. This
results in a second or ―augmented‖ systolic peak pressure213. Therefore AIx reflects the
additional left ventricular load as a result of both central and peripheral arterial stiffness.
AIx is calculated as a ratio of the augmented pressure to the central PP208. There are a few
considerations that need to be addressed when obtaining AIx. Most approaches use radial
applanation tonometry and brachial-cuff plethysmography (pulse volume
plethysmography) and use generalised transfer functions to calculate AIx208. These
techniques are both well tolerated and do not require a high level of technical skill to
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perform. A very recent study assessed the validity of AIx by comparing the oscillometric
pulse wave analysis (non-invasive) to invasive coronary anteriorgraphy214. This study
found a significant positive correlation with both methods for AIx, and found no
proportional bias and amplification of AIx scores with the non-invasive assessment214.
Therefore, the authors concluded that non-invasive measures of central AIx are valid and
comparable to invasive assessment of AIx214. However, heart rate has been found to
significantly impact the AIx and to underestimate AIx at elevated heart rates. This has
been observed in multiple cardiac pacing studies (60-110 bpm), which have shown a
linear decline in AIx with increases in heart rate215. A higher heart rate reduces the time
for the reflected waves to arrive back at the aorta, and thus may not truly reflect arterial
stiffness in the AIx score215. More commonly, AIx is normalised to a heart rate of 75 bpm
to reduce this error215.

2.5.2 The Pathophysiology of Arterial Stiffness

2.5.2.1 The Function of the Arterial System and Forward Pressure Wave
Generation
The arterial system can be functionally separated into two subcategories: i) large (central)
elastic arteries, which tend to be proximal to the heart (the aorta, carotid and iliac arteries)
and; ii) muscular arteries which are generally located distally to the heart and provide
peripheral perfusion (femoral, popliteal and brachial arteries)216. The differences in
composition of the arterial walls largely determine their functional role. These structural
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differences can be seen in Figure 1.1. Large (central) elastic arteries have a highly
developed media, which is comprised of several layers of elastic tissue (predominately
elastin)216 which enables the artery to distend rapidly and accommodate large blood
volumes during systole (upon ventricular contraction). There are two main roles of elastic
arteries: i) to reduce the haemodynamic load on the peripheral vascular system for a
protective effect and; ii) to facilitate continuous and steady blood flow to the periphery
during the cardiac cycles216. In the periphery, the muscular arteries control regional blood
flow through alterations in vascular tone. The media layer of muscular arteries is
primarily comprised of smooth muscle cells, which allows for the artery to vasoconstrict
or vasodilate to control the velocity of the pressure wave (Figure 1.1)216. As elastic
properties of the arteries ―cushion‖ the forward pressure wave, changes in PWV are seen
moving from the central to the peripheral arteries, moving from low to higher
velocities213.
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Figure 1.1. A simplified image of the structural differences between peripheral
arteries and central arteries. In central arteries (right), a well-developed media with
several layers of elastic molecules (elastin and collagen), predominately elastin, allows a
large capacity for the artery to distend when under high haemodynamic loads. The blue
circle represents the elastin and collagen components within the arteries. The media in
peripheral arteries (left) has a large contractile component, as it is primarily composed of
smooth vascular muscle cells (represented by the maroon circle). This allows for the
artery to constrict or dilate to control blood flow.
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In healthy compliant central arteries, the high pressure and velocity of the forward pulse
pressure wave upon ventricular contraction (systole) is reduced via stretching of the
central arteries216. As the artery stretches, this stores blood temporarily (and elastic
energy) at the arterial site during systole. Once the cardiac cycle reaches its lowest
pressure point (diastole), the stored elastic energy is released and compresses the artery to
allow for continued systemic perfusion during diastole216. As the forward pulse pressure
wave travels to the periphery, reflected or backward waves are produced from areas of
blood flow impedance within the cardiovascular system, such as arterial terminations,
bifurcations in the vasculature, or mismatches between arterial properties216. A compliant
arterial system will thus dampen the forward pressure wave and lower the amplitude of
reflected waves at areas of impedance, with negligible impact on forward pressure
waves216. Reflective waves from the periphery return to the aorta during diastole, which
assists with coronary perfusion.

Greater arterial stiffness or increased vascular tone leads to a reduction in the protective
―cushioning‖ effect, and PWV significantly increases213. This leads to the generation of
high amplitude reflected waves at areas of impedance, which can significantly alter, or
augment, the forward pulse pressure wave. Furthermore, arterial stiffness causes reflected
waves to return earlier, during late systole, elevating central SBP and increasing cardiac
afterload213. This augmentation to the central SBP is calculated as the AIx, which
represents the additional pressure loading from reflected waves as a percentage. Since
reflected waves arrive at the aorta during systole instead of diastole, this reduces the
pressure provided by the reflected waves to assist cardiac filling during diastole, and thus
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reduces cardiac perfusion. The components of the forward pulse pressure wave are shown
in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. The generation and components of a wave formation. A person with
healthy compliant arteries (left) versus an individual who has type 2 diabetes and high
arterial stiffness (right). In both pulse wave formations, there is the first initial systolic
peak pressure wave that is generated through systole. This is indicated by the first
positive peak in each wave formation in both diagrams. The left diagram shows minimal
augmenting of the initial systolic peak pressure wave, moving into the peak systolic
pressure (SP), with reflected waves not impeding the propagation of the forward wave.
The diagram on the right has a prolonged systolic peak, with a higher augmentation in
pressure relative to the initial systolic peak wave. Furthermore, in a healthy arterial
system, reflective waves assist coronary perfusion by arriving during late systole to
facilitate perfusion during diastole. The red line represents the onset of diastole. The
diagram on the left shows a gradual decline in pressure from the onset of diastole until
the lowest pressure is reached (diastolic pressure). This highlights the greater perfusion
that is facilitated by the reflective waves in a healthy arterial system. In contrast, the
diagram on the right shows a sharp decline in pressure from the onset of diastole,
indicating the reflected waves have arrived during early systole. The pressure change
between the second systolic peak and initial systolic peak is identified as augmented
pressure. The augmentation index is calculated by measuring the augmented pressure and
dividing it by the pulse pressure x 100. The augmentation index represents the percentage
of additional cardiac work that needs to be performed to compensate for the additional
afterload created by reflected waves. Legend: SP, systolic pressure; DP, diastolic
pressure; PP, pulse pressure, AP = augmented pressure.
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2.5.2.2 The Underlying Pathology of Arterial Stiffness
The two main determinants that lead to arterial stiffening are ageing and hypertension.
These changes occur independently of atherosclerotic alterations213, 217. Arterial stiffness
usually occurs in the proximal arteries (central) and is not as prominent in peripheral
arteries. This reduces the stiffness gradient between the central and peripheral arteries,
which in turn, increases PWV and cause large pressure transmission to
microcirculation213, 217. Ageing predominately leads to structural changes within the
intima (hyperplasia) and media in the arterial walls. The elastic fibres within the media
become disorganised and lose their alignment, which impacts the ability of the artery to
withstand haemodynamic load213, 217. In addition, thinning, fragmentation, splitting and
fraying of the elastic fibres, and greater formation of collagen crosslinks contribute to
ageing-related changes in arterial stiffness213, 217. Collagen in the aorta has been found to
be approximately 500 times stiffer than elastin, and more than doubles its content
between the ages of 20 to 70 y, which is associated with a thickening of the media213, 218.
This is contributed to by other deleterious changes that occur with ageing including
endothelial dysfunction, reduced bioavailability of NO, increased bioavailability of
reactive oxygen species, decreased β-receptor tone of smooth muscle cells (reduced
vasorelaxation), increased release of endothelin and gradual rise in blood pressure213, 217,
218

. While hypertension is linked to the pathological changes that occur with arterial

stiffness, it has been shown that SBP rises with age, and DBP increases until middle-age
and then decreases into older age213. Therefore, arterial stiffening alone will lead to
greater aortic PP and systolic stress213. It should be noted that arterial remodelling is also
stimulated by increases in luminal pressure (such as in hypertension) and this tends to
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favour the production of collagen rather than elastin217, 218. Increased vascular smooth
muscle cell tone can be promoted through mechanostimulation, such as shear stress from
a hypertensive state, and in combination with an impaired vasodilation, can increase
peripheral resistance and promote arterial stiffness217, 218.

Whilst ageing and hypertension lead to changes in the artery structure over time, arterial
remodelling can be escalated by other factors such as hyperglycaemia, inflammation,
insulin resistance, abdominal obesity and dyslipidaemia217, 218 which have been found to
be independently associated with increasing arterial stiffness. People with diabetes tend
to present with a plethora of these factors and thus also tend to have elevated arterial
stiffness219. Arterial structure changes seen in diabetes can be understood by examination
of the extracellular-matrix of the vessel walls. The extracellular matrix is comprised of
collagen, elastin, glycoproteins and proteoglycans217, 218. One of the main mechanisms
thought to promote arterial stiffness in diabetes is the formation of advanced glycation
end products (AGEs)219 which are formed through nonezymatic protein glycation. This
production is elevated in the presence of hyperglycaemia. As a consequence, AGEs can
form fibrous cross-links with collagen and elastin causing a loss of elasticity and
increased stiffness in arterial walls. In addition, AGEs are associated with a proinflammatory response, greater oxidative stress, endothelial dysfunction and increased
vascular adhesion, which contribute to further arterial stiffening219. Moreover,
hyperinsulaemia has been associated with increased activity of the local vascular reninangiotensin system and elevated expression of angiotensin-1 receptors promote vascular
wall hypertrophy and fibrosis219. Additional consequences from an insulin resistant state
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such as elevated levels of free fatty acids and LDL-C can also impair endothelial
function, and reduced vasodilatory ability217, 219. Furthermore, endothelial dysfunction
can lead to vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation and increased synthesis of proteins
such as collagen217.

3. Management of Cardiovascular Risk and Diabetes
Due to the escalated risk of CVD in people with diabetes, different management
strategies, including physical activity and exercise, have been investigated to try and
reduce the risk of CVD and cardiovascular mortality. This section aims to broadly
describe the literature investigating the effects of lifestyle therapy, with a focus on
physical activity and exercise, for the management of CVD in people with diabetes.

3.1 Lifestyle Interventions in the Management of Cardiovascular Risk and Diabetes
Lifestyle management is one of the first lines of treatment recommended for individuals
with diabetes, and is also one of the primary strategies advocated to prevent the onset of
T2D. There have been large epidemiological studies that have investigated the feasibility
and efficacy of lifestyle interventions for the management of CVD risk factors and
diabetes onset prevention.

One of the first large intervention studies that investigated the effect of a lifestyle
intervention on the prevention of T2D was The Da Qing Study. This involved 577 people
with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) in Da Qing, China who were randomised into
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either: i) diet group: in people with a BMI <25 kg/m2, the prescribed diet was 25-30
kcal/kg of body weight220. For individuals with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2, the diet was tailored to
result in gradual weight loss until the person reached a BMI of 23 kg/m2; ii) exercise
group: individuals were encouraged to increase their exercise levels by 1 ―unit‖ per
day220. Participants were provided with options for mild, moderate, strenuous and very
strenuous exercise to achieve the 1 unit of exercise; iii) diet and exercise group: received
the same interventions as the diet and exercise groups; iv) control: participants were
provided with general information about diabetes and IGT220. All intervention groups
(diet, exercise, diet and exercise) received individual counselling sessions by clinic
physicians220. The results showed that there was a significant increase in the incidence of
T2D over a 6 y period in the control group, compared to the intervention groups.
However, there was no significant difference between the diet, exercise and diet and
exercise groups for the incidence of developing T2D220. Furthermore, when the effect of
each intervention were adjusted for changes in plasma glucose levels and BMI, all
interventions showed a modest reduction in the risk of developing T2D of 31, 46 and
42% in the diet, exercise and diet and exercise groups, correspondingly220. Therefore, this
study suggested that lifestyle interventions may be successful for reducing the risk of
developing T2D, and this may be achieved through managing glucose profiles in people
with IGT220. Following the Da Qing study, the Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study
published results from the first cohort who completed the lifestyle intervention221. In this
study obese participants with IGT were randomised into either an intensive lifestyle
intervention (diet and exercise) or a control group. The lifestyle intervention received
tailored, individual dietary advice through counselling sessions with a nutritionist221. The
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goal was 5% weight reduction or more, aiming for a BMI <25 kg/m2. Exercise advice
was tailored to increase exercise levels to 30 mins of moderate intensity aerobic exercise
activity per day221. In addition, individuals in the intervention group participated in up to
two supervised strength circuit sessions per week221. The initial results after one year
showed that the intervention group had significantly lower fasting plasma glucose levels
(intervention: 5.9 mmol/L, control: 6.4 mmol/L) and 2 h plasma glucose (intervention:
7.8 mmol/L, control: 8.5 mmol/L), compared to the control221. Furthermore, significant
reductions were observed221 for other CVD risk factors including total serum cholesterol,
SBP and DBP in the intervention group, but not control. The 7 y follow-up data showed
that the lifestyle intervention had a significant reduction in the incidence of T2D in obese
individuals with IGT222. When compared to the control group, the incidence rate was 4.3
versus 7.4 per 100 person-years for the intervention group and control, respectively222. In
addition, the study also found that the intervention significantly reduced body weight,
increased physical activity, and improved dietary profile (reduced fat intake and saturated
fats, and greater dietary fibre)222.

Similarly, The Diabetes Prevention Program supported the findings from the
aforementioned studies. This US study involved 3, 234 individuals without diabetes, who
were randomised to one of three groups: i) placebo: involving standard lifestyle
recommendations plus placebo pills twice daily; ii) metformin: standard lifestyle
recommendations plus metformin twice daily; iii) lifestyle modification: dietary
intervention aimed at 7% initial body weight reduction and 150 mins of moderate
intensity physical activity per week223. In addition, educational counselling sessions were
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included in the lifestyle intervention. After 2.8 y, the lifestyle intervention had
significantly greater reductions in the incidence of T2D, compared to the metformin and
placebo groups223. Furthermore, compared with placebo the lifestyle intervention resulted
in significant reduction 2 h glucose levels, and greater reductions in BMI compared to
metformin223. A later report from The Diabetes Prevention Program investigated the
possible effect of these interventions on CVD risk factors and CVD events. The
researchers observed that the lifestyle intervention group had a significantly greater
decrease in SBP (lifestyle: -3.27±0.5 mmHg, metformin: -0.29±0.5 mmHg, placebo: 0.57±0.5 mmHg), DBP (lifestyle: -3.82±0.5 mmHg, metformin: -1.59±0.3 mmHg,
placebo: -1.88±0.3 mmHg), triglycerides (lifestyle: -0.296 mmol/L, metformin: -0.08
mmol/L, placebo: -0.13 mmol/L) and higher HDL-C concentrations (lifestyle: 0.026
mmol/L, metformin: 0.008 mmol/L, placebo: 0.001 mmol/L), compared to the placebo
and metformin interventions224. Despite these changes to CVD risk factors, no significant
difference was found between groups for CVD-related deaths, non-fatal CVD events or
incidence of CVD224, although the follow-up period was relatively short (2.8 years).
More recently, The Look AHEAD research group presented data from 5, 145 overweight
or obese people with T2D who were randomised to an intensive lifestyle intervention or
control group225. The lifestyle intervention aimed at a reduction of at least 7% body
weight through caloric restriction and completion of at least 175 mins of moderate
intensity physical activity per week225. The results showed that an intensive lifestyle
intervention in overweight or obese people with T2D significantly reduced weight, waist
circumference, systolic blood pressure and glycosylated haemoglobin, compared to
control225. In addition, the lifestyle intervention resulted in significant improvements in
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physical fitness versus control225. Similar to the Diabetes Prevention Program, there was
no significant difference between groups for cardiovascular events or mortality225.
Nonetheless, both these trials provide strong evidence from large cohorts that lifestyle
interventions involving both diet and exercise improve CVD risk factor profiles.
Whilst large lifestyle intervention studies have not been conducted in people with T1D,
there is evidence to suggest that adults with T1D who are physically active and have a
good quality diet have better cardiometabolic risk profiles, compared to those with a poor
lifestyle. For instance a cross-sectional study of 115 adults with T1D found a greater
number of healthy lifestyle habits (good diet, being physically active, non-smoker) was
associated with lower BMI, waist circumference, body fat percentage, total cholesterol,
non-HDL-C, triglycerides and SBP226. For every one healthy lifestyle habit, there was a
1.9 kg/m2 and 3.3 mmHg reduction in BMI and SBP, respectively226. In men, for one
additional healthy lifestyle habit, there was a 4.0 cm and 3.6% decrease in waist
circumference and trunk fat mass, and women had a 4.8 cm and 4.1% reduction in these
outcomes, respectively226. There has been more recent evidence evaluating the effect of
exercise training on CVD risk factors in people with T1D, which will be discussed in a
subsequent Section of this thesis.

It is clear that there is strong evidence that lifestyle interventions are effective in the
management of CVD risk factors in people with T2D and those with impaired glucose
metabolism. However, it remains unclear if lifestyle interventions reduce the overall risk
of cardiovascular mortality in people with T2D. There is little evidence on the efficacy of
lifestyle interventions in the management of CVD risk factors in adults with T1D.
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3.2 Physical Activity in the Management of Cardiovascular Risk and Diabetes
As mentioned previously, healthy adults who are physically active and have high
cardiorespiratory fitness appear to have a reduced risk of CVD and cardiovascular
mortality, although large lifestyle intervention studies involving long follow-up period
are required to definitively confirm the efficacy of intervening with exercise for these
outcomes in diabetes. There is strong evidence that suggests that physical activity and
high cardiorespiratory fitness in adults with diabetes may reduce the cardiovascular
burden observed in this population. Data from the Aerobics Centre Longitudinal Study of
1, 263 men with T2D found that higher cardiorespiratory fitness and greater levels of
self-reported physical activity, were associated with a substantially reduced risk of allcause mortality (inclusive of cardiovascular mortality), compared with unfit, sedentary
men227. Additionally, this study found that both low cardiorespiratory fitness and physical
inactivity were independent predictors of all-cause mortality227. For individuals with low
cardiorespiratory fitness and who were physically inactive, a 2.1-fold and 1.7-fold greater
risk of all-cause mortality was found, compared to fit and physically active men with
T2D227. Similarly, another prospective study conducted in 2803 men with T2D over a 14
y follow-up period showed that increasing total physical activity had a near-significant
association with total CVD incidence (5.2-12.0 MET h/week: relative risk: 0.87, 95% CI:
0.61 to 1.25 versus ≥37.2 MET h/week: relative risk: 0.67, 95% CI: 0.44 to 1.01)228.
Furthermore, higher walking pace (as physical activity) was inversely associated with a
reduced incidence of CVD and was found to be a strong predictor of total and fatal
CVD228. Moreover, a large Finnish study of 3708 individuals with T2D highlighted that
individuals who were had high physical activity levels, had a significantly reduced risk of
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cardiovascular mortality, compared with those who have low physical activity levels229. It
should be noted that, individuals who were categorised as highly physically active
completed moderate to vigorous intensity leisure, occupational or transport based
activity229, which may suggest that the intensity of the activity may be an important factor
for reducing cardiovascular mortality.

One of the first studies to identify that greater physical activity may also reduce the risk
of CVD in T1D was The Pittsburgh Study. This involved 696 individuals who were
followed into adulthood. Interestingly, the researchers found that participation in a team
sport in either high school or college was associated with a near-significant reduction in
the risk of developing macrovascular complications including stroke, myocardial
infarctions, angina and intermittent claudication230. However, this was only observed in
men, but not women230. Furthermore, the data showed that those who were involved in
team sports reported higher levels of physical activity, than non-participants in team
sports, and this was observed in both sexes230. In contrast, a large European prospective
study of 3, 250 adults with T1D found that participating in moderate or vigorous physical
activity once a week was inversely related to the incidence of CVD in women, but not
men231. Moreover, this study showed that individuals who were physically active (≥1.5
km walking per week) had a reduced prevalence of CVD, compared to those who were
physically inactive (<1.5 km walking per week)231. More recently, a Finnish study
investigated the impact of leisure time physical activity in people with T1D over a 10 y
period232. This study demonstrated that greater leisure time physical activity frequency,
intensity and duration, were all significantly associated with a reduction in CVD
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incidence232. However, this association was much stronger (significant) for physical
activity frequency and intensity232. In addition, performing higher intensities of leisure
time physical activity was protective against the reoccurrence of a major cardiovascular
event (myocardial infarction, coronary procedure, angioplasty, ischaemic or
haemorrhagic stroke)232. In contrast to the aforementioned studies, there were no sex
differences for the effect of physical activity levels and the incidence of CVD or
reoccurrence of a major cardiovascular event232. The possible association between
cardiorespiratory fitness and cardiovascular mortality is not well known in adults with
T1D. There is limited evidence that has evaluated the association between
cardiorespiratory fitness and CVD risk factors in adults with T1D. One observational
study showed that higher cardiorespiratory fitness was associated with poorer glycaemic
control, but reduced body fatness and BMI in adults with T1D233.

Therefore, there is strong evidence to suggest that a higher levels of physical activity and
cardiorespiratory fitness are protective against cardiovascular risk, events and mortality in
people with T2D. It appears there may be a larger protective benefit associated with
higher intensities of physical activity on CVD risk reduction. Whilst there is evidence
that shows high levels of physical activity can reduce the risk of CVD mortality and
cardiovascular events in people with T1D populations, there is a paucity of data
examining the effect of cardiorespiratory fitness levels and CVD risk and mortality in
these individuals.
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3.3 Physical Activity and Exercise in Cardiovascular Disease Risk Modification
The next section of this thesis provides an overview of the efficacy of physical activity, in
the form of structured exercise for the management of CVD risk factors, as well as,
central blood pressure and central arterial stiffness in people with diabetes. Structured
exercise specifically refers to repetitive and purposeful bodily movement of skeletal
muscle that are performed with a specific prescription of frequency, intensity, duration
and/or sets and repetitions. Implementing exercise as a mode of bodily movement is
aimed at improving or maintaining components of physical fitness234.

3.3.1 Lipids and Lipoproteins
There have been several studies that have evaluated the effect of exercise on lipids and
lipoproteins in adults. There have been several studies that have evaluated the effect of
exercise on blood lipids and lipoproteins in adults. A single bout of exercise has been
found to reduce total serum cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL-C and elevate HDL-C
concentrations in those with hypercholesterolaemia and healthy individuals. Cullinane
and colleagues found that 30 min of cycling at 75% HRmax, led to a significant reduction
in LDL-C 66 h post-exercise (pre: 145 ± 37 mg/dL; 66h post-exercise: 135 ± 32 mg/dL), ,
however there were no significant changes observed in other blood lipid markers (total
serum cholesterol and HDL-C) in young, healthy men. 235 found that exercise intensity
may not influence the transient changes in blood lipid following aerobic exercise in men
with hypercholesterolaemia or normal cholesterol levels236. Following an acute bout of
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moderate intensity (50% VO2max) and high intensity walking (80% VO2max), a significant
time effect was observed for a reduction in triglycerides levels (24 h post-exercise: 18%;
48 h post-exercise: 15%), LDL-C (immediately following exercise: 4%) and increase in
HDL-C (24 h post-exercise: 6%; 48 h post-exercise 8%) following both exercise bouts236.
For all blood lipid markers, there was no significant difference for intensity x time
interaction. Similarly, another study found improvements in cholesterol levels and HDLC in men with and without hypercholesterolaemia following a bout of aerobic exercise237.
In addition, there was a significant increase in lipoprotein lipase activity 24 h and 48 h
post-exercise, but no significant changes to other measured lipoprotein enzymes
(cholesterol ester transfer protein activity, hepatic triglyceride lipase, and lecithin:
cholesterol acyltransferase)237. This evidence shows that acute aerobic exercise may lead
to transient improvements in blood lipid profile and this may be partly explained by
greater lipoprotein lipase activity, as well as, hepatic lipase activity. This was in
conjunction with a significant increase in HDL-C and a reduction in total serum
cholesterol levels post-exercise. These findings suggests that acute exercise may
influence fat mobilization in adipose tissue and skeletal muscle to be used to generate
ATP, and could explain the transient reductions observed in total serum cholesterol and
LDL-C from performing a single bout of aerobic exercise. From this evidence, it appears
that acute aerobic exercise may transiently improve in blood lipid profiles in healthy and
hypercholesterolaemic men. This may be partly explained by the acute changes to fat
metabolism following an exercise bout.
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There is some conflicting evidence on the effect of chronic exercise training and changes
to blood lipid profile and lipid enzymatic activity in adults. For instance, Verity and
Ismail (1989) found that four months of aerobic exercise training (1-1.5 h of walking at
65-80% predicted HRR, three times per week) led to a significant reduction in total serum
cholesterol in adults with T2D238. Interestingly, a significant reduction in total serum
cholesterol was also observed in the control group. No significant change was observed
in LDL-C, but a significant decrease in HDL-C was observed in the control group
following the intervention period238. Yet, de Oliveria and colleagues found no significant
changes to lipid and lipoprotein markers (LDL-C, HDL-C, total serum cholesterol,
triglycerides) after 12 weeks of either aerobic, resistance or combined training. More
recently, a randomised controlled trial found that 6 months of aerobic training (4 times a
week, 30-45 min per session) significantly improved LDL-C, total serum cholesterol,
triglycerides and HDL-C levels in overweight/obese individuals with T2D, when
compared to the control group239. These improvements could be as a result of increased
fat mobilization in the adipose tissue, skeletal muscles and the liver due to increases in
enzymatic activity following regular exercise. Importantly, significant increases in
lipoprotein lipase activity and hepatic lipase has been observed following 6 months of
aerobic exercise training, despite no significant changes in BMI, weight and lipid markers
in previously inactive adults. The evidence suggests that regular exercise training may
improve lipid profile, however, it appears that exercise programs of longer duration (≥6
months) may lead to larger improvements in blood lipid outcomes. Furthermore, regular
exercise may play a role in improving fat metabolism through greater enzymatic activity
in adipose tissue, skeletal muscle and the liver.
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Systematic reviews and meta-analyses have also shown conflicting findings on the
efficacy of regular exercise for lipid and lipoprotein management. Chudky and colleagues
found that regular aerobic exercise and combined training (aerobic and resistance) did not
have a significant effect on HDL-C and LDL-C in adults with T2D240. There was a
significant reduction in triglyceride concentrations with aerobic and combined training240.
However, there was insufficient evidence to evaluate the effect of resistance training
alone on lipid markers240. A more recent meta-analysis found a significant reduction in
both triglycerides and total serum cholesterol with regular resistance training in people
with T2D241. Furthermore, this study confirmed the significant decrease in LDL-C with
aerobic training 241. Another comprehensive review looked at the comparison of aerobic,
resistance and combined training and the efficacy of these interventions for improving
lipid markers in people with T2D242. The authors found there was no significant relative
difference for changes to nearly all markers of lipoprotein and cholesterol markers
(except triglycerides) between different exercise modalities (aerobic, resistance,
combined training)242. To date, there have been conflicting results regarding the effect of
high intensity interval training (HIIT), another form of aerobic exercise, on lipoproteins.
A review conducted in overweight/obese individuals suggested no significant changes to
total serum cholesterol, HDL-C and LDL-C following HIIT (≥12 weeks)243. Wormgoor
and colleagues also found conflicting results for the efficacy of HIIT on lipid markers in
people with T2D. Whilst the researchers observed that some individual studies had
demonstrated a positive change with HIIT training in total serum cholesterol,
triglycerides and LDL-C, the majority of studies did not show a benefit with HIIT
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training, although HIIT may improve HDL-C (three out of six studies observed a benefit
although this was not significant)244.

Acute and chronic exercise has been found to increase the activity of lipoprotein lipase
(LPL), an enzyme that mobilises free fatty acids245. Lipoprotein lipase binds to
circulating lipoproteins on the vascular endothelium and translocates them to other tissues
for storage or metabolism and is essential for the hydrolysis of triglycerides245.
Furthermore, LPL activity has been found to have a strong, inverse association and the
risk of developing CHD245. Human and animal studies have shown increased LPL
activity following an acute bout of moderate intensity aerobic exercise245. Furthermore,
LPL activity has been found to be greater in those who are physically active, compared to
who are inactive245. Changes to LPL activity with physical activity or exercise appear to
have a local effect (in the capillary beds of skeletal muscle). Additional studies have
shown that the reduction of LPL activity is predominately in the oxidative regions of the
muscle, which can be as high as 95%245.

Whilst there does not appear to be a clear consensus on which lipid markers may improve
with regular exercise in people with T2D, there may be a benefit for decreases in
triglyceride concentrations in individuals with T2D, and HIIT may improve HDL-C
although more data are needed.
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3.3.2 Inflammation
There is evidence to suggest that regular exercise may lead to reductions in inflammation,
specifically as measured by highly sensitive C-reactive protein (hs-CRP). A metaanalysis of 83 randomised and non-randomised controlled trials found a significant
reduction in hs-CRP with regular exercise training246. However, further analysis
demonstrated that a decrease in hs-CRP as a result of regular exercise was significantly
associated with reductions in BMI and body fat percentage and therefore the relative
importance of exercise and exercise-induced weight/fat changes is less clear246. However,
it should be noted that this meta-analysis included different population groups such as
individuals with T2D and CVD, and also included data from children and adolescents246.
Therefore, caution should be taken when interpreting the data of this analysis. A large
randomised controlled trial observed that changes to hs-CRP were significantly correlated
with reductions in HbA1c, fasting glucose levels, fat mass and body fat percentage247,
although demonstrated no overall significant change in hs-CRP with aerobic, resistance
or combined training. Furthermore, a meta-analysis confirmed that hs-CRP is reduced
with regular exercise, which included aerobic, resistance and combined training
(weighted mean difference: -0.66, 95% CI: -1.09 to -0.23 mg/L) in people with T2D248
and this persisted for aerobic training alone (weighted mean difference: -1.12, 95% CI: 1.49 to -0.75)248. This meta-analysis also found significant reductions to interleukin-6
with regular exercise, indicating that exercise may be a management strategy for markers
of inflammation in individuals with T2D248. Whilst aerobic training may lead to
reductions in hs-CRP, this is less clear for HIIT. A recent review by Batacan and
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colleagues noted no change to hs-CRP with HIIT in overweight/obese individuals on the
basis of only one study243, therefore, more research needs to be done to substantiate this
finding. Since chronic inflammation plays a role in the pathology of T2D, it appears that
exercise may be able to reduce the systemic inflammation observed with T2D and a
decrease in hs-CRP is associated with reductions in body fatness and BMI. This may lead
to an overall CVD risk reduction in people with T2D, which in turn, can result in
decreased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.

3.3.3 Glucose and Insulin Metabolism
It is now well recognised that regular exercise is an effective strategy for improving
glucose and insulin metabolism. The ADA promotes exercise as one of the first-line
management strategies to manage hyperglycaemia in individuals with diabetes. All
―traditional‖ training modalities (aerobic, resistance and combined training) have been
shown to have a significant positive effect on glycosylated haemoglobin. For instance,
Sigal et al. conducted one of the first large randomised controlled trials (n=251) to
compare the effect of aerobic, resistance and combined training on HbA1c in previously
inactive individuals with T2D249. People were randomised to one of four groups: i)
aerobic training: treadmill or cycle ergometer for 45 min at 60-75% HRmax (n=60); ii)
resistance training: 2-3 sets of 7 exercises at 7-9 RM (n=64); iii) combined training:
completed both aerobic and resistance training components each session (n=64); or iv)
control group (n=63). All exercise groups completed 3 sessions per week for 6 months.
All exercise groups had a significant reduction in HbA1c scores following 6 months of
exercise (aerobic: -0.43: 95% CI (-0.70 to -0.17)%; resistance: -0.30: 95% CI (-0.56 to -
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0.05)%; combined: -0.90: 95% CI (-1.15% to -0.64)%), when compared to the control249.
Furthermore, a 9-month randomised controlled trial conducted by Church et al. also
compared three different exercise modalities (aerobic (n=72), resistance (n=73) and
combined training (n=76))250. All exercise prescription was standardised by body weight
(10-12 kcal/kg per week). In contrast to the findings of Sigal et al., combined training led
to a significant reduction in HbA1c, however, this was not observed in the aerobic and
resistance training groups.250. It appears that regular exercise may be beneficial for
improving blood glucose levels in adults, but this remains unclear.

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses have been conducted to provide further
understanding on the use of exercise in managing glucose metabolism in diabetes.
Umpierre and colleagues found that aerobic, resistance and combined training led to
0.73%, 0.57% and 0.51% reductions in HbA1c in people with T2D, respectively251.
Additionally, >150 mins of exercise per week was associated with a 0.89% decrease in
HbA1c, whereas <150 mins of exercise per week had a reduction of 0.36%251.
Furthermore, structured exercise was more efficacious intervention for reduction in
HbA1c, than less formal physical activity251. Moreover, a meta-analysis showed
significant reductions in the average daily time spent in hyperglycaemia (>10.0 mmol/L)
and the average daily glucose concentration using continuous glucose monitoring in
people with T2D diabetes who undertook regular exercise, although there were no
significant changes observed in fasting blood glucose concentrations252. In contrast,
another meta-analysis found both aerobic and resistance training to be effective for
reducing fasting blood glucose levels, and also corroborated the previous findings of a
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benefit on HbA1c241. There is currently conflicting evidence regarding the efficacy of
HIIT for changes to glucose metabolism. A review by Cassidy et al. suggested that HIIT
interventions reduced fasting glucose to a comparable level to moderate intensity
continuous training (MICT) and that HIIT may be effective for improving HbA1c253.
Subsequently a meta-analysis by Jellyman et al. confirmed an average 0.47% reduction in
HbA1c with HIIT in adults with non-metabolic diseases versus control254.

Exercise is well known to substantially increase GLUT 4 content in exercising skeletal
muscle, oxidative enzymes and mitochondrial biogenesis. These adaptations lead to
greater glucose transport in muscle, and in turn, facilitate better glucose control. There is
also strong evidence, including from a systematic review, showing that regular exercise
can improve insulin sensitivity in people with diabetes23. The effect of HIIT on insulin
sensitivity has not been extensively researched, however there is some evidence to
suggest there may be improvements in insulin sensitivity following HIIT. Studies that
have assessed insulin sensitivity via static homeostatic model assessment – insulin
resistance (HOMA-IR) rather than dynamic measures (e.g. glucose tolerance testing and
hyperinsulinaemic clamp) have suggested a possible 20% improvement with exercise
versus control in insulin sensitivity in cohorts with metabolic disorders (T2D and
metabolic syndrome)253.

Therefore, regular exercise is an effective strategy to improve glucose and insulin
metabolism in people with T2D. However, there is not a clear consensus on the effect of
HIIT for these outcomes.
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3.4 Physical Activity and Exercise in Central Haemodynamics
To date, there has been very limited research performed in exercise interventions and the
effect it has on central haemodynamics in adults. In 1994 Cameron and Dart conducted
one of the first human trials involving 13 young, healthy, inactive male volunteers who
participated in an 8 week intervention period255. Participants were allocated into one of
two groups: i) group A: involving an initial four weeks of supervised aerobic training,
three times a week of stationary cycling at 75% VO2max, followed by four weeks of usual
inactive behaviour; ii) group B: involving four weeks with no changes to their usual
inactivity, followed by 4 weeks of the same aerobic training program prescribed to group
A255. There was a significant mean reduction in central SBP of 8.4 mmHg post-training in
both groups, compared to the pre-training values255. No change was observed in either
group for central DBP following training255. The researchers also observed a significant
increase in systemic arterial compliance, which may explain the reduction in central
SBP255. Following this study, Kingwell and colleagues examined the acute effect of
moderate intensity aerobic exercise on central haemodynamics256. This study involved 12
young, healthy, inactive males who completed a 30 min bout of continuous cycling at
65% VO2max256. Central haemodynamic outcomes (SBP, DBP, MAP) were measured
prior to the exercise bout (pre), 30 min and 60 min post-exercise. The study demonstrated
that an acute bout of aerobic exercise significantly reduced central SBP (pre: 103 ± 2
mmHg, 30 min post-exercise: 100 ± 2 mmHg, 60 min post-exercise: 99 ± 2 mmHg), but
not DBP or MAP256. Furthermore, a significant acute ―improvement‖ was found in
systemic arterial compliance, central PWV and total peripheral resistance. However, only
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total peripheral resistance remained below resting levels 60 min post-exercise, which may
have contributed to the reduction observed in central SBP256. A study conducted in 11
elite endurance male athletes investigated the influence of exercise intensity on exerciseinduced central blood pressure changes257. All participants completed two acute bouts of
aerobic exercise: i) a submaximal 4000m run (part of the athlete‘s usual training) and; ii)
a maximal intensity treadmill test. Central haemodynamic measurements were collected
pre-exercise and 5 mins, 15 mins, 25 mins, 35 mins and 45 mins post-exercise on both
occasions257. The study found significant reductions in central haemodynamics (SBP,
DBP, MAP, PP) at 35 min and 45 min post-exercise following maximal aerobic exercise
whereas, in contrast to the findings of Kingwell et al., no significant changes in central
haemodynamics were seen after the acute bout of submaximal moderate intensity aerobic
exercise257. This study suggested that higher exercise intensities may elicit greater
changes to central haemodynamic outcomes, compared to moderate intensity exercise.
While it appears that aerobic exercise can lead to significant reductions in central
haemodynamics, the evidence is less clear for resistance training. An acute randomised
cross-over design study examined the effect of one bout of resistance training on central
haemodynamics in 36 recreationally active men. Participants performed five exercises at
65% of 1 repetition maximum (1RM) including leg press, chest press, knee flexion, lat
pulldown and knee extension for three sets of 10 repetitions. This study found no
significant changes to central haemodynamics following the bout. In contrast, there is
evidence to suggest that regular resistance training may have a positive effect on central
haemodynamic measures in adults. For instance, one study which conducted three
sessions of resistance training, for six weeks in 19 African American and 18 white men258
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showed significant reductions in central SBP in all participants 258. Furthermore, this
study showed significant improvements in brachial artery blood flow and reduced
brachial artery resistance post-training however, no significant changes were found in
brachial blood pressure or central arterial stiffness for either group258. Therefore, changes
to total peripheral resistance and peripheral blood flow may have a potent effect on
changes to central blood pressure258.

More recently there has been some evidence to suggest that exercise may improve central
haemodynamics in people with metabolic syndrome. Ramos and colleagues conducted a
16 week training program in 50 individuals with metabolic syndrome who were
randomised into one of three groups: i) MICT: 30 mins at 60-70% HRpeak or Borg Rating
of Perceived Exertion Category Scale (RPE) of 11-13 out of 20; ii) 4x4 HIIT: Highintensity bouts at 85-95% HRpeak (15-17 RPE) for four minutes, interspersed with three
minute active recoveries at 50-70% HRpeak, repeated four times; iii) 1x4 HIIT: a single
high-intensity bout at 85-95% HRpeak (15-17 RPE) for four minutes259. The study
demonstrated that central SBP and DBP were significantly reduced following 1x4 HIIT
and MICT, but not after 4x4 HIIT259. In contrast, one randomised controlled trial in
people with T2D found that combined exercise training (MICT and resistance training,
HIIT and resistance training) did not significantly reduce central haemodynamics after 8
weeks of training, when compared to control260. Therefore, while ―traditional‖ aerobic
exercise may be effective in reducing central blood pressure in participants with
cardiometabolic disease (metabolic syndrome), the effect of HIIT remains unclear.
Furthermore, the evidence shows that very little is known about the effect of exercise on
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central haemodynamics in people with T1D and T2D and this warrants further
investigation.

3.5 Physical Activity and Exercise in Arterial Stiffness
Kingwell and colleagues conducted one of the first studies that demonstrated a positive
effect of aerobic exercise on central arterial stiffness256. The exercise intervention of this
study is described in Section 3.4. The researchers observed that central arterial stiffness,
as assessed via PWV, significantly decreased following an acute bout of moderate
intensity cycling. However, this returned close to baseline level by 60 mins post-exercise.
Pierce and colleagues recently published a meta-analysis involving 41 studies
investigating the acute effects of exercise (aerobic and resistance exercise) on central
arterial stiffness outcomes in healthy adults261. To control for the potential confounding
effect of ageing, eligible studies were restricted to mean participant age of 18-45 y261.
The results showed that there were no significant changes in central arterial stiffness, as
measured by PWV, but a significant reduction was observed in AIx with acute aerobic
exercise261. However, when adjusted for a heart rate of 75, AIx was significantly elevated
following acute aerobic exercise261. Additional sub analyses also showed a significant
increase in PWV and AIx following resistance exercise261.

A few systematic reviews and meta-analyses have demonstrated that regular aerobic
exercise (training) significantly reduces central arterial stiffness in different population
groups (e.g. apparently healthy and those with hypertension). Ashor and colleagues
conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis investigating the efficacy of regular exercise
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interventions (aerobic, resistance and combined training) on central and peripheral
arterial stiffness262. This included 42 studies, involving populations with a range of
chronic conditions including pre-hypertension, hypertension, overweight/obesity, chronic
kidney disease, T2D, CHF and post-menopause, as well as healthy individuals262. The
meta-analysis showed a significant reduction in both peripheral and central PWV with
regular aerobic exercise262. Subgroup analysis showed that peripheral PWV (weighted
mean difference: -1.01, 95% CI: -1.57 to -0.44 m/s) had significantly greater reductions
following aerobic training, compared to central PWV (weighted mean difference: -0.39,
95% CI: -0.52 to -0.27 m/s)262. Additionally, this study also found that individuals with
higher PWV (>8 m/s) experienced greater reductions in arterial stiffness with aerobic
training. However, the pooled data for resistance training and combined training showed
a non-significant reduction in PWV (peripheral and central) in adults262. This study also
found significant reduction in AIx with aerobic training (weighted mean difference: 2.63, 95% CI: -5.25 to -0.02%), but not with resistance training in adults262. Additional
analyses found that reductions in AIx with aerobic training were inversely associated
with exercise intensity262. Of the 42 studies analysed, only five were conducted in
populations with T2D and no studies were undertaken in T1D262. A more recent metaanalysis by Huang and associates of 22 randomised controlled trials found a significant
decrease in PWV (both peripheral and central combined) with regular aerobic exercise.
Similar to Ashor et al‘s finding, significantly greater reductions in peripheral PWV were
seen with regular aerobic exercise, compared to central measures. Like Ashor et al‘s
study, this was conducted in a range of populations including those with hypertension,
T2D, pre-hypertension, chronic kidney disease, post-menopausal, CHF, obesity, and heart
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transplants. Therefore, whilst both of these analyses provide strong evidence that aerobic
exercise is effective in reducing PWV, the effect of exercise may be different across these
population groups. Therefore, some caution should be taken when interpreting the results.
Nevertheless, on the basis of existing evidence it appears that acute aerobic and resistance
exercise may transiently increase PWV and AIx, whereas, regular aerobic exercise
reduces arterial stiffness (PWV and AIx) in most populations.

Currently, there is limited research on the acute and chronic effects of exercise on central
arterial stiffness in people with diabetes. To date, the majority of studies have examined
the effect of aerobic exercise interventions on peripheral arterial stiffness, as measured by
PWV. For instance, Madden and colleagues conducted one of the first randomised
controlled trials involving 12 weeks of aerobic exercise to examine possible changes to
peripheral arterial stiffness in 36 older people with T2D. Individuals randomised into the
aerobic training group received supervised sessions on a cycle ergometer three times per
week for 60 min (warm up and cool down inclusive), at 60-75% heart rate reserve
(HRR)263. Volunteers randomised into the placebo group performed core based exercises
three times per week263. All volunteers were contacted weekly to ensure no additional
exercise was performed outside of the intervention. The researchers observed a
significant reduction in radial (-20.7 ± 6.3%) and femoral PWV (-13.9 ± 6.7%) in pre
versus post intervention scores in those who performed aerobic training, but not the
placebo263. Both men and women had significant decreases in both radial and femoral
PWV with aerobic training, with a slightly higher reductions with aerobic training found
in men (radial: -25.5 ± 9.8%, femoral: -15.1 ± 7.7%), compared to women (radial: -18.6 ±
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8.3%, femoral: -12.6 ± 6.6%)263. The placebo group had an increase in both radial and
femoral PWV at the end of the intervention period263. After this initial study, Madden and
colleagues published another report involving the same intervention, but for a 6 month
period, in 65 older individuals with T2D264. The researchers found a significant reduction
in radial and femoral PWV after 3 months of aerobic training, but not following
placebo264. It should be noted, whilst there was not any further improvement seen in both
radial and femoral PWV after 6 months of aerobic exercise training, PWV scores (radial
and femoral) were still significantly lower than the baseline measures264. There is
evidence to suggest that regular aerobic exercise may also improve central AIx in people
with T2D. Jung and associates conducted a randomised controlled trial over an 8 week
period to assess the effect of 3 days of walking for 60 min at 3-5 METs on central arterial
stiffness265. The researchers observed a significant reduction in AIx@75 following
aerobic training (change score: -27.4 ± 18.0%) versus control (change score: 20.5 ±
25.1%)265. However, whilst the researchers did collect other variables of arterial stiffness
i.e. PWV and AIx, these findings were not reported265.

There is limited evidence on the effect of combined exercise training on central arterial
stiffness in people with T2D. One of the first randomised controlled trials in combined
exercise training in people with T2D involved 140 participants266. Individuals randomised
to the combined training group completed three sessions per week for 26 weeks266.
Training involved seven resistance exercises at 50% 1RM, performing 2 sets of 10-15
repetitions per exercise. The aerobic component lasted for 45 min at 60-90% HRmax266.
Participants had the choice of using a treadmill, cycle ergometer or stairstepper to
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complete the aerobic exercise component of the training sessions. The researchers
observed no significant changes to aortic PWV following the combined exercise training
program or the control group266.

In contrast, a more recent study conducted in 27 adults with T2D, found a significant
reduction in central arterial stiffness following 12 weeks of combined exercise training. It
should be noted that the first 8 weeks of exercise training were exclusively aerobic
training267. All participants who completed the exercise intervention had one supervised
session and four unsupervised sessions, respectively267. The aerobic exercise prescription
involved participants walking 1.6 km per day at the ventilatory threshold and/or 60-75%
VO2peak, with the distance progressively increased until the participant could complete 6.4
km per day. After this, intensity was gradually increased to 75% VO2peak267. From weeks
8-12, participants also completed resistance training involving nine exercises (upper and
lower body) performed at 60% 1RM, for two sets of 15 repetitions267. The results
demonstrated a significant reduction in central arterial stiffness (PWV and AIx@75)
following 12 weeks of training (PWV: pre 8.44 ± 1.75 m/s, post: 8.02 ± 1.06 m/s;
AIx@75: pre 21.7 ± 10.6%, post: 18.3 ± 12.6%), but no change in peripheral arterial
stiffness267. Compared to the aforementioned study in 140 participants with T2D, there
was a higher weekly frequency of exercise in this study (3 versus 5 times per week) and
may explain why there was a significant benefit following a combined training
program266. To date, there has yet to be a study evaluating the effect of resistance training
on arterial stiffness in diabetes. However, given the previous literature in healthy
populations, resistance training alone may not reduce central arterial stiffness in this
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group. The effect of HIIT on arterial stiffness in people with diabetes is also yet to be
conducted. Whilst the Ramos et al. study suggests that there may be no change in central
arterial stiffness, as measured via PWV and AIx in people with metabolic syndrome259,
how this relates to diabetes populations (who would be expected to have worse arterial
stiffness at baseline), is unclear. More research in this area is therefore warranted.
The reduction in arterial stiffness observed with regular aerobic exercise is thought to
occur partly as a result of temporary increases in shear stress and cyclic strain on the
vasculature during the acute exercise bout268. This is thought to break the fibrous crosslinks within the collagen and elastin fibres that occur with hyperglycaemia in diabetes, as
well as, improving glycaemic control in these individuals268. As exercise has been shown
to improve insulin sensitivity, this may reduce the vascular dysfunction experienced in
people with diabetes and assist in improving overall arterial compliance.

In summary, the evidence suggests that exercise may be an effective strategy (particularly
aerobic exercise) for reducing central arterial stiffness in healthy individuals, as well as,
people with chronic cardiovascular pathology e.g. hypertension, pre-hypertension and
chronic kidney disease. However, to date, there is very little evidence regarding the
interaction between exercise and central arterial stiffness in people with T2D, and the
efficacy of regular exercise therapy. The effect of exercise on these parameters in people
with T1D is unknown. Furthermore, very little is known about the effect of HIIT training
on vascular health in people with diabetes.
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4. Summary
It is clear there is a global and national demand for effective interventions to treat and
manage CVD in people with diabetes. This Introduction has provided a comprehensive
overview of the literature in this area and has highlighted the following: i) the significant
interplay between diabetes and the accelerated progression of CVD leading to a
substantial cardiovascular burden in people with diabetes; ii) the significantly heightened
central arterial stiffness and haemodynamic responses in people with diabetes which is
contributing to the severe cardiovascular burden in this cohort; iii) emerging evidence on
the possible therapeutic benefits exercise, particularly aerobic exercise, on central arterial
stiffness and haemodynamic responses in a range of adult populations groups; iv) the
sparse evidence exploring the effect of exercise on central arterial stiffness and
haemodynamic responses in people with diabetes and; v) emerging evidence on the
possible superior benefits of utilising high intensity exercise strategies for managing
cardiovascular health outcomes in a range of adult population groups.
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Thesis Aims
The primary objective of this thesis was to examine the efficacy of exercise as a
therapy for the modulation of arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic
responses in adults with diabetes. This thesis contains a series of studies in diabetes
populations that examine the association between exercise interventions and arterial
stiffness, central hameodynamics, and other cardiovascular risk factors. The specific
aims of the studies were to:
1. Systematically review the evidence and compare the effect of high-intensity
interval training and moderate intensity continuous training on arterial stiffness
and 24 h blood pressure responses in adults;
2. Assess the effect of acute aerobic exercise on arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamic responses in adults with diabetes;
3. Systematically review the evidence for the effect of exercise interventions
on vascular function and stiffness in adults with type 2 diabetes;
4. Assess the effect of regular continuous moderate intensity aerobic exercise or
regular high-intensity interval training exercise on arterial stiffness, central
haemodynamic responses, and cardiovascular risk factors in obese, previously
inactive adults with type 2 diabetes.
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Specific Hypotheses
1. High intensity interval training will result in superior reductions in arterial
stiffness and 24h blood pressure outcomes over moderate intensity continuous
training in adults;
2. Acute aerobic exercise will result in a transient decrease in arterial stiffness and
central haemodynamics in adults with type 1 and type 2 diabetes, and;
3. Acute high intensity interval training will result in a greater transient decrease
in arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic responses, which is independent
of exercise volume, when compared with continuous moderate intensity aerobic
training in adults with diabetes, and;
4. There will be no difference in the exercise-induced change in arterial stiffness or
central haemodynamic responses after an acute bout of aerobic exercise
responses between adults with type 1 diabetes versus type 2 diabetes.
5. Regular aerobic exercise training will result in improved vascular function and
stiffness, when compared with control;
6. Short-term interventions involving regular continuous moderate intensity
aerobic exercise or regular high intensity interval training exercise will result in
an improvement in arterial stiffness, central haemodynamics and other
cardiovascular risk factors in obese, inactive adults with type 2 diabetes,
compared with placebo control, and:
7. Engagement in a low volume approach to high intensity interval training, will
have a comparable benefit to continuous moderate intensity aerobic training for
arterial

stiffness,

central

hameodynamic

responses,

fitness

and

other
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cardiovascular risk factors in obese, inactive adults, with type 2 diabetes.
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Chapter Two: The Effect Of High Intensity Interval Training Versus Moderate
Intensity Continuous Training On Arterial Stiffness And 24 H Blood Pressure
Responses: A Systematic Review And Meta-Analysis

Kimberley L. Way, Rachelle N. Sultana, Angelo Sabag, Michael K. Baker, and Nathan
A. Johnson.

The following meta-analysis entitled “The Effect of High Intensity Interval Training
Versus Moderate Intensity Continuous Training On Arterial Stiffness and 24 h Blood
Pressure Responses: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis” is published in the
Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport, doi: j.jsams.2018.09.228.

The following text is as it appears in the Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport,
formatted for readability and edited for British English.

Data from this meta-analysis were presented as a poster presentation at the Exercise and
Sport Science Australia - Research to Practice Conference, Brisbane, Australia, March,
2018.
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Abstract
Objectives: Greater arterial stiffness and poor 24 h blood pressure (BP) are strongly
associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular events and mortality. Evidence has
shown that high- intensity interval training (HIIT) may be a superior alternative to
moderate intensity continuous training (MICT) for improving cardiovascular disease risk
factors such as cardiorespiratory fitness and vascular function. However, there are limited
data comparing the effect of HIIT to MICT on arterial stiffness and/or 24 h BP response.
The purpose of this study was to compare HIIT versus MICT on arterial stiffness and 24
h BP outcomes by systematic review and meta-analysis.
Methods: Electronic database searches were performed to December 2017. Eligible
studies were exercise training interventions (≥ 4 weeks) that included both HIIT and
MICT and reported arterial stiffness and/or 24 h BP outcome measures.
Results: HIIT was found to be superior to MICT for improvement in night-time diastolic
BP (ES: -0.456, 95% CI: -0.826 to -0.086 mmHg; P = 0.016), and tended to lead to a
greater reduction in daytime systolic (ES: -0.349, 95% CI: -0.740 to 0.041 mmHg; P =
0.079) and diastolic BP (ES: -0.349, 95% CI: -0.717 to 0.020 mmHg; P = 0.063). No
significant difference was found for other BP responses or arterial stiffness outcomes.
Conclusions: HIIT leads to a superior benefit to MICT for night-time diastolic BP and
tends to be better for improving daytime BP. There appears to be no significant
difference for changes in arterial stiffness between HIIT and MICT interventions.
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Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death worldwide and places a large
economic burden on health systems globally269-271. Greater central arterial stiffness and
poor 24 h blood pressure outcomes are strongly associated with an increased risk of
cardiovascular events and mortality29, 139, 272. Prospective studies have demonstrated that
higher central arterial stiffness has been significantly associated with greater systolic
blood pressure and pulse pressure in healthy, normotensive men and women273. This
evidence suggests that greater central arterial stiffness may be a part of the underlying
pathology that leads to the development of hypertension. In addition, strong associations
and higher incidence of greater central arterial stiffness and increased blood pressure has
been found in people with a high-risk of CVD including individuals with type 2
diabetes176, hypertension274 and diagnosed cardiovascular conditions such coronary artery
disease275. Therefore, preventative strategies for hypertension should consider therapeutic
approaches to reduce central arterial stiffness for those at risk of developing CVD and
with diagnosed cardiovascular conditions. Central arterial stiffness can be measured noninvasively through applanation tonometry and/or pressure sensors which allow indirect
calculation of quantifiable measures of central, regional and systemic arterial stiffness213,
216

. Heighten arterial stiffness is indicated by elevated pulse wave velocity (PWV) and

augmentation index (AIx) outcomes213, 216.

It is now well accepted that 24 h blood pressure monitoring is a superior method for the
assessment of blood pressure, compared to resting clinic measures. This technique has
been found to be more reliable for detecting treatment effects and diagnosing
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hypertension when compared to clinic measurements, as it accounts for the day-to-day
fluctuations in blood pressure276. Additional parameters that can be collected through 24
h blood pressure monitoring, including mean 24 h, daytime and night-time blood pressure
have been found to be strongly linked to carotid atherosclerosis and left ventricular
hypertrophy277, 278. Furthermore, prospective studies have shown that 24 h blood pressure
outcomes have been superior in predicting cardiovascular disease risk compared to
clinical measures137. As the global burden of cardiovascular disease (CVD) remains high,
the management of CVD risk factors like arterial stiffness and hypertension are pertinent
in preventing the development of CVD271.

Exercise is an integral component of the lifestyle management of CVD. Current
guidelines recommend that adults with CVD should undertake regular aerobic-type
exercise at moderate and/or vigorous intensity279. There is strong evidence demonstrating
that aerobic exercise can benefit an array of CVD risk factors such as low
cardiorespiratory fitness280, 281, poor glycaemic control251, 282, insulin resistance23 and
excess visceral283 and ectopic adiposity284. High-intensity interval training (HIIT) has
attracted increased attention as a possible time-effective alternative to traditional aerobic
exercise. Recent reviews and meta-analyses have indicated that HIIT can be effective and
superior strategy to improve CVD risk factors such as poor cardiorespiratory fitness,
vascular dysfunction, glycaemic control and insulin resistance243, 285, 286. HIIT consists of
repeated high-intensity bursts of exercise, interspersed with low intensity recovery
activity, and is thought to stimulate larger cardiometabolic changes during and after
exercise286. For instance, a single bout of HIIT has been found to lead to a greater mean
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cardiac output during exercise, as well as, a higher mean cardiac output and heart rate
following exercise, when compared to MICT287. In addition, there tended to be larger
reductions in systolic arterial blood pressure, diastolic arterial blood pressure and mean
arterial blood following HIIT versus MICT287. It has been thought that the robust
cardiovascular strain associated with high intensity aerobic exercise may lead to the
superior changes that have been observed with HIIT in cardiac and vascular function in
people with heart failure288 and metabolic syndrome259. While these observations suggest
that HIIT may lead to greater reductions in 24 h blood pressure responses; this may not
be the same for central arterial stiffness. A study conducted by Rakobowchuck et al. has
shown that a single bout of sprint interval exercise significantly increases central arterial
stiffness (as measured via PWV), but significantly reduces peripheral PWV following the
session289. This suggests central and peripheral arterial stiffness changes may occur
independently of each other, which could be explained by the structural differences
between central and peripheral arteries. Central arteries have a higher elastic composition
to dampen the high pressures experienced within the aorta during systole, whereas
peripheral arteries have a larger muscular component to control blood flow
(vasoconstriction and vasodilation)216. Evidence has shown that larger improvements to
distensibility occur in peripheral arteries, when compared to central arteries following
regular exercise training. This is largely thought to be due to increased availability of
vasodilatory agents such as nitric oxide, which decrease peripheral arterial stiffness289. As
peripheral arteries have a larger smooth muscle component, it is more likely for
peripheral arteries to have a greater response to vasodilatory agents. In addition, changes
in central arterial stiffness or blood pressure may occur independently of each other. For
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instance, a randomised double-blind trial investigating the effect of perindopril in
hypertensive people with T2D showed there was no significant difference in changes to
ambulatory blood pressure between the higher dose group (8 mg) and the lower dose
group (4 mg)290. However, a significantly greater increase in carotid distensibility and
lower carotid-internal diameter and elastic modulus were observed in the higher dose
group, compared to the lower dose group after 7 months of treatment. An exercise trial
also showed an independent reduction in peripheral blood pressure after 12 weeks of
aerobic exercise training in individuals with metabolic syndrome, but with no change
observed in PWV. Despite the strong association between hypertension and greater
central arterial stiffness, it appears that there may be different cardiovascular
mechanisms, which lead to the independent changes observed in either peripheral blood
pressure and central arterial stiffness. However, the underlying pathological mechanisms
to separately target central arterial stiffness and peripheral blood pressure remain unclear.

Despite this, there is evidence to suggest that central arterial stiffness can be improved
with regular aerobic exercise. Two meta-analyses found significant reductions in arterial
stiffness (PWV and AIx) following aerobic exercise across a variety of adult population
groups262, 291. The majority of studies incorporated in these reviews used moderate
intensity continuous training (MICT) based protocols, however there was a significant
inverse relationship for both PWV and AIx with exercise intensity, suggesting that higher
exercise intensities may provide a greater benefit to arterial stiffness262, 291. Based off the
evidence from previous studies, it appears that changes to central arterial stiffness require
regular, chronic treatment strategies to lead to arterial remodelling. Aerobic exercise
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training appears to be beneficial and lead to reductions in central arterial stiffness, and
this may be further promoted by high intensity exercise. However, a direct comparison
between the relative efficacy of moderate and high intensity exercise was not performed.

Similarly, regular aerobic exercise appears to improve 24 h blood pressure responses, but
the efficacy of HIIT on 24 h blood pressure outcomes is less clear. A meta-analysis has
demonstrated that aerobic exercise improves daytime but not night-time systolic and
diastolic blood pressure in healthy, prehypertensive and hypertensive adults292, with a
significant association between larger reductions in daytime blood pressure and increases
in cardiorespiratory fitness. However, this review predominately examined the effect of
MICT interventions on these outcomes. As HIIT has been demonstrated to be a superior
intervention to MICT for improving some cardiovascular outcomes, including
cardiorespiratory fitness, it may provide greater benefits for these outcomes than MICT.

To our knowledge, there is limited data comparing the effect of HIIT to MICT on arterial
stiffness and/or 24 h blood pressure outcomes, and no systematic examination and metaanalysis of the pooled evidence has been undertaken. Therefore, the purpose of this
systematic review was to compare the effect of HIIT versus MICT on arterial stiffness
and 24 h blood pressure outcomes using the collective data from all available research
trials.
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Methods
Search Strategy
Electronic database searches were performed in AMED, MEDLINE, SPORTDiscus,
CINAHL, EMBASE and Web of Science Core Collections from earliest record to
December 2017. The search strategy combined terms covering the areas of high-intensity
interval training (HIIT), moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT), 24 h blood
pressure monitoring and arterial stiffness. HIIT and MICT terms were combined using
―and‖ in-conjunction with 24 hour blood pressure monitoring terms and/or arterial
stiffness terms.
Studies were not excluded based on experimental design and reference lists of all
retrieved papers were manually searched for potentially eligible papers. No studies were
excluded based on language.

Interventions
Studies were included if they implemented a chronic exercise training intervention (≥ 4
weeks) and included both HIIT and MICT intervention groups. To be eligible for this
review, all exercise interventions had to be performed using an aerobic-type exercise
modality (walking, running, cycling etc), which involved repetitive, rhythmic
movements.

High-Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)
High-intensity interval training consists of repeated short bouts of high intensity aerobic
exercise, interspersed with either passive or low-moderate intensity active recovery
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periods. Studies that reported high-intensity bouts at a vigorous or near maximal intensity
(64-100% VO2max/HRmax or >60% HRR/VO2 reserve, >6 METs, >14 Borg Rating of
Perceived Exertion Category Scale (RPE)) in accordance to the ACSM guidelines293 were
included or sprint training where efforts were performed above >100% VO2 max or as an
―all-out‖ effort, were included in this review.

Moderate Intensity Continuous Exercise (MICT)
This is considered as the ―traditional‖ aerobic exercise training protocol where exercise is
performed in a continuous manner to achieve a steady state for a set duration (typically
20-60 mins). Studies that reported continuous exercise at a moderate intensity (46-<64%
VO2max/HRmax or 40%-60% HRR/VO2 reserve, or 3-6 metabolic equivalents or 12–13
RPE) as per ACSM guidelines293 were defined as MICT and included in this review.

Participants
Trials that were completed using adult participants, (18 years or older) of any health
status were included in this review.

Outcome Measures
Trials that were eligible for the review reported measurements that assessed central
measures of arterial stiffness and/or 24 h blood pressure monitoring. To be eligible,
studies needed to report pre and post-intervention data or the change score in either of
these outcome measures.
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Selection of studies
After eliminating duplications the search results were screened by one investigator (KW)
against the eligibility criteria, and those references that could not be eliminated by title or
abstract were retrieved and independently reviewed by one reviewer (KW) in an
unblinded manner. Full-texts were screened by one investigator (KW) against the
eligibility criteria. Disagreements were resolved by discussion or by a second and third
researcher (MB, NJ). In cases where journal articles contained insufficient information,
attempts were made to contact authors to obtain missing details (KW).

Data extraction and calculations
Data relating to participant characteristics (age, sex, body mass index), exercise
intervention (mode of exercise, exercise frequency, intensity, duration and intervention
duration) and measures of arterial stiffness and 24 h blood pressure monitoring were
extracted independently by two researchers (KW, RS), with disagreements resolved by
discussion or by two researchers (MB, NJ).

Assessment of methodological quality
Two researchers (KW, AS) assessed the methodological quality of the included studies
(in a blinded manner) using a modified Downs and Black294 checklist recommended by
the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions295. One extra criterion
was added to the checklist, to assess exercise supervision (Table 2.1). Disagreements
resolved by discussion or by two researchers (MB, NJ).
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Analyses
The within-trial standardized mean difference, or effect size (ES), and 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) were calculated. The ES was determined by calculating the difference in
the mean outcome between groups and dividing by the standard deviation of the outcome
among the subjects. ES values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 were considered low, moderate and
large ES, respectively296. Between-study variability was examined using the I2 measure
of inconsistency. Values of < 25%, 50% and 75% were considered to indicate low,
moderate and high heterogeneity, respectively. Publication bias was assessed using
Egger‘s test and visual inspection of funnel plots.

Meta-analyses
Separate pooled estimates of the effects of HIIT and MICT on central arterial stiffness
outcomes (augmentation index, augmentation index at a heart rate of 75, central (aortic)
pulse wave velocity and peripheral pulse wave velocity) and 24 h blood pressure
responses (mean 24 h systolic blood pressure, 24 h diastolic blood pressure, daytime
systolic blood pressure, daytime diastolic pressure, night-time systolic blood pressure and
night-time diastolic blood pressure scores), using ES, were obtained using a randomeffects model. All analyses were conducted using Comprehensive Meta-analysis, version
2 (Biostat Inc, Englewood, NJ).
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Results
The original search yielded 438 studies. No additional studies were found from the
reference lists of the manuscripts retrieved. After removal of duplicates and elimination
of papers based on the eligibility criteria, 12 studies remained (Figure 2.1).

Cohort characteristics
Participant characteristics for included studies are shown in Supplementary Table 2.2.
The majority of studies were conducted in previously inactive healthy males. When
combined, 398 individuals (216 male; 155 female; 27 not reported) participated in the
trials. One study exclusively recruited female participants297, and three exclusively
recruited male participants298-300, seven studies recruited both males and females259, 301-306
and sex was not reported in one study307. The reported mean age of participants ranged
from 21 to 68 years. Based on body mass index (BMI) classification308, six studies had
participants who were classified on average as overweight300, 302-304, 306, 307, three as
normal weight297, 299, 305, and three as obese class I259, 298, 301.

Exercise characteristics
Exercise intervention characteristics for studies assessing arterial stiffness and 24 h blood
pressure outcomes are displayed in Supplementary Tables 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. Of
the 12 studies, exercise training interventions lasted 4-16 weeks, with exercise sessions
performed one to five times per week259, 297-307. Cycling was the most common mode of
exercise and was prescribed in seven studies259, 298-300, 302, 305, 306, followed by treadmill
exercise297, 303, 304. For the MICT studies intensity was prescribed at 45-70% HRmax/peak
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for the entire stimulus phase of the session. The majority (7 of 12) of the HIIT studies259,
297, 301-304, 307

used high intensity bouts lasting 1 to 4 mins and interspersed with 1 to 3

mins of active recovery. Exercise prescription for the intensity of the high intensity bouts
ranged from 75-95% of HRmax/peak repeated 4-15 times with active recoveries prescribed
between 45-70% of HRmax/peak. One study did not define the intensity of the active
recovery during their supervised sessions301. Five studies conducted HIIT interventions as
―sprint interval training‖298, 299, 305, 306 with sprint efforts lasting between 20-60s
prescribed between either 90-200% Wmax or as an ―all-out‖ effort. Sprints were repeated
3-6 times and interspersed with 45-270s active or passive recovery between each effort.
The intensity of the recovery periods were prescribed between 30-50 Watts298-300, 305 and
one study did not report the intensity for recovery306. Overall, the duration of HIIT
sessions ranged from 4-40 mins excluding warm-up and cool-down. The duration of
MICT interventions ranged from 30-60 mins, excluding warm-up and cool-down.

Methodological quality
All included studies specified their hypotheses, main outcomes, interventions, main
findings, variability estimates, participants lost to follow-up, representative participants,
no presence of data dredging, statistical tests, p values and accuracy of measures (Table
2.1). Due to the nature of exercise trials, participants were not blinded to the intervention
groups. The majority of studies provided supervision for the intervention groups259, 297-299,
301, 304-307

and reported adherence to exercise training259, 297, 300, 301, 303, 306, 307. Four studies

did not report adverse events during the intervention301-303, 307 and one study did not
perform randomisation for participant intervention allocation300. Shenouda et al. assigned
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participants to either the sprint interval training, MICT or control group based on age,
BMI and VO2peak to ensure equal distribution of these variables across all of the groups at
baseline300. The total score for methodological quality ranged from 17 to 23, out of a
possible 27 points, indicating generally moderate study quality for the majority of
included trials.

Study outcomes (ineligible for meta-analysis)
Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show the outcome measures for arterial stiffness and 24 h blood
pressure for all included studies. Two studies reported augmentation index259, 302, one
study reported arterial compliance307 and two studies reported arterial distensibility300, 305
and were excluded from the meta-analyses due to insufficient data. In these studies, Kim
and colleagues307 found that MICT was superior to HIIT for improving carotid arterial
compliance (HIIT: pre: 0.11 ± 0.04, post: 0.12 ± 0.04 mm2/mmHg vs MICT: pre: 0.11 ±
0.04, post: 0.14 ± 0.07 mm2/mmHg, p = 0.04). However, in studies investigating the
effect of these interventions on augmentation index and arterial distensibility, there was
no significant difference between HIIT versus MICT259, 300, 302, 305.

Study outcomes (meta-analyses)
Meta-analyses were conducted with ten studies involving a total of 346 adult participants.
One study reported both arterial stiffness and 24h blood pressure outcomes and was
included in both analyses 297. Nine studies reported arterial stiffness outcomes and were
eligible for meta-analysis. Of the nine studies, five reported augmentation index at a heart
rate of 75 (AIx@75)259, 298, 299, 301, 306, and six studies examined pulse wave velocity
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(PWV)259, 297-300, 307. One study implemented both a 4x4 HIIT and a low-volume 1x4
HIIT intervention 259. To reduce heterogeneity, the 4x4 HIIT intervention was used for
analysis. Data were pooled separately to compare the effect of HIIT versus MICT on: i)
AIx@75, and ii) PWV (Figure 2.2). Based on the reported information from the eligible
trials, when examining the efficacy of either HIIT or MICT interventions independently
(pre- versus post-training), three studies reported a significant benefit following HIIT298,
299, 301

and two studies found a significant reduction as a result of MICT298, 299. Of the six

studies that reported PWV, three studies reported a significant improvement in PWV
after HIIT297-299 and three studies found a significant decrease after MICT298, 299, 307.
Three studies297, 303, 304 were eligible for meta-analysis to assess the efficacy of HIIT
compared to MICT on 24 h blood pressure outcomes involving either: i) 24 h systolic
blood pressure (SBP); ii) 24 h diastolic blood pressure (DBP); iii) daytime SBP; iv)
daytime DBP; v) night-time SBP; and vi) night-time DBP. When observing the efficacy
of either the HIIT or MICT interventions, all three studies observed a significant
reduction in 24 h DBP after both types of training. Two studies found both HIIT and
MICT were effective strategies for improving 24 h SBP297, 304 and daytime DBP303, 304.
For daytime SBP, only one study observed that both modalities were effective in
significantly reducing this outcome304. For night-time blood pressure, all studies showed
that HIIT produced a significant benefit for both SBP and DBP. There was only one
study that found MICT to be an efficacious therapy for improving night-time SBP297 and
two studies found a significant reduction in DBP following MICT297, 303. All eligible
studies had sufficient data for calculation of ES and 95% CIs for the purpose of metaanalysis.
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Pooled analysis – HIIT versus MICT on Arterial Stiffness
Of the five studies investigating the effect on AIx@75, three showed a non-significant259,
298, 301

benefit of HIIT over MICT on AIx@75 (Figure 2.2), while one study found a non-

significant effect 299 favouring MICT therapy. One study observed similar effects of HIIT
and MICT on AIx@75306. Overall, the pooled analysis demonstrated no significant
difference between HIIT and MICT on AIx@75 (ES: -0.144, 95% CI: -0.462 to 0.174, P
= 0.376). Six studies had investigated PWV. Three studies showed a non-significant 259,
297, 299

change in favour of HIIT on PWV, while three studies showed non-significant

effect in favour of MICT298, 300, 307. Overall there was no significant difference between
HIIT versus MICT on PWV (ES = -0.017, 95% CI: -0.420 to 0.387; P = 0.936).

Pooled analysis – HIIT versus MICT on 24 h Blood Pressure Outcomes
For interventions investigating 24 h systolic blood pressure (Figure 2.3), the majority of
studies found a significant304 or non-significant303 benefit in favour of HIIT therapy, with
one study finding a non-significant benefit favouring MICT over HIIT on SBP297. No
significant difference was found between HIIT and MICT on 24 h SBP (ES: -0.261, 95%
CI: -0.662 to 0.469; P = 0.200). All studies investigating 24 h DBP found a nonsignificant effect favouring HIIT over MICT297, 303, 304. However, overall there was no
significant pooled difference between HIIT versus MICT on 24 h DBP (ES = -0.072,
95% CI: -0.436 to 0.292; P = 0.698). All studies showed a significant 304 or nonsignificant benefit297, 303 in favour of HIIT over MICT on daytime SBP and DBP (Figure
2c and d). The overall pooled analysis showed a small, near-significant difference for
changes in daytime SBP (ES: -0.349, 95% CI: -0.740 to 0.041; P = 0.079) and DBP (ES:
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-0.349, 95% CI: -0.717 to 0.020; P = 0.063) showing tendency for greater reductions
from HIIT therapy compared to MICT. For both night-time SBP and DBP (Figure 2 e and
f), all studies showed a significant303, 304 or non-significant297, 303, 304 change favouring
HIIT therapy over MICT for both of these outcomes. On the basis of the pooled effect,
there was a non-significant difference on night-time SBP (ES: -0.332, 95% CI: -0.725 to
0.061, P = 0.098) however, HIIT was found to be superior to MICT (near- moderate
effect size) for improvements in DBP (ES: -0.456, 95% CI: -0.826 to -0.086; P = 0.016).
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Tables
Table 2.1 Results of the modified Downs and Black methodological quality assessment (Downs and Black, 1998)
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Methodological quality assessment modified Downs & Black checklist (Downs and Black, 1998)
Score
Reporting
0–1
1. Is the hypothesis/aim/objective of the study clearly described?
0–1
2. Are the main outcomes to be measured clearly described in the Introduction or Methods section?
0–1
3. Are the characteristics of the patients included in the study clearly described?
0–1
4. Are the interventions of interest clearly described?
5. Are the distributions of principal confounders in each group of subjects to be compared clearly
0–1
described?
6.

Are the main findings of the study clearly described?

7.

Does the study provide estimates of the random variability in the data for the main outcomes?

8.

Have all important adverse events that may be a consequence of the intervention been reported?

9. Have the characteristics of patients lost to follow-up been described?
10. Have actual probability values been reported (e.g. 0.035 rather than <0.05) for the main outcomes
except where the probability value is less than 0.001?

0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1

External validity
11. Were the subjects asked to participate in the study representative of the entire population from which
they were recruited?
12. Were those subjects who were prepared to participate representative of the entire population from
which they were recruited?
13. Were the staff, places, and facilities where the patients were treated, representative of the treatment
the majority of patients receive?

0–1
0–1
0–1

Internal validity - bias
14. Was an attempt made to blind study subjects to the intervention they have received?
15. Was an attempt made to blind those measuring the main outcomes of the intervention?
16. If any of the results of the study were based on ―data dredging‖, was this made clear?
17. In trials and cohort studies, do the analyses adjust for different lengths of follow-up of patients, or in
case-control studies, is the time period between the intervention and outcome the same for cases and
controls?
18. Were the statistical tests used to assess the main outcomes appropriate?
19. Was compliance with the intervention/s reliable?
20. Were the main outcome measures used accurate (valid and reliable)?

0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1
0–1

Internal validity – confounding (selection bias)
21. Were the patients in different intervention groups (trials and cohort studies) or were the cases and
controls (case-control studies) recruited from the same population?
22. Were study subjects in different intervention groups (trials and cohort studies) or were the cases and
controls (case-control studies) recruited over the same period of time?

0–1

23. Were study subjects randomised to intervention groups?
24. Was the randomised intervention assignment concealed from both patients and health care staff until
recruitment was complete and irrevocable?
25. Was there adequate adjustment for confounding in the analyses from which the main findings were
drawn?

0–1
0–1

0–1

0–1
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0–1
26. Did the study have sufficient power to detect a clinically important effect where the probability value
for a difference being due to change is less than 5%?
27. Were exercise sessions supervised?

0–1
0–1
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Table 2.2 Participant Characteristics
Reference

Group

% Male

% Female

Age (yrs)

BMI (kg/m2)

Other population
characteristics

Cheema et
al.

HIIT: n = 6
MICT: n = 6

42

58

HIIT :
43.0(19.0)
MICT :
36.0(15.0)

HIIT : 32.0(5.9)

Sedentary adults
with abdominal
obesity (WC ≥94
cm in men, ≥ 80cm
in women)

Ciolac et al.

HIIT: n = 16
MICT: n = 16

0

100

HIIT: 24.4(3.8) HIIT: 23.5(4.8)
MICT:
MICT: 24.3(4.6)
26.6(4.9)

Young, sedentary
healthy adults with
a family history of
HTN.

Cocks et al.*

HIIT: n=8
MICT: n=8

100

0

HIIT: 24.8(2.3)
MICT: 22.6(4.5)

Young, sedentary
healthy adults.

Cocks et al.*

HIIT: n=8
MICT: n=8

100

0

HIIT: 35.8(2.3)
MICT: 33.7(4.2)

Young, sedentary
obese adults.

Dall et al.

HIIT: n = 16
MICT: n = 16

75

25

HIIT: 22.0(2.8)
MICT:
21.0(2.8)
HIIT: 24.0(5.7)
MICT:
26.0(5.7)
51.9(NR)

25.5(NR)

Heart transplant
patients.

Iellamo et al. HIIT: n = 18
MICT: n = 18

HIIT: 89
MICT: 83

HIIT: 11
MICT: 17

HIIT: 28.3(3.0)
MICT: 28.1(2.0)

Adults with CHF.

Kim et al.*

After
dropouts,
NR

After
dropouts, NR

HIIT: 67.2(6.0)
MICT:
68.4(8.0)
HIIT: 65.0(3.7)
MICT:
65.0(7.2)

HIIT: 28.1(4.5)
MICT: 28.7(3.6)

Healthy, sedentary
adults.

HIIT: n = 14
MICT: n = 13

MICT : 30.8(2.6)
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Ramos et al.

HIIT: n = 15
1 HIIT: n = 18
MICT: n = 17

Shenouda et
al.

HIIT: n = 9
MICT: n = 10
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HIIT: 64
HIIT: 36
HIIT: 52.5(7.4) HIIT: 26.8(4.1)
Adults with HTN.
MICT: 70
MICT: 30
MICT:
MICT: 27.9(3.2)
53.6(6.5)
HIIT: 50
HIIT: 50
HIIT: 23.6(3.2) HIIT: 23.6(3.0)
Young sedentary
MICT: 50
MICT: 50
MICT:
MICT: 24.3(2.1)
healthy adults.
23.0(2.4)
HIIT: 67
HIIT: 33
HIIT:
HIIT: 32.0(5.0)
Individuals with
1 HIIT: 61 1 HIIT: 39
57.0(11.0)
1 HIIT: 31.0(6.0)
Met Syn.
MICT: 71
MICT: 29
1 HIIT:
MICT: 33.0(6.0)
57.0(7.0)
MICT:
55.0(11.0)
100
0
HIIT: 27(7)
HIIT: 27(5)
Sedentary,
MICT: 28(9)
MICT: 26(6)
overweight adults.

Shepherd et
al.

HIIT: n = 46
MICT: n = 44

HIIT: 33
MICT: 34

MolmenHansen et al.

HIIT: n = 25
MICT: n = 23

Rakobowchu HIIT: n = 10
k et al.
MICT: n = 10

HIIT: 67
MICT: 66

HIIT: 42(11.0)
MICT:
43(11.0)

HIIT: 27.7(5.0)
MICT: 27.7(4.6)

Overweight
sedentary adults.

All data is reported as mean (SD). Studies reporting overall means for all groups are reported in that manner. Legend: * = converted
SEM to SD. BMI = body mass index; HIIT = high-intensity interval training; MICT = moderate continuous training; WC = waist
circumference; HTN = hypertension; NR = not reported; CHF = chronic heart failure; 1 HIIT = low volume 1x4mins high-intensity
interval training; Met Syn = metabolic syndrome.
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Table 2.3 Exercise Intervention Details Assessing Arterial Stiffness
Reference

Mode

Frequency

Intensity

Session Duration

Intervention
Duration

Cheema et
al.

HIIT: Boxing
MICT: Walking

HIIT: 4/7
MICT: 4/7

HIIT: WU: Selfpaced; HIIT: 15
rounds of high
intensity bouts for 2
mins for goal > 75%
predicted HRmax.
Participants were
given instructions to
exercise at an RPE of
15-17/20.
Standing/pacing
recoveries for 1 min –
NR; CD: NR.
MICT: WU: gradual
increase in pace;
MICT: Instructed to
walk as quickly as
possible; CD: NR.

HIIT: WU: 5 mins;
HIIT: 30 mins;
CD: NR.
MICT: WU: 5
mins; MICT: 45
mins; CD - NR.

12 weeks

Ciolac et al.

HIIT: Treadmill
MICT: Treadmill

HIIT: 3/7
MICT: 3/7

HIIT: WU: NR; HIIT:
high intensity bout for
1 min at RCP. 2 mins
active recoveries at
AT;
Calisthenics: NR.
MICT: WU: NR;
MICT: 60-70%
VO2max; Calisthenics:
NR.

HIIT: WU: 5 mins;
HIIT: 40 mins;
Calisthenics: 15
mins. Overall, 60
mins.
MICT: WU: 5
mins; MICT: 40
mins; Calisthenics:
15 mins. Overall,
60 mins.

16 weeks
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Cocks et al.

HIIT: Cycle
ergometer
MICT: Cycle
ergometer

Cocks et al.

HIIT: Cycle
ergometer
MICT: Cycle
ergometer

Dall et al.

HIIT: Cycle
ergometer
MICT: Cycle
ergometer
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HIIT: 3/7
HIIT: WU: NR; HIIT: HIIT: WU: NR;
6 weeks
MICT: 5/7 4-6 30s ―all-out‖
HIIT: First 6
effort Wingate tests
sessions – 4x30s:
with 4.5 mins at
15.5mins; Sessions
recoveries at 30W;
7 to 12 – 5x30s:
CD: NR.
20.5mins; Sessions
MICT: WU: NR;
13 to 18 - 6x30s:
MICT: ~ 65%
25.5mins; CD: NR.
VO2peak; CD: NR.
MICT: WU: NR;
First 10 sessions –
40mins; Sessions
11 to 20 – 50mins;
Sessions 21 to 30 –
60 mins; CD: NR.
HIIT: 3/7
HIIT: WU: 50W;
HIIT: WU: 2 mins; 4 weeks
MICT: 5/7 HIIT: 4-7x30s high
HIIT: First 3
intensity bouts at
sessions 4x30s: 8
200% Wmax
mins;
interspersed with 120s Sessions 4 to 6:
active recoveries at
5x30s: 10.5 mins;
30W; CD: NR.
Sessions 7 to 9:
MICT: WU: NR;
6x30s – 13 mins;
MICT: ~65% VO2peak; Sessions 10 to 12
CD: NR.
7x30s – 15.5 mins;
CD: NR.
MICT: WU: NR;
First 7 sessions –
40 mins; sessions 8
to 14 – 50 mins;
Sessions 15 to 20 –
60 mins; CD – NR.
HIIT: 3/7
HIIT: WU: NR; HIIT: HIIT: WU: 10
12 weeks,
MICT: 3/7 8 high intensity bouts, mins; HIIT: 30
separated by
alternating duration of mins; CD: 10 mins. a 5 month
4, 2 and 1 mins
Overall, 50 mins.
washout
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Kim et al.

HIIT: Whole body
ergometer.
MICT: Upright
cycle ergometer
with push/pull
handles.

Rakobowchu HIIT: Cycle
k et al.
ergometer
MICT: Cycle
ergometer

Ramos et al.

HIIT: Supervised
sessions –
treadmill or cycle
ergometer.
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at >80% VO2peak, with MICT: WU: 10
period.
2 mins active
mins; MICT: 45
recoveries at 60%
mins; CD: 10 mins.
VO2peak; CD: NR.
Overall, 65 mins.
MICT: WU: NR; 6070% VO2peak; CD:
NR.
HIIT: 4/7
HIIT: WU: 70%
HIIT: WU: 10
8 weeks
MICT: 4/7 HRpeak; HIIT: 4x4
mins; HIIT: 28
mins of high intensity mins; CD: 5 mins.
bouts at 90% HRpeak,
Overall, 43 mins.
with 3x3 mins of
MICT: WU: 10
active recoveries at
mins; MICT: 47
70% HRpeak; CD: 70% mins; CD: 5 mins.
HRpeak.
Overall, 62 mins.
MICT: WU, MICT
and CD: 70% HRpeak.
HIIT: 3/7
HIIT: WU: NR; HIIT: HIIT: WU: NR;
6 weeks
MICT: 5/7 4-6x30s ―all-out
HIIT: Weeks 1-2 –
efforts‖ interspersed
4x30s – 15.5 mins;
with 4.5 mins active
Weeks 3-4 – 5x30s
recoveries at 30W;
– 20.5 mins;
CD: NR.
Weeks 5-6- 6x30s
MICT: WU: NR; 65% – 25.5 mins; CD:
VO2peak; CD: NR.
NR.
MICT: WU: NR;
MICT: Weeks 1-2
– 40 mins; Weeks
3-4 – 50 mins;
Weeks 5-6 – 60
mins; CD: NR.
HIIT:
HIIT: WU: 60-70%
HIIT: WU: 10
16 weeks
Supervised HRpeak; HIIT: 4x4
mins; HIIT: 25
- 2/7;
mins at 85-95%
mins; CD: 3 mins.
Unsupervis HRpeak or RPE of 15- Overall, 38 mins.
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Shenouda et
al.
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Unsupervised –
ed - 1/7.
7/20 with 3x3 mins
1 HIIT: WU: 10
indoor/outdoor
1 HIIT:
active recoveries at
mins; HIIT: 4
exercises involving Supervised 50-70% HRpeak; CD – mins; CD: 3 mins.
large muscle
- 2/7;
60-70% HRpeak.
Overall, 17 mins.
groups.
Unsupervis 1 HIIT: WU: 60-70% MICT: WU: NR;
1 HIIT:
ed - 1/7.
HRpeak; HIIT: 1x4
MICT: 30 mins;
Supervised
MICT:
mins at 85-95%
CD: NR.
sessions –
Supervised HRpeak or RPE of 15treadmill or cycle
- 2/7;
7/20; CD: 60-70%
ergometer.
Unsupervis HRpeak.
Unsupervised –
ed – 3/7.
MICT: WU: NR;
indoor/outdoor
MICT: 60-70%
exercises involving
HRpeak or RPE of 11large muscle
13/20; CD: NR.
groups.
MICT: Supervised
sessions –
treadmill or cycle
ergometer.
Unsupervised –
indoor/outdoor
exercises involving
large muscle
groups.
HIIT: Cycle
HIIT:
HIIT: WU: NR; HIIT: HIIT: WU: 2 mins; 12 weeks
ergometer
Week 1:
―all-out‖ cycling
HIIT: 3x20s sprints
MICT: Cycle
1/7; Week
sprints interspersed
with 2 mins
ergometer
2: 2/7;
with 50W active
recoveries – 5
Week 3-12: recoveries; CD: NR.
mins; CD: 3 mins.
3/7.
MICT: WU: NR;
Overall, 10 mins.
MICT:
MICT: ~70% HRmax; MICT: WU: 2
Week 1:
mins; MICT: 45
CD: NR.
1/7; Week
mins; CD: 3 mins.
2: 2/7;
Overall, 50 mins.
Week 3-12:
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Shepherd et
al.

HIIT: Cycle
ergometer
MICT: Supervised
- Cycle ergometer;
Unsupervised –
walking, jogging,
cycling, elliptical
cross training.

3/7.
HIIT: 3/7
MICT:
Supervised3/7;
Unsupervis
ed 2/7

HIIT: WU: low
HIIT: WU: 5 min; 10 weeks
intensity cycling;
HIIT: 18-25 mins;
HIIT: 15-60s sprints
CD: 5 min.
at > 90% HRmax with MICT: WU: NR;
45-120s recoveries –
MICT: 30-45 mins;
NR; CD: NR.
CD - NR.
MICT: Supervised –
WU: ―Low intensity
cycling‖; MICT: 70%
HRmax. CD: NR.
Unsupervised: WU:
NR; MICT: 70%
HRmax; CD: NR.
Abbreviations: HIIT = high-intensity interval training; MICT = moderate intensity continuous training; WU = warm-up; HRmax =
maximum heart rate; RPE = Borg‘s Rating of Perceived Exertion Category Scale; NR = not reported; CD = cool-down; RCP =
respiratory compensation point; AT = anaerobic threshold; VO2max = maximum volume of oxygen consumption; W = Watts; VO2peak =
peak volume of oxygen consumption; Wmax = maximum aerobic work; HRpeak = peak heart rate; 1 HIIT = low volume 1x4mins highintensity interval training.
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Table 2.4 Exercise Interventions Details Assessing 24 h Blood Pressure Monitoring
Intervention
Duration

Reference

Mode

Frequency

Intensity

Session Duration

Ciolac et al.

HIIT: Treadmill
MICT: Treadmill

HIIT: 3/7
MICT: 3/7

Iellamo et al. HIIT: Treadmill
MICT: Treadmill

HIIT: 3/7
MICT: 3/7

HIIT: WU: 5 mins; 16 weeks
HIIT: 40 mins;
Calisthenics: 15
mins. Overall, 60
mins.
MICT: WU: 5
mins; MICT: 40
mins; Calisthenics:
15 mins. Overall,
60 mins.
HIIT: WU: 10
12 weeks
mins; HIIT: 25
mins; CD: 10 mins.
Overall, 45 mins.
MICT: WU: 10
mins; MICT: 30-45
mins; CD: 10 mins.
Overall, 50-65
mins.

MolemenHansen et al.

HIIT: 3/7
MICT: 3/7

HIIT: WU: NR; HIIT:
high intensity bout for
1 min at RCP. 2 mins
active recoveries at
AT;
Calisthenics: NR.
MICT: WU: NR;
MICT: 60-70%
VO2max; Calisthenics:
NR.
HIIT: WU: NR; HIIT:
4x4 mins high
intensity bouts at 7580% HRR with 3
mins active recoveries
at 45-50% HRR; CD:
NR.
MICT: WU: NR;
MICT: ~ 45-60%
HRR; CD: NR.
HIIT: WU: ~60%
HRmax; HIIT: 4x4
mins high intensity
bouts at 90-95%
HRmax with 3 mins
active recoveries at
60-70% HRmax; CD:
NR.
MICT: WU: NR;

HIIT: Treadmill
MICT: Treadmill

HIIT: WU: 10
mins; HIIT: 25
mins; CD: 3 mins.
Overall, 38 mins.
MICT: WU: NR;
MICT: 47 mins;
CD: NR.

12 weeks
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MICT: 70% HRmax;
CD: NR.
Abrreviations: HIIT = high intensity interval training; MICT = moderate intensity continuous training; WU = warm-up; NR = not
reported; RCP = respiratory compensation point; AT = anaerobic threshold; CD = cool-down; VO2max = maximal oxygen uptake;
HRR = heart rate reserve; HRmax = maximum heart rate.
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Table 2.5 Outcomes of Exercise Interventions for Change in Arterial Stiffness
Reference

Group (n)

Measure

Pre, mean
(SD)

Post, mean
(SD)

Change Score,
mean (SD)

Cheema et
al.

HIIT: 6
MICT: 6

AIx@75

HIIT: 16
MICT: 16

PWV

Cocks et
al.*

HIIT: 8
MICT: 8

PWV
AIx@75

AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: 7.2
(15.7)
MICT: 16.8
(12.6)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 7.06
(0.42)
MICT: 7.23
(0.65)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 4.75
(0.54)
MICT: 4.56
(0.71)
AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: -6
(11.31)
MICT: -2.5
(5.66)

AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: -9.8 (NR)
MICT: 4.8 (NR)

Ciolac et
al.

AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: 17.0
(15.4)
MICT: 12.0
(18.5)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 7.47
(0.48)
MICT: 7.55
(0.73)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 5.06
(0.54)
MICT: 4.81
(0.17)
AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: -0.5
(8.49)
MICT: 3.5
(8.49)

Cocks et
al.*

HIIT: 8
MICT: 8

PWV
AIx@75

PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 6.15
(1.02)
MICT: 6
(0.57)
AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: 1.5
(5.66)

PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 5.61
(1.02)
MICT: 5.43
(0.51)
AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: -4 (5.66)
MICT: -9.5

PWV (m/s)
SIT: -0.54 (NR)
MICT: -0.57
(NR)
AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: -5.5 (NR)
MICT: -3.25
(NR)

PWV (m/s)
HIIT: -0.41 (NR)
MICT: -0.32
(NR)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT: -0.31 (NR)
MICT: -0.25
(NR)
AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: -5.5 (NR)
MICT: -6 (NR)
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MICT: -6.25
(11.31)
(12.73)
Dall et al.

HIIT: 16
MICT: 16

AIx

Kim et al.*

HIIT: 14
MICT: 13

PWV
CC

Rakobowc
huk et al.

HIIT: 10
MICT: 10

AD

Ramos et
al.

HIIT: 15
1 HIIT: 18
MICT: 17

AIx
AIx@75
PWV

AIx (%)
HIIT: 0.03
(0.2)
MICT: 0.04
(0.1)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT:
9.28 (0.97)
MICT:
9.26 (1.41)
CC
(mm2/mmHg)
HIIT:
0.11 (0.04)
MICT:
0.11 (0.04)
AD
(mm/mmHg)
: HIIT:
0.0053
(0.0084)
MICT:
0.0061
(0.0014)

AIx (%)
HIIT: 0.01
(0.1)
MICT: 0.03
(0.1)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT:
9.28 (1.26)
MICT:
8.75 (1.26)
CC
(mm2/mmHg)
HIIT:
0.12 (0.04)
MICT:
0.14 (0.07)
AD
(mm/mmHg):
HIIT:
0.0052
(0.0011)
MICT:
0.0057
(0.0013)

AIx (%)
HIIT: -0.02 (NR)
MICT: 0.01
(NR)

AIx (%)
HIIT:
20 (13)
1 HIIT: 26 (9)
MICT:
25 (13)
AIx@75 (%)

AIx (%)
HIIT:
24 (10)
1 HIIT: 24 (10)
MICT:
25 (12)
AIx@75 (%)

AIx (%)
HIIT:
4 (NR)
1 HIIT: -2 (NR)
MICT:
0 (NR)
AIx@75 (%)

PWV (m/s)
HIIT:
0 (NR)
MICT:
-0.51 (NR)
CC
(mm2/mmHg)
HIIT:
0.01 (NR)
MICT:
0.03 (NR)
AD
(mm/mmHg):
HIIT:
-0.0001 (NR)
MICT:
-0.0004 (NR)
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HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
16 (13)
19 (11)
3 (NR)
1 HIIT: 20 (8) 1 HIIT: 18 (9)
1 HIIT: -2 (NR)
MICT:
MICT:
MICT:
19 (15)
19 (13)
0 (NR)
PWV (m/s)
PWV (m/s)
PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 9.47
HIIT: 8.83
HIIT: -0.64 (NR)
(1.67)
(1.96)
1 HIIT: 0.15
1 HIIT: 8.99
1 HIIT: 9.14
(NR)
(2.43)
(2.43)
MICT:
MICT:
MICT:
0.77 (NR)
8.52 (1.58)
9.29 (2.57)
Shenouda
et al.

Shepherd
et al.

HIIT: 9
MICT: 10

PWV
AD

PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 6.6
(0.9)
MICT: 6.8
(0.7)
AD (x10-3
mmHg-1)
HIIT: 4.6
(1.0)
MICT: 4.6
(0.7)
AIx@75 (%)
HIIT: 16 (14)
MICT: 18
(12)

PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 6.7 (0.5)
MICT: 6.6
(1.1)
-3

AD (x10
mmHg-1)
HIIT: 4.9 (1.3)
MICT: 4.5
(1.2)

PWV (m/s)
HIIT: 0.1 (NR)
MICT: -0.2 (NR)
AD (x10-3
mmHg-1)
HIIT: 0.3 (NR)
MICT: -0.1 (NR)

HIIT:
AIx@75
AIx@75 (%)
AIx@75 (%)
Pre: 46
HIIT: 15 (13)
HIIT: -1 (NR)
Post: 42
MICT: 17 (12) MICT: -1 (NR)
MICT:
Pre: 44
Post: 36
All data is reported as mean (SD). Legend: * = SEM converted to SD; HIIT = high-intensity interval training; MICT = moderate
continuous training; AIx@75 = augmentation index at a heart rate of 75; NR = not reported; PWV = pulse wave velocity; AIx =
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augmentation index; CC = carotid compliance; AD = artery distensibility; 1 HIIT = low volume 1x4 mins high-intensity interval
training.
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Table 2.6 Outcomes of Exercise Interventions for Change in 24h Blood Pressure
Refere
nce

Group (n)

24 hr BP
(mmHg)
PreIntervent
ion

24 hr
BP
(mmH
g)
PostInterve
ntion

24 hr
BP
(mmHg
)
Change
Score

Daytim
e BP
(mmHg
) PreInterve
ntion

Daytime
BP
(mmHg)
PostInterventi
on

Daytime
BP
(mmHg)
Change
Score

Nighttime
BP
(mmHg)
PreInterventi
on

Nighttime
BP
(mmHg)
PostInterventi
on

Nighttime
BP
(mmHg)
Change
Score

Ciolac
et al.

HIIT: 16
MICT: 16

HIIT:
SBP:113.
3 (6.4)
DBP:
71.1 (3.4)
MICT:
SBP:112.
6 (5.7)
DBP:
69.4 (5.0)

HIIT:
SBP: -2
(NR)
DBP: -2
(NR)
MICT:
SBP: 2.7(NR)
DBP: 2.1
(NR)

HIIT:
SBP:11
7.3 (6.9)
DBP:
75.6
(3.7)
MICT:
SBP:11
6.8 (6.6)
DBP:
73.9
(5.5)

HIIT:
SBP:116.5
(6.4)
DBP: 74.4
(4.8)
MICT:
SBP:114.9
(7.1)
DBP: 72.9
(4.0)

HIIT:
SBP: -0.8
(NR)
DBP: -1.2
(NR)
MICT:
SBP: -1.9
(NR)
DBP: -1
(NR)

HIIT:
SBP:103.6
(5.6)
DBP: 60.8
(4.4)
MICT:
SBP:102.8
(5.7)
DBP: 59.5
(5.1)

HIIT:
SBP: 99.7
(5.5)
DBP: 57.3
(3.8)
MICT:
SBP: 99.3
(6.0)
DBP: 56.5
(3.4)

HIIT:
SBP: -3.9
(NR)
DBP: -3.5
(NR)
MICT:
SBP: -3.5
(NR)
DBP: -3
(NR)

Iellam
o et al.

HIIT: 18
MICT: 18

HIIT:
SBP:123.
8 (14)
DBP:
85.4 (6)
MICT:
SBP:120.
2 (16)
DBP:
85.9 (11)

HIIT:
SBP:11
1.3
(5.8)
DBP:
69.1
(3.8)
MICT:
SBP:10
9.9
(6.7)
DBP:
67.3
(3.2)
HIIT:
SBP:11
5.3 (13)
DBP:
76.8 (9)
MICT:
SBP:11
4.1 (11)
DBP:
80.8

HIIT:
SBP: 8.5
(NR)
DBP: 8.6
(NR)
MICT:
SBP: 6.1

HIIT:
SBP:12
6.2 (18)
DBP:
86.2 (6)
MICT:
SBP:12
4 (18)
DBP:
87.7 (9)

HIIT:
SBP:118
(14)
DBP: 78.5
(7)
MICT:
SBP:117
(12)
DBP: 82.5
(12)

HIIT:
SBP: -8.2
(NR)
DBP: -7.7
(NR)
MICT:
SBP: -7
(NR)
DBP: -5.2
(NR)

HIIT:
SBP:113.3
(9)
DBP: 84.8
(8)
MICT:
SBP:111.6
(10)
DBP: 82.4
(6)

HIIT:
SBP:107.1
(11)
DBP: 75.2
(7)
MICT:
SBP:106.8
(9)
DBP: 78.6
(8)

HIIT:
SBP: -6.2
(NR)
DBP: -9.6
(NR)
MICT:
SBP: -4.8
(NR)
DBP: -3.8
(NR)
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(10)
(NR)
DBP: 5.1
(NR)
Molme HIIT: 25
HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
HIIT:
nMICT: 23 SBP:153. SBP:
SBP: SBP:15 SBP:146.0 SBP: -13
SBP:139.5 SBP:129.0 SBP: -10.5
Hanse
0 (12.3)
141
12 (NR) 9.0
(11.0)
(NR)
(14.4)
(16.2)
(NR)
n et al.
DBP:
(12.5)
DBP: -8 (12.8)
DBP: 89.0 DBP: - 8.5 DBP: 84.5 DBP: 79.3 DBP: - 5.2
93.0 (8.2) DBP:
(NR)
DBP:
(7.5)
(NR)
(9.8)
(10.0)
(NR)
MICT:
85.0
MICT:
97.5
MICT:
MICT:
MICT:
MICT:
MICT:
SBP:151. (8.1)
SBP: (8.7)
SBP:150.5( SBP: -5
SBP:132.0 SBP:131.5 SBP: -0.5
0 (12.1)
MICT: 4.5
MICT:
12.0)
(NR)
(14.5)
(12.8)
(NR)
DBP:
SBP:14 (NR)
SBP:15 DBP: 90.0 DBP: -4
DBP: 81.0 DBP: 79.5 DBP: -1.5
92.0 (5.9) 6.5
DBP: 5.5
(6.6)
(NR)
(6.0)
(5.9)
(NR)
(13.1)
3.5
(12.5)
DBP:
(NR)
DBP:
88.5
94.0
(8.4)
(5.3)
All data is presented as mean (SD). Abbreviations: BP = blood pressure; HIIT = high-intensity interval training; MICT = moderateintensity continuous training; SBP = systolic blood pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; NR = not reported.
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Figures

Figure 2.1 Search Strategy Flow Diagram
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Figure 2.2 The comparison of HIIT versus MICT on Central Arterial Stiffness Outcomes
a) Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on AIx@75; b) Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on PWV
Abbreviations: AIx@75 = augmentation index at a heart rate of 75; PWV = pulse wave velocity HIIT = high-intensity interval
training; MICT = moderate intensity continuous training.
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Figure 2.3 The comparison of HIIT versus MICT on 24 h blood pressure responses.

Figure 2.3 The Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on 24 h Blood Pressure Responses.
a) Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on 24 h SBP; b) Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on 24 h DBP; c) Comparison of HIIT versus
MICT on daytime SBP; d) Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on daytime DBP; e) Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on night-time
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SBP; f) Comparison of HIIT versus MICT on night-time DBP;
Abbreviations: SBP = systolic blood pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; Day = daytime; Night = night-time; HIIT = highintensity interval training; MICT = moderate intensity continuous training.
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Discussion
This is the first systematic review with meta-analyses to compare the effect of HIIT
versus MICT on arterial stiffness and 24 h blood pressure outcomes in adults. The results
from the meta-analyses of nine pooled studies found no significant difference between
HIIT and MICT for changes to arterial stiffness (AIx@75 and PWV), however, from the
limited number of studies (n=3) which directly compared 24 h blood pressure outcomes,
HIIT was superior to MICT for improving night-time DBP and tended to be better for
daytime SBP and DBP improvement.
Previous reviews262, 291 investigating the effect of regular aerobic exercise on arterial
stiffness in adults have concluded that aerobic exercise significantly reduces both
PWV262, 291 and AIx262. Interestingly, both studies found an inverse relationship between
exercise intensity and reductions in arterial stiffness, which may suggest that HIIT could
be a more effective modality than MICT. Specifically Ashor and colleagues262 found that
higher absolute intensity was related to a greater decrease (benefit) in AIx and Huang291
showed moderate to large effect sizes for vigorous or near maximal aerobic exercise
intensities, in contrast with a small to moderate effect with moderate intensity for changes
in PWV. However, there was large heterogeneity across each of the intensity categories.
It should be noted that these reviews have may have included exercise interventions that
implemented high intensity exercise in large volumes. In contrast, our review specifically
examined HIIT protocols, which implement small bursts of high intensity activity and
reduced the overall volume completed at a high intensity. Furthermore, both Ashor et al.
and Huang et al. included a large range of adult population groups including healthy
individuals, people with hypertension, cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, heart
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failure and obesity. Whilst there is large heterogeneity amongst the population groups,
these reviews suggest that regular aerobic exercise can be an effective therapy for
reducing arterial stiffness in adults262, 291.

There are a number of underlying mechanisms that have been thought to lead to the
reductions observed in arterial stiffness following regular aerobic exercise. For instance,
an animal study showed that 12 weeks of aerobic exercise increased the elastin content
and reduced collagen deposition in the arteries of trained rats compared to sedentary
rats309. This suggests that exercise can led to arterial remodelling and hinder the
progression of fibrosis associated with arterial stiffening. Interestingly, the contractile
component within the arterial wall did not improve in function following the exercise
training intervention309. These adaptations observed in the arterial walls of the exercising
rats indicate that central arterial remodelling may be possible with regular aerobic
training. Other adaptations that have been observed in human studies with aerobic
training include: reductions vasoconstrictor agents (angiotensin II, endothelin-I) and
sympathetic nervous activity output, significant increase the availability of nitric oxide (a
potent vasodilator) and endothelial nitric oxide synthase protein activation310. In
combination, the improvement in vasodilatory factors and a reduction in vasoconstrictor
agents decrease vascular resistance, and in turn, reduce arterial stiffness. Increased
inflammation has been thought to accelerate the pathology behind arterial stiffness.
Regular aerobic exercise training has shown to reduce inflammation and oxidative stress
in endurance trained individuals, which may slow the progression of arterial stiffness310.
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Our analyses found no difference between either HIIT or MICT for changes to arterial
stiffness as measured by PWV and AIx@75. For both outcome measures, nearly half of
the pooled studies were conducted as sprint interval training298, 299, 305, 306. To date, there
have been limited investigations on low volume approaches of HIIT/sprint interval
training (SIT) and central cardiovascular adaptations311, however there is evidence to
suggest SIT is beneficial for peripheral vascular adaptations311. A study conducted in
healthy individuals found significant increases in cardiorespiratory fitness, but no
changes to cardiac output or stroke volume following SIT312. Interestingly,
Rakowbowchuk et al.305 found no changes in central arterial distensibility, however
found significant improvements in peripheral arterial distensibility following sprint
interval training in healthy individuals. Additionally, SIT resulted in significantly greater
brachial vascular function in this study305. Studies that have investigated the effect of SIT
on central PWV have also described conflicting results. One study conducted in healthy
men showed significant improvements in central PWV following SIT299. In contrast,
there was no change in central PWV, but a tendency for peripheral PWV to reduce after
training in an obese cohort298. It appears that SIT can provide a benefit for peripheral
adaptations, however the potential benefits for central adaptations remain inconclusive.
Conversely, other HIIT protocols have led to improvements in central responses such as
increased in myocardial contractility, ejection fraction, stroke volume and decreased end
systolic volume288, 313. This could be due to the longer duration exercising at higher
intensities, exposing the central component to a greater haemodynamic response when
compared to SIT. This may explain why our results do not support the findings in
previous reviews showing no additional benefits to arterial stiffness with higher intensity.
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Our meta-analyses found HIIT to be a superior therapy for night-time DBP, and tended to
have greater benefits for daytime SBP and DBP compared to MICT. In contrast, a
previous meta-analysis conducted by Cornelissen et al. found no significant relationship
between exercise intensity and changes to ambulatory blood pressure in normotensive,
pre-hypertensive and hypertensive adults292. This study also found aerobic exercise to
have a significant benefit on daytime SBP and DBP, but no effect on night-time blood
pressure. Our study found aerobic exercise to be beneficial for both daytime and nighttime blood pressure, but a tendency for greater improvements with higher intensity
prescription. Whilst Cornelissen et al.292 did not observe a relationship between exercise
intensity and changes to blood pressure, there was a small number of studies that
implemented high intensity and these results may have been confounded by other MICT
interventions.

Interestingly, Cornelissen et al. observed that reductions in daytime SBP were associated
with greater increases in VO2peak. A number of systematic reviews and meta-analyses
have found HIIT to have superior benefits on cardiorespiratory fitness when compared to
MICT285, 286, 314, 315, which may partly explain our near-significant change in daytime
SBP. A more recent literature review examined different modalities of exercise (aerobic
and resistance training) on office and ambulatory blood pressure. Similarly, the study
concluded that high intensity aerobic exercise (>70% VO2max) tended to result in larger
reductions in ambulatory readings, when compared to moderate intensity exercise316.
However, some studies have found MICT protocols to result in similar, or greater
improvements in cardiorespiratory fitness when compared to HIIT in healthy
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individuals299 and people with coronary artery disease317, hypertension297 and obesity298.
In addition, whilst a recent meta-analysis found HIIT to be statistically superior to MICT
in improving cardiorespiratory in people attending cardiac rehabilitation
(revascularisation procedures), this was not considered to be a clinically meaningful
difference between HIIT versus MICT (SMD: 0.34, 95% CI: 0.20 to 0.48 ml/kg/min)318.
While the use of high intensity exercise may result in higher increases in
cardiorespiratory fitness, there may be other cardiovascular responses induced by HIIT
that tends to reduce SBP.

Much like the responses observed with arterial stiffness, the reductions in blood pressure
as a result of regular aerobic exercise training appear to be associated with peripheral and
regional cardiovascular adaptations. Aerobic training has been found to reduce
overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system319, increase baroreflex sensitivity320,
decrease mRNA and protein expression of angiotensin II type 1 receptor
(vasoconstriction), improve local vascular function and increase resting arterial diameter.
Changes to each of these parameters can lead to reductions in total peripheral resistance,
and thus, blood pressure321. Whilst there is limited evidence comparing HIIT versus
MICT on these physiological adaptations, there is evidence to show that HIIT is a
superior alternative for improvements in vascular function285. HIIT is thought to induce a
greater amount of shear stress on arterial/vascular walls, particularly in exercising
muscles, through utilizing small periods of higher intensity activity, which may explain
the larger benefits seen in vascular function outcomes.
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Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring is a more accurate and reliable assessment of
blood pressure, when compared to clinic measurements. As several blood pressure
readings are recorded over a 24 h period, it provides more accurate profile of mean 24 h,
daytime and night-time blood pressure behaviour, and is more sensitive to detect changes
following an intervention322. Daytime and night-time blood pressure are strongly linked
to cardiovascular death and predicting future cardiovascular events (coronary heart
disease, stroke)272 and are superior for predicting the aforementioned outcomes when
compared to clinic measurements of blood pressure. For instance, the Dublin Outcome
Study demonstrated that 24 h blood pressure outcomes were superior to clinic measures
of blood pressure in predicting the risk of cardiovascular, stroke and all-cause mortality
in people with untreated hypertension137. Furthermore, daytime and night-time blood
pressure were found to be independent predictors of cardiovascular mortality (daytime
SBP: hazard ratio: 1.12, 95% CI: 1.06-1.18 per 10 mmHg increase; night-time SBP:
hazard ratio: 1.21, 95% CI: 1.15-1.27 per 10 mmHg increase; night-time DBP: hazard
ratio: 1.09, 95% CI: 1.04-1.13 per 5 mmHg increase). However, only night-time blood
pressure remained a significant predictor of cardiovascular mortality, when adjusted for
daytime blood pressure137. Small reductions in DBP (2 mmHg) can reduce the incidence
of coronary heart disease (9%) and stroke (15%)323. Our results found that HIIT had
significantly larger improvements in night-time DBP and tends to have greater reductions
in daytime blood pressure. Therefore HIIT may lead to greater reductions in
cardiovascular risk when compared to traditional aerobic exercise, however given the
small number of studies included in this meta-analysis these results should be interpreted
with caution. Whilst HIIT appears to be an efficacious intervention for improving
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cardiovascular outcomes, there is still some debate regarding the safety and risk
concerning the use of HIIT in people with CVD. Vigorous exercise can transiently
increase the risk of a cardiovascular event in young adults and those with coronary heart
disease324. However, there is no evidence to suggest that the risks outweigh the benefits
received from an exercise intervention (regardless of intensity). A recent systematic
review found that there was a relatively low level of participants experiencing a major
(led to withdrawal from the study) or minor cardiovascular event (myocardial infarction,
stroke and angina) when implementing HIIT in people with coronary artery disease or
heart failure 325. For every major cardiovascular event, there were 17, 083 training
sessions (11, 333 training hours) of HIIT, respectively325. Of the 23 studies included in
the review, only one study reported a minor cardiovascular event following HIIT. Given
the low occurrence of cardiovascular adverse events, HIIT appears to be a safe exercise
modality in individuals with established CVD and thus suitable for those with
hypertension.

There are some limitations to our study that should be considered when interpreting the
results. While 12 studies were eligible for meta-analysis, three to six studies were
included in each sub-analyses, and these were limited by small sample sizes. Given the
generally positive findings in favour of HIIT, there is a clear need for further research
comparing the efficacy of HIIT versus MICT in these outcomes. Furthermore, differences
in exercise prescription (intensity, duration, frequency and intervention length) health
status and overall moderate study quality could contribute to heterogeneity in the
available research. The majority of studies were conducted in healthy populations,
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highlighting a need for more research investigating HIIT versus MICT in high
cardiovascular risk populations.

This systematic review with meta-analyses provides useful information for the clinical
application of exercise in the management of arterial stiffness and blood pressure. Our
results show evidence that HIIT may be a more potent therapy for improvements in blood
pressure outcomes and both HIIT and MICT appear to be equally effective strategies for
the management of arterial stiffness. However, the optimal exercise prescription cannot
be determined from our study. The results have implications for clinicians prescribing
aerobic exercise to manage hypertension and the possible need to incorporate more
vigorous exercise to manage cardiovascular health.
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Conclusion
This is the first study to collectively pool data and compare the effect of HIIT and MICT
on measures of arterial stiffness and 24 h blood pressure in adults. Our study found that
HIIT had a superior benefit on night-time DBP, and a tendency for greater improvements
in daytime SBP and DBP when compared to MICT. However, there was no significant
difference between the two interventions for arterial stiffness outcomes. Although we
demonstrated a general lack of evidence comparing HIIT versus MICT on these
outcomes, particularly 24 h blood pressure, the findings suggest that HIIT may be a more
suitable alternative to traditional aerobic exercise to manage hypertension and the
associated risks.
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Chapter Three: The Effect Of A Single Bout Of Aerobic Exercise On Arterial
Stiffness And Central Haemodynamics In Adults With Diabetes: A Randomised
Controlled Cross-Over Design Study

Kimberley L. Way, Angela S. Lee, Stephen M. Twigg, and Nathan A. Johnson.

Data from this original investigation were presented as an oral presentation at the Sports
Medicine Australia Conference, Langkawi, Malaysia, October, 2017.
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Abstract
Aim: The purpose of the current pilot study was to describe the central haemodynamic
and arterial stiffness responses to a bout of aerobic exercise in adults with diabetes.
Methods: 24 adult men and women (age: 29-59 y) with type 1 (n=12) and type 2 diabetes
(n=12) participated in the randomized cross-over design study. All participants completed
the following: i) high intensity interval exercise: cycling for 4x4 min at 85-95% HRpeak,
separated by 3 min active recovery; ii) moderate intensity continuous exercise: 33 min of
continuous cycling at 60-70% of HRpeak; iii) control: lying in the supine position for 30
min. Central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics were measured before, immediately
after, 30 min and 60 min post-intervention.
Results: A significant group x time interaction effect was found for changes in central
systolic blood pressure (p = 0.01) and a near-significant group x time effect was observed
for changes in augmentation index at a heart rate of 75 bpm (p = 0.07). Greater reductions
were observed for augmentation index at a heart rate of 75 bpm following high intensity
interval exrecise compared with moderate intensity continuous exercise and control. A
reduction in systolic pressure was only observed following high intensity interval
exercise.
Conclusion: An acute bout of high intensity interval exercise significantly reduces
central systolic blood pressure at 30 min and 60 min post-exercise and a tendency to
reduce arterial stiffness 60 min post-exercise in people with diabetes.
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Introduction
Observing the acute effects of an exercise bout gives insight into how exercise may
impact an array of health outcomes. An aerobic exercise bout induces many
cardiovascular changes including increasing cardiac output, shear stress on the
vasculature and sympathetic neural drive, and these responses are exercise intensity
dependent326-328. These physiological changes lead to several well-documented
therapeutic benefits post-exercise, including improved vascular function329 and exerciseinduced hypotension330.

Despite the accepted benefit of regular exercise on reducing brachial blood pressure, the
effect of exercise on central blood pressure is less well known. The latter is a stronger
predictor of cardiovascular events and cardiovascular risks factors such as increased
carotid intima-media thickness and left ventricular mass188, than indirect and more
clinically accessible brachial measurements. Central blood pressure can now be measured
through non-invasive techniques, including brachial cuff-based oscillometry or
applanation tonometry188 and have been validated against the gold-standard invasive
measurement189, 190. Similarly, high central arterial stiffness has been increasingly
recognised as a marker of poor cardiovascular health and is strongly associated with
elevated risk of cardiovascular events and mortality29. Arterial stiffness can be measured
centrally, through the aforementioned non-invasive techniques to derive indices such as
pulse wave velocity (PWV) and augmentation index (AIx)331. Greater central PWV and
AIx have been found to be predictive of adverse cardiovascular outcomes such as
coronary heart disease and stroke172. The limited available evidence in chronic exercise
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training studies suggests that peripheral PWV may reduce following exercise in people
with type 2 diabetes332. However, the acute effect of aerobic exercise on PWV and other
markers (such as AIx) of arterial stiffness is unclear.

People with diabetes have accelerated cardiovascular pathology due to hyperglycaemia,
insulin resistance and inflammation333 and such individuals are two to three times more
likely than the general population to develop cardiovascular disease (CVD)334. Studies
have shown that greater arterial stiffness and central blood pressure, are significantly
associated with CVD risk and cardiovascular mortality in people with diabetes145, 178.
CVD is the leading cause of mortality in this population, and therefore there is a clear
need for therapies such as exercise, to help improve arterial stiffness, central pressure
and, by implication, CVD risk in this population. Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is classified as
an auto-immune disorder associated with the destruction of pancreatic β-cells, leading to
insulin deficiency20. In contrast, type 2 diabetes (T2D) generally occurs as a result of
chronic poor lifestyle factors such as physical inactivity, poor diet and the presence of
obesity20. While the underlying pathology behind the development of T1D and T2D is
different, both classifications have a significant association with cardiovascular mortality
and the development of macrovascular (coronary artery disease, peripheral arterial
disease, cerebrovascular accidents)59, 335 and microvascular (retinopathy, neuropathy and
nephropathy) complications335, 336. In addition, the worsening of some cardiovascular
outcomes, like central arterial stiffness, do not appear to progress differently between
T1D and T2D. For instance, Brooks and colleagues observed in an Australian crosssectional study that people with T1D and T2D have significantly greater arterial stiffness,
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compared to their non-diabetic counterparts31, 35. Interestingly, there was no association
with diabetes duration and glycaemic control and worsening arterial stiffness.
Furthermore, they found no significant difference between individuals with T1D and T2D
and changes to arterial stiffness with age35. This evidence highlights while there are
differences pertaining to the onset of T1D and T2D, there appears to be there may be
some similar cardiovascular pathological changes, despite possible differences in diabetes
duration or glycaemic control. Therefore, the response to therapies to manage the
cardiovascular health may not differ between people with diabetes.

High intensity interval exercise (HIIT) has received significant recent attention as a timeefficient exercise strategy to improve an array of health outcomes in populations with
cardiometabolic disease286. Recent reviews investigating the effect of regular exercise
training involving HIIT have confirmed that HIIT improves health outcomes such as poor
cardiorespiratory fitness, glycaemic control, insulin sensitivity243, 253, and vascular
function285, and HIIT may be superior to moderate intensity continuous exercise
(MICT)286. However, the effect of HIIT on vascular health and haemodynamics,
particularly arterial stiffness and central blood pressure in diabetes is unknown.

The limited evidence available has investigated the effect of aerobic exercise on
peripheral markers of arterial stiffness in people with diabetes332. However, the response
in central outcomes is not known. Furthermore, there is strong evidence that shows
regular aerobic exercise reduces peripheral brachial blood pressure in people with
hypertension337 and diabetes338, 339. As the structure of the central arteries are comprised
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of a higher elastic component216, a greater amount of shear stress on the arterial walls is
thought to be needed to reverse adverse remodelling of elastic properties in arteries. This
in turn, could result in larger transient changes to central arterial stiffness and blood
pressure markers. There is evidence to suggest that despite matching for workload,
interval-based aerobic exercise places a greater cardiovascular stress (higher cardiac
output and heart rate) during and after exercise, when compared to continuous aerobic
exercise287. As arterial walls respond to large changes in shear stress, HIIT may be a more
potent stimulus to reverse the pathological arterial remodelling, when compared to MICT.
The emerging evidence suggests that HIIT can lead to superior improvements in
peripheral vascular health outcomes such as vascular function and peripheral blood
pressure when compared to MICT285, 286. As such, this may occur in central arterial
outcomes. Investigating the acute effects of aerobic exercise, as well as, different exercise
intensities, will provide insight into the possible transient response on central arterial
stiffness and haemodynamic markers in people with diabetes. As the effect of exercise on
central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics is not known in this cohort, an acute study
can explore the feasibility of using exercise to target these cardiovascular outcomes.

Therefore, purpose of the current study was to describe the central haemodynamic and
arterial stiffness responses to an acute bout of aerobic exercise in adults with diabetes. A
secondary aim was to examine the effect of exercise intensity (independent of exercise
energy expenditure) and classification of diabetes (type 1 versus type 2 diabetes) on these
responses. We hypothesise that a bout of aerobic exercise will transiently reduce central
arterial stiffness and haemodynamics, when compared to control. Secondly, HIIT will
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result in a larger reduction in central arterial stiffness and haemodynamic outcomes.
There will be no significant difference in changes to central arterial stiffness and
haemodynamics between the classifications in diabetes (type 1 versus type 2 diabetes)
following a bout of aerobic exercise.
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Methods
Experimental Protocol
Following written informed consent, all volunteers underwent physical examination by a
study physician prior to commencing the intervention. Cardiorespiratory fitness,
anthropometric measures (body weight, height, and waist circumference), resting blood
pressure, resting heart rate and glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c), were measured prior
to the intervention period. After initial measures, the experimental exercise and control
sessions were conducted in a randomised order through a computer generated
(www.randomization.com) sequence in a cross-over design. Individuals performed two
different exercise bouts which consisted of: i) 4x4 high intensity interval exercise (HIIT);
and ii) moderate intensity continuous exercise (MICT) on a cycle ergometer. All
individuals also undertook a control condition involving no exercise at least 48 h after the
completion of both exercise interventions. Volunteers were asked to abstain from alcohol,
caffeine and strenuous exercise for 24 hours prior to exercise and control sessions.

The primary aim of examining whether an acute bout of aerobic exercise alters arterial
stiffness (pulse wave velocity, augmentation index and augmentation index at a heart rate
of 75) and/or central (aortic) haemodynamic indices (systolic, diastolic, pulse and mean
arterial pressure), was assessed by measuring the change in arterial stiffness and central
blood pressure in response to exercise. Changes in arterial stiffness and central pressure
with time, and possible exercise modality x time interactions (to determine the effect of
exercise intensity) were examined. The study protocol conformed to the ethical
guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki and the study was approved by the Human
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Research Ethics Committees of The University of Sydney and the Sydney Local Health
District, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital.

Participants
Twenty four adult men and women (age range: 29-59 y) diagnosed with type 1 diabetes
(T1D) (n = 12) or type 2 diabetes (T2D) (n = 12), participated in the study. Posters
advertising the study were displayed in the Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney,
the Royal Prince Alfred Diabetes Centre and local Endocrinologist‘s rooms. A
recruitment database was also used to contact individuals who may have been eligible to
participate in the study. Volunteers were able to contact researchers via phone or email
and were recruited from September, 2016 to December, 2017. To assess eligibility,
telephone screening was performed by two trial researchers (KW, AL) prior to the first
study visit. Participants provided written informed consent on the first visit to the
laboratory. Volunteers were excluded if they had a medical condition that contraindicated
exercise (e.g. unstable cardiac condition, poorly controlled glucose in diabetes,
musculoskeletal reason(s), active foot ulcers, or untreated severe diabetic retinopathy).

Participant Characteristics
Anthropometry and Blood Pressure
During the first visit, stature was measured by stadiometer (Tanita HR-200 Wall Mounted
Height Rod, Arlington Heights, IL, USA). Waist circumference was measured at the level
of the umbilicus after deep expiration. Blood pressure (BP) was taken manually on each
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arm after 10-15 min of quiet sitting and measured twice on each arm. A third reading was
taken when there was a difference of ≥ 10mmHg between the first and second reading,
with the highest reading recorded. Body weight was measured with an electronic digital
platform scale (Tanita BC-418 Body Composition Analyzer, Tanita Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan). After height and weight was recorded, body mass index (BMI) was calculated
using body weight (kg) divided by their height (m)2.

Glycosylated Haemoglobin (HbA1c)
A paper record of participants‘ HbA1c (%) score, was provided to research investigators
prior to the commencing the assessment days (KW, AL). The paper record was verified
by an accredited laboratory. Measurements were reported within three months of
commencing the first intervention. The HbA1c score is a weighted mean average of
blood glucose concentration of red blood cells over the previous two to three months. As
the lifespan of red blood cells is 90 to 120 days, HbA1c scores are collected every three
months as a minimum timeframe in standard care of practice in people with diabetes to
monitor chronic blood glucose control340. Therefore, a 3-month timeframe provides a
representative score of HbA1c and identifies the participants‘ current glucose control. As
this measure represents chronic glucose control, it is unlikely that HbA1c will influence
the acute responses observed in this study.

Cardiorespiratory Fitness – Peak Oxygen Consumption (VO2 peak)
All participants undertook a graded maximal exercise test (GXT) to measure
cardiorespiratory fitness. This was performed on an electronically-braked cycle
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ergometer (Lode Corival, Netherlands) under the supervision of the study physician (AL)
and an Accredited Exercise Physiologist (KW). Breath-by-breath gas analysis (Ultima
PFX pulmonary function/stress testing system, MGC Diagnostics) was collected
simultaneously to determine peak rate of volume of oxygen consumption (VO2 peak).
Resting blood pressure (BP), heart rate (Polar FS1), and blood glucose measured by
finger prick were collected prior to commencing the GXT. The GXT consisted of a three
minute warm up at 35W for women and 65W for men, with incremental increases of
25W every 150 seconds until volitional fatigue. Heart rate, BP and Rating of Perceived
Exertion (RPE) using the Borg Category Scale were obtained at each stage. The peak
heart rate (HRpeak) obtained in the GXT was used to guide exercise intensity for each
individual in the subsequent exercise intervention sessions.

Arterial Stiffness and Central (Aortic) Haemodynamics

Pulse Wave Analysis (PWA) and Central Blood Pressure
Prior to collecting arterial stiffness measures, all individuals were required to lie in a
supine position for five min. A brachial pressure cuff was applied to the right arm to
record brachial blood pressure and pulse pressure via oscillatory method. Five seconds
after the brachial blood pressure was recorded, the cuff was inflated to capture the
brachial waveform via SphymoCor XCEL device208 (Version 1.3; AtCor Medical,
Sydney, Australia). Central (aortic) pressures (systolic, diastolic, pulse and mean arterial
pressure), augmentation index (AIx), augmentation index at a heart rate of 75 bpm
(AIx@75) and heart rate (HR) were measured. Measurements were taken before the
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exercise bout (-30 min), immediately post-exercise (0 min), 30 minutes (30 min) and 60
minutes (60 min) post-exercise.

Pulse Wave Velocity (PWV)
Immediately following each PWA measurement, carotid-femoral PWV was recorded. A
femoral pressure cuff was placed as superior as possible on the individual‘s right upper
thigh and the distance from the carotid to the femoral pulse was measured. PWV distance
was calculated by the subtraction method from the: i) right carotid pulse to the sternal
notch; ii) sternal notch to the top edge of the femoral pressure cuff; and iii) right inguinal
fold to the top edge of the femoral pressure cuff. A tonometer was placed on the right
carotid pulse to obtain a pulse wave reading. Once a regular carotid pulse wave was
detected, the femoral pressure cuff was inflated to capture a femoral pulse wave. In
instances where collecting PWV was not successful on the right side, the left side was
attempted.

Exercise Interventions
All exercise bouts were implemented and supervised by an Accredited Exercise
Physiologist (KW) and/or physician (AL) using the electronically-braked upright cycle
ergometer. Heart rate, RPE, brachial BP and symptoms of possible hypoglycaemia were
intermittently monitored throughout the exercise session. For safety reasons, blood
glucose levels were measured before and after exercise. All participants had to have a
random finger prick reading that fell within the acceptable range for blood glucose levels
(4 to 15 mmol/L) with no ketone bodies present in the blood or urine to commence
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assessment visits (exercise sessions or control). This was to ensure that participants were
not in a hypo- or hyperglycaemic state. The same target blood glucose range (4 to 15
mmol/L) was used to assess post-exercise blood glucose levels to avoid hypoglycaemia.
In addition, all volunteers were asked to arrive in a fed state to avoid hypoglycaemic
events and to take all prescribed medication as usual. Volunteers completed a five min
warm-up at 60% HRpeak and a three min cool-down at 50% HRpeak before and after each
bout, respectively. Given the nature of exercise interventions, the participant was not
blinded to the intervention allocation.

During the post-intervention period, participants were asked to lie quietly in a supine
position to reduce bodily movement during this time. For hypoglycaemic events (blood
glucose level <4.0 mmol/L), a 15-30 g carbohydrate load was given to the participant to
treat hypoglycaemia. Water was consumed ad libitum throughout the intervention period.

High Intensity Interval Exercise (HIIT)
The HIIT exercise session involved cycling for four repeated high intensity bouts at 8595% HRpeak for four min, separated by three bouts of three min active recovery cycling
(50-70% HRpeak). In total, the exercise bout lasted 25 min.

Moderate Intensity Continuous Exercise (MICT)
Participants completed 33 min of continuous cycling on the cycle ergometer at an
intensity of 60-70% of HRpeak. To standardize the energy expenditure of each exercise
intervention, metabolic equations were used to calculate the energy expenditure of the
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HIIT protocol to determine the duration of the MICT exercise bout that elicited an
equivalent energy expenditure to HIIT.

Control (CON)
Participants were required to lie quietly in a bed in the supine position for 30 min (the
mean time of each exercise bout). This manoeuvre was conducted at least 48 h after the
final exercise bout.

Statistical Analysis
A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine
if changes in arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic measures were observed with
time, and possible group x time interactions. To investigate if there was a difference in
response to an exercise bout based on classification of diabetes (i.e. T1D vs. T2D), a
between-subject‘s analysis was performed. Post-hoc analysis was conducted via
Bonferroni adjustment. All statistical tests were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics
(Version 22). As this is an exploratory pilot study, no power calculation was conducted to
determine the sample size. Statistical significance was accepted at p <0.05. Values are
reported as means ± SE.
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Results
Of the 34 individuals screened to participate in the trial, 24 eligible volunteers (11 men
and 13 women); 12 with T1D and 12 with T2D, undertook initial assessment and
randomization. All participants completed each exercise bout and the control session.
Arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic responses were collected from all
participants during each intervention and control. The study population had a mean age of
48.6 ± 2.4 y and mean HbA1c of 7.4 ± 0.2% National Glycohaemoglobin Standardization
Program (NGSP) Units. Baseline participant characteristics showed there was a
significant difference in series of characteristics between those with T1D and T2D,
including age, gender, diabetes duration, BMI, and HbA1c level (Table 3.1). All
participants with T1D were on insulin (n=12) and all individuals with T2D were
prescribed an oral glycaemic medication (n=12). Two participants were prescribed both
oral glycaemic medications and insulin (T1D: n=1; T2D: n=1). Half of all of the
participants were on lipid lowering medication (n=12; T1D: n=3; T2D: n=9) and a
quarter of individual were prescribed hypertension medication (n=8; T1D: n=1; T2D
n=7).

Arterial Stiffness
There was a near-significant group x time effect observed for change in AIx@75 (p =
0.07, Figure 3.1). Compared to CON, HIIT but not MICT resulted in a significant
increase in AIx@75 immediately post-exercise (-30 min: 24.5 ± 1.7% vs 0 min: 26.5 ±
2.0%; p=0.02) and a near-significant reduction at 60 min post-exercise (-30 min: 24.5 ±
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1.7% vs 60 min: 18.3 ± 2.2%; p=0.06). For all other measures of arterial stiffness, no
significant group x time interaction was found (Figure 3.2, 3.3).
There was no significant difference between T1D when compared to T2D for group x
time interactions and changes in arterial stiffness outcomes.

Central Haemodynamic Responses
There was a significant group x time interaction for change in central systolic blood
pressure (p=0.01, Figure 3.4), which decreased below the pre-intervention measurement
(-30 min) at 60 min post-HIIT (-30 min: 119.5 ± 2.3 mmHg vs 60 min: 114.1 ± 2.5
mmHg; p=0.02). There was a near-significant group x time interaction for responses in
central diastolic blood pressure (p = 0.06, Figure 3.5) which significantly increased
immediately following HIIT (p=0.03) when compared to CON and tended to reduce at 60
min post-exercise but did not change versus CON in MICT. For mean arterial pressure
and pulse pressure (Figure 3.6, 3.7), no significant group x time interaction was found.
No significant difference was found for T1D versus T2D for group x time interactions
and changes in central haemodynamic responses.

Peripheral Haemodynamic Responses
There was a significant group x time interaction for a transient (acute) change in brachial
systolic blood pressure (p=0.03), which reduced after HIIT (-30 min: 134.3 ± 2.6 mmHg
vs 60 min: 127.7 ± 2.9 mmHg) and MICT (-30 min: 134.2 ± 3.3 mmHg vs 60 min: 131.2
± 3.6 mmHg), but to a greater extent in HIIT. A significant group x time interaction was
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found for diastolic blood pressure (p=0.02), with both exercise interventions versus CON
resulting in a small increase in pressure immediately following exercise (0 min), which
returned to pre-intervention levels at 60 min post-intervention.
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Tables
Table 3.1 Participant Characteristics

T1D

T2D

Mean

p value (between
groups)

Age (y)

40.4 (3.0)

56.8 (1.8)

48.6 (2.4)

<0.01

Sex (M/F)

3/9

8/4

11/13

0.04

BMI (kg/m2)

26.9 (1.6)

34.7 (1.7)

30.8 (1.4)

<0.01

Waist Circumference (cm)

89.9 (4.5)

111.5 (3.0)

100.7 (3.5)

<0.01

Diabetes Duration (y)

16.5 (2.9)

8.4 (1.4)

12.5 (1.8)

0.02

HbA1c (%)

8.0 (0.3)

6.9 (0.2)

7.4 (0.2)

<0.01

VO2peak (ml/kg/min)

28.2 (1.8)

22.2 (0.8)

25.2 (1.1)

0.05

All data is reported as mean (SE). Abbreviations: T1D = type 1 diabetes; T2D = type 2 diabetes; BMI = body mass index; HbA1c =
glycosylated haemoglobin; VO2peak = peak volume of oxygen consumption.
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Table 3.2 Arterial Stiffness, Central and Peripheral Haemodynamic Responses

T1D

-30 min
T2D

Mean

T1D

CON
0 min
T2D
Mean

23.2
(3.6)
23.7
(3.7)
7.4
(0.3)

28.8
(2.8)
25.2
(3.0)
13.1
(4.3)

26.0
(2.3)
24.4
(2.3)
10.2
(2.2)

15.3
(2.6)
15.4
(2.4)
7.5
(0.4)

29.5
(2.8)
24.6
(2.7)
12.6
(4.0)

22.4
(2.4)
20.0
(2.0)
10.1
(2.0)

20.0
(2.0)
18.4
(2.1)
7.4
(0.4)

28.4
(2.2)
22.9
(2.5)
13.2
(4.3)

24.2
(1.7)
20.7
(1.7)
10.3
(2.2)

20.8
(2.7)
17.6
(2.5)
7.7
(0.4)

27.8
(2.5)
22.9
(2.3)
13.2
(4.2)

24.3
(1.9)
20.3
(1.8)
10.5
(2.1)

113
(3)
75 (2)
38 (3)
91 (3)

122
(4)
78 (3)
44 (3)
95 (3)

117
(2)
76 (2)
41 (2)
93 (2)

113
(3)
77 (2)
36 (3)
92 (2)

120
(3)
77 (3)
43 (2)
93 (3)

116
(2)
77 (2)
40 (2)
93 (2)

114
(3)
77 (2)
37 (3)
92 (2)

120
(4)
79 (3)
41 (2)
94 (3)

117
(3)
78 (2)
39 (2)
93 (2)

117
(3)
78 (2)
39 (2)
93 (2)

121
(4)
81 (3)
41 (2)
95 (4)

119
(3)
79 (2)
40 (2)
94 (2)

127
(4)
73 (2)
72 (3)

135
(5)
77 (3)
64 (2)

131
(3)
75 (2)
68 (2)

128
(4)
76 (2)
69 (3)

133
(5)
76 (3)
63 (2)

130
(3)
76 (2)
66 (2)

128
(4)
76 (2)
68 (3)

131
(5)
78 (3)
60 (2)

129
(3)
77 (2)
64 (2)

131
(4)
77 (2)
67 (3)

133
(5)
80 (3)
60 (2)

132
(3)
78 (2)
63 (2)

T1D

30 min
T2D

Mean

T1D

60 min
T2D

Mean

Arterial Stiffness
AIx (%)
AIx@75 (%)
PWV (m/s)
Central
Haemodynamics
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)
PP (mmHg)
MAP (mmHg)
Peripheral
Haemodynamics
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)
HR (bpm)
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Table 3.2 Arterial Stiffness, Central and Peripheral Haemodynamic Responses Cont.
HIIT
-30 min
T2D

T1D
Arterial Stiffness
22.3
26.8
AIx (%)
(2.1)
(2.5)
AIx@75
23.9
25.1
(%)
(2.7)
(2.2)
7.8
8.5
PWV (m/s)
(0.3)
(0.3)
Central Haemodynamics
SBP
(mmHg)
121 (4) 118 (2)
DBP
(mmHg)
81 (3)
77 (3)
PP
(mmHg)
41 (3)
41 (2)
MAP
(mmHg)
98 (3)
94 (3)
Peripheral Haemodynamics
SBP
(mmHg)
137 (4) 132 (3)
DBP
(mmHg)
79 (2)
76 (3)
HR (bpm)
73 (3)
70 (3)

Mean

T1D

0 min
T2D

24.5
(1.7)
24.5
(1.7)
8.1
(0.2)

17.1
(2.6)
24.3
(3.0)
7.9
(0.2)

22.7
(2.9)
28.7
(2.6)
8.4
(0.2)

19.9
(2.0)
26.5
(2.0)
8.1
(0.2)

17.3
(2.4)
21.5
(2.6)
7.4
(0.3)

25.0
(2.9)
26.4
(2.3)
8.5
(0.2)

21.1
(2.0)
24.0
(1.8)
7.9
(0.2)

18.8
(2.0)
20.1
(1.4)
7.7
(0.3)

19.2
(3.7)
16.6
(4.2)
8.3
(0.2)

19.0
(2.1)
18.3
(2.2)
8.0
(0.2)

120 (2)

123 (4)

123 (4)

123 (3)

117 (4)

116 (4)

117 (3)

118 (3)

110 (4)

114 (3)

79 (2)

86 (2)

81 (3)

84 (2)

83 (2)

80 (4)

81 (2)

81 (1)

77 (4)

79 (2)

41 (2)

37 (3)

42 (3)

39 (2)

36 (4)

37 (2)

36 (2)

37 (3)

37 (1)

35 (2)

96 (2)

97 (8)

99 (4)

98 (4)

98 (2)

95 (4)

96 (2)

97 (1)

90 (4)

94 (2)

134 (3)

141 (5)

139 (4)

140 (3)

133 (5)

128 (4)

130 (3)

133 (3)

122 (4)

128 (3)

78 (2)
71 (2)

84 (2)
88 (2)

79 (3)
81 (4)

82 (2)
84 (2)

80 (2)
78 (2)

79 (3)
74 (3)

79 (2)
76 (2)

80 (1)
74 (3)

75 (4)
70 (4)

78 (2)
72 (2)

Mean

T1D

30 min
T2D

Mean

T1D

60 min
T2D

Mean
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Table 3.2 Arterial Stiffness, Central and Peripheral Haemodynamic Responses Cont.

-30 min
T1D
T2D Mean
Arterial Stiffness
23.3
25.6
24.5
AIx (%)
(3.0) (3.0) (2.1)
24.9
29.4
27.2
AIx@75 (%)
(2.2) (2.7) (1.8)
7.5
8.9
8.2
PWV (m/s)
(0.3) (0.3) (0.3)
Central Haemodynamics
111
123
117
SBP (mmHg) (7)
(4)
(4)
DBP (mmHg) 78 (3) 78 (3) 78 (2)
PP (mmHg)
41 (3) 45 (2) 43 (2)
MAP
(mmHg)
96 (3) 96 (3) 96 (2)
Peripheral Haemodynamics
133
136
134
SBP (mmHg) (5)
(5)
(3)
DBP (mmHg) 77 (2) 77 (3) 77 (2)
HR (beats per
minute)
68 (3) 67 (2) 68 (2)

p value
(group x
time)

T1D

MICT
0 min
T2D Mean

T1D

21.5
(3.5)
23.6
(3.5)
7.3
(0.4)

28.6
(3.0)
27.0
(2.8)
9.2
(0.4)

25.0
(2.4)
25.3
(2.2)
8.3
(0.4)

22.3
(2.2)
21.4
(2.1)
7.5
(0.3)

31.5
(2.4)
29.2
(2.7)
8.7
(0.2)

26.9
(1.8)
25.3
(1.8)
8.1
(0.2)

22.7
(2.7)
19.8
(3.0)
7.6
(0.3)

26.8
(2.6)
23.8
(3.1)
9.0
(0.3)

24.8
(1.9)
21.8
(2.1)
8.3
(0.3)

114
(8)
81 (3)
41 (4)

125
(4)
80 (3)
45 (3)

120
(5)
81 (2)
43 (3)

112
(8)
81 (3)
39 (3)

122
(4)
78 (3)
44 (3)

117
(4)
79 (2)
42 (2)

112
(8)
81 (3)
38 (3)

121
(4)
79 (3)
42 (3)

117
(5)
80 (2)
40 (2)

0.01
0.06
0.23

99 (3)

99 (3) 99 (2) 97 (4) 95 (3)

96 (2) 95 (3) 95 (3) 95 (2)

0.50

127
(12)
79 (3)

139
133
133
133
(5)
(6)
(6)
(4)
79 (3) 79 (2) 78 (2) 77 (3)

133
129
133
131
(4)
(5)
(6)
(4)
78 (2) 77 (3) 78 (3) 78 (2)

0.03
0.02

77 (3)

67 (5) 72 (3) 72(3)

70 (2) 68 (3) 66 (2) 67 (2)

0.00

30 min
T2D Mean

67 (3)

T1D

60 min
T2D Mean

0.17
0.07
0.40
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All data is reported as mean (SE). Abbreviations: CON = control; HIIT = high intensity interval exercise; MICT = moderate intensity
continuous exercise; AIx = augmentation index; AIx@75 = augmentation index at a heart rate of 75; PWV = pulse wave velocity;
SBP = systolic blood pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; PP = pulse pressure; MAP = mean arterial pressure; HR = heart rate.
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Figures

Figure 3.1. The near-significant group x time interaction for the acute effect of
moderate intensity continuous training (MICT), high intensity interval training
(HIIT), or control (CON), for augmentation index at a heart rate of 75 (AIx@75)
(p=0.07). Markers indicate the mean score for each time-point and vertical bars
represent the SE (n = 24). * = Significant group x time interaction at 0 min postintervention (p <0.05); † = a near-significant group x time interaction at 60 min post
intervention (p=0.06) for HIIT versus CON.
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Figure 3.2. The group x time interaction for the acute effect of moderate intensity
continuous training (MICT), high-intensity interval training (HIIT), or control (CON),
for augmentation index (AIx). Markers indicate the mean score for each time-point
and vertical bars represent the SE (n=24).
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Figure 3.3. The group x time interaction for the acute effect of moderate intensity
continuous training (MICT), high-intensity interval training (HIIT), or control (CON),
for pulse wave velocity (PWV). Markers indicate the mean score for each time-point
and vertical bars represent the SE (n = 24).
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Figure 3.4. The group x time interaction for the acute effect of moderate intensity
continuous training (MICT), high-intensity interval training (HIIT), or control (CON),
for pulse pressure. Markers indicate the mean score for each time-point and vertical
bars represent the SE (n = 24).
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Figure 3.5. The group x time interaction for the acute effect of moderate intensity
continuous training (MICT), high-intensity interval training (HIIT), or control (CON), for
mean arterial pressure. Markers indicate the mean score for each time-point and vertical
bars represent the SE (n = 24).
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Figure 3.6. The significant group x time interaction for the acute effect of moderate
intensity continuous training (MICT), high-intensity interval training (HIIT), or control
(CON), for central systolic blood pressure (p = 0.01). Markers indicate the mean score for
each time-point and vertical bars represent the SE (n = 24). * = Significant group x time
interaction at 60 min post-intervention (p < 0.05)All significant differences were between
HIIT versus CON.
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Figure 3.7. The near-significant group x time interaction for the acute effect of moderate
intensity continuous training (MICT), high-intensity interval training (HIIT), or control
(CON), for central diastolic blood pressure. Markers indicate the mean score for each
time-point and vertical bars represent the SE (n = 24). * = Significant group x time
interaction at 0 min post-intervention (p < 0.05); † = Near-significant group x time
interaction at 60 min post-intervention (p = 0.07). All significant differences were
between HIIT versus CON.
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Discussion
This is the first pilot study to examine the acute effect of aerobic exercise on central
arterial stiffness and haemodynamic responses in people with diabetes. We also
compared the acute effect of HIIT and MICT on these outcomes and the possible
influence of diabetes classification. Using a cross-over randomised controlled design, we
showed that HIIT but not MICT resulted in significant reduction in central systolic blood
pressure (CSP) 60 min following exercise. We also observed a near-significant lowering
of AIx@75 and central diastolic blood pressure (CDP) following HIIT. These changes
were associated with a transient (acute) decrease in brachial systolic blood pressure and
increase in diastolic blood pressure with both forms of exercise, with superior systolic
blood pressure reduction observed following HIIT. To date, there have been limited
studies investigating central haemodynamic responses, particularly central blood pressure
responses to aerobic exercise.

People with diabetes have significantly greater arterial stiffness and blood pressure when
compared to healthy populations31, 35, 87, and this may further contribute to the escalated
progression of cardiovascular disease in this population. To date, these outcomes have
been predominately managed through pharmacological strategies which do not
necessarily treat the underlying pathology of arterial stiffness or hypertension341. Aerobic
exercise has been well recognised as an effective treatment for cardiovascular risk factors
such as poor cardiorespiratory fitness, hyperglycaemia and peripheral hypertension342.
Therefore, understanding the acute responses to exercise may give some insight to
whether it may be an appropriate therapy for improving central arterial stiffness and
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central blood pressure. Currently, the evidence evaluating the effect of aerobic exercise
on aforementioned outcomes is conflicting. There have been three studies that have
found no significant changes to central or peripheral blood pressure following moderate
or maximal intensity aerobic exercise343-345. Interestingly, two studies found a significant
reduction in aortic pulse pressure which significantly correlated with decreases in pulse
wave velocity (PWV) following MICT30, 344. It should be noted these were performed in
obese343, healthy343, 345, or post-menopausal populations344. In contrast, our study found
no significant changes in aortic pulse pressure following HIIT or MICT, which may
explain why we did not find a change in PWV. However, another study performed in
young healthy men found MICT to be an effective intervention for reductions in CSP256.
In addition, Kingwell and colleagues256 observed a significantly increased cardiac output
post-exercise, with no significant change to stroke volume. This suggests that there was a
reduction in total peripheral resistance following an acute bout of exercise, which may
have led to the decreases seen in CSP and PWV. This is supported by the improvements
in central and peripheral arterial stiffness observed following MICT in Kingwell‘s trial.

Whilst we did not find a change in arterial stiffness as measured by PWV, we did observe
a near-significant group x time interaction for improvements to AIx@75, which reduced
following both exercise bouts, and tended to be greater following HIIT. We also found
heart rate was significantly elevated for up to 30 min post-exercise and this was
exacerbated after HIIT. Since augmentation index is a measurement that is influenced by
both central and peripheral arterial stiffness216, our improvement seen in CSP and nearimprovement (p=0.07) in AIx@75, may be explained by both central and peripheral
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changes to vascular function, compliance and tone following exercise. Similar to the
findings of Kingwell256, the elevated post-exercise heart rate may suggest that cardiac
output is elevated following exercise, facilitated by a reduction in total peripheral
resistance. Our results found only HIIT resulted in a significant reduction in CSP. This
finding of a positive effect of exercise on CSP may be clinically important because CSP,
but not brachial SBP, has been shown to be associated with left ventricular mass and
intima-media thickness and to predict cardiovascular mortality in people with
hypertension346. Interestingly, a significant group x time interaction was observed with an
increase in CDP immediately post-exercise following both exercise intervention bouts.
However, a larger increase in CDP was observed following HIIT, when compared to the
control versus the change following MICT. A recent study found similar findings with an
immediate acute rise in CDP in people with T2D after a single bout of MICT and HIIT347.
In contrast, MICT lead to a higher increase in CDP immediately after exercise, when
compared to HIIT, although the changes observed in both groups were not significantly
different347. Diastolic blood pressure is associated with the total peripheral resistance in
the cardiovascular system, therefore the observations in our study and those found in
previous research indicates that individuals with diabetes may have greater total
peripheral resistance following exercise. An increase in total peripheral resistance could
be due to overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system348, as well as, the pathological
changes in increased vascular tone and vascular dysfunction seen in people with
diabetes154, 349. These pathological changes could lead to greater vasoconstriction and a
reduced capacity to respond to vasodilatory agents resulting in an immediate rise in CDP
after a bout of aerobic exercise. In our study, an increase in CDP significantly higher
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following HIIT compared to CON, versus no difference between MICT and CON.
Therefore, higher intensities may exacerbate an increase in total peripheral resistance in
people with diabetes immediately following aerobic exercise. However, as CDP returns
to baseline at 60 min post-exercise, this does not appear to have a detrimental effect.
More research is needed to understand the underlying mechanisms that may result in the
acute elevation in CDP following aerobic exercise in people with diabetes.

The temporary reductions in central blood pressure give some insight to the possible
training reductions that could be observed with regular aerobic training. Since there is
sparse research on the efficacy of aerobic exercise on central arterial stiffness and central
haeomdynamics in people with diabetes, this could help inform practitioners to guide
initial exercise prescription for reductions in central blood pressure and arterial stiffness
in these individuals. However, these results should be interpreted with caution, as acute
changes do not necessarily reflect long-term training adaptations. Whilst both HIIT and
MICT tended to reduce arterial stiffness, HIIT had superior improvements to CSP at 60
min post-exercise. Therefore, it appears that HIIT may be a suitable alternative to manage
hypertension in people with diabetes. The American Diabetes Association (ADA)
position statement on diabetes and hypertension recommends a target blood pressure of
<140/90 mmHg for the management of hypertension in diabetes and that these
individuals should participate in moderate intensity physical activity on most days of the
week350. A recent study proposed that more intensive systolic blood pressure control
(<120 mmHg) would further reduce the risk of composite cardiovascular outcomes (nonfatal myocardial infarction, stroke, cardiovascular mortality, acute coronary syndromes
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and heart failure) by 17%, when compared to the current SBP target351. The potentially
superior benefit of HIIT than MICT is thought to be due to the higher antegrade shear
stress placed on the cardiovascular system during high intensity exercise, leading to
greater adaptive responses287. For instance, Tordi and colleagues observed that HIIT had
a higher mean and maximal cardiac output during exercise when compared to MICT
(matched via average target heart)287. A difference in cardiovascular response was also
found during 30 min of recovery, with HIIT having a significantly greater mean heart rate
following exercise compared to MICT287. Furthermore, HIIT had a tendency to have a
higher cardiac output than MICT following exercise287. This demonstrates that HIIT does
place a higher stress on the cardiovascular system, which leads to greater shear stress
placed on the vasculature, and thus a potentially greater adaptive response.

However, the poorer vascular health in people with diabetes may reduce the magnitude of
the effect observed with increases in antegrade shear stress that is placed on the
cardiovascular system. For instance, an acute exercise study in people with T2D found no
significant change in the shear rate area under the curve following a bout of HIIT, but a
significant increase in the shear rate area under the curve was found in the non-diabetic
control group352. In addition, no changes were observed in flow mediated dilation postHIIT in both groups352. This evidence shows that people with diabetes have a reduced
vasodilatory and shear stress response following a single bout of aerobic exercise, and
this is could be influenced by the poorer endothelial and vascular dysfunction observed in
this cohort. Thus, it is likely that the individuals in our study have a reduced shear rate
response, which may reduce the transient benefits in cardiovascular outcomes following
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acute exercise in people with diabetes. This may explain why we did not observed
changes to the majority of markers of central arterial stiffness (PWV, AIx) and
haemodynamics (central pulse pressure and mean arterial pressure) in this study.
However, we did find a significant reduction in CSP and a near-significant reduction in
AIx@75 following exercise. Thus, other central or vascular responses during and
following exercise should be explored to better understand the mechanisms of aerobic
exercise on central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics in this cohort.

There are currently no exercise guidelines specifically targeting arterial stiffness and thus
understanding these acute effects gives insight to the possible therapeutic effects that may
arise with exercise prescription. A near-significant reduction in AIx@75 was found
following both HIIT and MICT exercise bouts. From the limited studies available, there
appears to be conflicting evidence from studies investigating the efficacy of the acute
exercise on AIx@75. A study conducted in healthy young males observed a significant
reduction in augmentation index following a bout of HIIT, but not MICT. However, this
was not apparent when normalized to a heart rate of 75353. Another two studies that also
involved young healthy males found MICT to significantly reduce AIx@75 and there was
no change to arterial stiffness following a HIIT bout354, 355. However, it should be noted
that both of these studies had implemented sprint-based interval training354, 355. Our study
found a near-significant improvement in AIx@75 whereby HIIT had a tendency for
greater reductions in AIx@75 when compared to CON, which was not seen with MICT.
Therefore, HIIT could be a potential strategy to acutely reduce AIx@75 in people with
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diabetes, which may have the potential to manage atherosclerosis and reduce risk of
cardiovascular and all-cause mortality in this population.

Interestingly, while there was a near-significant reduction in AIx@75, there was no
change observed in PWV. Augmentation index represents the additional systolic loading
that is placed on the central artery (aorta) due to greater arterial stiffness, and is
calculated by measuring the augmented pressure and dividing it by the pulse pressure and
multiplying by 100216. As systolic loading is influenced by the vascular tone and high
amplitude reflective waves from peripheral vessels, this can influence the changes seen in
AIx216. It was observed that HIIT led to a significant transient reduction in CSP and
brachial systolic blood pressure (indicating a reduction in vascular tone in the periphery),
which in turn, may explain the reduction observed in AIx@75. Conversely, PWV is
representative of the structural components of the central artery, particularly collagen and
elastin content216. A central artery with a higher collagen content and more fibrotic
structure will have a significantly higher PWV, than a healthy, compliant artery. In
people with diabetes, central arterial stiffness is thought to be accelerated by the binding
of advanced glycation end products to the collagen fibres, creating fibrotic cross-links
within the arterial wall219. The increased fibrotic structure of the artery leads to a
reduction in the proportion of the elastin content in the arterial wall, decreasing arterial
distensibility and the ability to dampen high pressures in the aorta from forward pressure
wave propagation. Furthermore, acute changes to vascular tone do not heavily influence
the acute function of the collagen and elastin fibres. Therefore, it appears that changes to
central arterial stiffness (as measured via AIx@75) after a single bout of HIIT are
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predominately influenced by changes to peripheral vascular tone and changes to central
systolic loading/pressure. This is supported by other observations in our study such as a
significant reduction in CSP and brachial systolic blood pressure following HIIT, which
may reduce central systolic loading and AIx@75.

It is well established that women with diabetes have a higher incidence of CVD and
cardiovascular mortality, when compared to men87, 89. This suggests that diabetic women,
when compared to diabetic men, could have an accelerated progression in the
cardiovascular pathology associated with CVD, and this may lead to different sex
responses to a treatment/intervention. To date, there is sparse evidence examining the sex
differences in exercise responses in people with diabetes. One study showed that women
with diabetes presented with significantly reduced hyperemic blood flow responses and
vascular function, when compared to non-diabetic women; but only reduced hyperemic
blood flow responses were observed in diabetic men356. This indicates that women with
diabetes may have worse peripheral vascular health, than diabetic men. In addition, this
study found higher cardiorespiratory fitness was significantly correlated to greater
hyperemic response (blood flow) and vascular function356. Given the significant
associations between peripheral vascular outcomes (hyperemic response and vascular
function) and cardiorespiratory fitness, women with diabetes may have a reduced
exercise response, compared to men with diabetes. As measures of AIx and central
haemodynamics are influenced by peripheral vascular responses, this may impact the
results observed in our pilot study. The greater severity of cardiovascular pathology and
poorer peripheral vascular health in women with diabetes may have reduced the overall
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effect of aerobic exercise on central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics in the T1D
group. This in turn, may have influenced the comparison between T1D and T2D, and
underrepresent the change observed in adults with T1D. However, there was no
significant difference between the total number of women (n=13) versus men (n=11) in
the combined analysis (T1D and T2D), thus reducing the possible impact of sex
differences on our findings in the combined analysis (T1D and T2D). Despite the
significant difference between the group characteristics for individuals with type 1
diabetes (T1D) or type 2 diabetes (T2D), there were no significant differences between
T1D versus T2D for changes in arterial stiffness or central haemodynamic responses to
exercise. Compared with T2D there is a relative paucity of evidence concerning T1D and
exercise. These observations may imply that current exercise knowledge learned in T2D
cohorts concerning exercise for the management of cardiovascular health and
hypertension may be relevant to individuals with T1D.

We acknowledge that generalization to chronic/adaptive effects of regular exercise
training cannot be made from our acute study, which has potentially transient outcomes
(measured for 1 hour post-exercise). Nevertheless, in light of the lack of the evidence
concerning the efficacy of aerobic exercise on central arterial stiffness and blood pressure
outcomes, understanding acute responses is important to inform future research and
clinical interventions. We recognise that the relatively small sample size (n = 24) may
also limit the ability to draw conclusions regarding the efficacy of acute aerobic exercise
and the changes described for central haemodynamics and arterial stiffness. Due to safety
reasons to avoid hypoglycaemic events, exercise sessions were performed in a fed state,
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therefore food intake may have partly impacted the response seen in these outcomes,
albeit equally across exercise/control interventions. One study has shown that acute
hyperglycaemia (≥15 mmol/L) can significantly increase central arterial stiffness and
haemodynamics in people with T1D, compared to a normoglycaemic state357. However,
this was outside of the acceptable and safe blood glucose level range for commencing
exercise (4 to 15 mmol/L), it is unlikely that acute blood glucose levels would confound
our observations. In addition, all participants were requested to take their prescribed
medication for safety reasons to reduce the risk of adverse events (hyperglycaemic
events, hypertensive exercise response) during exercise. Evidence has shown that chronic
compliance to anti-hyperglycaemic, anti-hypertensive and lipid-lowering medication can
reduce central arterial stiffness and blood pressure208. However, as this is an acute study,
it is unlikely that any chronic changes in central arterial stiffness or haemodynamics will
influence the results in this study. Therefore, compliance to current prescribed medication
was encouraged.

Whilst our group of individuals with either T1D or T2D showed significantly different
characteristics (age, sex, BMI, waist circumference, glycosylated haemoglobin, diabetes
duration, medications) there was no significant difference between the groups and
changes to all outcome measures. This may increase the variation in our results and limit
the generalizability of our observations. While our study has provided important first data
examining the effect of HIIT versus traditional aerobic exercise and non-exercise control
on central haemodynamics and arterial stiffness, more studies are warranted in similar
cohorts, and examining the effects over the long-term.
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Conclusions
An acute bout of high intensity interval exercise significantly reduces central systolic
blood pressure at 60 min post-exercise, and both moderate intensity continuous exercise
and high intensity interval exercise have a tendency to reduce central arterial stiffness in
people with diabetes. While high intensity interval exercise does reduce central blood
pressure transiently, future research investigating the chronic effects of high intensity
interval exercise are needed to understand how this exercise modality may assist in the
management of hypertension in this cohort.
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Abstract
Deterioration of the structure and function of the vascular system is the underlying
feature of cardiovascular disease, which is the highest cause of mortality in type 2
diabetes (T2D). Studies assessing the effect of exercise on vascular function and stiffness
have used different measurement techniques and small cohorts, making it difficult to
determine the overall efficacy of exercise on these outcomes. The aim of this study was
to assess the effect of exercise on vascular function and stiffness in T2D. Electronic
database searches were performed in AMED, MEDLINE, MEDLINE Daily Update,
PREMEDLINE, SPORTDiscus, CINAHL, EMBASE and Web of Science. The effect
size (ES), and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of eligible studies were calculated. Pooled
estimates of the effect of aerobic exercise (AEx) on vascular function and stiffness, using
ES, were obtained. Results show that AEx led to a near-significant reduction in pulse
wave velocity (PWV) (ES = -0.472, 95% CI: -0.949 to 0.005; p = 0.052), a significant
increase in endothelium-independent dilation (EID) (ES = 0.416, 95% CI: 0.062 to 0.769;
p = 0.021), and a non-significant effect on flow mediated dilation (FMD) measures.
There were limited studies using resistance training alone or in combination with aerobic
exercise. These data suggest that aerobic exercise training should be used as a primary
treatment strategy for improving vascular smooth muscle cell function as measured by
EID in individuals with T2D. There is currently insufficient evidence concerning the
efficacy of regular exercise for improving vascular function and stiffness as measured by
FMD and PWV.
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Introduction
Individuals with type 2 diabetes (T2D) have a two to four-fold greater risk of
cardiovascular disease (CVD)358. This is due to vascular maladaptations resulting from
chronic hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia359, 360, along with comorbid hypertension,
proinflammatory cytokines, and the presence of excess free fatty acids. Adverse
alterations in vascular tissue result in wall hypertrophy, fibrosis359 and impaired
endothelial function361. These vascular changes contribute to T2D being the leading cause
of blindness, lower limb amputations and renal disease, and facilitate progressive
atherosclerosis362. This deterioration of the structure and function of the vascular system
results in CVD being the highest associated co-morbidity and cause of mortality in
T2D363, 364.
The first line of treatment for vascular dysfunction is pharmacological intervention to
manage hypertension. A clinical trial has shown that individuals with T2D require 50%
more anti-hypertensive medication than those without T2D. Evidence has shown the
positive effects of ACE inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor antagonists, thiazides and βblockers to manage hypertension in T2D365, 366. However, as anti-hypertensive medication
is primarily designed to reduce peripheral resistance, it does not necessarily alter the
structure of the tissues or delay the pathological process219.
Regular exercise produces physiological changes in the cardiovascular system and
reduces risk factors associated with CVD, leading to overall reductions in cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality in T2D228, 367. Exercise also appears to produce positive benefits
on endothelial function368-371. Regular exercise results in increased blood flow, which
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places repetitive shear stresses on the endothelium. This is thought to improve endothelial
function through greater endothelium-mediated release of nitric oxide, endothelium nitric
oxide synthesis and other endothelial vasodilators372, 373. Exercise is also suggested to
have positive effects on arterial wall compliance374, 375. Pulsatile stretching of collagen
fibres during exercise is thought to break crosslinks within the arterial walls, reversing
the pathology associated with arterial stiffness263. Due to these potential positive effects
on the underlying pathophysiology, exercise is thought to be an effective intervention for
the management of vascular function and stiffness in T2D.
However, not all studies have observed a benefit of regular exercise on vascular stiffness
and function, and the majority of research to date has been undertaken in small cohorts361,
372, 376, 377

. Furthermore, studies have used different assessment techniques, which makes

it difficult to generalize conclusions regarding the efficacy of regular exercise on vascular
health in this population.
The aim of this study was to conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis of controlled
trials to assess the effect of exercise training on vascular health in adults with T2D.
Secondly, we aimed to evaluate the effect of exercise modality and dose on vascular
function and stiffness.
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Methods
2.1. Design.
Electronic database searches were performed in AMED, MEDLINE, MEDLINE Daily
Update, PREMEDLINE (via OvidSP), SPORTDiscus, CINAHL (via EBSCO), EMBASE
and Web of Science from earliest record to March 2015. The search strategy combined
terms covering the areas of strength training, aerobic exercise training and vascular
function and stiffness (Supplementary Figure 1).
The database searches were performed using the keywords: (strength training, weight
training, resistance training, progressive training, progressive resistance, weight lifting) or
(aerobic exercise, endurance exercise, aerobic training, endurance training, cardio
training, exercise, physical endurance, physical exertion) and (artery stiffness, pulse wave
velocity, aortic stiffness, pulse wave analysis, augmented index, augmented pressure,
artery compliance, endothelial function, flow mediated dilation, vascular function, vessel
hemodynamics, vessel haemodynamics). Reference lists of all retrieved papers were
manually searched for potentially eligible papers. Controlled trials (CTs) published in all
languages were included while cross-sectional studies and theses were excluded from this
review.
2.2. Interventions.
Studies were included if the exercise intervention was of four weeks or more. Trials
where participants were either randomized or placed to an intervention involving either
aerobic exercise (AEx) or progressive resistance training (PRT), or both, were included.
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Studies involving dietary control/intervention were included only if the diet was the same
in the exercise and control groups.
2.3. Participants.
Trials that were completed with individuals with T2D, who were of 18 years or older,
were included in the review.
2.4. Outcome Measures.
Trials that were eligible for the review reported measurements that assessed vascular
function, components of vascular function (endothelial function, blood flow) or vascular
stiffness. Commonly reported and validated measures of vascular stiffness and
endothelial function were determined a priori. These included pulse wave velocity
(PWV), pulse wave analysis (PWA) augmentation index (AIx), flow-mediated dilation
(FMD), endothelium-independent dilation (EID) and nitroglycerin-flow mediated dilation
(NMD).
2.4.1. Pulse Wave Velocity
PWV is a measure of arterial stiffness, which is influenced by the geometry of the artery
(thickness and radius), the intrinsic elastic properties of the arterial wall, and blood
density378. PWV measures are collected through measuring the speed of pulse pressure
wave propagation along an arterial segment between two reference points219. The carotidfemoral (aortic) measure is considered the gold standard method in collecting PWV.
However, it is also commonly collected via brachial-ankle method, which has been found
to be able to identify cardiovascular events in T2D379.
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2.4.2. Augmentation Index
AIx is an indicator of left ventricular systolic loading that can be measured via superficial
arteries (radial or carotid) through PWA380. It is defined as the proportion of central pulse
pressure due to a late systolic peak, as a result of a reflected pulse wave381. In the case of
stiff arteries, PWV rises and the reflected wave arrives back at the central arteries earlier.
This has an additive effect on the forward wave, augmenting the systolic pressure382. This
is calculated as a pressure difference between the first and second systolic peaks, and
expressed as a percentage of the pulse pressure382.
2.4.3. Flow Mediated Dilation
FMD assesses the physiological stimulation of the endothelial release of NO. A
sphygmomanometer cuff is placed on the forearm and occludes the brachial artery for
four and a half to five minutes. The brachial artery diameter is measured by ultrasound
before and after to measure the vasodilatory response383. FMD is considered the gold
standard measure for clinical research in endothelial function and has a strong correlation
with invasive coronary epicardial vasoreactivity383, 384.
2.4.4. Endothelium-Independent Dilation and Nitroglycerin Mediated Dilation
This measurement is conducted to evaluate the function of the smooth muscle cells of the
artery381. It is usually collected in conjunction with FMD measures to ensure that results
reflect endothelium-mediated dilation. This is commonly done via NMD. Nitroglycerin is
administered to the participant sublingually. Reactivity is measured via ultrasound
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imaging and recording changes to the brachial artery diameter before and after
administration385.
2.5. Selection of studies.
After eliminating duplications the search results were screened by one investigator (KW)
against the eligibility criteria. References that could not be eliminated by title or abstract
were retrieved and independently reviewed by two reviewers (KW, SK) in an unblinded
manner. Disagreements were resolved by discussion or by a third researcher (NJ). In
cases where journal articles contained insufficient information, attempts were made to
contact authors to obtain missing details (NJ, MB).
2.6. Data extraction and calculations.
Data relating to participant characteristics (age, sex, body mass index), exercise
intervention (mode of exercise, exercise frequency, intensity, duration and intervention
duration) and measures of vascular function (measurement technique and region) were
extracted independently by two researchers (KW, SK), with disagreements resolved by
discussion or by two researchers (NJ, MB).
2.7. Assessment of methodological quality
One researcher (KW) assessed study quality in a blinded manner using a modified
assessment scale created by Downs & Black294 (Table 4.4). The scale was modified to
include criteria for exercise supervision for participants during the intervention and
adequate description of the control group and the vascular outcome measures reported.
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2.8. Analyses
The within trial standardized mean difference, or effect size (ES), and 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) were calculated. Between-study variability was examined using the I2
measure of inconsistency. This statistic, expressed as a percentage, provides a measure of
how much of the variability between studies is due to heterogeneity rather than chance.
Publication bias was assessed using the Egger‘s regression test.
2.9. Meta-analyses
Pooled estimates of the effect of AEx or combined AEx and PRT on vascular function
and stiffness, using ES, were obtained using a random-effects model. If we identified
studies where the same outcome measure was collected at different anatomical sites
within the same trial, the most commonly used location across studies was included. If a
study had multiple intervention groups with the same exercise modality, the intervention
group with the largest heterogeneity was selected for statistical analysis. We performed
four analyses to compare the effect of i) AEx versus control on PWV; ii) AEx versus
control on EID; iii) AEx versus control on FMD as measurements for vascular function
change; and iv) Combined AEx and PRT training versus control on PWV. All analyses
were conducted using Comprehensive Meta-analysis, version 2 (Biostat Inc, Englewood,
NJ).
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Results
Identification and selection of studies.
The original search netted 6, 157 studies. Five studies were found from the reference lists
of the manuscripts retrieved. After removal of duplicates and elimination of papers based
on the eligibility criteria, 15 studies remained (Figure 4.4).
3.1. Cohort characteristics
Participant characteristics for included studies are shown in Table 4.1. Of the studies
examined, the majority were conducted in previously inactive T2D populations with
predominantly male cohorts. When combined, 783 individuals (268 male; 258 female;
257 not reported) participated in the trials. Four studies exclusively recruited female
participants386-389, three studies exclusively recruited male participants390-392, with six
studies recruiting both males and females264, 266, 393-396. Sex was not reported in two
studies263, 397. The mean age of all participants ranged from 48.7 to 72.0 years. Based on
body mass index (BMI) classification308, eight studies had participants who were
classified on average as overweight263, 264, 386, 387, 389-391, 396, and six as obese class I266, 388,
392, 394, 395, 397

. One study did not report mean BMI393.

3.2. Exercise characteristics
Exercise intervention characteristics are displayed in Table 4.2. Walking was the most
common mode of AEx while resistance training on weight machines was most commonly
used for PRT. Of the nine studies that conducted AEx training, the frequency of AEx was
most commonly 3 days per week263, 264, 389, 396. AEx interventions ranged from 25-60
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minutes in duration per session and 12 to 24 weeks in duration of intervention. Only one
study conducted PRT alone in the intervention group387. The frequency for PRT was 3
days per week, 60 minutes in duration per session for 12 weeks. Five studies combined
AEx and PRT, three of which conducted training on 3 days per week266, 388, 397 and two
studies conducted training on 2 days per week390, 391. One study conducted whole body
vibration with body weight or resistance band exercises394. Combined interventions
ranged from 25-60 minutes in duration per session and 12 to 24 weeks in duration of
intervention.
AEx intensity, expressed as a percent of maximal heart rate (HRmax), percentage of heart
rate reserve, percentage of maximal rate of oxygen consumption (VO2max), or percentage
of peak rate of oxygen consumption (VO2peak) ranged from 40%-90%264, 266, 388, 390-392, 394397

. The most commonly prescribed intensity was 60-75% of heart rate reserve263, 264, 388

or VO2max390, 391, which is classified as ‗moderate intensity‘. Metabolic equivalents
(METs) were also used to express intensity and were prescribed as 3.6-6.0 METs in these
studies386, 387, 389. The intensity of PRT, quantified as a percentage of one-repetition
maximum (1RM) in three studies, ranged between 50-70% 1RM266, 388, 397. Two studies
prescribed a percentage of maximal voluntary contraction (MVC), as a range between 6080% MVC390, 391. Kilogram equivalents for resistance bands were used in one study to
prescribe intensity387. Only one study reported progression of intensity over the
intervention period395.
One study included a dietary intervention in conjunction with exercise or control395. The
diet intervention involved meal replacements aimed at energy restriction (~ 5500kJ/day)
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with a macronutrient composition approximating 40% carbohydrate, 40% protein and
20% fat.
3.3. Methodological quality
All included studies specified their hypotheses, main outcomes, participant
characteristics, interventions, main findings, variability estimates, representative
participants, statistical tests and accuracy of measures (Table 4.4). Five studies did not
report participants lost to follow up386-389, 393, while six studies did not provide an
adequate description of the control group263, 387, 389, 393, 395, 396 and four did not provide an
adequate description of vascular outcome measures387, 390, 391, 393. Two studies did not
report actual p values388, 396, and one study was not randomised392. Eight studies provided
supervision for intervention groups263, 264, 388, 390, 394-397, and eight studies reported
adherence to the intervention263, 264, 266, 390, 392, 394, 395, 397. Only three studies made an
attempt to blind individuals measuring the main outcome of the intervention263, 264, 394.
3.4. Study outcomes (ineligible for meta-analysis)
Table 4.3 shows the extracted outcome measures of all studies included in the review. Of
the reviewed studies, there were seven studies that did not have common measures to
collectively pool into a meta-analysis. One study did not include control group data for
FMD measures pre and post intervention393. Only one study implemented a PRT
intervention versus a control group to assess the effect of PRT on endothelial and smooth
muscle function (FMD, EID)387. This study found PRT to have a positive effect on both
FMD (pre: 4.9 ± 2.5%; post: 5.6 ± 2.8%) and EID (pre: 18.4 ± 7.3%, post: 19.3 ± 6.2%).
Two studies investigated AEx therapy and the effect on AIx389, 392. One of the studies
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found an improvement in AIx post-intervention (pre: 30.2 ± 10.5%, post: 22.1 ± 9.9%).
Conversely, the other study found minimal change in AIx (pre: 1.9 ± 16.0%, post: 2.0 ±
16.4%)392. Two studies evaluated the effect of combined AEx and PRT therapy on
vascular stiffness388 and function397. Results from one of the combined therapy studies
showed some improvement in arterial compliance in both small (pre: 0.05 ± 0.04
ml/mmHg, post: 0.03 ± 0.01 ml/mmHg) and large arteries (pre: 1.0 ± 0.4 ml/mmHg, post:
1.2 ± 0.4 ml/mmHg)388. FMD measures had increased after combined AEx and PRT
intervention (pre: 6.0 ± 4.0%, post: 6.6 ± 5.0%). However, the intervention did not have
the same effect on EID (pre: 10.0 ± 5.0%, post: 9.9 ± 5.1%)397. Whole body vibration was
investigated by one study which showed an increase in femoral artery peak blood flow
velocity (PBV) and blood flow (BF) (PBV: pre: 7.6 ± 3.6 ms, post: 8.5 ± 5.0 ms; BF: pre:
148.9 ml/min ± 104.6 ml/min, post: 182.6 ± 134.0)394.
3.5. Study outcomes (meta-analysis).

This meta-analysis combined nine studies involving a total of 469 adult participants. Six
of the studies that prescribed AEx were consistent with current public health
recommendations for managing T2D and cardiovascular health398 during the entire
intervention period263, 264, 266, 386, 387, 396. All three studies that used combined exercise
therapies266, 390, 391 implemented PRT programs within the recommendations for T2D398.
Outcome measures that were extracted for analysis are displayed in Table 3. Of the six
studies that employed a combined AEx and PRT intervention, three used a common
technique for assessment of vascular stiffness (PWV)266, 390, 391. Of the studies employing
an AEx intervention alone, three used PWV263, 264, 386, three used EID386, 387, 395 and four
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used FMD386, 387, 395, 396. All eligible studies had sufficient data for calculation of ES and
95% CIs for the purpose of meta-analysis.
3.5.1. PWV (AEx exercise versus control)
For the effect of AEx on PWV, all three studies263, 264, 386 showed an ES favouring aerobic
exercise therapy, ranging from -0.247 to -1.086. However, only one of these studies
reached statistical significance for the effect for a benefit of aerobic exercise (p = 0.010)
263

. There was a near-significant pooled ES for PWV for the comparison between AEx

and control via random effects model favouring AEx (ES = -0.472, 95% CI: -0.949 to
0.005; p = 0.052; Figure 4.1). Low (non-significant) heterogeneity among studies was
observed (I2 = 36.073%, p = 0.209).

3.5.2. EID (AEx versus control)
Figure 4.2 shows the pooled ES for EID for the comparison of AEx and control via
random effects model. All three studies386, 387, 395 showed an ES favouring aerobic
exercise therapy, ranging from -0.233 to 0.503. One of these studies reached statistical
significance for a benefit of aerobic exercise (p = 0.048)387. The pooled ES for EID for
the comparison between AEx and control was significant favouring AEx (ES = 0.416,
95% CI: 0.062 to 0.769; p = 0.021). Low (non-significant) heterogeneity among studies
was observed (I2 = 0%, p = 0.447).
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3.5.3. FMD (AEx versus control)
The pooled ES for FMD for the comparison between AEx and control was nonsignificant (ES = 0.396, 95% CI: -0.048 to 0.840; p = 0.081) (Figure 4.3). Low (nonsignificant) heterogeneity among studies was observed (I2 = 40.955%, p = 0.166). All
four studies386, 387, 395, 396 showed an ES favouring aerobic exercise therapy, ranging from
0.183 to 1.474.

3.5.4. PWV (AEx and PRT training versus control)
Figure 4.4 displays the pooled ES for PWV for the comparison between AEx and PRT
versus control266, 390, 391. The pooled data did not reach significance (ES = -0.137, 95%
CI: -0.392 to 0.118; p = 0.292). Low (non-significant) heterogeneity among studies was
observed (I2 = 0%, p = 0.710). All three studies showed an ES favouring aerobic exercise
therapy, ranging from -0.350 to -0.046. None of the analysed studies reached statistical
significance for the effect of AEx and PRT on PWV.
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Tables
Table 4.1. Participant Characteristics
Reference

Subjects

% Male

% Female

Age (mean ±
SD)

BMI (mean ± SD)

Medication

Barone Gibbs C: n=63
et al.
AEx+PRT: n=46

C: NR
C: NR
AEx+PRT: AEx+PRT:
NR
NR

C: 56 ± 6
AEx+PRT: 58
±5

C: 33.5 ± 4.3
AEx+PRT: 32.3 ±
5.3

Oral hypoglycaemic
medication.

Bronas et al.

C: n=43
AEx: n=42

Overall,
72.9%

Overall,
27.1%

64.1 ± 9.2

NR

NR

Choi et al.

C: n=37
AEx: n=38

0%

100%

C: 55.0 ± 6.0
AEx: 53.8 ±
7.2

Overall, 26.8(2.4)

Oral
hypoglycaemics,
ACE inhibitors,
ARB, statins

Dobrosielski
et al.

C: n=63
AEx+PRT n=51

C: NR
C: NR
AEx+PRT: AEx+PRT:
NR
NR

C: NR
C: NR
AEx+PRT: NR AEx +PRT: NR

Oral
hypoglycaemias,
anti-hypertensive
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medications.

Jung et al.

C: n=18
AEx: n=17

0%

100%

C: 57.6 ± 3.5
AEx: 55.4 ±
3.5

C: 27.2 ± 2.1
AEx: 26.0 ± 1.5

Oral
hypoglycaemics,
insulin.

Kwon et al.

C: n=10
AEx: n=8
PRT: n=7

0%

100%

Overall, 57.0 ±
6.8

Overall, 27.0 ± 2.3

Metformin, ARBs,
ACE inhibitors,
calcium channel
blockers)

Loimaala et
al. (2009)

C: n=24
AEx+PRT: n=24

100%

0%

C: 54.0 ± 5.0
AEx +PRT:
53.6 ± 6.2

C: 29.8 ± 3.6
AEx+PRT: 29.3 ±
3.7

Sulfonylurea,
metformin.

Loimaala et
al. (2003)

C: n=25
AEx+PRT: n=24

100%

0%

C: 54.0 ± 5.0
AEx+PRT:
53.6 ± 6.2

C: 29.8 ± 3.6
AEx+PRT: 29.3 ±
3.7

Oral
hypoglycaemics

C: 63.0%
AEx:
52.0%

C: 37.0%
AEx: 48.0%

C: 70.0 ± 0.8
AEx: 68.5 ±
0.9

C: 28.6 ± 0.8
AEx: 30.9 ± 1.0

Metformin,
sulfonylureas,
glitazones, statins,
ACE inbitiors,
ARB, β-blockers,
calcium-channel
blockers,
hydrochlorothiazide,
other diuretics.

Madden et al. C: n=27
(2013)
AEx: n=25
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Madden et al. C: n=17
AEx: n=17
(2009)

NR

NR

C: 71.1 ± 0.9
AEx: 71.7 ±
1.1

C: 27.7 ± 1.0
AEx: 30.1 ± 1.1

Anti-hypertensive
(not calciumchannel blockers, βblockers or anything
that interfered with
autonomic function)

McGavock et
al.

C: n=7
AEx+PRT: n=11

0%

100%

C: 59 ± 5
AEx+PRT: 58
±7

C: 33.6 ± 7
AEx+PRT: 34.2 ±
4.6

NR

Mitranun et
al. 2014

C: n=15
AC: n=14
AI: n=14

C: 33.3%
AC: 35.7%
AI: 64.3%

C: 66.6%
AC: 64.3%
AI: 35.7%

C: 60.9 ± 9.3
C: 29.7 ± 1.5
AC: 61.7 ±
AC: 29.4 ± 2.6
10.1
AI: 29.6 ± 1.9
AI: 61.2 ± 10.5

All subjects were
taking
antihyperglycaemic
medications

Sanudo et al.

C: n= 20
WBV: n=20

C: 50%
WBV:
55%

C: 50%
WBV: 45%

C: 67 ± 11
WBV: 72 ± 8

NR

Schmidt et al. C: n=13
AEx: n=14

100%

0%

C: 48.7 ± 9.2
C: 30.4 ± 6.7
AEx: 50.6 ±7.1 AEx: 30.4 ± 3.4

NR

Wycherley et
al.

D: 62.5%
D+AEx:
46.1%

D: 37.5%
D+AEx:
53.9%

D: 53 ± 1.8
D+AEx: 51.7
± 2.4

Oral
hypoglycaemic,
anti-hypertensive
and lipid-lowering
agents

D: n=16
D+ AEx: n=13

C: 31.96 ± 5.18
WBV: 30.95 ± 6.89

D: 34.6 ± 1.2
D+AEx: 33.6 ±1.3
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All data reported as means ± SD. Studies reporting age and BMI as range only are reported in that format.
BMI = body mass index; AEx = aerobic exercise training; PRT = progressive resistance training; C = controls; D = diet; WBV =
whole body vibration; AC = aerobic continuous training; AI = aerobic interval training; NR = not reported
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Table 4.2. Exercise Details
Reference

Mode

Barone Gibbs
et al.

C: n=63.

Nutritional
Intervention
NR

Frequency

Intensity

3/7

AEx : 60-90% AEx : 45mins, 10-15
HRmax
mins warm up/cool
down
PRT: 2 sets of PRT: NR
12-15 reps at
50% of 1RM

NR

Continue
having usual
medical care

AEx +PRT: n=49;
AEx : NR
PRT: Latisissimus dorsi pull
down, leg extension, leg
curl, bench press, leg press,
shoulder press, and seated
mid-rowing.

Bronas et al.

C: n=43; usual care.

AEx: n=42; Walking
program.
Choi et al.

C: n=37; Continue with
usual activities.
AEx : n= 38; Walking
program.

All subjects
completed 3/7 diet
records to monitor
energy intake.
Completed every 2
weeks.

Session Duration

Intervention
Duration
26 weeks

12 weeks

4/7

Moderate
intensity.

45 mins

5/7

AEx: 3.6-6.0
METs

60 mins

12 weeks
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Dobrosielski et
al.

C: n= 63
AEx +PRT: n=51;
AEx: treadmill, cycle
ergometer, or stair
climber.
PRT: 7 exercises (NR),
multistation machine.

Jung et al.

C: N/A
AEx: Walking.

Kwon et al.

C: n=10.
AEx: n=8; walking
program.
PRT: n=7; resistance bands;
bicep curls, tricep
extension, upright rows,
shoulder chest press, seated
row, trunk side bends, leg
press, hip flexion, leg
flexion and leg extension.

All participants
received ―Exercise:
A Guide from the
National Institute on
Aging‖.

One dietary
education program at
the beginning of the
intervention.

NR

3/7

AEx : 60%-90%
HRmax

A: 45mins

PRT: 2 sets, 1015 reps, 50%
1RM.

3/7

C: N/A

PRT: NR

C: N/A

AEx: 3.6-5.2 METs

AEx: 5/7
PRT:3/7
40mins,

6 weeks

12 weeks

AEx: 60 mins

AEx: 3.6-6.0 METs. AEx: 60 mins
PRT: 3 sets, 10-15

PRT:

reps; resistance

10mins

dependent on band

up/cool

12 weeks

warm
down
length; stretching
50/75/100%; red:
1.2/1.5/1.8kgs;
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green: 1.5/1.9/2.3kgs;
blue: 2.1/2.7/3.2kgs.
Gradually increased
up to 40-50%.

Loimaala et al.
(2009)

C: n=24

NR

2/7

AEx+PRT: n=24;
AEx: Jogging or walking

AEx: 65-75%
VO2max
PRT: 3-4 sets,
10-12 reps,
60-80%
MVC.

AEx: minimum 30
mins

24 months

PRT: minimum 30
mins

PRT: 8 dynamic exercises
with machines and free
weights for back and side
muscles, abdominals,
buttocks, flexor and
extensors of the upper and
lower extremities.

Loimaala et al.
(2003)

C: n=25; conventional
treatment
AEx+PRT: n=24;

NR

2/7
minimum 30

A: 65-75% VO2max

12 months

mins
PRT: 3 sets, 10-12

AEx: Walking or jogging.

A:

PRT:

minimum 30
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reps, 70-80% MVC.

mins

PRT: 8 exercises for the
trunk, upper and lower
extremities.

Madden et al.
(2013)

C: n=27; Core exercises and NR
strength training dumbbells.
No additional exercise.

3/7

AEx: 60mins

6 months

AEx: 60-75%
HRR

AEx: n=25; Treadmill,
cycle ergometer.

Madden et al.
(2009)

C: Low
intensity

C: n=17; Core exercises and NR
strength training dumbbells.
No additional exercise.

3/7

C: Low intensity

AEx: 60 mins

3 months

AEx : 60-75%
HRR

AEx: n=17; Treadmill,
cycle ergometer.

McGavock et
al.

C: n=7
AEx+PRT: n=11;
AEx: Cycle ergometer.

NR

3/7

AEx: 65-75%
HRR
PRT: 3 sets,

AEx: Starting with
30mins, progressing
to 55mins
PRT: NR

10 weeks
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2/7

10-15 reps,
65-70% 1RM

3/7

C: N/A

C: N/A

AC: Weeks 12: 50% VO2
peak.
Weeks 3-6:
60% VO2 peak.
Weeks 7-12:
65% VO2 peak.

AC: Weeks 1-2: 30
mins
Weeks 3-6: 30 mins
Weeks 7-12: 40 mins

PRT: Chest press,
latissimus dorsi pulldown,
shoulder press, bicep curls,
leg press, leg curl and leg
extension.
Mitranun et al.

C: N/A
AC: Treadmill
AI: Treadmill

NR

AI: Weeks 12: 50% VO2
peak.
Weeks 3-6:
50% VO2 peak
for 4 mins;
80% VO2 peak
for 1 min.
Weeks 7-12:
65% VO2 peak
for 4 mins;
85% VO2 peak
for 4 mins.

12 weeks

AI: Weeks 1-2: 30
mins
Weeks 3-6: 30 mins.
Weeks 7-12: 40 mins
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Sanudo et al.

C: n=20

NR

3/7

WBV: n=20; 8 dynamic
exercises performed: lunge,
step up/down, squat, calf
raises, left and right pivot,
shoulder abduction with
elastic bands, squats with
shoulder abduction with
elastic bands, arm swinging
with elastic bands.

Schmidt et al.

C: n=13

NR

WBV: 12-16
Hz, peak to
peak
placement of
4mm.

30-60:30 secs, work
to rest ratio.

12 weeks

Total duration: 1220mins

2/7

Average intensity
82% HRmax

AEx: 4-5/7

1st week: 6065% HRmax,
65-70% by
the 3rd
week,70-

60mins

24 weeks

AEx: n= 14; Soccer
training. 4, 5, 6 aside
games.
Wycherley et
al.

D: n=16
D+AEx: n=13;
AEx: Walking/
jogging

Approx. 5500kJ per
day. 41% CHO, 12%
fat, 47% protein.

25-30mins 1st week,
35-40mins 3rd week,
50-55mins by week
7, 55-60mins by
week12.

12 weeks

75% HRmax
by week 7,
75-80% HR
max by week
12.
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n = number of subjects; mg = milligram, kcal = kilocalorie, BMI = body mass index; AEx = aerobic training; PRT = progressive
resistance training; C = controls; NR = not reported; HRR = heart rate reserve; HR = heart rate; RM = maximal repetition; CHO =
carbohydrates; PRO = proteins; FAT = fats; VO2peak= peak oxygen consumption; VO2max= maximal oxygen consumption WBV =
whole body vibration; NR = not reported; AC = aerobic continuous training; AI = aerobic interval training; N/A = not applicable;
METs = metabolic equivalents.
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Table 4.3 Outcomes of intervention studies for change in vascular function and stiffness
Reference

Mode

Measure

Region

Pre (mean ± SD)

Post (mean ± SD)

Change Score

Barone Gibbs
et al.

C: n= 63
AEx+PRT:
n=46

FMD (%)
EID (NMD; %)

Brachial
artery

FMD
C: 6.2 ± 4.3
AEx+PRT: 6.0 ± 4.0

FMD
C: 6.0 ± 4.2
AEx+PRT: 6.6 ± 5.0

NMD (EID)
C: 9.0 ± 4.7
AEx+PRT: 10.0 ±
5.0

NMD (EID)
C:10.7 ± 5.6
AEx+PRT: 9.9 ± 5.1

FMD
C: -0.2 ± 5.3
AEx+PRT: 0.7
± 4.6
NMD
C: 1.7 ± 5.6
AEx+PRT: 0.2 ± 5.6

C: NR

C: NR

AEx: 2.66 (NR)

AEx: 4.96 (NR)

C: ―mean
difference 3.2
between
groups‖
(P<0.001)

FMD
C: 4.8 ± 5.12
AEx: 4.4 ± 4.66

FMD
C: 4.7 ± 5.28
AEx: 5.9 ± 4.97

NR

NMD (EID)
C: 18.1 ± 5.2
AEx: 20.5 ± 7.4

NMD (EID)
C: 20.0 ± 5.6
AEx: 20.4 ± 5.3

NR

PWV (R)
C: 1467 ± 214.14
AEx: 1387 ± 682.77

PWV (R)
C: 1491 ± 490. 354
AEx: 1315 ± 468.63

NR

Bronas et al.

Choi et al.

C: n=43
AEx: n=42

C: n=37
AEx: n=38

FMD (%)

FMD (%)
EID (NMD; %)
PWV (R; m/s)
PWV (L; m/s)

Brachial
artery

Brachial
artery
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PWV (L)
C: 1487 ± 243.63
AEx: 1429 ± 557.15

PWV (L)
C: 1518 ± 490.35
AEx: 1328 ± 574.15

NR

Dobrosielski
et al.

C: n= 70
AEx+PRT n
= 70

PWV (cm/s)

Carotidfemoral

C: 909.4 ± 358.1
AEx+PRT: 922.1 ±
335.5

C: 910.1 ± 360.4
n=63
AEx+PRT: 929.6 ±
332.1

C: 0.6 ± 393.7
n=63
AEx+PRT: 7.5
± 324.2

Jung et al.

C: n=18
AEx: n=17

AI@75 (%)

Radial artery
or transradial
artery

C: 26.3 ± 7.4
AEx: 30.2 ± 10.5

C: 29.6 ± 7.1
AEx: 22.1 ± 9.9

C: 20.5 ± 25.1
AEx: -27.4 ±
18.0

Kwon et al.

C: n= 10
AEx: n=8
PRT: n= 7

FMD (%)
EID (NMD; %)

Brachial
artery

FMD
C: 4.7 ± 1.9
AEx: 4.3 ± 1.6
PRT: 4.9 ± 2.5

FMD
C: 4.0 ± 1.9
AEx: 6.4 ± 1.9
PRT: 5.6 ± 2.8

NR
A: 2.2 ± 1.9
NR

EID
C: 18.0 ± 4.5
AEx: 17.7 ± 5.6
PRT: 18.4 ± 7.3

EID
C: 15.4 ± 5.2
AEx: 20.5 ± 5.7
PRT: 19.3 ± 6.2

NR
NR
NR
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Loimaala et
al. (2009)

C: n=24
AEx+PRT:
n=24

PWV (m/s)

Between
aortic arch
and popliteal
artery

C: 14.1 ± 2.5
AEx+PRT: 14.1 ±
2.5

C: 15.4 ± 2.0
AEx+PRT: 14.7 ±
2.0

NR
NR

Loimaala et
al. (2003)

C: n=25
AEx+PRT:
n=24

PWV (m/s)

Between
aortic arch
and popliteal
artery

C: 13.8 ± 2.7
AEx+PRT: 14.2 ±
2.6

C: 15.0 ± 3.7
AEx+PRT: 14.8 ±
2.3

NR
NR

Madden et al.
(2009)

C: n=17

PWV (m/s)

Femoral

C: 11.17 ± 3.09
AEx: 12.68 ± 3.13

NR

C: 4.4 ± 13.61
AEx:13.9 ±
27.62

Radial

C: 9.65 ± 2.47
AEx: 10.41 ± 2.39

AEx: n=17

Madden et al.
(2013)

C: n=27

PWV (m/s)

Femoral

C: 12.03 ± 2.67
AEx: 13.40 ± 2.18

C: 8.5 ± 27.21
AEx:20.7 ±
25.98

C: 11.76 ± 3.18
AEx: 12.19 ± 2.25

NR
NR
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AEx: n=25

Radial

McGavock et
al.

C: n=7

PWA
(ml/mmHg)

Radial artery

AEx +PRT:
n=11

C: 10.34 ± 0.47
AEx: 11.17 ± 0.42

C: 10.53 ± 0.47
AEx: 10.28 ± 0.46

Large artery (C1)
C: 0.75 ± 0.23
AEx + PRT: 1.0 ±
0.4

Large artery
C: 0.79 ± 0.29
AEx + PRT: 1.2 ±
0.4

P=0.001
NR

NR
Small artery (C2)
C: 0.03 ± 0.02
AEx+PRT: 0.05 ±
0.04

Small artery
C: 0.03 ± 0.02
AEx+PRT: 0.03 ±
0.01

Mitranun et
al.

C: n=15
AC: n=14
AI: n=14

FMD (%)

Brachial
artery

C: 5.1 ± 5.0
AC: 4.8 ± 6.0
AI: 5.4 ± 4.1

C: 5.6 ± 7.0
AC: 6.1 ± 6.7
AI: 7.4 ± 3.4

NR

Sanudo et al.

C: n= 20
WBV: n=
20

Blood flow
Doppler
ultrasound

Femoral
artery

BF (ml/min)
C: 123.33 ± 81.71
WBV 148.88 ±
104.58

C: 132.49 ± 68.43
WBV: 182.57 ±
134.02

NR
NR

PBV (ms)
C: 5.30 ± 4.90
WBV: 7.55 ± 3.61

C: 6.60 ± 4.75
WBV: 8.48 ± 4.99
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Schmidt et al.

C: n=13
AEx: n= 14

AIx (%)

Index finger

C: 0.2 ± 13.6
AEx: 1.9 ± 16.0

C: 0.8 ± 15.7
AEx: 2.0 ± 16.4

Wycherley et
al.

D: n=16
D+AEx:
n=13

FMD (%)
EID (NMD; %)

Brachial
artery

FMD
D: 2.45 ± 3.73
D+ AEx: 4.20 ± 4.96

NR

EID
D: 14.94 ± 7.38
D+AEx: 17.06 ±
7.36

FMD
D: 0.03 ± 1.10
D+AEx: -0.52
± 4.24
D: 1.03 ± 5.18
D+AEx: 2.42 ±
6.0

All data reported as means ± SD. BMI = body mass index; AEx = aerobic training; ALI = aerobic training, low intensity; AHI =
aerobic training, high intensity; PRT = progressive resistance training; D = diet; E = exercise; C = controls; NR = not reported; FMD =
flow mediated dilation; EID = endothelium-independent dilation; NMD = nitroglycerin-mediated dilation; PWV = pulse wave
velocity; AIx = augmentation index; AI@75 = augmentation index averaged at 75 bpm; PWA = pulse wave analysis; BF = blood
flow.
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Study
Barone Gibbs
et al.
25. Adequate description of control
28. Adequate description of vascular
measure reported
29. Supervision of exercise
30. Adherence to intervention
reported
31. Compliance to medication
reported

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Bronas et al.
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
N
N
N
U
U

Choi et al.
Dobrosielski
et al.
Jung et al.
2014
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
N
U
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N

Kwon et al.
Loimaala et al.
(2009)
Loimaala et al.
(2003)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
U
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
U
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
U
Y

24.Randomized to groups

22.Same time recruitment

21.Same population recruited

20.Accurate measures

18.Statistical tests

15. Blinding of researchers

11.Representative participants

10.Actual p value reported

9. Patients lost to follow up

8.Adverse events reported

7.Variability estimates

6.Main findings described

4.Interventions described

3.Participants characteristics

2.Main outcomes

1.Hypothesis stated
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Table 4.4 Quality of Studies
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Madden et al.
(2013)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

U

U

Y

Y

Y

Y

U

U

Y

U

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

U

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

U

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

U

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

U

Y

Y

Sanudo et al.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Schmidt et al.
Wycherly et
al.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

U

Madden et al.
(2009)
McGavock et
al.
Mitranun et al.
2014

Key: Y, Yes; N, No; U, Unable to determine.
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Figures

Figure 4.1. Forest Plot of Aerobic Exercise Versus Control on PWV

Figure 4.2. Forest Plot of Aerobic Exercise Versus Control on EID
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Figure 4.3. Forest Plot of Aerobic Exercise Versus Control on FMD

Figure 4.4. Forest Plot of Combined Exercise Versus Control on PWV
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Figure 4.4. Search strategy.
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Discussion
Cardiovascular disease is the largest cause of mortality in people with type 2 diabetes.
Chronic hyperglycaemia, hyperinsulaemia, and inflammation associated with T2D leads
to vascular maladaptation and dysfunction362. Exercise is recommended as a long-term
management strategy, however, the effect of exercise on vascular health in T2D is
unclear.
This is the first systematic review with meta-analyses to investigate the effect of exercise
training modalities on vascular health in adults with T2D. Overall, this result suggests
that when compared with a control intervention, AEx therapy is effective for improving
vascular smooth muscle cell function (EID). However, whilst all studies were in favour of
AEx, the pooled data did not show a significant benefit on vascular stiffness or
endothelial function as measured by PWV and FMD. In combined exercise therapy, there
was no significant effect of exercise on PWV. There was insufficient data to examine a
pooled effect of resistance exercise on vascular function or stiffness, and limited studies
using combined exercise therapy assessing vascular function. A previous systematic
review and meta-analysis conducted by Montero et al. (2013) examined the effect of
exercise on arterial function. This study showed that when combining all exercise
modalities, there was a significant improvement in arterial function (as measured by
FMD) and a non-significant benefit for EID (as measured by NMD). However, this study
included two exercise groups from the same trial387 into the analysis, whereas our study
pooled data according to mode of exercise in order to determine the efficacy of exercise
modality on vascular function or stiffness. As each mode of exercise has different
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physiological responses and mechanism of adaptation, performing separate analyses
could provide valuable insight into which modality of exercise may be of benefit for
vascular health.
In T2D, the alteration of endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells results in a
dysfunctional endothelium, which hinders the ability of the vasculature to dilate
effectively in response to endothelial mediators399. Current evidence suggests that a
reduction in nitric oxide (NO), endothelium NO synthesis (eNOS) release in the
endothelium, and an increase in synthesis of vasoconstrictor factors lead to endothelial
dysfunction in T2D399. AEx is thought to improve endothelial function by increasing
vasodilatory factors. The increase in shear stress within the vasculature results in greater
expression of AMPK, leading to increased eNOS and NO synthesis268. Although the ES
of each outcome suggests that AEx may have a positive effect on endothelial dysfunction,
the current analysis found no significant effect on FMD. Increased severity of endothelial
dysfunction (FMD) is independently associated with increased years of diagnosed
diabetes385. A study found that for every decade of diabetes, FMD was reduced by
approximately 1.0%385. Of the analysed studies assessing FMD with an AEx intervention,
two of the four studies reported the years since the diagnosis of T2D387, 396. One of these
studies reported that both AEx and control groups were diagnosed with T2D for less than
ten years (AEx: 6.6 ± 6.7; CON: 4.9 ± 4.7 yrs)387. Conversely, the other study had
participants who had T2D for more than 20 years (AEx: 20.5 ± 1.5; CON: 21.1 ± 2.3 yrs)
396

. This large range suggests that a number of participants may have had greater

endothelial dysfunction compared to those in other studies, which in turn, may have
impacted the FMD analysis. With a varying degree of severity of endothelial dysfunction,
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the prescribed exercise therapy may not have provided enough of a stimulus to induce
significant physiological changes to the endothelium. At present, there are limited
treatment options to enhance endothelium function, partly because the mechanisms to
improve this remain unclear400.

Increased arterial stiffness has been associated with increased mortality in T2D219. The
underlying mechanism associated with arterial stiffness in T2D is believed to be the
development of advanced glycation end-products (AGEs), increased calcification of the
vessel walls and increased vascular smooth muscle tone219, 401. Greater arterial pressure
results from increases in arterial stiffness, causing stress on the elastin-collagen network
within the media. This can cause fractures within the elastin fibres, which in turn,
increases the recruitment of collagen fibres402. AGEs are thought to result through
nonenzymatic glycation (the reaction between glucose and extracellular matrix
proteins)264 which leads to the formation of collagen crosslinks within arterial walls,
reducing the elasticity of the arteries264, 402. Chronic hyperglycaemia and
hyperinsulinaemia in T2D have been shown to increase the local activity of the reninangiotensin-aldosterone system and the expression of angiotensin type I receptor 219.
Increased expression in vascular tissue alters the vascular tone and muscle, resulting in
wall hypertrophy and fibrosis219. The primary treatment of arterial stiffness is via the
management of hypertension through pharmacological agents365, 399. However, as antihypertensive medication is primarily designed to reduce peripheral resistance, it does not
necessarily alter the structure of the tissues or delay the pathological process365. The
present data demonstrate that AEx may reduce arterial stiffness. The benefit may be
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mediated by the increases in shear stress and pulsatile stretching incurred during the
exercise bout. Shear stress is related to the velocity of blood flow acting on the
endothelial cells, causing vasoreactive responses within the vessel walls268. Pulsatile
stretching, or cyclic strain is placed on these cells causing them to elongate and align
perpendicular to the direction of stretch268. While both of these physiological mechanisms
have been proposed to improve arterial stiffness, the lack of significant improvement in
endothelial function induced by shear stress in this analysis suggests that pulsatile
stretching may exert a greater effect on smooth muscle cell function. This is supported by
the finding of a significant improvement in vascular smooth muscle cell function (EID)
with AEx. Vascular smooth muscle cell dysfunction has been previously shown in T2D
when compared to healthy controls385. It is believed that vascular smooth muscle cells in
T2D may have reduced in sensitivity to NO, in conjunction with endothelial
dysfunction385. This reduction in sensitivity leads to a decreased signaling to promote
vasodilation, therefore increasing systemic vascular resistance 384. NO also prevents
abnormal growth of vascular smooth muscle cells which could be compromised with
desensitize smooth muscle cells384. AEx is thought to alter the sensitivity of NO in
vascular smooth muscle cells and increase the bioavailabilty of NO in the vasculature403.
These significant results suggest that AEx could be considered as a primary treatment in
the management of smooth muscle cell function in T2D. In contrast to current
pharmacological approaches, exercise directly produces physiological adaptations to the
vasculature, targeting the pathophysiology.

There are some limitations of the current study that should be considered when
interpreting the results. Only nine studies met the inclusion criteria and were eligible for
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the conducted sub-analyses, and these were limited by small sample sizes263, 264, 266, 386, 387,
390, 391, 395, 396

. In addition, the primary findings from this meta-analysis (significant

increase in EID with AEx) were limited by the small number of studies (n = 3) included
in the meta-analyses, and Given the potential efficacy of exercise and the generally
positive findings of existing studies, there is a clear need for further research examining
the effectiveness of exercise interventions on vascular health. Furthermore, differences in
exercise prescription (intensity, duration, frequency and intervention length) contributed
to heterogeneity in the available research. Similarly, three studies collected data from the
brachial artery386, 387, 395, with two studies collecting data from the femoral and radial
arteries263, 264. This further contributes to heterogeneity as adaptations to exercise may
differ between the muscular and elastic arteries. Blinding of the researcher/s conducting
the baseline and post-intervention assessment of the main outcome measures occurred in
just two studies263, 264.
Despite these limitations, this systematic review with meta-analyses provides useful
information for the clinical application of exercise in the management of T2D. The
results show clear evidence for the effectiveness of aerobic exercise therapy for
improving vascular smooth muscle cell function. However, whether exercise improves
endothelial function and vascular stiffness is unclear from the limited data available. The
present study highlights the need for more controlled trials examining the efficacy of
AEx, PRT, and the combination of AEx and PRT modalities. AEx interventions have
only been implemented as continuous-based protocols. There has been a limited
investigation of the effect of interval aerobic exercise training on vascular function and
vascular stiffness in T2D, despite its known benefit in improving aerobic capacity
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through peripheral and central adaptations in several cardiac conditions and in metabolic
syndrome404. Further research needs to be conducted to investigate optimal exercise
prescription and the treatment of vascular health in T2D.
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Conclusion
This systematic review and meta-analyses found that aerobic exercise lead to a significant
improvement on vascular smooth muscle cell function, and a non-significant
improvement on endothelial function and vascular stiffness. Aerobic exercise therapy
may be considered as an intervention to increase vascular smooth muscle cell function as
it targets the pathology associated with vascular maladaptation. However, due to the
relative paucity in the available data examining the effect of exercise on vascular smooth
muscle cell function in people with T2D, these results should be interpreted with caution.
Therefore, future research is needed using controlled trials targeting aerobic, resistance or
combined exercise to provide guidelines for exercise to manage vascular health in T2D.
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Abstract

Introduction: People with type 2 diabetes (T2D) have greater central haemodynamics
and arterial stiffness, compared to healthy individuals. There is evidence to suggest
aerobic exercise may be a beneficial strategy to reduce these outcomes. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the efficacy of a low volume approach to high-intensity
interval training (HIIT) versus moderate intensity continuous training (MICT) versus
placebo (CON) on arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic responses in obese,
inactive individuals with T2D.

Methods: 27 obese, previously inactive adults with T2D (age: 55.4 ± 1.3 y, HbA1c: 6.9 ±
0.2%) completed a 12-week intervention. Participants were randomised into the
following: i) low volume HIIT: one high intensity bout for 4 min at 90% VO2peak; ii)
MICT: 45 minutes of continuous cycling at 60% VO2peak; iii) CON: static stretches of the
major muscle groups followed by floor core exercises. Exercise groups attended
supervised sessions 3 d/wk for the 12 weeks. Central arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamics were measured pre- and post-intervention, as well as, other
cardiovascular health markers.

Results: A significant time effect was found for an increase in augmentation index (AIx)
(HIIT: pre: 24.8 ± 2.3 post: 27.6 ± 3.6%; MICT: pre: 30.6 ± 6.0 post: 36.7 ± 4.5%; CON:
pre: 30.6 ± 4.9 post: 37.1 ± 5.7%: p = 0.04) and augmentation index at a heart rate of 75
(AIx@75) (HIIT: pre: 19.7 ± 2.8 post: 25.6 ± 3.4%; MICT: pre: 23.8 ± 4.1 post: 31.5 ±
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3.8%; CON: pre: 29.7 ± 5.0 post: 31.4 ± 4.5% p = 0.03) after 12 weeks. No significant
changes were observed for all other indices of arterial stiffness or central
haemodynamics. A near-significant group x time effect was observed in cardiorespiratory
fitness (p = 0.08), after 12 weeks of aerobic exercise, with MICT resulting in greater
improvements, compared to HIIT. No changes were observed in cardiorespiratory fitness
in CON. A significant time effect was observed for peripheral systolic blood pressure (p
= 0.01) and waist circumference (p <0.01) over the 12-week intervention period.

Conclusion: No improvements were observed in central arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamics after 12 weeks of aerobic training in previously inactive, obese adults
with T2D. However, 12 weeks of regular aerobic exercise (including a low volume
approach to high intensity interval training) led to improvements in other traditional
cardiovascular risk factors such as blood pressure and waist circumference, despite no
significant weight-loss. As the central arteries remodel and respond to chronic repetitive
stress, future research should be directed towards longer exercise intervention periods
(>12 weeks) to examine if therapeutic changes to central arterial stiffness and
haemodynamics may occur. Regular aerobic exercise should continue to be promoted for
managing cardiovascular risk factors in people with type 2 diabetes.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a major cause of mortality in people with type 2
diabetes (T2D)405-407 and these individuals have a two-fold increased risk of developing
CVD2. It is now increasingly recognised that arterial stiffness is strongly associated with
CVD severity and is an independent predictor of cardiovascular mortality29. Due to
hyperglycaemia and increased inflammation, people with T2D have been found to have
greater central arterial stiffness when compared to healthy individuals and this may
contribute to the underlying cardiovascular pathologies in this cohort177.

Likewise,

individuals with T2D present with greater central blood pressure (CBP) and
haemodynamics, including mean arterial pressure (MAP) and pulse pressure (CPP) when
compared to healthy cohorts408, which could lead to further CVD complications in T2D.
When compared to brachial measures of blood pressure, CBP has been shown to have
superior prognostic value for detecting atherosclerotic CVD145,

409

and for diagnosing

hypertension410. Hence, arterial stiffness and CBP are important targets of therapy for
T2D.

Arterial stiffness and central blood pressure can be measured by simple, non-invasive
techniques, which have increased the capacity to measure these outcomes and the
effectiveness of interventions. Carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity (PWV) is considered
the gold standard method to represent central arterial stiffness, and is strongly associated
with risk of cardiovascular events and mortality29. Elevated PWV is a surrogate marker of
structural maladaptations (increased collagen content and/or fibrosis) of the arterial walls,
indicating an accelerated progression of CVD216. In people with T2D, the progression of
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arterial fibrosis is enhanced through hyperglycaemia and the production of advanced
glycation end products (AGEs)219. AGEs bind to the collagen fibres creating fibrotic
cross-links, and increasing the stiffness of the artery and the velocity a forward pulse
wave219. PWV can be used to detect possible changes to the structure of the arterial wall
with an intervention. Augmentation index (AIx), which represents the additional cardiac
loading at the central artery (aorta) as a result of central and systemic arterial stiffness, is
also valid measurement of arterial stiffness, and elevated AIx is strongly linked to
cardiovascular events and all-cause mortality30. A higher score of AIx represents greater
central systolic loading and arterial stiffness. AIx is influenced by peripheral arterial
stiffness. Greater peripheral arterial stiffness can lead to the early return of reflective
waves and can increase central systolic loading and cardiac work. People with T2D
present with higher peripheral arterial stiffness, and total peripheral resistance, when
compared to healthy individuals154,

219, 349

. This is due to vascular dysfunction and

overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system, which reduces the ability of the
peripheral arteries and vessels to vasodilate349, 411. AIx provides insight into peripheral, as
well as, central complications, this can assist in differentiating between structural changes
to the central arterial walls versus peripheral vascular function and structure, inconjunction with measures of PWV. Therefore, both PWV and AIx provide valuable
insight into an individual‘s cardiovascular health status, as well as, different structural
and functional changes to the cardiovascular system in response to an intervention.
Therefore, both PWV and AIx provide valuable insight into an individual‘s
cardiovascular health status.
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Lifestyle interventions are promoted as a first-line treatment strategy to manage
hyperglycaemia and cardiovascular risk factors in T2D350,

412, 413

. Aerobic exercise is

recognised as a multifaceted treatment that can target and improve an array of
cardiometabolic risk factors such as hyperglycaemia414, insulin resistance23 and poor
cardiorespiratory fitness280 in people with T2D. Due to the increasing prevalence of T2D,
evaluating the efficacy of different treatment strategies is important. There is emerging
evidence that suggests aerobic exercise may be a beneficial strategy to reduce arterial
stiffness and central blood pressure in healthy people and those with cardiometabolic
disease262,

291, 332, 345

. A recent meta-analysis has shown that regular aerobic exercise

resulted in a near-significant reduction in peripheral PWV in people with T2D. However,
there were only three studies eligible for meta-analysis and there was insufficient data to
determine the effect on AIx332. Whilst there has been more extensive investigation on the
positive effect of aerobic exercise on brachial blood pressure in this population, there
have been no studies to date evaluating the efficacy of aerobic exercise on central blood
pressure in T2D.

Recently, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) has emerged as a beneficial therapy for a
range

of

cardiovascular

cardiorespiratory fitness243,

risk
286

factors,

including

vascular

dysfunction285,

low

and poor glycaemic control253. There is evidence to

suggest that HIIT may be superior to ―traditional‖ moderate intensity continuous
exercise286. This is thought to be due to greater cardiometabolic responses during exercise
through repeated exposure to vigorous intensities. The initiation of arterial remodeling is
dependent on changes to haemodynamic loads and retrograde shear stress that is placed
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on the arterial walls415. It is thought that higher intensity exercise can place greater
temporary antegrade (therapeutic) shear stress on the cardiovascular system and reverse
arterial remodeling. As there is evidence to suggest that HIIT training leads to greater
cardiovascular stress (elevated heart-rate and cardiac output during and post-exercise)
when compared to MICT287, HIIT may place a higher amount of antegrade shear stress on
the cardiovascular system and lead to larger reductions in central arterial stiffness and
haemodynamic outcomes versus MICT. Whilst HIIT has been promoted as a time
effective strategy, most reported interventions are of equivalent session duration and/or
weekly volume to the recommended exercise guidelines (150 mins per week)243, 253. With
a lack of time perceived as one of the most common barrier to exercise or physical
activity in people with T2D, there is a large demand to investigate more time effective
exercise approaches and the efficacy of these on clinical outcomes416.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the efficacy of a low volume
approach, to high-intensity interval training versus moderate intensity continuous training
versus a sham-exercise placebo control on arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic
responses in obese individuals with T2D. Secondary to this, we also aimed to compare
the effect of these interventions on other well-established traditional cardiovascular risk
factors. We hypothesise that a low volume approach to high intensity interval training
will have similar reductions in central arterial stiffness and haemodynamic responses,
when compared to moderate intensity continuous training and that both exercise
interventions will have a larger reduction in these outcomes when compared to the
placebo. In addition, low volume high intensity interval training will have similar
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improvements in traditional cardiovascular risk factors, when compared to moderate
intensity continuous training.
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Methods

Experimental Protocol
Following written informed consent, all volunteers underwent physical examination by a
study physician prior to commencing the intervention. Once cleared by the study
physician, a treadmill exercise stress test was conducted to identify if the individual had
any underlying cardiovascular conditions or responses that were contraindicated to
exercise training. If no adverse cardiovascular responses were identified, initial measures
were then collected prior to the intervention/control. These included: anthropometric
measures (body weight, height, body mass index (BMI), and waist circumference), blood
collection and analysis, resting blood pressure, resting heart rate, arterial stiffness (pulse
wave velocity and pulse wave analysis), central (aortic) pressure indices (systolic,
diastolic, pulse and mean arterial pressures), 24 h blood pressure monitoring and
cardiorespiratory fitness. All volunteers also had their physical activity and food intake
monitored for seven days prior to commencing the intervention. An additional suite of
measures were also collected (including MRI and DXA) which were not included in the
data reporting for this thesis. After initial measures were collected, all volunteers were
randomised through a computer generated sequence (www.randomization.com) into
either: i) high intensity interval training (HIIT); ii) moderate intensity continuous training
(MICT); or iii) sham exercise (control). Randomisation was performed by investigators
(SK, NJ) who were blinded to participant allocation and were concealed by opaque
envelopes, which were given to participants upon randomisation. All HIIT and MICT
exercise training was supervised and performed on a cycle ergometer three times a week
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for 12 weeks. Sham-exercise placebo sessions consisted of home-based core exercises
and stretching two times a week, with a supervised session once per fortnight for 12
weeks. At the end of the intervention period, all outcome measures were collected ≥ 72 h
after the final exercise/sham training session.

The primary aim of the study was to examine the effect of regular aerobic exercise versus
non-exercise control on arterial stiffness (pulse wave velocity, augmented pressure,
augmentation index and augmentation index at a heart rate of 75) and central
haemodynamics (systolic pressure, diastolic pressure, pulse pressure and mean arterial
pressure) in obese adults with type 2 diabetes (T2D). Secondary to this, we aimed to
investigate the effect of regular exercise versus control on other cardiovascular health
outcomes including 24 hr blood pressure responses, waist circumference, BMI, blood
lipids (triglycerides (TG), total cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoproteins (LDL-C), highdensity lipoproteins (HDL-C)), fasting blood glucose level (FGL), glycosylated
haemoglobin (HbA1c), fasting insulin, high sensitivity c-reactive protein (hs-CRP),
habitual physical activity levels and cardiorespiratory fitness. We also sought to examine
possible relative effects of a low volume HIIT approach compared to MICT (the current
exercise guidelines for T2D) on arterial stiffness, central pressure indices and
cardiovascular health outcomes in obese persons with T2D. The study protocol
conformed to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki and the study was
approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of The University of Sydney. The
trial was retrospectively registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trial
Registry (ANZCTR): ANZCTR 12616000574448.
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Participants and Location
Twenty-eight inactive, obese (BMI: 36.21 ± 0.95) adult men and women (45 to 65 yearold) diagnosed with T2D participated in the study. Posters advertising the study were
displayed in the Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney and local
Endocrinologist‘s rooms at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital. A recruitment database was
also used to contact individuals who may have been eligible to participate in the study.
Volunteers were able to contact researchers via phone or email and were recruited from
June 2015 to December 2017. Telephone screening was performed by three trial
researchers (KW, AS, RS) prior to the first study visit to assess eligibility. Participants
provided written informed consent on the first visit to the Charles Perkins Centre.
Eligible volunteers met the following criteria: a medical diagnosis of type 2 diabetes, age
18-65 y, BMI 30-45 kg/m2 and inactive (self-report < 150 mins of exercise/physical
activity per week or < 3 days of exercise per week). Volunteers were excluded if they had
a medical condition that was contraindicated to exercise (unstable cardiac condition,
uncontrolled diabetes), were partaking in regular physical activity/exercise (≥ 150 mins
of exercise per week or ≥ 3 days of exercise per week), were unable to attend the Charles
Perkins Centre three days a week, for 12 weeks (unable to complete the exercise
intervention period), or were unable to complete an MRI scan (BMI >45 kg/m2,
claustrophobic). 61 individuals were screened by telephone interview and physical
examination with 29 eligible volunteers undergoing initial assessment and randomisation.
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Baseline and Post-Intervention Measures
All individuals were requested to arrive in a fasted state (≥ 10 h) and to abstain from
alcohol, over-the-counter medication and strenuous exercise for 24 h prior to baseline and
post-intervention testing. In addition, participants were requested to not take their usual
prescription medication, or smoke the morning of assessment visits. Each individual was
also requested to record their evening meal on a sheet provided by a researcher the night
before baseline measurements were collected. This record sheet was then given back to
the participant with instructions to consume the same meal the evening prior to the postassessment. This was to ensure that the evening meal would be consistent between testing
days. All participants were asked by a study investigator (KW, AS, RS) if they complied
with all of the requests on assessment visits. If an individual did not comply with all of
the requests, the assessment day was rescheduled within ≤ 7 days.

Pulse Wave Analysis (PWA) and Central Haemodynamics
Prior to collecting arterial stiffness and central pressure measures, all individuals were
required to lie quietly in a supine position for five minutes. A brachial pressure cuff was
applied to the right arm to record brachial blood pressure (BP) and pulse pressure (PP).
The device inflated the pressure cuff and then gradually deflated the cuff to obtain these
measures. Five seconds after the brachial BP was recorded, the cuff was re-inflated and
deflated to capture the brachial waveform via SphygmoCor XCEL device (Version 1.3;
AtCor Medical, Sydney, Australia)208. Central aortic pressures (systolic pressure,
diastolic pressure, pulse pressure and mean arterial pressure), augmented pressure (AP),
augmentation index (AIx), augmentation index at a heart rate of 75 (AIx@75) and heart
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rate (HR) were measured. Measurements were performed during baseline assessment and
≥72 h after the last supervised exercise training or sham session for all groups.

Pulse Wave Velocity (PWV)
Immediately following PWA, carotid-femoral PWV was assessed. A femoral pressure
cuff was placed as superior as possible on the individual‘s right upper thigh and the
distance from the carotid to the femoral pulse was measured. PWV distance was
calculated by the SphygmoCor device via the subtraction method (Version 1.3; AtCor
Medical, Sydney, Australia). This required distance measurements of the following: i)
right carotid pulse to the sternal notch; ii) sternal notch to the top edge of the femoral
pressure cuff; and iii) right inguinal fold to the top edge of the femoral pressure cuff. A
tonometer was placed on the right carotid pulse to obtain a pulse wave reading. Once a
regular carotid pulse wave was detected, the femoral pressure cuff was inflated to capture
a femoral pulse wave. When 10 s of regular pulse waves were captured at both sites, the
cuff was deflated and a recording of PWV was taken. In instances where collecting PWV
was not successful on the right side, the left side was attempted.

Body Composition, Anthropometry, Blood Pressure and Heart Rate
During the initial visit, stature was measured by stadiometer (Tanita HR-200 Wall
Mounted Height Rod, Arlington Heights, IL, USA). Waist circumference was measured
at the level of the umbilicus after deep expiration. Blood pressure (BP) was taken
manually on each arm after 10-15 minutes of quiet sitting and measured twice on each
arm. A third reading was taken when there was a difference ≥ 10 mmHg between the first
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and second reading, with the highest reading recorded. Heart rate (HR) was collected by
palpation method at the radial pulse. Body weight was measured with an electronic
digital platform scale (Tanita BC-418 Body Composition Analyzer, Tanita Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan). After height and weight was recorded, BMI was calculated using height
(m)2 divided by their weight (kilograms).

Blood Sampling and Analysis
Venous blood was collected from the antecubital vein after an overnight fast (> 10 h) into
1 serum separation tube (8.5 mL), 1 fluoride oxalate tube (4.0 mL) and 1 EDTA tube (4.0
mL). The whole blood sample was stored at 4°C for 2-3 h prior to analysis by an
accredited commercial laboratory (Douglas Hanley Moir Pty Ltd, Sydney Australia).
Analysis was performed on the same day as collection for fasting glucose, insulin and
lipids (including triglycerides (TG), total cholesterol (TC), high density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C), and low density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C)), and hs-CRP.

Cardiorespiratory Fitness – Peak Oxygen Consumption (VO2 peak)
All participants undertook a graded maximal exercise test (GXT) with expired respiratory
gas analysis to measure cardiorespiratory fitness. This was performed on an
electronically-braked cycle ergometer (Lode Corival, Netherlands) under the supervision
of Accredited Exercise Physiologists (KW, AS, RS). Breath-by-breath gas analysis
(Ultima PFX pulmonary function/stress testing system, MGC Diagnostics) was collected
simultaneously to determine peak volume of oxygen consumption (VO2 peak) to assess
cardiorespiratory fitness. Resting blood pressure, HR, and blood glucose levels (BGL)
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were measured prior to commencing the GXT. The GXT consisted of a three minute
warm up at 35W for women and 65W for men, with an increment stages of 25W every
150 s until volitional fatigue. HR, BP and Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) using the
Borg Category Scale417 were obtained at each stage. All individuals were given verbal
encouragement by the supervising Accredited Exercise Physiologists to motivate the
participants to maintain their average cadence (60-70 revolutions per minute) throughout
the entire test and to facilitate a maximal effort. The test was terminated when the
individual was unable to maintain pedalling within 5 revolutions per minute of the
average cadence with confirmation from the participant following a vocal prompt, if the
individual requested to cease exercise, or adverse cardiovascular responses were observed
as per the AHA guidelines418.

Habitual Physical Activity and Dietary BehaviourParticipants were asked to maintain
their habitual activity and eating behaviours for the duration of the intervention. Mean
time spent in sedentary time, physical activity, steps per day and daily energy expenditure
were analysed by a tri-axial accelerometer worn on the tricep muscle on the participant‘s
preferred arm, which also estimated energy expenditure through galvanic skin response
and heat flux (SenseWear™, BodyMedia Inc., PA, USA) for seven non-exercising days
(five weekdays and two weekend days) a week prior to commencing, and a week after the
completion of the intervention period. Accelerometers were worn for 24 h/day except
during water-based activities such as showering. Values were averaged over 24 h. Data
were omitted from analysis if the monitor was worn for <90% of a 24-hour period.
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Participants also completed a 7 day diet diary during this period, however this data will
not be presented in this thesis.

Exercise Interventions
All exercise training sessions were conducted at the Charles Perkins Centre, the
University of Sydney, under the supervision of an Accredited Exercise Physiologist (KW,
AS, RS). Exercise sessions were performed on electronically-braked upright cycle
ergometer (Corival, Lode, The Netherlands) with heart rate (Polar, Polar FS1), Borg‘s
Rating of Perceived Exertion Category Scale (RPE), blood pressure and symptoms of
hypoglycaemia monitored throughout the exercise. Compliance to the exercise
intervention was recorded on an attendance spreadsheet by the supervising Accredited
Exercise Physiologists. Due to the nature of exercise interventions, participants were not
blinded to the intervention.

High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)
Individuals randomised into the HIIT group completed four minutes of one high intensity
bout at a workload designed to elicit 90% VO2peak. This was completed three days a week
for the 12 week intervention period. Each session included a ten minute warm-up at 50%
VO2peak and a five minute cool-down at 50% VO2peak, respectively. In total, the exercise
session lasted 19 minutes. If an individual was unable to complete the four minutes,
he/she was encouraged to cycle for as long as possible until volitional fatigue. By the
start of the fifth week, all individuals were able to complete the four minute HIIT bout.
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Moderate Intensity Continuous Training (MICT)
Participants completed 45 minutes of continuous cycling on the ergometer at an intensity
of 60% VO2peak. During the first four weeks, the exercise prescription was tailored to
increase the duration of cycling to enable participants to complete 45 minutes of
continuous cycling by the fourth week of the intervention. The progression that was
implemented was as follows: Week 1: 30 min; Week 2: 35 min; Week 3: 40 min; Weeks
4-12: 45 min. Each MICT session implemented a five minute warm-up at 50% VO2peak
and a five minute cool-down at 50% VO2peak before and after each session, respectively.
As the effect of regular aerobic exercise on central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics
in people with T2D is not known, this protocol was designed around the current
recommended physical activity guidelines for people with T2D (≥150 min of moderate
intensity physical activity per week)412 to evaluate if the guidelines have a beneficial
effect on these outcomes. By the fourth week, individuals were completing 165 min of
moderate intensity exercise per week.

Sham-Exercise Placebo (Control)
Participants who were randomised into the sham-exercise placebo (CON) performed
static stretches of the major muscle groups of the legs, chest arms and back followed by
floor core exercises targeting transverse abdominis, gluteal and internal/external oblique
muscle groups. While there is evidence that shows that core exercises and static
stretching can influence heart rate and blood pressure responses due to changes in
autonomic nervous system output419, 420, only regular participation in core exercise and
static stretching (1.5 h per session, 5 days per week) may influence cardiovascular
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responses. Given the irregularity of the sham sessions (once every fortnight), it is unlikely
that the sham intervention will confound the metabolic and cardiovascular responses in
this group. Sessions were completed on a fortnightly basis supervised by an Accredited
Exercise Physiologist, and individuals were instructed to also perform the core and static
stretching exercises at home twice a week. A five minute cycle at very low intensity
(20W) was performed before and after the exercise session, respectively. This was
implemented to maintain familiarity with the cycle ergometer. The supervised sessions
were completed in 30 minutes.

Statistical Analysis
Sample size was calculated based on a projected change in peripheral arterial stiffness
(PWV) with moderate intensity continuous training in adults with T2D263, similar to the
MICT protocol in our study. A priori, two-tailed power calculation of α = 0.05 and β =
0.20 gave a power of 0.82 for a total sample size of 45 (n = 15 per group). To account for
drop-outs and non-adherence, an additional 20% increase in group size (n = 25 per group)
was used to increase power for a total sample size of 75. Compliance was calculated as
the total number of sessions attended/total number of sessions available x 100. An
intention-to-treat analysis was employed with group mean change scores imputed for
drop-outs or missing data. This single imputation method is valid when data is assumed
to be missing completely at random independent of study intervention and group
allocation421. The mean group scores were imputed for fitness, anthropometry, arterial
stiffness, ambulatory blood pressure monitoring and blood parameters for the two dropouts in HIIT and MICT and the one drop-out in CON. The group x time interaction for
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the change score of all outcome measures was assessed by repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) using SPSS version 22.0, with Bonferroni post-hoc comparison used
to locate significant treatment differences. Statistical significance was accepted at p =
0.05.
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Results
Of the 63 individuals screened to participate in the trial, 28 eligible volunteers (16 men
and 12 women) undertook initial assessment and randomization (Figure 5.8). One
participant from the control (CON) group dropped out from the study prior to completing
the post-assessment, for unknown reasons (initially n = 7). All remaining (n = 27)
participants completed the 12-week intervention period. Mean compliance for each of the
exercise training interventions was high, with individuals randomized to the highintensity interval training (n = 12, HIIT) intervention completing 97 ± 2.3% of the
sessions (35/36 sessions), and those randomized into the moderate intensity continuous
training (n = 9, MICT) program completing 93 ± 4.9% of the intervention sessions (33/36
sessions). Participant characteristics are displayed in Table 5.1. Mean age (55.4 ± 1.3 y),
and mean HbA1c of 6.9 ± 0.2%. The majority of participants were taking oral glycaemic
medications (n = 27), hypertension (n = 15) and lipid lowering medication (n = 16). A
significant difference was found in baseline systolic blood pressure between groups (p =
0.02), however there was no significant difference for all other baseline parameters
(Table 5.1).

Primary Outcomes - Arterial Stiffness
A significant time effect was observed for an increase in augmentation index (AIx; p =
0.04, Figure 5.1) and augmentation index at a heart rate of 75 (AIx@75; p = 0.03, Figure
1b), however there was no significant group x time interaction observed for either AIx (p
= 0.75) or AIx@75 (p = 0.56). No significant group x time interaction or time effect was
found for pulse wave velocity (Figure 5.3).
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Primary Outcomes - Central Haemodynamic Responses
No significant group x time interaction or time effect was found for any central
haemodynamic outcome (central systolic blood pressure, central diastolic blood pressure,
pulse pressure and mean arterial pressure) (Figure 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7).

Secondary Outcomes – Cardiorespiratory Fitness
There was a near-significant group x time effect for change in relative peak oxygen
consumption (VO2peak) (p = 0.08), which increased after MICT (pre: 22.9 ± 2.1
ml/kg/min; post: 25.0 ± 1.9 ml/kg/min) and HIIT (pre: 20.8 ± 0.7 ml/kg/min; post: 21.7 ±
0.7 ml/kg/min), but not CON (pre: 22.5 ± 2.3 ml/kg/min; post: 20.6 ± 1.9 ml/kg/min).
The increase tended to be greater in MICT versus HIIT (Table 5.2). No significant group
x time interaction or time effect was found for absolute change in VO2peak.

Secondary Outcomes – Peripheral Resting Blood Pressure
A significant time effect was found for change in resting brachial SBP (p = 0.01), but no
significant group x time interaction was observed (p = 0.11; Table 5.2). Following both
HIIT and MICT, a reduction in SBP was seen (HIIT: pre: 137.9 ± 3.6 mmHg, post: 131.1
± 3.2 mmHg; MICT: pre: 124.4 ± 3.9 mmHg, post: 113.5 ± 5.8 mmHg), but not after
CON (pre: 121.0 ± 5.4 mmHg, post: 121.0 ± 3.4 mmHg). No significant group x time
interaction or time effect were shown for changes to brachial DBP.

Secondary Outcomes – Habitual Physical Activity
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There was a significant time effect (p = 0.04) and near-significant group x time
interaction (p = 0.07) for reductions in non-exercise sedentary time (Table 5.2), with both
HIIT (pre: 1201.3 ± 29.7 mins/day, post: 1160.2 ± 29.4 mins/day) and MICT (pre: 1192.3
± 45.5 mins/day, post: 1145.3 ± 19.5 mins/day) showing small and similar reductions in
daily sedentary time and those in CON showing a large reduction in daily sedentary time
(pre: 1198.7 ± 26.4 mins/day, post: 1082.2 ± 52.9 mins/day). A significant time effect
was observed with an increase in light physical activity following the intervention period
in all groups (MICT: pre: 189.2 ± 22.8 mins/day, post: 210.9 ± 7.4 mins/day; HIIT: pre:
160.3 ± 28.4 mins/day, post: 314.0 ± 84.7 mins/day, CON: pre: 218.1 ± 52.7 mins/day,
post: 472.1 ± 180.8 mins/day p = 0.03). A near-significant time effect was found for
change in average daily metabolic equivalents (METs) outside of exercise training days,
with both HIIT and CON increasing average METs (HIIT: pre: 1.1 ± 0.1 METs/day, post:
1.4 ± 0.2 METs/day, CON: pre: 1.2 ± 0.1 METs/day, post: 1.3 ± 0.1 METs/day p = 0.08),
but not MICT (pre: 1.2 ± 0.0 METs/day, post: 1.2 ± 0.0 METs/day). No significant group
x time interaction was observed for change to average daily METs (p = 0.43). For all
other physical activity outcomes (time spent in moderate physical activity, vigorous
physical activity, and very vigorous physical activity) no significant group x time
interaction or time effect was observed.

Secondary Outcomes – Body Composition and Anthropometric Measurements
A significant time effect was observed (p <0.01) for changes to waist circumference. All
groups had a reduction in waist circumference following the 12 week intervention (HIIT:
pre: 122.0 ± 3.4 cm, post: 118.1 ± 3.8 cm; MICT: pre: 111.6 ± 3.4 cm, post: 108.9 ± 3.1
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cm; CON: pre: 114.4 ± 4.1 cm, post: 113.3 ± 3.0 cm). There was no significant group x
time interaction with changes to waist circumference. For all other body composition
parameters, no significant group x time interactions were observed (weight, body mass
index, waist circumference and hip circumference).

Secondary Outcomes – Biochemistry
No significant group x time interaction or time effect was found for all biochemistry and
lipid outcomes (highly sensitive c-reactive protein, total cholesterol, triglycerides, highdensity lipoprotein cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, fasting plasma
glucose levels, fasting plasma insulin levels, and glycosylated haemoglobin) (Table 5.2).
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Tables
Table 5.1. Baseline characteristics
MICT

HIIT

CON

Mean

p value (between groups)

n=9

n = 12

n=7

n = 28

Age (y)

54.8 (2.6)

56.9 (2.1)

53.4 (2.0)

55.4 (1.3)

0.57

Sex (M/F)

5M/4F

7M5/F

4M/3F

16M/12F

0.99

Diabetes Duration (y)

8.1 (2.3)

9.1 (2.1)

6.6 (2.6)

8.2 (6.9)

0.76

Weight (kg)

98.7 (5.7)

110.4 (4.4)

105.6 (5.7)

107.0 (3.0)

0.26

BMI (kg/m2)

34.3 (1.1)

37.5 (1.6)

35.6 (2.2)

36.2(1.0)

0.34

Waist Circumference (cm)

111.6 (3.4)

122.0 (3.4)

114.4 (4.1)

117.2 (2.2)

0.11

Hip Circumference (cm)

118.0 (3.6)

123.4 (3.5)

121.0 (3.9)

121.5 (2.2)

0.56

HbA1c (%)

7.3 (0.5)

7.1 (0.4)

7.0 (0.4)

6.88 (0.23)

0.88

SBP (mmHg)

124 (4)

138 (4)

121 (5)

130 (3)

0.02

DBP (mmHg)

78 (2)

80 (2)

80 (2)

80 (1)

0.79

VO2peak (L/min)

2.3 (0.3)

2.3 (0.1)

2.3 (0.2)

2.3 (0.1)

0.99

VO2peak (ml/kg/min)

22.9 (2.1)

20.8 (0.7)

22.5 (2.3)

21.9 (0.9)

0.27

70 (3)
68 (2)
71 (4)
69 (2)
0.77
HR (bpm)
All data is reported as mean (SE). Abbreviations: MICT = moderate intensity continuous training; HIIT = high-intensity interval
training; CON = control; M = male; F = female; BMI = body mass index; HbA1c = glycosylated haemoglobin; SBP = systolic blood
pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; VO2peak = peak volume of oxygen consumption; HR = heart rate
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Table 5.2. Secondary Outcome Measures
Pre
MICT

HIIT

98.7
(5.7)
34.3
(1.1)

110.4
(4.4)
37.5
(1.6)

Post

CON

p value (Group
x Time)

p value
(Time)

0.65

0.67

0.87

0.95

114.5
(2.2)

0.27

<0.01

121.1
(3.8)

120.1
(2.0)

0.54

0.16

131 (3)
79 (2)
70 (2)

121 (3)
79 (3)
68 (3)

125 (3)
78 (1)
69 (1)

0.11
0.23
0.51

0.01
0.10
0.69

4.3 (1.0)
4.3 (0.3)
1.6 (0.2)
1.1 (0.1)
2.5 (0.2)
6.8 (0.2)
7.4 (0.5)

4.3 (1.3)
4.6 (0.4)
2.1 (0.3)
1.2 (0.1)
2.5 (0.3)
7.1 (0.4)
8.4 (0.8)

3.6 (0.6)
4.4 (0.2)
1.8 (0.1)
1.1 (0.0)
2.5 (0.1)
6.8 (0.2)
7.8 (0.4)

0.97
0.76
0.78
0.57
0.72
0.58
0.19

0.54
0.84
0.21
0.97
0.44
0.41
0.29

Mean

MICT

HIIT

CON

Mean

105.6
(5.7)
35.6
(2.2)

107.0
(3.0)
36.2
(1.0)

98.5
(6.0)
34.2
(1.1)

110.2
(4.3)
37.5
(1.5)

107.1
(6.3)
35.8
(2.3)

107.1
(3.1)
36.2
(1.0)

122.0
(3.4)

114.4
(4.1)

117.2
(2.2)

108.9
(3.1)

118.1
(3.8)

113.3
(3.2)

123.4
(3.5)

121.0
(3.9)

121.5
(2.1)

115.7
(3.9)

122.0
(3.0)

138 (3)
79 (2)
68 (2)

121 (5)
80 (2)
71 (4)

130 (3)
80 (1)
69 (2)

114 (6)
73 (2)
69 (2)

4.5 (1.7)
4.5 (0.2)
1.5 (0.2)
1.1 (0.1)
2.7 (0.2)
7.1 (0.4)
7.6 (0.8)

4.8 (1.8)
4.6 (0.3)
1.8 (0.3)
1.2 (0.1)
2.6 (0.3)
7.0 (0.4)
7.0 (0.6)

4.2 (0.9)
4.4 (0.2)
1.6 (0.1)
1.1 (0.1)
2.6 (0.1)
6.9 (0.2)
7.3 (0.4)

3.3 (0.9)
4.4 (0.2)
1.8 (0.1)
1.1 (0.1)
2.5 (0.2)
7.0 (0.4)
7.6 (0.9)

Anthropometry
Weight (kg)

BMI (kg/m2)
Waist
111.6
Circumference
(3.4)
(cm)
Hip
118.0
Circumference
(3.6)
(cm)
Peripheral Haemodynamics
124 (4)
SBP (mmHg)
78 (2)
DBP (mmHg)
70 (3)
HR (bpm)
Biochemistry
3.8 (1.7)
C-RP (mg/L)
4.3 (0.3)
TC (mmol/L)
1.7 (0.2)
TG (mmol/L)
HDL-C (mmol/L) 1.1 (0.1)
LDL-C (mmol/L) 2.5 (0.2)
7.3 (0.5)
HbA1c (%)
7.7 (0.6)
FPG (mmol/L)
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11.8
(2.1)
FPI (mU/L)
Cardiorespiratory Fitness
VO2peak (L/min) 2.3 (0.3)
22.9
VO2peak
(2.1)
(ml/kg/min)
Habitual Physical Activity
1192.3
Sedentary PA
(45.5)
(min/d)
189.2
(22.8)
Light PA (min/d)
49.8
Moderate PA
(15.3)
(min/d)
Vigorous PA
0.0 (0.0)
(min/d)
Very Vigorous PA
0.0 (0.0)
(min/d)
1.2 (0.0)
Avg METs

20.6
(9.1)

13.9
(3.0)

16.3
(4.3)

12.3
(2.2)

34.8
(20.6)

12.5
(2.0)

23.7
(9.6)

2.3 (0.1)
20.8
(0.7)

2.3 (0.2)
22.5
(2.3)

2.3 (0.1)
21.9
(0.9)

2.4 (0.2)
25.0
(1.9)

2.4 (0.1)
21.7
(0.7)

2.2 (0.2)
20.6
(1.9)

2.4 (0.1)
22.5
(0.8)

1201.3
(29.7)
160.3
(28.4)
32.2
(11.3)

1199.7
(77.1)
218.1
(52.7)
38.0
(9.8)

1198.7
(26.4)
183.2
(19.3)
39.3
(7.4)

1145.3
(19.5)
210.9
(7.4)
41.6
(13.8)

1160.2
(24.9)
314.0
(84.7)
85.0
(34.5)

880.0
(183.3)
472.1
(180.8)
34.5
(10.4)

1082.2
(52.9)
323.4
(60.7)
58.1
(16.1)

0.1 (0.1)

0.0 (0.0)

0.1 (0.1)

0.0 (0.0)

0.3 (0.3)

0.4 (0.4)

0.0 (0.0)
1.1 (0.1)

0.0 (0.0)
1.2 (0.1)

0.0 (0.0)
1.1 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)
1.2 (0.0)

0.5 (0.5)
1.4 (0.2)

0.0 (0.0)
1.3 (0.1)

0.40

0.41

0.31

0.45

0.08

0.60

0.07

0.04

0.33

0.03

0.19

0.39

0.3 (0.2)

0.70

0.32

0.2 (0.2)
1.3 (0.1)

0.54
0.43

0.47
0.08

All data is reported as mean (SE). Abbreviations: MICT = moderate intensity continuous training; HIIT = high-intensity interval training; CON
= control; BMI = body mass index; SBP = systolic blood pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; HR = heart rate; hs-CRP = highly sensitive
c-reactive protein; TC = total cholesterol; TG = triglycerides; HDL-C = high density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C = low density lipoprotein
cholesterol; HbA1c = glycosylated haemoglobin; FPG = fasting plasma glucose; FI = fasting insulin; VO2peak = peak volume of oxygen
consumption; PA = physical activity; METs = metabolic equivalents; Avg = average; NA = not applicable.
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Figures

Figure 5.1. The effect of 12 weeks of moderate intensity continuous training
(MICT), low volume, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and placebo (CON) on
change in augmentation index. Columns represent the mean score and error bars
represent the SE. * = significant time effect (p < 0.05). No significant group x time
interaction was observed (p = 0.75).
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Figure 5.2. The effect of 12 weeks of moderate intensity continuous training (MICT),
low volume, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and placebo (CON) on change in
augmentation index at a heart rate of 75. Columns represent the mean score and error
bars represent the SE.

*

= significant time effect (p = 0.03). No significant group x

time interaction was observed (p = 0.56).
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Figure 5.3. The effect of 12 weeks of moderate intensity continuous training (MICT),
low volume, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and placebo (CON) on change in
pulse wave velocity. Columns represent the mean score and error bars represent the
SE. No significant group x time interaction (p = 0.42) or time effect was found (p =
0.48).
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Figure 5.4. The effect of 12 weeks of moderate intensity continuous training (MICT),
low volume, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and placebo (CON) on change in
central systolic blood pressure. Columns represent the mean score and error bars
represent the SE. No significant group x time interaction (p = 0.71) or time effect was
found (p = 0.31).
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Figure 5.5. The effect of 12 weeks of moderate intensity continuous training (MICT),
low volume, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and placebo (CON) on change in
central diastolic blood pressure. Columns represent the mean score and error bars
represent the SE. No significant group x time interaction (p = 0.41) or time effect was
found (p = 0.36).
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Figure 5.6. The effect of 12 weeks of moderate intensity continuous training (MICT),
low volume, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and placebo (CON) on change in
mean arterial pressure. Columns represent the mean score and error bars represent the
SE. No significant group x time interaction (p = 0.66) or time effect was found (p =
0.25).
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Figure 5.7. The effect of 12 weeks of moderate intensity continuous training (MICT),
low volume, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and placebo (CON) on change in
pulse pressure. Columns represent the mean score and error bars represent the SE. No
significant group x time interaction (p = 0.66) or time effect was found (p = 0.67).
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Responded to advertisement
(n = 266)

Individuals who underwent telephone
screening
(n = 63)

Eligible
(n = 29)

Ineligible
(n = 34)

Eligible but declined
(n = 1)

Undertook initial assessment and
randomization
(n = 28)

MICT
(n = 9)
Final Completers: n = 9
(M:5, F:4)

HIIT
(n = 12)
Final Completers: n =
12
(M:7, F:5)

CON
(n = 7)
Final Completers: n = 6
Dropouts: n = 1
(M:4, F:3)

Figure 5.8. Recruitment Flow Diagram
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Discussion
This is the first study to examine the efficacy of a low volume approach to high-intensity
interval training (HIIT) and moderate intensity continuous training (MICT) on central
arterial stiffness and haemodynamics in obese, inactive adults with type 2 diabetes
(T2D). Using a 12-week randomised placebo controlled design, we found there was a
significant increase in augmentation index (AIx) and augmentation index at a heart rate of
75 (AIx@75) following the 12-week intervention period in all groups. No significant
differences were found in all other markers of arterial stiffness or central haemodynamics
between groups. We conclude that there appears to be no improvement in central arterial
stiffness and central blood pressure with 12 weeks of aerobic exercise in this population,
whether via moderate continuous or high intensity interval approach.

To date, there have been limited studies investigating central arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamic responses to regular aerobic exercise in T2D, particularly the efficacy of
HIIT. Despite the lack of improvement in central arterial stiffness and haemodynamics
after aerobic training, we did observe a near-significant increase in cardiorespiratory
fitness, as well as, some improvements in cardiovascular risk factors including brachial
systolic blood pressure and waist circumference following HIIT and MICT. This supports
the existing literature that the use of low volume HIIT can lead to similar improvements
in cardiovascular risk factors as ―traditional‖ aerobic exercise in people with T2D311.
Whilst we observed a significant increase in AIx and AIx@75 following 12 weeks of
aerobic exercise, there is conflicting evidence on the effect aerobic exercise on AIx in
people with T2D. As there was a significant time effect for a reduction brachial blood
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pressure in both HIIT and MICT, and no significant change to central systolic blood
pressure and PWV, it is unlikely structural changes occurred in the walls of the central
arteries. Other external factors that could influence central arterial stiffness and
haemodynamic outcomes such as smoking, food consumption, caffeine, body positioning,
exercise, medication and alcohol were considered in the study design to reduce
confounding issues influencing the results of the study. However, some individuals may
not have disclosed incompliance to the requirements for assessment visits, which may
have influenced our findings. Despite this, the significant increase in AIx and AIx@75
across all groups after the intervention period is unclear.

In contrast to our findings, a comprehensive meta-analysis demonstrated that aerobic
exercise was an efficacious therapy for reducing AIx in a range of chronic conditions
including people with hypertension, pre-hypertensive and chronic kidney disease262. A
moderate intensity walking program overweight, females with T2D found a reduction
AIx@75 of -8.1%265. This suggests that MICT-based exercise may an effective exercise
strategy. This study implemented a longer duration per exercise session (60 mins, 3 times
per week), which may explain why we did not see any reductions with either aerobic
exercise group. This is supported by the finding in Schmidt and colleagues study where
no changes to AIx were found with two, 1 h sessions of soccer training per week for 24
weeks in obese men with T2D (pre: 1.9% versus post: 2.0%)422. Thus, it appears that
longer durations of aerobic exercise may be required for significant reductions in central
arterial stiffness to occur in obese adults with T2D.
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The central arteries are composed of a larger elastic and collagen components216, whereas
the peripheral arteries have a large smooth muscular cell component which allows them
to respond quicker to changes that occur with aerobic exercise such as greater
vasodilatory substances and bioavailability, improvements in endothelial function and
reduced vascular tone. Accordingly meta-analysis has shown a significant pooled effect
for improvement in EID with aerobic exercise332, which reflects improvements in
vascular smooth muscle cell function. Since the elastic and collagen component of the
central arterial walls are heavily reliant on changes in shear stress and repetitive cyclic
strain (via pressure changes) in the cardiovascular system to promote adaptations to these
fibres213, these may require longer exposure to stimulus (i.e. exercise) for adaptation. This
may explain why we did not observe any improvements in AIx and PWV, as well as,
central haemodyanmics with our 12-week intervention. Therefore, studies using longer
exercise interventions are needed. Similarly, no significant changes were found in central
haemodynamic outcomes following regular aerobic exercise. Greater arterial stiffness is
strongly associated with increases in blood pressure. Since there were no reductions in
central arterial stiffness, this may explain why we did not see any changes to central
haemodyanmics. However, there was a significant time effect for a change in brachial
systolic blood pressure, where both HIIT and MICT groups had reductions following the
intervention. There is strong evidence elsewhere supporting the efficacy of aerobic
exercise and reducing brachial (peripheral) blood pressure337, 423. Despite central blood
pressure having a stronger correlation to cardiovascular disease, there is still robust
evidence showing that high brachial systolic blood pressure is associated with adverse
cardiovascular outcomes such as strokes, myocardial infarctions and peripheral vascular
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disease424. A recent meta-analysis by Ettehad and colleagues suggested that for a 10
mmHg reduction in systolic blood pressure, there was a reduced risk of developing a
stroke (27%), coronary heart disease (17%) and all-cause mortality (13%)425. In our study
MICT had appeared to induce greater reductions in peripheral systolic blood pressure
than HIIT. Nonetheless, both MICT and HIIT resulted in clinically meaningful reductions
in systolic blood pressure (HIIT: -6.8 ± 2.3 mmHg, MICT: -10.9 ± 8.8 mmHg), which in
turn, implies utility for reduction in the risk of future cardiovascular events.

Individuals who were randomised to the aerobic exercise training groups had a reduction
in waist circumference following the intervention period in both HIIT and MICT (HIIT: 3.8 ± 1.0 cm, MICT: -2.7 ± 1.1 cm). Waist circumference has been identified as a
surrogate marker of abdominal adiposity426 and is a strong predictor of myocardial
infarctions116 and cardiovascular disease risk427. Our study supports previous studies
where aerobic training does reduce waist circumference in people with T2D249, 250.
However, it should be noted, that a decrease in waist circumference was also observed in
CON, albeit a small reduction (-1.1 ± 1.2 cm).

Poor cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) has been found to be a strong predictor of all-cause
mortality and cardiac events428, and this has been observed in individuals with T2D,
independent of body composition429. HIIT is now regarded as a superior modality to
improve CRF, when compared to MICT286. Furthermore, sprint interval training, a form
of low volume interval training, has also been shown to lead to greater changes to CRF
when compared to MICT430. This mode of training involves repeated ―all-out‖ efforts,
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which exceed 100% VO2max, with each effort generally lasting up to 30s311. These
protocols have been found to induce large peripheral adaptations such as an increased
mitochondrial density and oxidative enzymes to facilitate oxygen extraction311. In
contrast to more recent findings, we observed a near-significant group x time interaction
for changes in CRF and MICT lead to greater improvements in CRF compared to HIIT.
In this instance, MICT was superior to HIIT and CON for improving CRF. It should be
noted, there is a large amount of evidence supporting the beneficial effects of MICT
based programs and improving CRF, and as such, should be still be promoted as an
exercise modality for individuals with T2D280. There is sparse evidence on the effect of
low volume HIIT (not performed as sprint interval training and below 100% VO2max) in
adults. A recent pilot study found that 8 weeks of HIIT (1x5 min at 85-95% HRmax),
performed 2 days per week, significantly increased CRF in sedentary adults431. However,
people with T2D tend to present with an array of cardiovascular complications such as
poor vascular function, higher total peripheral, lower shear rate and hyperemic
responses352, 356 which may reduce hinder the exercise response that can be achieved with
low volume HIIT, in these individuals. Since there was no clinically meaningful change
in CRF in the HIIT group, this may suggest that a larger or longer exercise stimulus (such
as MICT) may be needed to improve CRF in this cohort. In addition, while evidence has
shown that low volume sprint training can significantly increased mitochondrial density
in adults with T2D432, the implementation of low volume HIIT in our study was
prescribed below VO2max. Therefore, it is likely the protocol used in our study will have
different effects on PGC1-α activation and peripheral adaptations, than sprint interval
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training. This may partly explain why we did not find a superior benefit from the low
volume HIIT approach, compared to MICT.

One of the most reported barriers to undertaking a structured exercise program is a
perceived lack of time. This study found that a low volume approach to HIIT might lead
to improvements cardiorespiratory fitness and some cardiovascular risk factors in obese,
previously inactive adults with T2D. This protocol represented 38% of the time
commitment of the current exercise guidelines (150 mins/week)412. Previous research has
shown HIIT to be a safe and well tolerated intervention for cardiometabolic disease
populations. Our study supports this finding – only one adverse event occurred and this
was judged as being unrelated to exercise training (HIIT: n = 1) by the study physician.
The supervising exercise physiologists observed that HIIT was well-tolerated by all
participants. Together these observations support the notion that low volume HIIT can be
implemented as an alternative to MICT (and other HIIT approaches) for individuals who
cannot meet the exercise guidelines to manage cardiovascular disease in T2D.

We acknowledge that the small sample size (n = 28) may limit the ability to draw
conclusions regarding the efficacy of low volume HIIT and MICT and the changes
described for central haemodynamics, arterial stiffness and cardiovascular risk factors.
While our study did have a high compliance rate to the exercise interventions, there were
instances where individuals had personal commitments or unforeseen events (work
commitments, illness, family situations etc) that led to less than 100% compliance to the
training protocol. For safety and health reasons, individuals were encouraged to continue
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taking their prescribed medication. Evidence has shown that chronic compliance to antihyperglycaemic, anti-hypertensive and lipid-lowering medication can reduce central
arterial stiffness and haemodynamics208, which may confound the effect of the exercise
interventions in this study. However, given the prescribed medications were already
routinely taken by the individuals, it is unlikely that the effect of the medications would
have a large impact on the results. There are notably large differences between sexes and
the risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in people with T2D87, 88. For instance,
women with diabetes have a substantially greater risk of CVD and higher mortality
rates46, 87, 88, which may be due to more severe underlying cardiovascular complications,
and thus could take longer for these individuals to experience positive exercise benefits
that may reduce arterial stiffness or central haemodynamics. Unexpectedly, we observed
improvements in some outcomes in the control group (as noted via significant overall
time effect). It should be noted that there were significant changes in the sham exercise
group‘s (control) habitual physical activity and sedentary time, which may confound the
changes seen in intervention groups433. However, increased habitual physical activity was
found across all groups, therefore the observed changes in cardiorespiratory fitness and
peripheral systolic blood pressure are likely to be as a result of the exercise intervention.
Furthermore, the warm-up and cool-down components for the HIIT sessions led to an
additional 15 min of low-moderate intensity aerobic activity per session. An acute study
has found that 5 min of low intensity cycling significantly reduces regional arterial
stiffness of the exercising limb, however there was no significant difference in blood
pressure following exercise434. However, another acute exercise study found that 30 mins
of aerobic exercise at 50% VO2max did not reduce central arterial stiffness in healthy
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young males435. Whilst the additional low to moderate intensity aerobic activity may
enhance the exercise response, it appears more likely that the warm-up and cool-down
would influence regional arterial stiffness of the exercising limbs and not central arterial
stiffness. Therefore, it is unlikely that the additional aerobic activity from the warm-up
and cool down would confound the results observed in the HIIT group. While our study
has provided important first data examining the effect of a low volume approach to HIIT
versus traditional aerobic exercise versus placebo on arterial stiffness, central
haemodynamics and cardiovascular risk factors, more studies are warranted in similar
cohorts.
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Conclusion
12 weeks of regular aerobic exercise does not reduce arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamic responses in previously inactive, obese individuals with type 2
diabetes. Despite this, there was a near-significant increase in cardiorespiratory fitness
with aerobic exercise and some improvements to cardiovascular risk factors, which
warrants the use of the aerobic exercise approaches employed for the management of
cardiovascular disease in this cohort. Low volume HIIT may be a time effective
strategy that could be used by health professionals to improve and manage
cardiovascular health in people with type 2 diabetes.
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6.1 Summary of Findings

Central blood pressure (CBP) and central arterial stiffness are strongly linked with
cardiovascular disease (CVD), and both are elevated in people with diabetes31, 35. As
the rate of diabetes continues to increase worldwide, sustainable, low-cost and
population-accessible interventions that reduce the burden of CVD in diabetes are
needed9. Medication is known to improve these outcomes, however, does not
necessarily target the underlying pathologies of central hypertension and arterial
stiffness. With its pleiotropic benefits, exercise is an accepted therapeutic option for
cardiovascular disease risk management and broader health benefits. Exercise
prescription involves the manipulation of modality, duration, intensity and frequency
(i.e. the dose of exercise) to achieve intended acute and chronic responses. The
current exercise guidelines for the management of cardiovascular disease in people
with diabetes recommend that individuals participate in frequent moderate to vigorous
aerobic exercise totaling ≥150 mins/week412. However, based on the evidence, such
levels of exercise are rarely achieved in people with diabetes in Australia or
worldwide27, 28. Whilst there are currently exercise guidelines for improving
peripheral blood pressure, there are no exercise recommendations for managing
arterial stiffness and central hypertension in diabetes. Furthermore, the efficacy of
exercise per se, and, of different modes and doses of exercise on central
haemodynamics and arterial stiffness in diabetes, has yet to be clearly defined.
The primary aims of the studies in this thesis were to:
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1. Systematically review the evidence and compare the effect of highintensity interval training and moderate intensity continuous training on arterial
stiffness and 24 h blood pressure responses in adults;
2. Assess the effect of acute aerobic exercise on arterial stiffness and
central haemodynamic responses in adults with diabetes;
3. Systematically review the evidence for the effect of exercise
interventions on vascular function and stiffness in adults with type 2 diabetes;
and
4. Assess the effect of regular aerobic exercise on arterial stiffness, central
haemodynamic responses, and cardiovascular risk factors in obese, inactive
adults with type 2 diabetes.

6.2 The Independent Benefits of Exercise on Arterial Stiffness and Blood
Pressure
Findings from the systematic reviews in Chapters 2 and 4 indicate that aerobic
exercise training tends to be effective in reducing arterial stiffness, however, there
was no significant difference between high intensity interval training (HIIT) and
moderate intensity continuous training (MICT) for this benefit. The results from
Chapters 2 and 4 tend to support the majority of evidence that indicates that aerobic
exercise can reduce central arterial stiffness in a range of adult population groups
including healthy individuals, hypertension, chronic kidney disease and
cardiovascular disease262, 291. However, in contrast to other meta-analyses262, 291, there
was no superior benefit with high intensity exercise aerobic exercise, when compared
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to moderate intensity aerobic exercise for reducing central arterial stiffness (pulse
wave velocity and augmentation index) in adults with a high cardiovascular risk
(Chapter 2). When comparing HIIT versus MICT, HIIT led to superior reductions in
24 h blood pressure (Chapter 2). There has been limited research investigating the
effect of aerobic exercise on 24 h blood pressure outcomes. A meta-analysis showed
that regular aerobic exercise can lead to a significant reduction in daytime systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, but there was no significant difference in change in nighttime blood pressure following aerobic training, when compared to control292. In
contrast, the results from Chapter 2 show a significantly larger reduction in night-time
diastolic blood pressure following HIIT versus MICT. In addition, results from
Chapter 2 also showed a tendency for a greater reduction in daytime blood pressure
following HIIT, when compared with MICT. Therefore, changes to night-time and
daytime blood pressure may be intensity-dependent. This conflicts with the findings
of Cornelissen et al. that showed no significant association with exercise intensity and
changes to 24 h blood pressure outcomes292. However, the results from Chapter 2
support the current evidence indicating that aerobic exercise can reduce 24 h blood
pressure outcomes. Given the paucity of the available evidence, additional research
needs to explore the effect of exercise intensity on these parameters of blood pressure
management.
Furthermore, Chapter 4 highlighted that no studies have investigated the effect of
regular aerobic exercise on central arterial stiffness in people with type 2 diabetes
(T2D), and thus more research is needed. No other study to date has investigated the
effect of exercise intensity on 24 h blood pressure responses. The findings from
Chapter 4 suggest that implementing an aerobic exercise program based off the
current exercise guidelines for the broader management of CVD may lead to a
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reduction in peripheral arterial stiffness, as measured via pulse wave velocity (PWV),
in individuals with T2D. In addition, the systematic review from Chapter 2 found that
no trials had compared HIIT versus MICT and assessed arterial stiffness outcomes in
people with diabetes. Therefore, the effect of exercise on central arterial stiffness and
central haemodynamics in people with diabetes is largely unknown. Both reviews
identified that published investigations had small sample sizes and were
heterogeneous in design.
The results from Chapter 2 and 4 support the hypotheses that: a) regular aerobic
exercise (training) has a tendency to decrease peripheral arterial stiffness in adults
with T2D and; b) HIIT appears to lead to larger decreases in 24 h blood pressure
outcomes (night-time blood pressure), when compared to MICT adult humans.
Additionally, these chapters identified the need for further investigations examining
the efficacy of exercise on central arterial stiffness (including PWV and augmentation
index) and central haemodynamics in individuals with diabetes using RCT design and
control for potentially confounding variables such as significant weight loss and
changes in habitual diet, and physical activity.

6.3 The Effect of Acute Aerobic Exercise Bout on Central Arterial Stiffness and
Central Haemodynamics in People with Diabetes
As time is a commonly reported barrier to participation in regular exercise training,
high intensity interval training (HIIT) has been commonly cited as a time efficient
approach, which is well known for its comparable or superior fitness benefits, was
employed to address the second aim of this thesis. As described in Chapter 3, this aim
was to assess the effect of an acute aerobic exercise bout on central arterial stiffness
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and haemodynamics in people with T1D and T2D diabetes. In order to examine the
independent benefits of each modality, a randomised, cross-over controlled trial was
undertaken. The HIIT intervention employed was the 4 x 4 ―Norwegian‖ protocol,
which has been found to result in improved glucose tolerance, cardiorespiratory
fitness, and vascular function and, importantly, has proved safe and tolerable for
people with cardiometabolic conditions286. The hypothesis was only partly supported an acute bout of HIIT had a tendency to transiently reduce central arterial stiffness, as
measured via augmentation index at a heart rate of 75. Moreover, a significant
transient reduction in central systolic blood pressure was found following a bout of
HIIT. However, the study did not find any significant changes following a bout of
MICT. In addition, we did observe a significant reduction in brachial systolic blood
pressure following either HIIT or MICT. No significant changes were found for other
markers of central arterial stiffness or central haemodynamics (PWV, augmentation
index, mean arterial pressure and pulse pressure). Finally, no significant difference
was found between participants with T1D and T2D for all outcomes, suggesting that
individuals with diabetes may have similar vascular responses to aerobic exercise.
Whilst the literature has consistently cited that HIIT is a time-efficient strategy, it may
be argued that the Norwegian protocol does not provide enough of a reduction in the
duration of a session to be offered as a time-efficient protocol. Despite the emerging
evidence showing the cardiometabolic benefits (as mentioned previously) obtained
using the Norwegian HIIT protocol, sessions are 24 min in duration. When compared
to the moderate intensity continuous training (MICT) session (33 of continuous
cycling), there was only a 9 min difference between the two exercise protocols. This
time difference may not be large enough to warrant HIIT as suitable alternative for
those individuals who are interested in participating in a time-efficient program.
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Moreover, the vigorous intensity repeated bouts in HIIT may be uncomfortable and
not enjoyable for some individuals. MICT could be considered a more appealing
exercise modality for these individuals, and be the preferred exercise modality.
Furthermore, the well-known benefits derived from MICT-based protocols for
managing cardiovascular disease (CVD) and cardiovascular risk factors should not be
overlooked. Therefore, the individual‘s preference should be the promoted exercise
strategy as it is more likely to promote compliance to an exercise session and/or
program.
Based on these findings it was concluded that an acute bout of HIIT could lead to a
transient reduction in central haemodynamics, and a tendency to decrease central
arterial stiffness in people with T1D and T2D. Furthermore, the hypothesis that HIIT
would result in a greater transient decrease in central arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamcis than that achieved with regular continuous moderate intensity
aerobic exercise was partially supported. Since there was no difference in exercise
responses in those with T1D and T2D, the exercise recommendations for T2D, may
be applicable to individuals with T1D, although the results from this acute
intervention may not infer chronic (training) benefits.
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6.4 The Effect of Regular Aerobic Exercise Training on Arterial Stiffness,
Central Haemodynamics and Other Cardiovascular Risk Factors in Obese,
Inactive Adults with Type 2 Diabetes
As Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated a benefit of exercise on arterial stiffness and
central haemodynamics in people with diabetes, Chapter 5 sought to assess the
efficacy of regular aerobic exercise on these outcomes and other cardiovascular risk
factors in obese, inactive adults with T2D (the fourth aim of the thesis). The study
employed a modified time-efficient low-volume version of the 4x4 ―Norwegian‖
protocol to address this aim. Two aerobic exercise training interventions, with varying
degree of effort and time commitment were investigated and involved: i) low-volume,
high intensity interval training (HIIT: 1 x 4 min at 90% VO2peak, 19 min, 3 days/week
for 12 weeks) or ii) traditional moderate intensity continuous training (60% VO2peak,
55 min, 3 days/week for 12 weeks). A sham-exercise placebo control (CON)
intervention of the same duration was also employed in a randomised trial design. A
significant increase in central arterial stiffness, as measured via augmentation index
(AIx) and augmentation index at a heart rate of 75 (AIx@75) was found in all groups
after 12 weeks of training. No significant changes were observed for central
haemodynamics in all groups however, significant time effect was observed in
brachial systolic blood pressure and waist circumference. Both HIIT and MICT led to
clinically meaningful reductions in systolic blood pressure (HIIT: -6.8 ± 2.3 mmHg,
MICT: -10.9 ± 8.8 mmHg), despite no significant group x time interaction.
Furthermore, MICT had a tendency to increase relative VO2peak, to a greater extent
than HIIT. This is in contrast to the majority of the literature, where HIIT has been
found to be the superior modality for increases in cardiorespiratory fitness253, 286,
albeit across a wide variety of HIIT protocols.
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Overall, the findings from the study conducted in Chapter 5 do not support the
hypothesis that regular aerobic exercise interventions decrease central arterial
stiffness and central haemodynamics in obese, inactive adults with T2D compared
with placebo control. However, the results corroborate the current consensus that
regular aerobic exercise is an efficacious strategy for improving other markers of
cardiovascular risk, such as waist circumference and brachial blood pressure, as well
as a tendency to increase cardiorespiratory fitness. This was observed following both
of the aerobic exercise interventions, when compared with placebo. The hypothesis
that engagement in low-volume, HIIT intervention would lead to comparable
improvements to traditional moderate intensity continuous training in obese, inactive
adults with T2D compared with placebo control was therefore partly supported.
Notably, this ‗minimal engagement‘ in aerobic exercise, which was significantly less
(12 mins per week of stimulus exercise) than the dose advocated for cardiovascular
risk management (i.e. >150mins of moderate intensity aerobic exercise per week) was
enough to improve reduce waist circumference and peripheral blood pressure. In light
of the overall minimal changes to central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic
outcomes in each exercise intervention in Chapter 5, and the conflicting findings in
Chapter 3, longer exercise interventions may be needed to lead to large changes in
these outcomes in obese people with T2D. Aerobic exercise may still lead to
improvements in cardiovascular risk factors, despite no central changes. As
improvements were observed following both HIIT and MICT, the choice of which
protocol to prescribe for an individual targeting cardiovascular risk reduction may
therefore centre around the individual‘s preferences and any limiting factor (such as
co-morbidity or time limitations).
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6.5 Implications for the use of Aerobic Exercise for Arterial Stiffness and
Central Haemodynamics
Findings from this thesis show that acute aerobic exercise can lead to a significant
transient reduction in central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics in people
with diabetes. However, it is unclear if regular aerobic exercise is an effective strategy
for reducing central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics in obese, previously
inactive people with type 2 diabetes. The studies described in Chapters 2- 5 also
highlight certain challenges inherent in exercise-based research interventions in freeliving populations using controlled designs. These challenges include the control of
weight change, changes in habitual diet and physical activity and small sample sizes.
In order to control for potentially confounding changes in habitual diet and physical
activity and therefore weight change, the study in Chapter 5 collected baseline and
post-intervention dietary and objective physical activity data. As participants engaged
with an exercise physiologist for multiple training sessions per week, participants
received frequent verbal reminders to maintain these variables. The results of the
study did however suggest a change in objectively measured habitual physical activity
(including sedentary time and time spend in low activity) in all groups. Nevertheless,
as all groups had significant changes to their physical activity behaviour, it could be
argued that the effects on the cardiovascular outcomes between groups were not
confounded, and it is notable that the control group did not have significant changes
to any other outcome measures.
The findings from Chapter 3 (acute study) can provide some insight into the possible
changes that may arise with regular (chronic) exercise and there are possible practical
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implications that come from the findings. For an individual with diabetes who is
unable to commit to the recommended exercise guidelines, or who is about to
commence an exercise program, the significant improvements observed in central
arterial stiffness and central blood pressure may imply that exercise can provide
temporary protective effects. In the same way that demonstration of transient insulin
sensitizing effects have informed the recommended frequency of exercise for
metabolic disease413 having an understanding of the time-course of these acute
benefits (i.e. how long they last) may also assist future exercise prescription.
Additionally, there was no significant difference for all outcome measures when
comparing T1D versus T2D to an acute bout of aerobic exercise, which may imply
that current exercise guidelines in T2D can be applied to individuals with T1D. This
is a small, but important advancement given the current lack of evidence and
relatively vague exercise guidelines for T1D.
The exercise-induced changes in AIx@75 and central SBP that were observed in
Chapter 3 could be attributed to acute reductions in total peripheral resistance through
an increase in vasodilatory substances leading to greater vasodilation. Central arteries
do not have a large muscular component, and therefore may not respond as rapidly to
these acute changes, which largely impact vascular tone of smooth muscle cells. This
is supported by the findings from Chapter 4 where a near-significant reduction in
peripheral PWV was shown in adults with T2D. Furthermore, advanced glycation
end-products (AGEs) are known to lead to pathological cross-linking in collagen and
elastin fibres within arterial walls in people with diabetes217. Exercise increases
repetitive cyclic strain and shear stress on the arterial wall, and this is thought to break
the fibrous cross-links within the arterial walls. Pulse wave velocity is a marker of
these structural changes, since it assesses regional arterial stiffness and is not
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influenced as heavily influenced by changes in systemic vascular tone, compared to
AIx213. However, it should be noted that in the Chapter 5 study, HIIT resulted in a
mean decrease in PWV of -0.4 ± 0.8 m/s, which may be a clinically meaningful
change in arterial stiffness and cardiovascular risk. As mentioned previously in
Chapter 1, a 1 m/s increase in arterial stiffness can lead to an increased risk of
cardiovascular events or mortality. The results from this study show that HIIT could
possibly induce a cardioprotective effect via a reduction in PWV. Since no change
was found with MICT, this suggests that changes to PWV may be particularly
influenced by exercise intensity, as there were substantial differences in the duration
of the sessions between the two exercise interventions in Chapter 5 (HIIT: 19 mins
versus MICT: 55 mins). This suggestion is supported by the findings in Chapter 3
where HIIT led to near-significant reductions in central arterial stiffness and a
significant decrease in central haemodynamics and a negative linear trend was
observed in both central systolic blood pressure and AIx@75 at 60 mins post-HIIT.

6.6 Study Limitations
Limitations to the studies in this thesis include the ability to control for potentially
confounding variables (i.e. habitual diet, activity and weight loss, as described above),
and some design features; namely sample size and cohort heterogeneity.
As noted in Chapters 3 and 5 low sample sizes are inherent in supervised exercisebased investigation using RCT designs, in part due to the labour and cost-intensive
nature of RCT studies with gold-standard assessment methodology (which are the
benchmark for clinical investigation of the efficacy of exercise per se on health
outcomes). Low samples also limit the generalizability of the results, and thus caution
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must be taken when interpreting the data and the expected changes with aerobic
exercise on the collected outcome measures in clinical practice. Exercise studies are
also often powered to evaluate the efficacy of an intervention arm versus a control
group and not to directly compare between groups (as was the case in Study 5). While
Chapter 3 detected a significant between-group difference for the efficacy of HIIT
versus MICT for reducing central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics, this
may have been limited since the study in Chapter 5 did not reach the powered sample
size (n=75) to determine which group was ―most effective‖. However, given the
individualistic nature of exercise prescription, establishing a range of doses which are
effective for reducing central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics, is
arguably more relevant to clinical practice.
A limitation of the studies conducted in Chapter 3 and 5 is the use of non-invasive
techniques to assess central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics and to
examine the efficacy of the exercise on these outcomes. Limitations for the general
use of these non-invasive techniques for central arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamics have been outlined (Chapter 1: Introduction, pg 14). The reduced
feasibility (particularly for the acute study) of using the gold-standard cardiac
catheterization, as well as the budgetary constraints, meant that we were unable to
assess central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics directly.
While the intention of performing an acute study was to provide further insight to the
possible changes that may come with regular training, the results observed in Chapter
3 were not reflected in the chronic training study (Chapter 5). In this case, when
compared to the acute study (Chapter 3), the chronic response to exercise did not lead
to similar, or further changes to central arterial stiffness or central haemodynamics in
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people with T2D. Furthermore, individual responses to exercise interventions can be
heterogeneous, which also limit the transferability of the results to practice.
In both research Chapters which involved exercise interventions (3 and 5) we
included participants of both sexes, with a bias towards men in the Chapter 5 study.
As was often highlighted in the Review of the Literature in Chapter 1, there is a
considerable amount of research demonstrating sex differences in traditional
cardiovascular risk factors and also possible sex differences for central arterial
stiffness outcomes. Women with diabetes have substantially greater risk of CVD and
cardiovascular complications, when compared to men, which may imply that women
may have more severe underlying cardiovascular pathologies in those with diabetes,
and could impede the expected adaptations to exercise training. Chapter 1 highlighted
that this could be due to female-specific hormonal and pregnancy-related events such
as menopause. The mean age of the individuals participating in randomised controlled
trial in Chapter 5 was 55±1.3 y. Based on prospective data, it is likely that the
majority of women involved in this study would have been post-menopausal
(menopause status was not sought), which could accelerate the risk of CVD and
underlying cardiovascular pathologies in these individuals and may influence how an
individual may respond and/or adapt to exercise training. In contrast, as described in
Chapter 1, central arterial stiffness, particularly AIx, appears to be more strongly
associated with diabetes in men than women. Since there were a slightly higher
number of male participants for the randomised controlled trial in Chapter 5 (16 males
versus 13 females) this may impact the changes found in AIx in the exercise groups.
Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 1, AIx increases linearly to the age of 50 y, and
it slowly plateaus and/or rises with increasing age beyond 50 y. In contrast, increases
in PWV appear to accelerate after the age of 50 y in people with diabetes. Given the
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mean age of the study in Chapter 5 (55 y), this could explain why a non-significant
reduction was observed in PWV this outcome. This could imply that when exercise is
implemented in the early stages of the accelerated progression in central arterial
stiffness, the intervention may be more likely to have a beneficial effect and slow the
progression of central arterial stiffness. This is supported by the findings of Pierce and
colleagues‘ meta-analysis where an improvement in central arterial stiffness was seen
(in Ax) for adults who were 18-45 y, but no significant changes were observed in
PWV. Therefore, these factors could confound the observations from Chapter 5 and
limit the generalizability and transferability of these findings.
Lastly the study duration employed in Chapter 5 (12 weeks) is relatively short which
is an inherent challenge for interventions involving supervised exercise training.
Therefore, conclusions about the long- term sustainability of the outcomes cannot be
made.

6.7 Future Research
Although an overall significant benefit of acute aerobic exercise on central arterial
stiffness and central haemodynamics, was demonstrated in this thesis, the reviews
conducted in Chapters 2 and 4 identified a relative dearth of studies investigating the
utility of aerobic exercise training, particularly HIIT, and the comparability of HIIT
versus MICT for central (aortic) outcomes in people with diabetes. Moreover, there
have been no studies to date have examined the effect of exercise on central arterial
stiffness in people with T1D. Future research should be directed at exploring the
effects of these exercise modalities on arterial stiffness and central haemodynamic
improvement, as well as sex and age-specific studies in people with T1D and T2D.
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Whilst the findings from Chapter 3 suggest that aerobic exercise does transiently
improve central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics in people with diabetes,
how long this transient effect may persist is unknown. Understanding the duration of
these acute transient changes that occur with exercise can help inform exercise
prescription for chronic/regular exercise training target for these outcomes. Future
acute studies should monitor the transient effect over a longer period of time (towards
1-2 days post-exercise) to further advance understanding of the physiological
responses to exercise and inform recommendations on exercise dose, particularly
frequency.
The study in Chapter 5 was the first to be conducted using a modified HIIT protocol
compared to MICT (previously used by Ramos et al. in a metabolic syndrome
cohort259), to examine effects on central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics
in individuals with diabetes. To date, the effect of HIIT on vascular health in diabetes
is largely unknown. Since a main barrier to engaging in physical activity and/or
exercise is a perceived lack of time, for people with T1D and T2D the low-volume
HIIT protocol may present as a suitable alternative (12 mins of vigorous activity per
week) to more demanding MICT recommendations. Whilst Ramos and colleagues did
not find a significant change in central arterial stiffness following 4x4 HIIT or 1x4
HIIT in adults with metabolic syndrome, there was a near-significant improvement in
aortic reservoir (improved blood volume) following 16 weeks of 1xHIIT, but not for
4x4 HIIT or MICT259. This measure represents the stored blood in the aorta, which is
dependent on the compliance of the aorta, as well as, impedance to blood flow259. In
support of findings of previous literature explained in Chapter 1, as well as the
findings from Chapter 3, central markers appear to respond greater to vigorous
intensity exercise. Therefore, further research should be directed at the potential
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benefits that bursts of vigorous activity (like HIIT approaches) may provide on central
arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics in people with diabetes. The study also
provided initial evidence that this very low-volume approach to HIIT may also benefit
other cardiovascular risk factors. Given the capacity for this to inform more
practically achievable exercise recommendations for most people, further
investigation of this idea using larger cohorts is important. Moreover, both acute and
chronic interventions should be explored in people with diabetes, using cardiac
catherization techniques (the gold standard method for measurement of metabolism)
to establish the efficacy and mechanisms behind HIIT effects on vascular health
changes. Based on the findings from the systematic reviews, exercise intensity
appears to have a positive dose response for changes to central blood pressure and
central haemodynamics, although we only corroborated this in the acute study in
Chapter 3.
It is important that further research examining exercise therapy for cardiovascular
health outcomes in people with diabetes should not just focus on people with T2D.
There is scarce research on exercise and the effect on cardiovascular health in adults
with T1D, and current exercise guidelines are vague. As Chapter 1 highlighted, there
is ample evidence regarding the deleterious effect of T1D on the cardiovascular
system and the increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in this group.
It should be noted, while there is a large, growing epidemic in T2D, the number of
people diagnosed with T1D also continues to grow internationally and in Australia.
Whilst this thesis only investigated the acute responses to aerobic exercise in those
with T1D, this still provides some insight into the possible changes that may occur in
cardiovascular outcomes in this population. The review in Chapter 2 reinforced the
observation of an overall lack of evidence of exercise studies in people with T1D with
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respect to central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics, and this warrants
further investigation. More generally, greater investigation is needed to inform
exercise guidelines for people with T1D to manage cardiovascular risk and CVD.

6.8 Final Recommendations
This thesis explored the role of exercise as a strategy for reducing central arterial
stiffness and central haemodynamic and has confirmed that acute aerobic exercise
may be a temporary therapeutic option to address the pathological burden associated
with these outcomes in people with diabetes. In contrast, regular aerobic exercise did
not have a therapeutic effect on central arterial stiffness and central haemodynamics
in previously inactive, obese adults with T2D after 12 weeks. Aerobic exercise
training can improve some cardiovascular risk factors such as peripheral blood
pressure, waist circumference and cardiorespiratory fitness, which corroborates
previous findings indicating that aerobic exercise is an efficacious strategy for
managing general cardiovascular health in people with diabetes. The findings of this
thesis also demonstrate that high intensity aerobic exercise, as HIIT, leads to greater
transient reductions in AIx@75 and central SBP, when compared to ―traditional‖
aerobic exercise in people with T1D and T2D diabetes.
There is also a need for the types of information reviewed and discovered in this
thesis to be relayed to the general public to create an increased awareness of the need
for the public and clinicians to focus on cardiovascular-based outcomes to reduce the
associated cardiovascular burden in people with diabetes, rather than focusing solely
on glucose control. As CVD remains the largest cause of death in this population,
increasing physical activity/exercise in combination with other lifestyle factors such
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as diet need to be promoted. Furthermore public recognition of the importance
cardiorespiratory fitness as a potent and independent risk factor for cardiovascular and
all-cause mortality would potentially enhance the adoption of regular exercise
prescription in individuals at high cardiovascular risk.
Optimal exercise strategies for reducing central arterial stiffness and central
haemodynamics require vigorous intensities of aerobic exercise, and the training
mode HIIT, which complies to the well known ―Norwegian‖ protocol of 4 mins of
vigorous intensity activity (85-95% HRpeak or 90% VO2peak), with 3 mins of light
active recovery, may result in superior transient effects following one bout of
exercise, however, this may not confer the same benefit for central arterial stiffness
and central blood pressure with regular aerobic exercise. The low-volume approach to
HIIT that was implemented in this thesis is a time-efficient means of improving
cardiorespiratory fitness, peripheral blood pressure and abdominal adiposity (waist
circumference). In light of this, and of other research demonstrating a range of health
benefits, it may be a useful exercise strategy to improve overall cardiovascular health
in obese, inactive adults with T2D. As all exercise doses employed in Chapter 5
significantly reduced peripheral SBP and waist circumference as well as increased
cardiorespiratory fitness, exercise prescription should be individualised to encompass
existing co-morbidities and exercise preferences when improvement in cardiovascular
health is a primary goal.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Material for Chapter 3
A1: Study Protocol

Full Study Title:
High-intensity interval training and
hypoglycaemia minimisation in adults with
type 1 diabetes

Short Study Title:
“HIIT HYPO T1D” Study
CONFIDENTIAL
This document is confidential and the property of Sydney Local Health District, NSW
Health.
No part of it may be transmitted, reproduced, published, or used without prior written
authorisation from the institution.

STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE
This document is a protocol for a clinical research study. The study will be conducted in
compliance with all stipulations of this protocol, the conditions of ethics committee
approval and the NHMRC National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research
(2007).
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATION
TERM
BGL
Blood glucose level
CPC
Charles Perkins Centre
FGM
Flash glucose monitoring
HIIT
High-intensity interval training
RPA
Royal Prince Alfred
T1D
Type 1 diabetes
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Study Management
1.1
Principal Investigator
Prof. Stephen M. Twigg.
MBBS(Hons-I), PhD, FRACP
Kellion Professor of Endocrinology,
Stan Clark Chair in Diabetes,
Associate Dean (Research) in Central Clinical School,
Sydney Medical School,
Head, Dept of Endocrinology, RPAH
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Level 3W, Charles Perkins Centre D17
| The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
T +612 8627 1890 | F +612 8627 1604 | M: 0418637715
E stephen.twigg@sydney.edu.au | W http://sydney.edu.au

1.2
Associate Investigators
Dr Angela S. Lee
BSc(Med) MBBS(Hons-I) MMed(ClinEpi) FRACP
Endocrinologist and PhD Candidate
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Level 3W, Charles Perkins Centre D17
| The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
M: 0422875160
E alee8473@uni.sydney.edu.au
Dr Nathan Johnson
BMedSc, Master of Health Science (Hons), PhD, Graduate Certificate Education Studies
(Higher Education)
Senior Lecturer, Exercise and Sport Science
K Block, Room 126
The University of Sydney
93519137
E nathan.johnson@sydney.edu.au
Ms Kimberley Way
BExSc, MExPhys
Accredited Exercise Physiologist (ESSAM) and PhD Candidate
Level 6W, Charles Perkins Centre D17
The University of Sydney, NSW, 2006
M: 0407252422
E kway2744@uni.sydney.edu.au
1.3
Sponsor
The Study sponsor is Sydney Local Health District, NSW Health.
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1.4
Funding and resources
Funding for the project will be through Endocrinology Department funds from Charles
Perkins Centre. Freestyle Libre Pro Flash glucose monitors to be used in this study will
be supplied by Abbott Diabetes Care.
Dr Angela Lee is conducting this study as part of her PhD, and is supported by an
NHMRC Postgraduate Scholarship, and JDRF Top-up scholarship.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
2.1
Background Information
High-intensity interval training (HIIT) characterises many team and field sports (eg.
basketball and soccer) and spontaneous play in children. It involves alternating periods of
high-intensity exercise and periods of recovery. Exercise-induced hypoglycaemia and
increased glucose variability are barriers to exercise participation in many people with
Type 1 diabetes (T1D). Trials of single-session HIIT generally show that blood glucose
decreases to a smaller extent during HIIT compared to continuous aerobic exercise 436-438,
suggesting that HIIT may be a preferred form of exercise for people with T1D.
Overnight basal insulin rate reduction can reduce the risks of nocturnal hypoglycaemia
following afternoon continuous moderate-intensity aerobic exercise in children with T1D
439
. Guideline recommendations for preventing post-exercise nocturnal hypoglycaemia
after HIIT are generally based on those for continuous aerobic exercise 440, however it is
unclear whether these two exercise types can be treated similarly. Published reports on
delayed nocturnal hypoglycaemia after HIIT exercise compared to continuous moderateintensity aerobic exercise in people with T1D have shown varying results, with one
study showing a higher risk of nocturnal hypoglycaemia 437, while another study finding a
reduced risk of nocturnal hypoglycaemia 441, and another showing similar risk of
nocturnal hypoglycemia 438. The effects of a basal insulin rate reduction to prevent
nocturnal hypoglycaemia after HIIT has not been systematically studied. We hypothesise
that an overnight basal insulin dose reduction of 20% will minimise nocturnal
hypoglycaemia following afternoon HIIT exercise without excess hyperglycaemia.
2.2
Research Question
In adults with type 1 diabetes, what reduction in evening basal insulin dose is most
appropriate to minimise overnight hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia following
afternoon high-intensity interval training?

2.3 Rationale for Current Study
To our knowledge, this study will be the first study to investigate the effects of different
dose-reductions in basal insulin to reduce the risks of overnight hypoglycaemia after
high-intensity interval training in adults with type 1 diabetes, in comparison to nonexercising control day, and continuous moderate-intensity aerobic exercise. This will
allow evidence-based recommendations to be developed to allow adults with type 1
diabetes to safely undertake HIIT exercise with reduced hypoglycaemia risk.
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As a secondary endpoint, this study will also compare the acute effects of high-intensity
interval training and continuous moderate-intensity aerobic exercise on blood pressure,
and non-invasive measures of arterial stiffness (augmentation index and pulse wave
velocity) using applanation tonometry, as small studies in healthy participants without
diabetes have shown either similar responses 442, or more favourable responses 443 with
HIIT.
STUDY OBJECTIVES
3.1
Primary Objective
To determine appropriate dose-reduction in basal insulin to minimise overnight
hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia following afternoon HIIT exercise
Hypothesis: An evening basal insulin dose reduction of 20% will similarly minimise
hypoglycaemia, and result in the greatest % of glucose in target 4-10mmol/L overnight,
compared to 10% reduction and 30% reduction.
3.2
Secondary Objectives
To compare glucose response to single-session HIIT compared to single-session
continuous moderate-intensity aerobic exercise.
Hypothesis: HIIT with 20% basal dose reduction will be associated with a similar
duration of overnight hypoglycaemia and glucose nadir compared with continuous
moderate-intensity aerobic exercise of similar energy expenditure with 20% basal dose
reduction.
3.3
Secondary Objectives
To compare the blood pressure, augmentation index and pulse wave velocity (using noninvasive applanation tonometry) response to a HIIT session compared to a continuous
moderate-intensity aerobic exercise session.
Hypothesis: HIIT will be associated with a similar blood pressure change during
exercise, compared to during continuous moderate-intensity aerobic exercise. The
changes in augmentation index and pulse wave velocity after HIIT exercise will be
similar to after continuous moderate-intensity aerobic exercise.
STUDY DESIGN
4.1
Type of Study
Cross-over trial
4.2
Study Design
Subjects: 12 adults with type 1 diabetes
Selection criteria: Participants must satisfy all the selection criteria:
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Inclusion criteria: Age 18-70 years,T1D ≥ 1 year duration, HbA1c 6.5-10.0%, Selfmanage diabetes with multiple-daily insulin injections including a daily nocte dose of
basal insulin or twice-daily basal insulin, or subcutaneous insulin pump.
Exclusion criteria: Conditions which prevent participation in the exercise intervention
sessions on cycle ergometer (such as arthritis, unstable cardiac condition, active foot
ulcer, untreated severe retinopathy), pregnancy.
Recruitment and informed consent: Recruitment posters will be displayed in the Royal
Prince Alfred Diabetes Centre waiting room and clinic area, and local Private
Endocrinologists‘ rooms, allowing interested potential participants to contact study
investigators by phone or email as advertised on the poster. Potential participants will
then have an initial discussion with the study investigator on phone or in-person at the
Charles Perkins Centre Royal Prince Alfred Clinic (CPC RPA Clinic) to determine
eligibility. Participants will be provided with written ‗Information for Participants‘.
Written informed consent will be obtained from each participant in Study Visit 1 to be
held at CPC RPA Clinic. All study visits, including participant in-person discussions and
the exercise intervention will be conducted in the CPC RPA Clinic and gym. For
participants who cannot understand English, an Interpreter will be organized. The study
will be approved by the Sydney Local Health District Ethics Committee prior to
commencement. Given the nature of the exercise intervention, participants will not be
blinded to their intervention allocation. Study investigators will not be blinded to
intervention allocation.
Methods: Study participants will have initial baseline cardiorespiratory fitness testing on
a cycle ergometer and an exercise protocol familiarisation session in the CPC gym.
Participants will wear a FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitor (see Picture 1) for the
study duration, which will be applied using a hand-held disposable applicator by the
study investigator. The FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitor is TGA approved, and
is available for purchase by consumers without prescription in Australia. They will have a
baseline overnight continuous glucose recording with FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose
monitor (with no exercise in the preceding 2 days) on their usual insulin regimen. The
glucose recordings on the FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitor remain masked to
the participant for the entire duration of the study. Each FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose
monitoring sensor lasts for up to 2 weeks (prior to being removed by painlessly peeling
off the adhesive from the skin, or earlier if it falls off), and will be replaced with a new
sensor until the 4 exercise intervention sessions in the study are completed for the
participant within a 2-4 week timeframe. The glucose data on the glucose monitoring
sensor is subsequently downloaded wirelessly by the data reader and used in analysis.
Participants will be advised to continue routine fingerprick glucose testing, such as
premeals, post-meals and at bedtime throughout the study.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Picture 1: (a) The FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitoring sensor applied to the back
of the arm with the applicator, (b) Sensor with 5mm filament, (c) Data reader scanning
the sensor, and (d) Data reader.
Intervention: Participants will undertake a total of 4 exercise intervention sessions
within 4 weeks of wearing a flash glucose monitor, with at least 2 days between exercise
sessions. Participants will be randomised to complete either the HIIT series (3 sessions)
or continuous exercise (1 session) first in a cross-over design (see Figure 1).
Randomisation will be by computer-generated randomisation sequence
(www.randomization.com). Participants will be asked to avoid caffeine, alcohol and
exercise for 24hours prior to each exercise intervention session. Participants will follow
their usual home diet and insulin routine on the day of each exercise intervention session,
and will arrive at the Charles Perkins Centre Gym at 4pm (at least 2 hours after lunch
with usual insulin bolus) to commence the supervised exercise session. They will then go
home and have dinner with 75% of their usual insulin:carb bolus and 75% of their usual
correction insulin dose if needed. Participants will be asked to have a similar dinner on all
exercise days. At 9pm on intervention exercise nights, all participants will be asked to
consume a 15gram carbohydrate-containing snack of their choosing, such as a cup of
milk, piece of fruit like an apple, a muesli bar, slice of toast or a few crackers (with 75%
of their usual insulin bolus and 75% of their usual correction if they would usually bolus
for snacks) before bed, and instructed to ensure blood glucose is>7.0 mmol/L before bed,
with consumption of extra carbohydrate intake to achieve this if required. Any
hypoglycaemia (BGL<4.0mmol/L) detected by the participant will be self-treated with
15gram carbohydrate (eg. juice) until BGL>5.0mmol/L.
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Participants will supply all of their own food and drink in the study (including all meals
and snacks), except while at the CPC gym where they will have access to fruit juice.

Exercise intervention sessions:
HIIT series (3 visits: named HIIT10, HIIT20, HIIT30): HIIT exercise will consist of
33minutes of supervised exercise on a cycle ergometer: After 5minutes of warm-up at
approximately 60% peak heart rate, participants will do 4 bouts of 4-minute highintensity intervals at 85-95% peak heart rate interspersed with 3 bouts of 3-minute
recovery intervals at 50-70% peak heart rate. The exercise session will conclude with
3minutes of cool-down at approximately 50% peak heart rate. Similar HIIT exercise
programs have been shown to improve cardiorespiratory fitness in other studies 444. That
night, the participant will administer basal insulin at 10% reduction, 20% reduction or
30% reduction of their usual dose (HIIT10, HIIT20, HIIT30 intervention sessions
respectively).
Continuous exercise (1 visit: named Cont20): Continuous moderate intensity aerobic
exercise will consist of 41minutes of supervised exercise on a cycle ergometer: After
5minutes of warm-up at approximately 60% peak heart rate, participants will do
33minutes cycling at 60-70% peak heart rate. The exercise session will conclude with
3minutes of cool-down at approximately 50% peak heart rate. This continuous moderate
intensity aerobic exercise session has a similar energy expenditure to the HIIT exercise
session. That night, the participant will administer basal insulin at 20% reduction of their
usual dose.
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Assessment of non-invasive blood pressure and noninvasive arterial stiffness
measures before and after exercise for two exercise sessions (HIIT10 and Cont20)
Blood pressure will be measured non-invasively by sphygmomanometer on the upper
arm (the arm without the glucose sensor) before the start of exercise, 4 times during the
exercise session (during each of the 4 bouts of high-intensity intervals in the HIIT10
session, and 4 times over the continuous exercise session Cont20), and after finishing the
exercise sessions (HIIT10 and Cont20) at CPC gym.
Arterial stiffness will be measured non-invasively by applanation tonometry, through
analysis of central arterial pressure waveform. This will determine the; augmentation
index, augmentation index calculated for a heart rate of 75 beats per minute, pulse wave
velocity, pulse transit time, aortic systolic pressure, aortic diastolic pressure, aortic mean
arterial pressure and pulse pressure using a simple and noninvasive applanation
tonometry (SphygmoCor XCEL PWA and PWV System) (see Picture 2). This involves a
non-invasive hand-held tonometer probe at the carotid in the neck, and blood pressure
cuffs at the arm and thigh whilst supine. Measurements take approximately 10 minutes
and will be done in the Cont20 and HIIT10 exercise sessions; before exercise,
immediately after exercise, and 30 and 60 minutes post-exercise, whilst at CPC gym.

Picture 2: Non-invasive applanation tonometry with the SphygmoCor XCEL PWA and
PWV System

Detailed Glucose and Insulin Management Protocol for exercise intervention days
Prior to CPC gym
1. In the morning, participants will have their usual insulin (basal + bolus +
correction) with their usual breakfast.
2. At lunch (approximately 12pm), participants will have their usual bolus insulin,
with any necessary correction insulin with their usual lunch.
3. If just prior to CPC gym attendance, the BGL >14.0mmol/L, then the participant
can call the study coordinator to reschedule exercise for a different day. The
hyperglycaemia can be treated with a correction insulin dose by the participant, or
sick-day management plan if ketones are present.
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CPC gym (4pm-6pm timeframe)
4. Participants will arrive at the CPC gym at 4pm.
5. BGL will be checked on arrival.
a. If BGL <7.0mmol/L, then participants will consume 15-30gram
carbohydrate-containing juice and recheck in 15minutes to achieve a BGL
7.0-14.0 mmol/L pre-exercise target.
b. If BGL 7.0-14.0mmol/L then the participant can proceed with the exercise
session.
c. If BGL >14.0mmol/L, then the participant will check fingerprick ketones.
i. If ketones ≥0.5mmol/L, then the exercise session is rescheduled,
and the participant uses their usual sick-day diabetes management
plan.
ii. If ketones <0.5mmol/L, then the participant will give a correction
bolus of insulin and recheck in 1hour, to commence exercise if
BGL 7.0-14.0mmol/L.
6. The participant undertakes the exercise session (HIIT exercise, or continuous
moderate intensity aerobic exercise).
7. After the exercise, the participants will check fingerprick BGL to ensure
BGL>5.0mmol/L prior to leaving the CPC gym. If BGL<5.0mmol/L, the
participant will consume 15-30gram carbohydrate-containing juice and recheck in
15mins to achieve BGL>5.0mmol/L.
Post CPC gym
8. The participant will be advised to check fingerprick BGL at a minimum of: predinner, post-dinner, bed 9pm, waking 6-7am.
9. The participants will have their usual dinner with 75% of usual bolus+ 75% of
usual correction
10. Participants are advised to have a bedtime snack at 9pm. (If the participant would
routinely give an insulin bolus with their snacks, then 75% of their usual insulin
bolus dose and 75% of their usual correction insulin dose is given)
11. At 9pm, participants will self-administer their basal insulin at a reduced dose
(10% / 20% / 30% reduction) via: subcutaneous injection, or by reducing basal
rate on pump between 9pm and 6am.
12. At 9pm, participants will check their fingerprick BGL to ensure
BGL>7.0mmol/L, otherwise they will have an extra 15-30gram carbohydratecontaining juice, and recheck in 15minutes to achieve BGL>7.0mmol/L prior to
sleeping.
Diet
Participants will be provided with a diet diary to record all food and drink consumed on
their exercise days, and to replicate this diet pattern for all 4 exercise days in the
outpatient setting.
Hypoglycaemia treatment
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If at any time BGL<4.0mmol/L, participants will treat hypoglycaemia with 1530gram carbohydrate-containing juice and recheck in 15mins to achieve
BGL>5.0mmol/L.
Any severe hypoglycaemia (participant unable to self-treat hypoglycaemia): Call
for ambulance and go to Emergency Department for assessment. They can be
treated with glucagon injection by a trained person if available.
If hypoglycaemia occurs, participants are asked to take note of: BGL result, time,
presence of hypoglycaemia symptoms.

4.3
Number of Participants
12 adults with Type 1 diabetes
4.4
Study sites
This single-centre trial will be conducted at Charles Perkins Centre Royal Prince Alfred
Clinic.
4.5
Expected Duration of Study
Total study duration will be 12 months including data analysis and publication.
Expected start 15/6/2016. Expected completion 15/6/2017.
Recruitment will occur during the first 6 months of the study period.
Total study time per participant is 4 weeks.
4.6
Primary and Secondary Outcome Measures
Primary outcome:
 Total duration (minutes) of overnight (11pm-6am) hypoglycaemia
(glucose≤3.9mmol/L on flash glucose monitoring) following afternoon HIIT
exercise with varying basal insulin-dose reductions (HIIT10, HIIT20, HIIT30)
compared to continuous moderate-intensity aerobic exercise (Cont20) and nonexercise baseline.
Secondary outcomes:
 Overall glycaemia measures: Overnight mean glucose, % glucose in target range
4.0-10.0mmol/L
 Hypoglycaemia: number of episodes of hypoglycaemia/night, mean duration of
hypoglycaemic episodes, % glucose in hypoglycaemic range, glucose nadir, area
under the curve for glucose ≤3.9mmol/L
 Hyperglycaemia: number of episodes of hyperglycaemia/night, mean duration of
hyperglycaemic episodes, % glucose in hyperglycaemic range, glucose peak
 Glucose variability (inter-quartile range, standard deviation, coefficient of
variation)
 Systolic and diastolic blood pressure change during exercise (non-invasive
sphygmomanometer)
 Aortic systolic and diastolic blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, pulse pressure
change with exercise (non-invasive applanation tonometry)
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Augmentation index, augmentation index calculated for a heart rate of 75 beats
per minute, pulse wave velocity, pulse transit time change with exercise (noninvasive applanation tonometry)
Baseline participant characteristics
General
Age (years)
Sex (M/F)
Weight (kg)
Height (m)
BMI (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Diabetes
Duration of diabetes (years)
HbA1c (%)
Insulin total daily dose (units/day)
Basal insulin total daily dose (units/day)
Bolus insulin total daily dose (units/day)
Insulin delivery (MDI/pump)
Bolus insulin name
(Novorapid/Humalog/Apidra/Actrapid)
Basal insulin name
(Lantus/Levemir/Protaphane/Humulin NPH)
Fitness
VO2 peak (mL/kg/min)
Work peak (W)
HR peak (beats/min)

PARTICIPANT ENROLLMENT AND RANDOMISATION
4.7
Recruitment and informed consent
Recruitment posters will be displayed in the Royal Prince Alfred Diabetes Centre waiting
room and clinic area, and local Private Endocrinologists‘ rooms, allowing interested
potential participants to contact study investigators by phone or email as advertised on
the poster. Potential participants will then have an initial discussion with the study
investigator on phone or in-person at the Charles Perkins Centre Royal Prince Alfred
Clinic (CPC RPA Clinic) to determine eligibility. Participants will be provided with
written ‗Information for Participants‘. Written informed consent will be obtained from
each participant in Study Visit 1 to be held at CPC RPA Clinic. All study visits, including
participant in-person discussions and the exercise intervention will be conducted in the
CPC RPA Clinic and gym. For participants who cannot understand English, an
Interpreter will be organized.
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Participants will be enrolled into the study after the informed consent process has been
completed and the participant has met all selection criteria. The participant will receive a
unique study identifier number and this will be used in all study documents.
4.8
Blinding Arrangements
Given the nature of the exercise intervention, participants will not be blinded to their
intervention allocation. Study investigators will not be blinded to intervention allocation.
4.9

Participant Withdrawal
4.9.1 Reasons for withdrawal
Participants may potentially withdraw for several reasons:
 Health conditions related to diabetes: severe hypoglycaemia, diabetic ketoacidosis
 Health conditions related to the exercise: musculoskeletal injury
 Other health conditions: cardiac conditions, diabetic foot ulcer, pregnancy
 Personal reasons: lack of time, lack of motivation, moving away
Participants will be advised that they can withdraw from the study at any time.
Participants will be asked to report any adverse events to study coordinators.
If there are participant withdrawals, further Ethics review committee approval may be
sought to extend participant recruitment for the study.
4.10 Trial Closure
The trial will conclude after the flash glucose monitor is removed on completion of
overnight glucose monitoring for the 4 exercise intervention sessions. There will be no
further follow-up period in the study, and participants will continue their routine diabetes
care with their usual health care provider.
STUDY VISITS AND PROCEDURES SCHEDULE
The 4 exercise sessions to ideally be done within a 2-week timeframe (one flash glucose
monitor sensor), however if needed (eg. Participant cannot attend all sessions within 2
weeks due to work/study commitments) then a 2nd flash glucose monitor sensor can be
used so that the 4 exercise sessions are done within a 4-week timeframe.
Study Activity
visit
1
Information and
consent
2
Fitness testing,
exercise
familiarisation,
put on glucose
monitor
3
Exercise 1
4
Exercise 2

Timing
30mins
60mins

4-6pm
4-6pm
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5
6
7

Exercise 3
Exercise 4
Remove glucose
monitor

4-6pm
4-6pm
30mins

CLINICAL AND LABORATORY ASSESSMENTS
There will be no samples collected from participants for this study. Baseline HbA1c
(which is generally routinely done 3-monthly by the participant‘s health care
provider) will be obtained by participant history and verification with laboratory
results prior to study enrolment.
Data collected from the flash glucose monitor is stored electronically on a passwordprotected University of Sydney Laptop with unique identifier numbers allocated to
each participant.
REDCap will be used for participant data collection, which is approved for use in
SLHD.
ADVERSE EVENT REPORTING
8.1 Definitions
Adverse event definition
An adverse event is any untoward medical occurrence in a participant enrolled in the
trial.
Serious adverse event
An unforeseen medical event that occurs in the course of the trial that:
 results in participant death
 is life-threatening to the participant
 requires inpatient hospitalisation
 leads to the participant having a persistent or significant disability/incapacity.
Potential adverse events related to this study:
 mild hypoglycaemia (glucose≤ 3.9mmol/L) self-treated by participant
 hyperglycaemia self-treated by participant
 minor musculoskeletal injury (eg. temporary muscle soreness after exercise)
Potential severe adverse events related to this study:
 severe hypoglycaemia (requiring the assistance of another individual)
 diabetic ketoacidosis
 medical attention and hospital assessment due to hypoglycaemia, hyperglycaemia,
diabetic ketoacidosis, musculoskeletal injury, cardiac condition, diabetic foot
ulcer.
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Participants will be asked to notify study coordinators urgently is any severe adverse
events occur. Participants will be asked on each study visit to report any adverse events,
and adverse events will be reported in the results of the trial.
If any participant experiences severe hypoglycaemia, or diabetic ketoacidosis requiring
hospitalization, they will be excluded from further participation in the study and they will
seek prompt medical attention from their usual health care provided or hospital.
STATISTICAL METHODS
All statistical analysis will be performed using SPSS version 22. Participant baseline
characteristics will be described using mean ± SD.
Outcomes measures will be compared between HIIT20 and Cont20, and between HIIT20
and sedentary using paired t-test. Outcome measures will be compared between HIIT10,
HIIT20 and HIIT30 using paired repeated measures ANOVA.
This is an exploratory patient safety study, and thus a power calculation has not been
done for sample size determination.
DATA MANAGEMENT
7.1
Data Collection
Data collection storage and confidentiality
Participant data will be collected initially on paper forms, and then entered and stored in
the data management system REDCap. REDCap is a mature, secure web application for
building and managing databases. (https://redcap.sswahs.nsw.gov.au/). REDCap is
supported by the Clinical Research Centre at Sydney Local Health District. Only the
study coordinators will have access to the data. Data confidentiality and participant
privacy will be maintained by permitting only study investigators access to the data. Data
presented in scientific meeting presentations and peer-reviewed publications will be deidentified.
7.2
Study Record Retention
Study records will be retained for 15 years.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS
The trial has been registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry.
Registration number: ACTRN12616000574448p
Web address of trial: http://www.ANZCTR.org.au/ACTRN12616000574448p.aspx
Date submitted: 19/04/2016 2:15:53 PM
Date registered: 3/05/2016 11:06:51 AM
Registered by: Angela Lee
7.3

Independent HREC approval
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Sydney Local Health District Ethics committee approval required prior to study
commencement.
7.4
Amendments to the protocol
Any amendments will be submitted to the HREC for review prior to implementation as
per HREC guidelines.
7.5
Protocol deviations
Any protocol deviations will be submitted to the HREC for review.
7.6
Participant reimbursement
There will be no participant reimbursement.
7.7
Financial disclosure and conflicts of interest
Abbott Diabetes Care will supply the FreeStyle Libre Pro Flash Glucose Monitoring
system for each participant. This is a TGA approved product.
Abbott Diabetes Care is not involved with the study in any other manner. Specifically,
the company is not involved in the study concept, design, analysis or publication.
Prof Stephen Twigg is a member of the Abbott Diabetes Care National Advisory Board.
This does not have any influence on the planned study.
There are no other conflicts of interest.
USE OF DATA AND PUBLICATIONS POLICY
Results of this trial will be submitted for publication in peer-reviewed scientific journals,
and submitted for presentation at national and international scientific meetings.
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A3: Participant Information Sheet

Information for participants
HIIT HYPO T1D study
High-intensity interval training and hypoglycaemia minimisation in adults with type 1
diabetes

Introduction
You are invited to take part in a research study in type 1 diabetes and exercise. The aim is
to investigate the effects of exercise on glucose levels, particularly overnight, using a
glucose sensor. You will take different doses of bedtime basal insulin after an afternoon
exercise session to determine what dose best controls your glucose levels. The study is
being conducted at Charles Perkins Centre Royal Prince Alfred Clinic and gym, by:
- Prof Stephen Twigg (Endocrinologist, Head of Endocrinology at RPA, Kellion
Professor of Endocrinology, Stan Clark Chair in Diabetes Sydney Medical
School, University of Sydney),
- Dr Angela Lee (Endocrinologist, PhD Candidate Sydney Medical School,
University of Sydney ). Study contact person: 0422875160
- Dr Nathan Johnson (Exercise Physiologist, Senior Lecturer, Exercise and Sport
Science, University of Sydney).
- Ms Kimberley Way (Exercise Physiologist, PhD Candidate, University of
Sydney)
Abbott is supplying the Freestyle Libre Pro glucose sensors used in this study.

Study procedures
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to sign the Participant Consent
Form. You will then be asked about your diabetes and medical history. You will have a
fitness test on a bicycle in the CPC gym to measure your cardiorespiratory fitness. This
information will help us create your individualised exercise program to suit your level of
fitness.
You will wear a glucose sensor (FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitor) during the
study while you are exercising and at home over 2-4 weeks. The single-use sensor unit is
a 35mm diameter disc and 5mm in height. The sensor is applied to the back of the upper
arm using an applicator by the study investigator, which inserts a thin, 5mm long, flexible
filament under the skin in the subcutaneous tissue. The sensor is then held in place by an
adhesive pad. Application is generally less painful than your usual subcutaneous insulin
injection. Once the glucose sensor is applied, you should not feel any pain. The sensor
stays on your arm for up to 2 weeks, and during this time you will be able to do all your
regular activities such as showering and exercising. It is water resistant. After 2 weeks (or
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earlier if the sensor falls off) a second sensor will be applied so that you will have
continuous glucose monitoring throughout the 4 exercise sessions and at home overnight
afterwards. At the completion of the study, the sensor is removed by painlessly peeling
off the sticky adhesive backing from the skin, and thus removing the sensor filament
from the skin.

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(1) Picture of the FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitoring sensor applied to the back
of the arm with the applicator, (2) picture of the sensor with 5mm filament, (3) picture of
data reader scanning the sensor, and (4) picture of data reader.
You will be asked to do 4 supervised exercise sessions in the CPC gym, with at least 2
days of no exercise between each gym session. On these 4 exercise days you will be
asked to have the same food and drink, and to also have a snack at 9pm before bed. You
will supply and eat your own food during the study. On each of the nights after exercise,
we will tell you how much to reduce your basal insulin. The glucose sensor will be able
to detect your glucose trends, but you will not know the result until the final sensor
removal and download at the end of the study. During the study, you will check your
fingerprick glucose levels as you normally would for your diabetes self-care. If you have
any hypoglycaemia (a ‗hypo‖), then you should treat it with 15-20 grams of fast-acting
carbohydrate, as is usual diabetes self-care. The 4 supervised exercise sessions on the
gym bike that you will do will include 3 sessions of high-intensity interval training
(HIIT), and one session of continuous moderate intensity aerobic exercise. The study will
look at your glucose response to the 2 types of exercise, and as well to different dose
reductions in your bedtime basal insulin after the exercise.
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Blood pressure will be measured by arm blood pressure cuff (the arm without the glucose
sensor) before, during and after one high-intensity exercise session, and the continuous
moderate intensity aerobic exercise. You will also have measures of arterial stiffness
taken with a simple, painless, non-invasive device called applanation tonometry which
looks at the arterial pressure wave at the carotid artery in the neck using a small handheld tonometer probe, and a blood pressure cuff at the arm and thigh. This will be done
before and after the exercise (immediately after, 30mins and 60mins after exercise for 2
sessions) while you are resting in the CPC gym.

Figure 2: Non-invasive applanation tonometry with the SphygmoCor XCEL PWA and
PWV System

Risks
As with all forms of exercise, there is some risk of injury or medical complication. The
risks in this study are:
 Exercise-related musculoskeletal injury – such as muscle ache, sprains, blisters.
 Exercise-related medical complications – such as fainting, heart arrhythmias and
heart attacks, breathing difficulties.
 Diabetes-related complications – such as hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia.
Exercise is generally recommended for people with type 1 diabetes, so the risks
associated with the exercise in this study would not be considered to be greater than
normal exercise participation in daily-life. Risks will be minimised by creating an
individualised exercise program to suit your level of fitness, and being supervised in the
gym by an Endocrinologist. The study incorporates reductions in your usual insulin dose
to reduce the risk of hypoglycaemia after exercise.
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The risks with the FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitor include minor skin irritation
due to the adhesive, and rarely temporary bleeding at the insertion site (similar to a
subcutaneous insulin injection).
There are no risks with the applanation tonometry with the SphygmoCor XCEL PWA
and PWV System.

Benefits
While we intend that this research study furthers medical knowledge and may improve
treatment of type 1 diabetes in the future, it may be of direct benefit to you. You will get
the chance to measure your fitness level, and the opportunity to do supervised sessions of
high-intensity interval training tailored to your fitness level in the new CPC gym. You
will also get the chance to wear the FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitor to
retrospectively view your glucose response to exercise, including overnight trends. This
glucose monitoring information may help you to manage your glucose response to
exercise in the future, and help with fine-tuning your insulin doses.

Compensation for injuries or complications
If you suffer any injuries or complications as a result of this study, you should contact the
study doctor as soon as possible, who will assist you in arranging appropriate medical
treatment. If you are eligible for Medicare, you can receive any medical treatment
required to treat the injury of complication, free of charge, as a public patient in any
Australian public hospital. In addition, you may have a right to take legal action to obtain
compensation for any injuries or complications resulting from the study. Compensation
may be available if your injury or complication is sufficiently serious and is caused by
unsafe equipment, or by the negligence of one of the parties involved in the study. You
do not give up any legal rights to compensation by participating in this study.

Costs
Participation in this study will not cost you anything, nor will you be paid.

Voluntary participation
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You do not have to take part in it. If you
do take part, you can withdraw at any time without having to give a reason. Whatever
your decision, please be assured that it will not affect your medical treatment or your
relationship with the staff who are caring for you.

Confidentiality
All the information collected from you for the study will be treated confidentially, and
only the researchers named above will have access to identifiable data. The study results
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may be presented at a conference or in a scientific publication, but individual participants
will not be identifiable in such a presentation.
Abbott is supplying the Freestyle Libre Pro glucose sensors used in this study. Abbott
will not have access to any of your personal details that could identify you, and Abbott
will not contact you. A copy of the data generated using the Freestyle Libre Pro flash
glucose monitoring system in this study will be provided in a non-identifiable manner to
the product sponsors of the study, Abbott Diabetes Care.

Further Information
When you have read this information, Dr Angela Lee will discuss it with you further and
answer any questions you may have. If you would like to know more at any stage, please
feel free to contact her on 0422 875 160. This information sheet is for you to keep.

Ethics Approval and Complaints
This study has been approved by the Ethics Review Committee (RPAH Zone) of the
Sydney Local Health District. Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct
of this study should contact the Executive Officer on 02 9515 6766 and quote protocol
number X16-0159.
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A4: Consent Form

HIIT HYPO T1D study
High-intensity interval training and hypoglycaemia minimisation in adults with type 1
diabetes
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
I, ................................................................................................................................ [name]
of ..............................................................................................................................….[address]
have read and understood the Information for Participants on the above named research
study and have discussed the study with ……………………………………………………
I have been made aware of the procedures involved in the study, including any known or
expected inconvenience, risk, discomfort or potential side effect and of their implications as far as
they are currently known by the researchers.
I have been made aware that Abbott Diabetes Care is supplying the FreeStyle Libre Pro flash
glucose monitoring system product at no cost solely for use in this study. I give my approval for a
copy of the data generated using the FreeStyle Libre Pro flash glucose monitoring system in this
study, to be provided in a non-identifiable manner, to the product sponsors of the study, Abbott
Diabetes Care.
I freely choose to participate in this study and understand that I can withdraw at any time.
I also understand that the research study is strictly confidential.
I hereby agree to participate in this research study.

NAME: ........................................................................................................................
SIGNATURE: ..............................................................................................................
DATE: ..........................................................................................................................

NAME OF WITNESS: ..................................................................................................
SIGNATURE OF WITNESS: .......................................................................................

NAME OF INTERPRETER (if required): ..................................................................
SIGNATURE OF INTERPRETER (if required): .........................................................
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Appendix B: Supplementary Material for Chapter 5
B1: Study Protocol
Faculty of Health Science
Charles Perkins Centre
ABN 15 211 513 464

Dr. Nathan Johnson

Room K126
East Street (P.O. Box 170), Lidcombe
The University of Sydney
NSW 2141 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 9137
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 9204
Email: nathan.johnson@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.usyd.edu.au/

NOVEL EXERCISE THERAPIES FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES:
STUDY PROTOCOL
Study Aims:
This study aims to assess the effect of high-intensity interval training (HIIT) on
cardiometabolic outcome measures. Participants will be randomized into one of three
groups: i) regular HIIT (4 minutes at 90% VO2max); ii) regular moderate intensity aerobic
training (45 minutes at 60% VO2max); iii) control group who will receive standard
physical activity and dietary advice.
Eligibility Criteria:
-

Diagnosed with type 2 diabetes
≥ 18 years of age
BMI of 30-40 kgm2
Sedentary (reporting < 150 minutes of physical activity per week, or < 3 days per week)

Exclusion Criteria:
-

Uncontrolled cardiovascular disease
Uncontrolled angina
Uncontrolled arrhythmias
Uncontrolled blood glucose level
BMI <30 kgm2
Diagnosed with type 1 diabetes
< 18 years of age
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-

Physically active (≥ 150 minutes of physical activity per week, or ≥ 3 days per week)

Assessment and Screening:
Physical examination of volunteers will be conducted during baseline assessments only
to ensure that the individual is eligible for the trial.
Data collected at baseline, post-intervention (3 months) and follow-up (6 months): i)
vascular function outcome measures (pulse wave analysis and pulse wave velocity); ii)
cardio-respiratory fitness iii) abdominal fat content; iv) liver fat content; v) skin bloodflow; vi) cardio-respiratory fitness; vii) blood sampling for glucose, lipid and liver
function test outcome measures. This outline below is now provided in the PIS on page
2.
Week: Day
1: 1

2

Tests and exercise
Baseline screening (including
informed consent, physician
screening)
Fasting blood test
DXA scanning
Vascular function test
MRI scanning

Exercise test
3
Exercise training
2-11: 1,2,3 Exercise training
12: 1
Exercise training
2
Post intervention assessments
Fasting blood test
DXA scanning
Vascular function tests
3
MRI scanning

6 month

Exercise test
Post intervention assessments

follow up

Fasting blood test

1

DXA scanning

2

Vascular function tests
MRI scanning

Time Required
150 min

Location
Charles Perkins Centre

40 min

SMRI at the RPA Medical
Centre
Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre

45min
20- 60 min
20- 60 min
20- 60 min
120 min

40 min
45min
90 min

SMRI at the RPA Medical
Centre
Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre

40 min

SMRI at the RPA Medical
Centre

Exercise test

45min

Charles Perkins Centre
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Vascular outcome measures will be collected using applanation tonometry where the
tonometer will be placed on the radial pulse to assess pulse wave analysis and pulse
wave velocity. Cardio-respiratory fitness will be assessed via graded exercise test on a
stationary cycle ergometer to maximal aerobic capacity. The test will start at 35 Watts
and 65 Watts for men and women respectively and increase by 25W every 2.5 minutes
until volitional fatigue or other test termination criteria reached. Heart rate and rating
of perceived exertion (RPE) will be collected every minute during the test. Regional fat
will be assessed by DEXA and abdominal fat and liver fat will be quantified using
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS). Skin blood-flow will be
measured using Doppler ultrasound. The Doppler will be placed on the participant’s big
toe during this procedure.
Exercise Therapy:
Participants who are randomised into the HIIT group will progressively increase the
duration of the HIIT bout from one minute at 90%VO2max to four minutes per session
by week 4 (with 10 min warm-up and 5 min cool-down).
The moderate intensity group will incrementally progress in intensity from 50% VO2max
to 60%VO2max by week4, with duration progressing from 30 to 45 min. All exercising
participants will be supervised by an Accredited Exercise Physiologist and records of
heart rate, blood pressure and rating of perceived exertion (RPE) will be collected during
each exercise session. Blood glucose measures will be taken prior to and after exercise,
and if symptoms of hypoglycaemia arise.
Participants allocated to the control group will receive an initial individual counseling
session (approximately 1 hour) with one of the study investigators involving advice on
physical activity as per current Australian recommendations. This includes doing activity
on most days of the week aiming for a minimum of 300 minutes per week of moderate
intensity aerobic activities and counseling on appropriate activities. Participants will also
receive advice on healthy eating (as per current
NHMRC guidelines) focusing on low saturated fat, low alcohol and high fibre intake with
counseling on portion sizes. Participants will also receive further one-on-one follow up
sessions each 3 weeks (approximately 45 min each).
Management of adverse events:
a) Hypo/ hyperglycemia

To reduce the risk of a hypoglycaemic event, blood glucose will be sampled before and
after exercise. In the event that a participant does become hypoglycaemic during
exercise, the supervising physician or researcher will immediately test blood glucose
levels and 30g of oral glucose will be administered. Blood glucose levels will be
monitored until return to normal range. The participant will not re-commence exercise
during that session.
b) Cardiovascular event
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In the instance that a cardiovascular event does arise, the supervising researcher and
physician will attend to the participant and will administer first aid and
CPR/defibrillation and medical care as necessary and appropriate. All researchers
administering exercise have current first aid/CPR. Ambulance will be called if required.
c) Other assessment risks

During the course of taking blood samples, mild pain and/or bruising may occur at the
site of the needle entry. The risks and discomforts will be minimised, as this procedure
will be performed under sterile conditions by highly experienced staff. The total
amount of blood taken is small (four samples of approximately 9 ml each) and will not
result in any harm.
MRI involves exposure to high magnetic fields, with no known clinical risks associated
with the technique. There is a risk of claustrophobia in the scanner, however the
participant will be informed they are free to exit the scanner at any time. Earplugs are
issued as standard protocol and eyemasks can be made available at the participants’
request.
During the DEXA scan, the participant will be exposed to a low dose of radiation (~0.02
mrem), which is far lower than a typical radiation dose from a chest x-ray (30 mrem). At
this level, no harmful effects of radiation have been demonstrated and the risks are
therefore very low.
Staff Qualifications
Data Collection Point
Baseline;

Staff Involved
Dr. Namson Lau,

Qualifications
MBBS, PhD

Dr. Kathryn Williams
MBBS

Baseline; PostIntervention
(3 months); Followup (6 months)

Mr. James Gerofi

Mr. Sean Lanting

Bachelor of Applied
Science (Exercise and
Sports Science)
Peripheral Venous
Venepuncture
Good Clinical
Practice
Dangerous Goods
Handling
First Aid + CPR
Bachelor of Health

Roles
Supervising
physicians for the
trial. Completing the
physical
examination,
monitoring stress
testing and
cardiorespiratory
fitness tests
Conduct blood
collection and
analysis.

Collecting skin-blood
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Dr. Vivenne Chuter

Ms Shelley Keating

Dr Nathan Johnson

Dr Michael Baker

Science (Pod)
Accredited Podiatrist
First Aid + CPR
Bachelor of Podiatry
(Hons), PhD
First Aid + CPR
Master of Exercise
and Sports Science
(Clinical Exercise
Science)
Accredited Exercise
Physiologist;
First Aid + CPR
PhD, Master of
Exercise Physiology
Accredited Exercise
Physiologist;
First Aid + CPR
PhD, Master of
Exercise Physiology
Accredited Exercise
Physiologist;
First Aid + CPR

flow measures

Collecting skin-blood
flow measures
Supervising stress
testing, cardiorespiratory fitness
testing and exercise
interventions.

Supervising stress
testing, cardiorespiratory fitness
testing and exercise
interventions.
Conducting
Supervising stress
testing, cardiorespiratory fitness
testing and exercise
interventions.
Conducting
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NOTES:

Telephone Screening Form
Date of Telephone call: ____/____/____

Interviewer: ___________________________

Source of Participant: _________________________

Time Commenced: ___________

I would like to give you a brief overview of how this exercise study is designed. The research
requires about 12 weeks of consistent commitment from you. At the start of the study you will
be randomised (like the roll of a dice) into one of five different exercise groups.
The exercise in each group differs in the intensity of exercise you will do as well as the type of
the exercise you will be asked to complete. One of these groups will perform aerobic exercise
for 19 - 45 minutes, three times per week, for 12 weeks at the Charles Perkins Centre, University
of Sydney, Camperdown Campus. In one group you will perform high-intensity interval training,
three times per week at the Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney, Camperdown Campus.
In another group, you will be provided with an individual counseling session (approximately 1
hour) with one of the study investigators involving advise on physical activity and attend one
supervised session each fortnight at The Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney,
Camperdown Campus.
We will provide you with an initial health screen and exercise test that will be supervised by our
study physicians, Doctor Kathyrn Williams and Doctor Namson Lau at The Charles Perkins
Centre, Camperdown.

At your initial visit you will be required to undertake a fasting blood test, maximal
exercise test and complete a variety of lifestyle questionnaires and forms to help to
determine your eligibility to participate and provide a summary of your current health
and fitness status. We will also provide you with follow up tests after 12 weeks exercise
training to examine the effects of this exercise upon your health and fitness. Each of
these assessments will be conducted at The Charles Perkins Centre. You will also be
required to undergo a MRI/MRS body scan at SMRI, located at the RPA Medical Centre,
before and after the 12 weeks of training.
During your training visits you will be supervised by researchers from the University of Sydney.
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We will need to ask you some questions to determine whether you are eligible to participate in
the study. Are you happy to proceed with this screening?
If no, why not?
YES  NO 
___________________________________________________________________
1.

Name: _____________________________________________________

2.

Phone Number:

3.

Address:

4.

What is your date of birth: ____ / ____ / ____ How old are you now? _______

h) ____________________
w) ____________________
m) ____________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
________________________________ Post Code: ________

What is your occupation? __________________________________________

5.

Do you live in:

A private home
A unit
Hostel/retirement home
Other (specify)

YES





NO





How would you travel to the SMRI (RPA Medical Centre)?
___________________________________________________________
6.

What is your current:

(i) Body weight? _______ (1 kg = 2.20462262 pounds)
(ii) Height?
_________ (1 cm = 0.393700787 inches)
2
(iii) BMI (kg/m )?________(> 25)

________________________________________________________________________
___
If BMI less than 30, END HERE (If not sure, continue with screening).
Thank you Mr / Mrs ………..……, you are not eligible for this study but if another study comes up
that is more suitable, may we keep your contact information and call you about it?
YES  NO 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ASSISTANCE
Time Finished: _____________
Time Taken to Complete Screening: _____________

7.

Are you being followed for: High blood pressure
High cholesterol/TGs
Diabetes

8.

YES 

NO 

YES 
YES 

NO 
NO 

Would you be able to sit and exercise on a stationary exercise bike for up to 45 minutes?
YES  NO 
If no, why not? __________________________________________________________

9.

Do you take any medications?

Medication

Dose

YES  NO 
Frequency

Reason

Has any of your medication been changed in the last 2 months? YES  NO 
If yes, how? ________________________________________________________________
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10.
Disease

Do you have any chronic illnesses or conditions?
Date of Onset/Diagnosis

YES  NO 
Currently Stable/Controlled?

11.

Do you have chest pain?
YES  NO 
If yes, when was your last attack?
Date: ____/____/______
How often do the attacks occur? _______________________________
What usually brings on your chest pain? ____________________________
What is your usual treatment? _________________________________

12.

Have you ever had a heart attack?
YES 
NO 
If YES, please specify:
Date: ____/____/__________
Hospital: _________________

13.

Have you ever had a cardiac stress test?
YES 
NO 
If YES, please specify:
Date: ____/____/__________
Hospital: _________________

Do you have a terminal or rapidly progressive disease? YES  NO 
If yes, please specify:
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
14.

15.

Have you had a blood clot in the lung or leg in the last 6 months?
YES  NO 

If yes, please give details: ______________________________________________________
16.
Do you have any other chronic disease which is out of control or has changed rapidly in
the last 6 months?
YES  NO 
If yes, please give details: ______________________________________________________
17.

Have you had an amputation?

YES  NO 
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If yes, please give details: ____________________________________________________

18.
Have you had a fracture in the past 6 months? YES  NO 
If yes, please give details: ____________________________________________________
19.

Do you currently participate in any exercise? If yes, please describe?
YES  NO 
Type
Times Per
Duration/Session
Intensity (How
How long have you
Week
Hard?)
been doing this?
Walking/jogging
Cycling
Swimming/ Aqua
aerobics
Weight Lifting
Stretching or Gentle
exercise
Aerobics Classes
Dancing
Other (describe)
Exercise > 3/7 or >300 mins = ineligible; Exercise 2-3/7 or 150-300 mins = use discretion;
Exercise 1/7 or ≤150 mins = eligible
Comments: ________________________________________________________________
YES 
NO 
____________
____________

20.

Do you smoke / quit smoking in the last 6 months?
If yes, How many cigarettes would you smoke a day?
What type and brand of cigarette do you smoke?

21.

Do you drink alcohol and if so, how much?

22.

Are you pregnant, lactating or have you recently given birth? YES  NO 
UNSURE 

_________ YES 

NO 

23.
Are you currently participating in any other research studies? YES  NO 
If yes, What are they?
___________________________________________________
Frequency:
___________________________________________________
Time:
___________________________________________________
Type:
___________________________________________________
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24.
If accepted for this study, are you willing to be randomised to one of three
groups exercising 3 days per week for 12 weeks:




Moderate intensity, long duration aerobic exercise training on an exercise bike
High-intensity interval training on an exercise bike
Individual counselling on physical activity advice

YES  NO 
If no, why?
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
25.
Are you willing to:
a) Attend an initial screening and tests before participation at The Charles Perkins
Centre during weeks 1 and 12 of the study?
b) Attend SMRI for MRI/MRS body scans during weeks 1 and 12 of the study?
c) Come to The Charles Perkins Centre to undertake training 2-3 times a week for 12
weeks
YES  NO 
If no, why?
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________

If yes, would transportation be difficult for you?

YES  NO 

Explain transport needs:
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
Thank you for answering all of these questions. The chief investigator of the study is Dr
Nathan Johnson. He will review this questionnaire and we will notify you as whether you are
eligible for further screening for this study. Do you have any further questions about the study?
Comments:
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________

Time Finished: _________________
Time Taken to Complete Telephone Screening: ____________________________
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B2: Study Advertising
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B3: Participant Information Sheet

NOVEL EXERCISE THERAPIES FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT
(1)

What is the study about?
You are invited to take part in research that will study the effects of different exercise
therapies on your health and fitness. People with diabetes are at risk of developing
damage to their blood vessels and tissues which can lead to increased risk of
complications and heart disease. Some studies have shown that regular exercise can help
to reduce tissue fat levels, improve glucose control, blood flow and fitness. However the
optimal type and dose of exercise for health improvement in people with type 2 diabetes
is unclear.
The purpose of this research is to examine the effect of different exercise therapies on
cardio-metabolic outcomes in individuals with diabetes. The results of this research will
help to direct public health guidelines for exercise intervention in the management of
diabetes and the associated health complications.

(2)

Who is carrying out the study?
The study is being conducted by Dr Nathan Johnson, Dr Michael Baker, Dr Vivienne
Chuter, Ms Shelley Keating, Mr James Gerofi, Mr Sean Lanting, Ms Kimberley Way,
Professor Stephen Twigg, Mr Angelo Sabag and Ms Rachelle Sultana. The research will be
undertaken at the Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney (Camperdown).

(3)

What does the study involve?
Participant’s involvement requires:




Willingness to participate for 3 months (12 weeks) in an exercise program and;
Three assessments in total. These include: baseline, three months (at the completion
of the training) and a follow up assessment at six months (three months after
completion of the training [optional])
Participation may involve attending supervised exercise sessions (3 times per week)
at the Charles Perkins Centre for 3 months.

In order to participate in this study you must:
 be 18-65 years of age and have been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes
 have a body mass index between 30-45
 not currently undertake exercise on 3 or more days per week, or >150 minutes of
exercise per week
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be free of any medical condition which makes you unsuitable for exercise. These may
include:
o Chest pain
o Unstable blood sugar levels
o Unstable abnormal heart rhythms
o Unstable hypertension
Assessment & Screening

If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to sign the Participant Consent
Form and to complete questionnaires regarding your current health. You will first be
examined by the study doctor and given a full physical examination to check that it is safe
for you to undertake an exercise program. Blood will be collected to measure your
glucose control and other routine blood measures. You will also be required to have an
electrocardiograph (ECG) reading both at rest and during treadmill walking exercise
(stress test). This involves placement of leads on your body to get a reading of the
electrical activity of your heart. This should not cause any discomfort, but you will
experience fatigue during the treadmill walking assessment. You will also undertake
assessments of your body fat and muscle, and tests of your blood vessel function.
There is a small risk of experiencing Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS) posttreadmill testing. This may be experienced as muscle discomfort 24-48 hours after the
exercise bout. However, this is a common and transient response in previously inactive
people which gradually lessens after this period, and this type of treadmill testing is
routinely used in inactive individuals who perform stress testing. The regular training
bouts (3 days per week for 12 weeks) will be performed on the stationary cycle which
has negligible eccentric muscle activity. Risk of musculoskeletal injury will be further
reduced by providing the participant with an individualized exercise prescription,
tailored to their own exercise capacity.
An outline of the assessment and screening process is provided in the table below:
Week: Day Tests and exercise
1: 1
Baseline screening (including
informed consent, physician
screening)
Fasting blood test
DEXA scanning
Vascular function test
2
MRI scanning

3

Exercise test
Exercise training

Time Required
150 min

Location
Charles Perkins Centre

40 min

SMRI at the RPA Medical
Centre
Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre

45min
20- 60 min
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2-11:
1,2,3
12: 1
2

Exercise training

20- 60 min

Charles Perkins Centre

Exercise training
Post intervention assessments
Fasting blood test
DEXA scanning
Vascular function tests
MRI scanning

20- 60 min
120 min

Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre

40 min

6 month

Exercise test
Post intervention assessments

45min
90 min

SMRI at the RPA Medical
Centre
Charles Perkins Centre
Charles Perkins Centre

follow up

Fasting blood test

1

DEXA scanning

2

Vascular function tests
MRI scanning

40 min

SMRI at the RPA Medical

3

Centre
Exercise test

45min

Charles Perkins Centre

Exercise Therapy
You will be randomly allocated (like the toss of a coin) to one of three different groups for
the following 3 months. Neither you nor the researchers will be able to decide which
group you join. All groups will receive dietary counselling supervised by an Accredited
Practising Dietician. One group will be given physical activity advice and two groups will
receive supervised exercise training.
Supervised exercise training visits will be scheduled 3 times weekly in the Clinical
Research Facility at The Charles Perkins Centre, Camperdown. At the first training visit,
you will be shown how to use the exercise equipment safely and correctly. You will be
supervised and encouraged by experienced staff during your training visits. Training
sessions will involve around 19-45 minutes of supervised stationary cycling.
Procedures
All participants will be asked to undergo a number of tests during the study. These tests
will be performed on 3 separate occasions: at the start (baseline) and after 3 months. You
will need to fast overnight before one assessment day on each occasion. A follow-up
assessment will also be undertaken 3 months following the completion of the
intervention.
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The assessments are as follows:
a. Full Physical Examination
A routine physical examination will be conducted by one of the research physicians and
will involve:
1) Listening to the heart, blood vessels and lungs and palpation of the gastro-intestinal
(stomach) regions
2) Functional tests of the nervous system and reflexes
3) Questions related to medications, health history and lifestyle behaviours (such as smoking
and alcohol consumption).
4) Standard health measures such as blood pressure, height, weight and waist circumference

b. ECG
A five minute ECG will be measured via electrodes placed on your chest while you are resting. This will
record the rhythm of your heart.
c. Blood Vessel Function and Pulse Wave Analysis





After resting on a bed for 20 minutes we will monitor your heart rate and blood vessel
function by placing an electrode on each wrist and one on your leg. A pen-like device
will be placed at each of these sites to assess your pulse.
We will also measure the skin blood flow on your big toe. This will involve placing a
laser probe and a blood pressure cuff on your toe which will be inflated and then
released. It is used to measure the passing of blood or change in the blood vessel.
Your blood pressure will be measured at your arm, leg and toe.

d. Blood Tests for Metabolic Control


Blood sampling will be performed to measure blood insulin, glucose, fats, liver
function and other markers of metabolic health.
Included in the blood tests will be an analysis of your DNA, which will allow us to
investigate variations in known genes which may be associated with diabetes and
exercise. The blood test will be used to look at your genotype to identify new genes
or mutations in known genes as well as looking at genetic factors that may predict
response to exercise therapy. Samples will be stored indefinitely in a -80°C freezer.
Blood will be used immediately or stored for studies in the future. Blood will be
used to extract DNA. The samples will be used for research and coded to protect
your identity (although they are able to be re-identified by researchers so that we
can alert people to the fact that they have a genetic disease if that situation arises.
All medical information is stored in password protected databases.
Please note: Your provision of a DNA sample is for research purposes only, is optional,
and does not constitute clinical genetic testing. You will be asked to provide an 18ml
blood sample for this.
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e. MRI SCANNING and DEXA

MRI scanning uses a magnetic field to take pictures of your body that can be used to
measure levels of fat and muscle. The test involves lying in a scanner for 25-30 min.
DEXA involves the measurement of body composition by X-ray (lying on your back for
10-15 minutes).
f. Tests of Fitness (cycling)

We will test your cycling fitness, and your heart (including ECG) and lung response to 715 minutes of cycling. The test starts at a comfortable intensity and gradually increases
to a maximal effort. You will experience transient fatigue during the cycle test.
g. Questionnaires

You will be asked to complete several questionnaires which will take approximately 3060 minutes. The questionnaires are designed to find out how you feel about yourself, how
well you sleep, your nutritional intake your activity level, and how you felt when
completing the exercise sessions.
h. Activity monitors
You will be asked to wear a small activity monitor on your arm. This will measure your
activity over the period of a week and will not interfere with your daily routine or pose
any risk.
i. Gut Microbiota Analysis

Stool samples will be collected to analyse the composition of gut microbiota (bacteria).
Your gut bacteria can affect the digestion, absorption and metabolism of food, immune
system function, hormone regulation and brain function.
You will be asked to collect a stool specimen, record the date, and immediately freeze the
sample after collection at your home. The frozen stool samples will be returned to the
clinic at baseline, month 3 and month 6 (follow up). You will be provided with detailed
instruction, a stool collection kit and hygiene materials. Please note: Your provision of a
stool sample is optional.
Participation
During all study procedures, you will be monitored very closely by qualified and
experienced health professionals. You are free to withdraw from the study at any
stage, for whatever reason, without affecting your medical care. The doctor and/or
investigators in charge of this study may stop the study or stop you taking part in the
study, at any time, for any reason, without your consent.
Risks
EXERCISE TESTING AND TRAINING
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As with any exercise program, there are possible risks of injury and a small risk of heart
attack. Exercise training may also cause some muscle soreness and fatigue. To minimise
these risks, we will carefully monitor you throughout your training, prescribe a training
program that is in accordance with your physical capabilities and take care to set up the
exercise equipment in a manner to maximise your safety. You will be closely supervised
by trained and experienced health professionals during all testing procedures.
During each test procedure, and at regular intervals throughout the exercise training
program, we will ask you to inform us of any side effects that you may experience. It is
important that you contact the study staff immediately if there are any unusual health
experiences, injury or bad effects. This notification should take place whether or not you
believe that the problem is related to the exercise program or from some other cause.
Prior to any testing, the study doctor will review your medical history to make sure that
you are medically ready for the study procedures.
BLOOD GLUCOSE (SUGAR) LEVELS
It is possible that during the study test procedures, your blood glucose levels may not be
balanced at times. You may not experience any symptoms as a result of this. However, it
is possible that you might experience symptoms of hypoglycaemia (low blood sugar
levels), which may present as shaking, sweating, weakness and hunger. You will be fully
supervised at all times during test procedures. Should you experience symptoms
suggestive of hypoglycaemia, the study physician or research assistant will immediately
test your blood sugar level with a finger-stick test, and administer an oral concentrated
sugar-containing beverage that is rapidly absorbed. You will be monitored closely until it
is clear that your blood sugar has returned to normal and any symptoms have resolved.
BLOOD COLLECTION
Blood collection is a very common procedure and causes little discomfort or risk. During
the course of taking blood samples, mild pain and/or bruising may occur at the site of the
needle entry. The risks and discomforts will be minimised, as this procedure will be
performed under sterile conditions by highly experienced staff. The total amount of
blood taken during the baseline, post-intervention and follow-up tests is small (four
samples of approximately 9 ml each) and will not result in any harm.
OPTIONAL DNA COLLECTION
It is possible, although very unlikely, that someone could get access to your DNA data
without permission. As part of this study we might coincidentally find a gene pattern or
defect which increases your risk for a disease (e.g. breast cancer). If the condition is
treatable or preventable, you can specify on the Consent Form if you want to be informed
about such a finding. Learning this information may be upsetting. It could also affect your
ability to get life insurance. The information could be used against you in the work
setting. Therefore, although we think that there are benefits in having that information,
individuals have to weigh up the risks and decide whether or not to receive that
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information. In the unlikely event that a risk for genetic condition is identified we will
help to put you in contact with a local genetics service.
If we identify that you could be at risk for a disorder, which is currently untreatable and
unpreventable, we will not disclose this information. If you become upset or distressed as
a result of your participation in the research, the researcher is able to refer you to
counselling services or other appropriate support such as Beyond Blue (telephone: 1300
22 4636) or a study physician is able to refer you to your GP for appropriate
management. In addition, you may prefer to suspend or end your participation in the
research if distress occurs.
MRI SCANNING and DEXA
MRI involves exposure to high magnetic fields, but no ionising radiation. There are no
known clinical risks associated with this technique. There is a risk of claustrophobia in
the scanner, but you are free to exit the magnet at any time. You will not be permitted to
undergo scans if you have any ‘ferrous’ metal materials within your body (such as a
pacemaker or metal implants). However, a lot of metal pins used these days are ‘nonferrous’ and are not affected by the magnetic field of the scanner. These issues will be
discussed with you by the radiographer prior to scanning.
During the DEXA scan you will be exposed to radiation. However, the dose of radiation is
very small and at this level no harmful effects of radiation have been demonstrated and
the risks are very low. Each measurement involves a very small dose of radiation (~0.02
mrem), which is far lower than a typical radiation dose from a chest x-ray (30 mrem).

(4)

How much time will the study take?
You will be assessed over 2 days on three occasions, at baseline and 3 months (end of the
trial) and 3 months after completing the trial (follow-up). We expect each visit to take up
to 3 hours. If you are allocated to a supervised exercise training group, you will be
required to attend training sessions at the Charles Perkins Centre on 3 days each week
(20-60 minutes for visit). If you are allocated to a physical activity advice group you will
be asked to attend an educational session with a study researcher at the Charles Perkins
Centre at the beginning and end of the program.

(5)

Can I withdraw from the study?
Being in this study is completely voluntary - you are not under any obligation to consent
and - if you do consent - you can withdraw at any time by informing one of the
researchers, without affecting your relationship with the University of Sydney or with the
researchers. You may choose to have your data to be removed from the study if you
discontinue with the study.
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If you choose to withdraw, your data will still be useful for research purposes and will be
de-identified for use. However, if you wish to have your data removed, please inform the
researcher and they will ensure your data are not used.

(6)

Will anyone else know the results?
All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and only the
researchers will have access to information on participants.
A report of the study may be submitted for publication, but individual participants will
not be identifiable in such a report.

(7)

Will the study benefit me?
While we intend that this research study furthers medical knowledge and may improve
management of diabetes it may not be of direct benefit to you.

(8)

Can I tell other people about the study?
You are welcome to tell other people about the study.

(9)

What if I require further information about the study or my involvement in it?
When you have read this information, Ms Way, Mr Lanting, Mr Sabag or Ms Sultana will
discuss it with you further and answer any questions you may have. If you would like to
know more at any stage, please feel free to contact them on 0407 252 422 (Kimberley
Way), 0403 800 712 (Sean Lanting), 0410 232 582 (Angelo Sabag) or 0450 660 193
(Rachelle Sultana). Alternatively please feel free to contact Dr Johnson on 02 9351 9137.

(10)

What if I have a complaint or any concerns?

Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can
contact The Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on +61 2 8627
8176 (Telephone); +61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email).
This information sheet is for you to keep
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B4: Consent Form
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
I, ...........................................................................................[PRINT NAME], give consent to my participation in the
research project
TITLE: NOVEL EXERCISE THERAPIES FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES
In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
1.

The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained to me,
including any inconvenience, risk, discomfort or side effect, and their implications, and any
questions I have about the project have been answered to my satisfaction.

2.

I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the opportunity to
discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the researcher/s.

3.

I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any obligation
to consent.

4.

I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential. I understand that any research
data gathered from the results of the study may be published however no information about
me will be used in any way that is identifiable.

5.

I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my
relationship with the researcher(s) or the University of Sydney, University of Newcastle or
Australian Catholic University now or in the future.

6.

I consent to:
Receiving Feedback
DNA
Stool sample

YES
YES

YES



NO




NO




NO



If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback” question, please provide your details i.e. mailing
address, email address.
Feedback Option
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Address:

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Email:

_______________________________________________________

...................................................
Signature

....................................................
Please PRINT name
..................................................................................
Date
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Appendix C: Publications
C1: The Effect Of Exercise On Vascular Function And Stiffness In Type 2 Diabetes:
A Systematic Review And Meta-Analysis
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